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ABSTRACT
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Archaeology
Thesis for degree of Doctor of Philosophy
INFLUENCES OF WOOD-CRAFTING ON TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT IN MIDDLE TO
LATE BRONZE AGE SOUTHERN ENGLAND
By Robert William Lee
This study explores the relationship between wood-crafting activity and technological
development in metal tools during the Late-Middle and Late Bronze Age in Southern England. It
suggests that a number of tool types and forms can be characterised as direct responses to
specific crafting processes. The study further suggests that through analysis of those tools and
crafting processes, the socio-technological relationships between craftspeople and materials can
be better explored.
The thesis makes a case for the importance of wood-use during the British Bronze Age as a
material key both to a range of craft activities and technological change. The discussion
highlights the lack of a cohesive analysis of its use, potential and material relationships. It
suggests that a semantic approach to craft practice can inform as to how those practices were
facilitated, and that particular craft processes focussed on wood-use are manifested in surviving
tools.
Four tool types are examined - socketed axes, gouges, chisels and saws; their morphology and
structure are analysed to discern variations in function and structural trends which are suggestive
of common approaches to production and use. The results of this analysis are linked to wood-
crafting practices to highlight how particular forms of each tool type were targeted to activity.
The study concludes by arguing that Bronze Age tool forms, and their production, were the result
of a complex network of social, technological and developmental influences. It finds that a
number of forms were indeed targeted to specific wood-crafting tasks, and that tools ostensibly
produced separately followed common structural trends which derived from those tasks. The
study also concludes that certain tool forms such as saws manifest multi-material developmental
origins, and that analysis based on crafting functions has the potential to provide a more
cohesive perspective of Bronze Age tool development than has previously been developed.i
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1. Introduction
Southern England during the Middle and Late Bronze Age was home to highly varied craft activity
and related technological development (Barber 2003; Harding 2000). The metal tools of the period
epitomise this, both in terms of technology and as indicators of the array of craft processes
undertaken and materials worked. However, those tools have hitherto often been assessed
independently of key aspects of their nature, namely their function (what they were for), their
functionality (how their structure facilitated function), and the ways in which the morphology and
dimensions of tools can be seen to manifest these. Sixty years on, Forbes’ (1950: 474) lament that
too little attention has been paid to metal tool finds - save for constructing typologies - still stands.
Analysis of metal tools from the perspectives of function and functionality, rather than in the
typological-chronological tradition, offers opportunity to consider wider questions related to Middle
and Late Bronze Age craft. How crafting may have influenced technological development and how
such a process might be characterised; the nature of interaction between craftspeople which
engendered technological development; whether material characteristics can be seen as causing
such change, and how metal tools may be used as evidence of the recognition of technical
potential, both in the tools themselves and the materials they were used upon. Any perception that
tools were the end result of a craft process is antilogous. This thesis argues that understanding
function and functionality lies at the core of understanding the metal tools of Bronze Age Britain not
as objects whose creation was merely banausic, but as component parts of a much wider network
of material-people relationships.
In order to approach the idea of function and functionality an idea of the ‘craft process’ must be
investigated. ‘Craft’ itself is a theme which holds myriad interpretive possibilities. The practice of
craft both formented and was engendered by relationships between craftspeople and
understanding of materials, from which technological change, the recognition of potential in tool
forms and materials, and innovation from existing technologies and processes derived. That
practice may be approached through a material which lay at the core of the British Bronze Age and
yet of which consideration has remained exiguous – wood.
Wood was integral for activities such as building and boat construction, fuelling metallurgical and
ceramic crafts, and making a multiplicity of objects including tools, bowls and even decorative
items. The relationship between wood-crafting and the analysis of Bronze Age ‘craft’ has not,
however, been subject to cohesive examination, nor utilised as a means by which technological
change on a broad scale can be investigated. Despite analyses of well-known evidence such as
the Dover Boat or the site of Flag Fen, the perception of wooden evidence from the British Bronze
Age has largely remained in desuetude as anything more than simple evidence of objects. Study of
wood-crafting can in fact be used to contextualise a range of Bronze Age crafting skills, material2
understanding, knowledge exchange, and an extensive array of tool forms which, from the point of
their conception, were targeted to particular crafting practices.
As a material, wood is perhaps unique in its potential for variations in character, even within the
same source, deriving from both growth environment and subsequent treatment by users. This
makes it idoneous for a semiotic approach. Characterising the working of wood in terms of the
signs it conveys and translation of those signs into a range of actions - such as tool selection - links
to characterisation of tools as objects possessive of both function and functionality. This is through
the consideration that the tools selected for tasks on specific materials required the capacity to
work those materials in quite specific ways.
This study, therefore, focuses on the potential to characterise relationships between British Bronze
Age wood-crafting and metal-tool development. It makes a case for technological change during
the period to have been driven by crafting relationships comprised of material understanding,
interaction between craftspeople, and task objectives. It argues that within that relationship lies the
analytical importance of the metal tools of Bronze Age Britain, and that the route to understanding
the relationship sits within the context of function and functionality in those tools.
The morphology and dimensions of socketed axes, socketed gouges, chisels and saws are
assessed in this study as a means of identifying variations and commonalities within their structure,
and prospective uses which can be linked to the types of wood-crafting activity known to have
occurred during the study period. The data derived from this assessment is used alongside
consideration of their technical and physical capabilities. This links to discussion of the notion of
‘craft’ - derived from both archaeological and non-archaeological arts-based perspectives - used to
frame ideas put forward in this thesis regarding tools and their place within Bronze Age socio-
technological interactions. This approach – linking wood-crafting to technical analysis of tools within
an overarching craft focus - facilitates the opportunity to better understand the processes and
import of wood-crafting during the British Bronze Age, and highlights the function-functionality
dynamic as central to understanding tools as signifiers of Bronze Age technological potential.
1.1 Theoretical Framework
The theoretical impetus for this study draws upon a number of perspectives which combine in
developing a view of craft-derived technological development. It draws upon some broad tenets of
Semenovian traceology insofar as it views tools as functional objects. In being thus described, tools
can act as manifestation of socio-technological processes. Such an approach was adapted in a
range of technological and ethnographic contexts by individuals such as Bordes (1972), Crabtree
(1982) and Binford (1978). However, whereas function was the focus of ‘functional analysis’
(Semenov 1964; 1970), this study considers tool form and structure to manifest functionality as well
as function. The Later Bronze Age in Britain and Europe was a period which saw neither the3
beginning of metallurgical technology nor its culmination, but one which was party to the
development of huge variation in tool forms and functions (Briard 1976: 186). In recognising this,
the current study might best be described as applying a ‘transverse traceology’. It argues for both
the representation of technological processes through artefacts, but also for the disarticulation of
processes and objects into component parts as a means of understanding how relationships
between craftspeople influenced technological development.
Approaches to the notion of ‘craft’ stem from the purviews of arts-theory figures such as Peter
Dormer (1994), David Pye (1968) and Richard Sennett (2008), whilst a wood-based emphasis
derives from the experiences of the working of wood discussed by individuals such as Edlin (1949)
and Nakashima (2010). The discussion of Bronze Age wood-crafting utilises a semiotic
understanding of wood and how it may have informed practice, and provides a framework into
which the technical and morphological data drawn from tools can be assimilated.
The evidence for disparate craft activities present by the Late British Bronze Age is indicative of a
huge range of skills, practice and potential for cross-craft and cross-material relationships
(Needham 1996: 137). In the wider context of European prehistory a transition to a ‘full’ Bronze
Age around 2000BC has traditionally been afforded status as a “magical turning point” in European
social history (Vandkilde 2007: 91). Nonetheless, this interpretation is by no means incontestable;
in the use of both wood and metal there are marked continuations of practice for which there is
earlier evidence – for instance the construction and use of wooden trackways, and the continued
production of tools such as axes in a range of discrete forms. The notable change during the
Bronze Age is in shifts in technologies which both facilitated and were facilitated by shifts in the
ways craft practices occurred, and also the materials available, for example increasing use of
varied bronze alloys. The nature of society is also important given the argument that craft practice
and the use of technologies was structured by social context. The distinctive shift in England from
dispersed Middle Bronze Age farmsteads (Brück 1999b), to Later Bronze Age nucleated settlement
(Clark 2005: 88), has been associated with a concentration of both ‘power’ and ‘specialist’ skills
with which the idea of craft has often been linked.
The Bronze Age itself is a period defined by crafting and affixed to very specific material - metal.
The label ‘Bronze Age’ rests on material recoveries which evidence the quantity of metal worked
and objects created (Tylecote 1986). This focus on metal has of course given sway to a strong
tradition of typological analysis (Gräslund 1987: 5), and in Britain it is on such typologies that
stages of the Bronze Age have often previously been based. This was certainly the case with
regards to axe forms, as a particularly common tool type, and also transitions in metal composition
(Burgess 1978: 210). As intimated earlier, the perception that typologies create of tools – that they
were objects created as an end in of themselves – is rather disingenuous. The processes which
enabled the conception of their necessity, form, and use, should be characterised in light of socio-
technological motivations in which the tool was exactly that - a tool.4
Metal-working and tool production can be set within a broader sphere which focuses on craft, an
arena encapsulating social context, technology and a range of materials not limited to metal but
including ceramics, textiles, hide, leather, bone, and, by no means least, wood. This range of
materials has been somewhat neglected within a European context due to the focus on
metalworking (Sofaer 2010: 185). Intermittent research has occurred which has suggested the
importance of wood in the British Bronze Age (Heal 1982), and recognised the volume of activity
associated with non-metallic materials (e.g. Harding 2000: 243), but such research is comparatively
limited in volume. Recent interest in Bronze Age craft is epitomised by the CinBA – Creativity and
Craft Production in Middle and Late Bronze Age Europe – project, which has shown the potential
the study of craft-working holds, but that project, albeit having constraints, did not consider wood.
Likewise, and recently-published, The Oxford Handbook of the European Bronze Age (ed. Harding
& Fokkens 2013) neglected to include wood-crafting despite being a survey of the European
Bronze Age.
On the whole, the British Bronze Age has remained until recent years a period for which large-
scale and continued craft research has been dominated by the production and working of metal in
which the ‘end’ comes with the finished object, not the use of that object. Whilst ceramics too, have
been subject to much attention, the range of evidence which exists in the British Isles is indicative
of a greater array of crafts and socio-technological practice, of which wood-crafting ought to be
viewed as a key part.
1.2 Introduction to Research Themes
Analysis of British Bronze Age metalwork has been long established with a range of standpoints
and motivations. Typological and distribution analyses, alongside chronologies, predominate (e.g.
Rowlands 1976; Pearce 1983; Needham et al 1998; Pendleton 1999). Assessment of metallurgical
development forms a significant body of early research (e.g. Allen et al 1970; Wertime 1964;
Sheperd 1980), whilst recent foci include the social significances of metal and its production (e.g.
Barber 2003; Roberts and Ottaway 2003; Roberts 2009), the deposition of metalwork and the
surrounding landscape context (Yates & Bradley 2010a), and examination of toolmarks and use
evidence (Sands 1997). Advances in analytical technologies have also made possible approaches
such as chemical analysis, microscopy and experimental assessment of material properties (e.g.
Hardy & Garufi 1998; Arletti et al 2008).
In contrast to metalwork, rather than any sustained or comprehensive approach to wood-crafting in
archaeology there have been periods of enthusiasm which have resulted in wide coverage of a
range of topics, but with varying levels of detail and areas of interest. This has included
examinations of woodland management (e.g. Szabó 2005; Wager 1998), environment and ecology
(Rackham 1988, 1990; Noshiro et al 1992; Marston 2009), the use of dendrochronology (Egger
1983; Morgan 1988; Haneca et al 2009), archaeological evidence for building-construction (e.g.5
Coles & Coles 1986; Taylor & Pryor 1990; Menotti 2004) and, of course, boat-building (e.g. McGrail
1983, 1994; Hasslöf 1972; Goodburn 2004; Coates 2005). Whilst all such approaches, be they in
British or other contexts, are of utility in establishing the importance of wood-use in prehistory in
general, less attention has been paid to relationships between actual practice and technological
developments in the tools inferred to have been used.
In considering the notion of ‘craft’, archaeological approaches, too, tend to have been varied.
Whilst research has been carried out on metal and ceramics which has recognised the working of
these materials as craft, approaches have tended to be very much materially-focused. There have
been introductions into archaeological analysis of craft through aspects such as gender (Hurcombe
2000; Senior 2000) and discussions of pertinent terminology such as ‘skill’ and ‘craftsmanship’
(Bleed 2008; Bradley et al 2009), but there is a vast array of thinking which has remained until
recently little called-upon. Non-archaeological analyses of craft development and practice, as well
as its semiotic characterisation and component ideas, are important in that they have potential to
lend insight to archaeological material (e.g. Edlin 1949; Lucie-Smith 1981; Veiteberg 2005;
Adamson 2007). Such approaches can be of use in illustrating both the variety of potential
interpretational perspectives, and the ways in which aspects such as personal knowledge and
experience play roles in the formulation of craft processes.
Part of the framing of this thesis is the argument that wood and its crafting was a core activity in
British Bronze Age society. Whilst the focus of this thesis is primarily on morpho-metric data from
which function and functionality can be inferred, the conceptual nature of wood-use is also
important to remember given artefacts often being interpreted as embodying the identity of both
makers and users through socio-technological contexts (Chilton 1999: 1). On a global scale wood
has been, and remains, a highly utilised resource which often has a very visible social importance.
It is a unique craft material in terms of the common human attraction to it - its organic, living nature
having been a lure to people for thousands of years (Green 2006: 20). Assemblages evidencing
wood-use on the Kanto Plain, Mawaki and Kawachi-Gata in Japan display deliberate species
selection and the essential place of wood in the creation and maintenance of religious shrines
(Matsui 1992: 10; Noshiro et al 1992: 437-440). Modern-day societies, too, such as the North-West
African Dogon or the Madagascan Zafimaniry, use and conceptualise wood in similar manners
which focus on its living essence and transformation through shaping (Thomas 1953: 427; Van
Beek et al 1991: 140; Bloch 2005: 21). The symbolism inherent in the use of wood is imperative,
but so too its association to other culturally important crafts; metalworking, for example, amongst
the Dogon holds social and religious power, and ties inherently to ideas about Dogon history and
world creation (Neipert 2006: 69).
Metalworking can also been seen as critical to social processes and the conceptualisation of craft
identities. Relevant is the smith’s place as ‘magician’ or ‘mystic’ (Budd & Taylor 1995); this has
often been tied to the perceived ‘votive’ nature of many metalwork deposits (Barber 2003: 132;6
Osborne 2004: 2; Randsborg 2002: 415) (although recently Becker (2013: 226) has argued that the
notion of ‘votive’ reasoning for deposition, especially in watery contexts, has become an acceptable
explanation whilst any association of objects with utilitarian use has instead to be proven beyond a
shadow of a doubt.). As with wood, global and ethnographic examples emphasise the place of
metalworking as a craft which is more than prosaic. Within Dogon society the smith is a man taught
by God to produce the fire that smelts metal (Palin 2006: 141), and, therefore, as an individual with
a special place within society. A similar response can be seen in the history of the Indus Valley, in
a context where production of copper objects has been associated with deity worship and societal
stratification (Lahiri 1995). In North American examples the practice of metalworking as been seen
as integral to social identity and representative of the creation of the world (Childs 1994; Erhardt
2009; Martin 1999). Further examples of the importance of craft as embodiment of creation can be
found in symbolic aspects of Southern Indian Hindu pottery (Christensen 1995: 11) and in the
houses of the Batammaliba in the Atacora Mountains (Blier 1994). Whilst all of these groups are
culturally and geographically distinct, there is a degree of commonality in terms of the social
response to the working of wood and metal, and to the practice and place of crafting within society.
The consequence which derives from these themes is in demonstrating the potential, and, this
thesis would argue, likelihood, of the meaningful social and technological, and perhaps spiritual,
role of craft in the British Bronze Age. No material epitomises this possibility more than wood. It
acts not only as a resource integral to other crafts and activities, but as a living material which may
have reflected ideas of creation and transformation in the same way that metals underwent a
transformation in their shaping, and the two materials are inescapably linked. Drawing upon the
range of technical craft processes associated with wood and metal, the formulation of the concept
of craft, and given the global examples mentioned above, British Bronze Age wood-crafting might
be considered through just such a prism of different ideas.
1.3 Objectives
The objectives of this thesis are focussed on exploring the influence of wood-crafting on the forms
in which the tools studied – socketed axes, socketed gouges, chisels and saws – occurred, and
how that influence can be characterised through surviving evidence. The study is not intended to
prove that tools were indeed tools – for instance that an axe is an axe and why it is an axe. Rather,
the intention is to make the argument that tools should be, and can be, understood as functional
objects, but in which development and use are contextualised by the materials and activities with
which they associated.
Surviving British Bronze Age tools have been the subject of much analysis from metallurgical and
metalworking perspectives. However, that understanding of tools as the results of a particular set of
material practices has not often been translated into an understanding of how their structure and
form reflects their role and utility in shaping other materials. This study will analyse the tools7
examined by considering them as comprised of discrete-but-interrelated features and structures,
and in doing so illustrate how particular forms or structures facilitated their intended uses. It will
assess morphological and structural variation within each tool type, analysing aspects such as
blade characteristics and potential links between tools and known crafting activities. Identification of
specific morphological forms within broad tool types will be associated with particular ways of
shaping material. Trends within the dimensions of tools will be used to argue for the presence of
structural principles which acted as controls on the way in which tools were made, and which
derived from a need to ensure each tool could satisfactorily perform the activity for which it was
intended.
Semiotic analysis of components of craft such as ‘knowledge’ and ‘innovation’ will be used to
provide a theoretical framework by which potential interelativity between craftspeople and between
craftspeople and materials during the Late British Bronze Age might be understood. By establishing
that tool forms were the result of a combination of function and functionality they can be much
better placed within a socio-technological context. That context draws together tools themselves in
terms of form and structure, the potential wood-crafting activities for which they were used, and the
idea that they manifest interaction between craftspeople. It is intended that this study can lend to a
more nuanced understanding of British Bronze Age crafting as comprised of interlinked materially-,
technologically-, and socially-influenced ideas and developments.
1.4 Chronology and Region Selection
1.4.1 Chronology
British Bronze Age metalwork chronology is considered in more detail in Section 2.1. However, a
brief note on the selection of the chronological focus of this thesis is warranted. The emphasis is
primarily on the Late-Middle and Late British Bronze Age, from circa 1400BC-700BC, although
some of the discussion draws on evidence from outside this range where it is relevant. This
emphasis is due to the broad range of metal tool forms available, and the period represents stages
of diverse landscape use and craft activities (Roberts et al 2013). Furthermore, there are many
hoards or ‘tool groupings’ within the study region, such as those from Bramber (Aldsworth et al
1981), Yapton (Rudling 1987), and Swalecliffe (Masefield et al 2003), which provide excellent
evidence for varying tool types and forms. The end-date of 700BC is used due primarily to two
points. Firstly, evidence such as the Netherhampton Hoard from Wiltshire suggesting the presence
of bronze tools in some capacity beyond the traditional 800BC ‘cut-off’ point of the Bronze Age in
England. Secondly, the later stages of the British Bronze Age saw changes to metal alloy
composition, for instance the increasing use of lead (Needham & Hook 1988). These changes have
potential import in considering how tool morphology, functions and functionality changed, as well as
questions of innovation in craft working and transitions in the use of varying materials.8
1.4.2 Study Region
The selection of Southern England, and the Norfolk/Fenland area, as the study region (Figure
1.4.2.1) offers an array of landscape types and sites; evidence from wetland regions around
Norfolk can be compared with dry-land contexts such as the chalk and clay landscapes of the
Wealden Down, and there are important riverine and coastal areas, including the Thames and
Northern Kent. The range of material in terms of both wood and metal is extensive, ranging from
boat evidence from Dover (Van de Noort 2009) and the more recently uncovered logboats from
Must Farm (Knight & Murrell 2012), to tool components such as those from Findon (Pull 1953), and
numerous metalwork assemblages and finds from a range of contexts. For example the Bronze
Age well-deposition at Swalecliffe on the coast of Kent (Masefield et al 2003), metalwork finds
along the Thames (Ehrenburg 1980; York 2002) and unpublished hoards such as that of West
Ashling from West Sussex. Evidence from other areas is also available for comparison, notably the
Neolithic and Bronze Age trackways of the Somerset Levels (Coles & Coles 1986), sites where
activity continued into the Iron Age, such as Meare (Coles & Orme 1976; Coles & Minnitt 1995;
Cunliffe 1991), and other evidence of boats and water-based activities from the River Severn
(Rippon 1997).
Figure 1.4.2.1 Intended study regions. Generalised map of regions from which data is collected; 1- South-East
(Sussex and Kent, and Thames); 2- Norfolk and Fenland regions; 3- Wiltshire/Salisbury Plain and surrounds.
Somerset Levels are also included in this area as a region of wetland known long-term wood-use. Some data is
also collected from beyond these regions, for example in the analysis and interpretation of saws (Sections 6.7 &
7.4) – where this occurs it is explained in the relevant sections of the thesis.9
South East and the Thames Estuary:
The South-Eastern counties – East and West Sussex and Kent - provide a region comprised of
coasts, riverine lowlands and chalk uplands, and areas of woodland which would have provided
Bronze Age sources of oak, yew, elm and lime (Coles 2006; Greig 1982), and the landscape
character overall is quite distinct from that of Norfolk, and the Wiltshire and South-Westerly regions.
Sussex, especially, benefits from the Sussex Archaeological Collections – an extensive series
comprising a great volume of research spanning decades which includes discussion of some key
sites; Black Patch, for example, has been regarded as particularly notable and has been subject of
extensive long-term analysis (e.g. Drewett 1982a, Thomas 1998; Tapper 2011). Kent, too, has
been the subject of significant attention and has important locales from which copious metalwork
have come, such as Allhallows (Andrews et al 2009). The Dover Boat, with its implications of cross-
channel and coastal movement, is of course important, so too as evidence for wood-use and
crafting skills.
The South-East region as a whole has been a source for a large volume of metal tool finds as well
as representing a valuable source of data regarding landscape character, crafting activities and site
types. Over the past several decades a number of broad regional syntheses have been produced,
for Sussex (e.g. Drewett 1978; Rudling 2003), Kent (e.g. Champion & Overy 1989; Williams and
Brown 1999), and the South-East in general (e.g. Drewett et al 1988). Alongside such syntheses
are large-scale regional analyses such as Yates’ (2007) analysis of Bronze Age field systems in the
Southern regions of England and its discussion of the significance of mixed farming practices,
which would presumably have also entailed a range of types of knowledge, skills and also tool
forms and associated crafting activities. Research Framework project designs for the regions have
incorporated resources such as the Portable Antiquities Scheme and analyses of the data
regarding metalwork provided therein (e.g. Doshi 2010). Contributions within the development of
the South-East Regional Framework (SERF) have included a number of themes pertinent to this
study, such as Needham (2007b) on cultural shifts from the Neolithic to Middle Bronze Age and
growing associations between South-East England and the North-West Continent, and Barber
(2007) on metal finds and the usefulness of resources such as National Monuments Records and
the Portable Antiquities Scheme in contextualising metalwork alongside landscape uses. More
recently, revisions of research frameworks have been advantageous insofar as they can include
updated and newly acquired data, for example the 2010 revision of Williams & Brown’s (1999) on
the Greater Thames Estuary makes use of Germany’s (2007) reports on the excavation of
Neolithic, Bronze and Iron Age sites at St Osyth in Essex.
East Anglia:
The East of England - for the purposes of this study focussed predominantly on Norfolk, the
Fenlands and the Cambridgeshire fenland edges - benefits from the relatively recently-revised10
archaeological research framework produced by East Anglian Archaeology and English Heritage
(Medlycott 2011). This takes into account past research as well as ‘new’ sites such as that of Must
Farm in Cambridgeshire - although of course since then further research has taken place and
numbers of wooden logboats as well as other wooden remains have been uncovered (e.g. Knight &
Murrell 2012). Norfolk and the Fenlands represent a major area of wetland occupation and activity.
The site of Flag Fen, in Cambridgeshire, and the extensive research conducted upon it (Taylor and
Pryor 1990; Pryor & Taylor 1992; 2001; Pryor & Bamforth 2010), sets in context the complexity of
wood-using skills, Wetland sites represent can be distinctly different to sites in Sussex and Kent.
There are also several significant metal tool-containing hoards from around Norwich, for instance
Eaton II and Carleton Rode.
It should be remembered that East Anglia was not comprised only of wetland, despite the high
visibility of sites such as Flag Fen. Yates’ (2007) already-mentioned work considers certain sites
such as Hopton-on-Sea, in Norfolk, as a multi-period site particularly noteworthy for Bronze Age
field systems and activity. Analyses of notable coastal sites are also useful, such as the analysis of
the timber circles at Holme-next-the-Sea (e.g. Brennand & Taylor 2003), and such studies can
contribute to the salient themes in this study of wood-crafting and tool development and use.
Analyses of the distribution of metalwork (e.g. Pendleton 1999) are also highly relevant, and
combinations of data provide the potential to compare landscape character, wood use, and tool
types and forms, as a means of assessing whether regional trends occurred, and with a long-term
view in mind revisions of existing regional research frameworks.
Wiltshire, Dorset and the South West:
A third area of interest that of Wiltshire, Dorset and the South West, although this actually
comprises a wider range of landscape types and resources than the two primary focus regions of
this study, the inclusion of westerly areas of Southern England provides further bases for
comparison.
The South West Archaeological Research Framework (SWARF) is particularly well-developed, with
a research strategy in place which extends to 2017 (Grove & Croft 2012), as well as existing
period-specific assessments of chronology, evidence and landscape usage. That for the Late
Bronze Age (Fitzpatrick 2008) provides wide coverage of landscape types and use, for example
settlement organisation, as well as the material evidence such as the variations in Middle and Late
Bronze Age metalwork and depositional practices.
Wiltshire and Dorset have a relative lack of woodland compared to the South East and East Anglia,
although having evidence for ancient woodland and varying wood species (Rose 1999: 245).
However, the region has the advantage of a long history of study and a significant amount of
evidence, especially in terms of bronze tools. The previously mentioned Netherhampton Hoard11
(Stead 1998) is particularly notable – although the hoard itself was possibly assembled as late as
the 1
st Century BC – and more recent recoveries such that of Wardour, including finds recorded by
the Portable Antiquities Scheme, are adding to view of the types and volumes of Late Bronze Age
and Iron Age-collated bronze metalwork from the region. In addition to such finds, landscape
analyses can lend to the characterisation of prehistoric activity in the region, Yates (2007) for
example suggesting the River Stour in Dorset and Wiltshire to be a significant axis of movement
during prehistory, whilst Rippon has conducted voluminous research on the environment of, and
evidence from, the River Severn (e.g. Rippon 1996).
As a whole, the volume of analysis and discussion covering the research areas of this study is
copious, whilst the research frameworks in place are developed to varying degrees – as already
mentioned that for the South West is particularly well-established. The range of landscape
contexts, environments, evidence types and data across all three region provides an excellent
basis with which to illustrate the range of wood-crafting activity which occurred, alongside the tools
potentially used and developed as part of that activity, and the study region as a whole benefits
from a large number of archival and museum collections containing Bronze Age tools which are,
generally, readily accessible.
1.5 Research Summary
This study focuses upon analysis of a relationship between wood-crafting and changes in metal
tools. By examining tool morphologies and the range of wood-crafting activities, it is intended that
changes in tool form and type during the Late-Middle and Late Bronze Age in Southern England
can be seen as influenced by craft-activity. The following chapters discuss the background to
metalwork and metal tools during the study period (Chapter 2), the background to British Bronze
Age wood-crafting (Chapter 3), and opportunities for craft analysis from archaeological and non-
archaeological viewpoints (Chapter 4). After this, the methodologies for data collection are
explained (Chapter 5), followed by analysis of the data (Chapter 6), its interpretation (Chapter 7)
and the final conclusions of the study (Chapter 8).1213
2. Research Background: British Bronze Age Metalworking
There is great variety in the metalwork of the British Bronze Age. The examination of socketed
axes, socketed gouges, chisels and saws in this thesis is based on their potential to provide data
which may relate to wood-crafting and to technological development, but those tools and the data
itself, derive from the context of a wider metalworking tradition.
Within this study tools are referred to in a number of ways, primarily by type, form and morphology.
Specific terminology which associates in this study with the interpretation of tools is discussed in
more detail in Chapters 5 and 6 and included in the Glossary; however, by way of brief elucidation,
‘type’ refers to the general tool - axe, gouge, chisel and saw - whilst ‘form’ refers to particular
variants of those types. Although this reverses the more common approach – in which ‘type’ is
usually a subset of ‘form’ – the peculiarities of the discussion of morphology and the identification
of variants, especially in the case of chisels, dictate that that reversed definition is more apposite.
‘Structure’ represents the physical connectivity of contiguous features, such as the blade and eye
of an axe, and ‘morphology’ refers to the shape of each feature within the tool and the overall
shape of the tool itself. ‘Morphology’ can also be divided into two ideas, technical morphology and
stylistic morphology; technical morphology relates to the use of the tool – how shape facilitated its
function – whilst stylistic morphology refers to apparently non-technical-functional features such as
‘decorative’ markings. Style has, of course, been argued to be function (Wobst 1999: 118), but for
the purpose of this study the default meaning of function relates to the technical, and where it
relates to the stylistic this is made explicit in the discussion.
Both metallurgy and the working of metal to produce tools are important in comprehending Bronze
Age metalwork. Archaeometallurgy has had a notable place in the history of research into
prehistoric metalworking, in Britain that research initially deriving from the interests of individuals
with industrial backgrounds rather than necessarily from archaeological traditions (Belford 2012:
171). Metalwork is of course different to metallurgy, and so should metalworking be viewed
separately to ore-mining (Primas 2008). However, the discussion of metalworking has often been
integrated with that concerning metallurgy and alloying (Harding 2000; Muhly 1985; Northover
1991). The assimilation of the two themes has resulted in, to some degree, inattention to the
motivations for tool structure and form and the variability extant within tool types.
That variability is clear within a number of analytically important hoards. For example, in Sussex
the Late Bronze Age Bramber Hoard provides a degree of evidence for long-term use and curation
of tools (Aldsworth et al 1981); the Michael Ayres School Hoard from Bognor contains a series of
socketed axes, and socketed gouges which may be amongst the earliest examples in Southern
Britain (See Section 7.2), whilst the West Ashling Hoard contains noteworthy saw fragments. In
Wiltshire, the Netherhampton Hoard is suggestive of the large-scale collection of metal tool types
and forms, some of which are suggestive of bronze alloys with high lead contents at the very end of14
the Bronze Age and well into the British Iron Age. East Anglia is also home to significant finds, not
least the Carlton Rode and Eaton hoards from Norwich, and sites from across Kent too are
possessive of tool ‘groupings’ significant in the range of objects, such as those at Allhallows and
Swalecliffe. The scope of variation amongst tool types and forms across the study region is
indicative of a broad range of potential crafting uses, tool production, and metallurgical processes
within the context of British Bronze Age metalwork.
This chapter considers chronology of British Bronze Age metalworking (2.1), including typology
(2.1.1), technology (2.1.2) and tool features (2.1.3). Following this the four tool types analysed
within this thesis are discussed in terms of past research, their chronology and prospective uses
(2.2), and finally, contexts of British Bronze Age metalworking are considered (2.3).
2.1 Chronological Phases and Metallurgical Change
Historically, the chronology of the British Bronze Age has been presented in a number of schemes
which have themselves been subject to consistent review and revision (Evans 1881; Fox 1923;
Smith 1959a; Burgess 1974; Needham 1996; Roberts et al 2013). This ongoing revision has
affected the chronological placement of many of the core tool types of the British Bronze Age,
although of course providing more accurate dates and enabling greater understanding of when
developments occurred. This in itself is not problematical, but in the cases of tool types which have
not received particular attention the core research still provides dates based on what may be
considered to be older or outdated chronological frameworks, for instance that which considers the
origin points geographical and chronological of socketed gouges (Eogan 1966). Metalwork has,
however, largely remained a predominating material focus for chronological construction, and
cultural sequences have generally been named according to metalwork phases.
A general chronology of the British Bronze Age is displayed in Figure 2.1.1; this illustrates Early,
Middle and Late Bronze Age phases, derived from a number of chronological schemes, with the
French phases of Briard for comparison, alongside some important evidence related to Bronze Age
wood-crafting. The full history of the development of chronological schemes for the British Bronze
Age is a complex one, for more detailed explanation of which the reader is directed to discussions
such as Roberts et al (2013), whilst the discussion here provides a broad explanation in the context
of the research themes of this study.Figure 2.1.1 British Bronze Age Chronology, after Burgess
al (2013), with French scheme for Continental Comparison
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bronze. Most significant in the context of this study are metallurgical changes given their potential
to affect tool functionality; copper for example, is arguably less effective in cutting than stone, but
offered opportunity for a greater range of tools to be produced. Likewise, the use of lead in the Late
stages of the Bronze Age affected the metallurgical structure of tools made with bronze-lead alloys,
but also increased the range of possibilities in metalworking (Kienlin 2013: 415).
Much of the historical dialogue concerning British metalworking and chronology concentrated on
stylistic rather than functional morphology, looking at type rather than utility, both in objects and
their constituent material. Transitions from copper to bronze alloys during Early into Middle Bronze
Age were characterised by development of tin-copper bronze (Britton 1961: 39; Burgess 1978:
210), this being followed by a shift which saw the lead content change from trace element to as
much as fifteen percent, although two to four percent was more common (Brown & Blin-Stoyle
1959: 193). This switch occurred both in the Northern British phases, such as the Heathery Burn
tradition, and in Southern England where the metalworking traditions appear to have more in
common with the Northern Continent (Burgess 1968: 40; Needham 1996: 133; Northover 1983).
Rowlands’ (1976) research considering Middle Bronze Age metalworking attempted to place a
chronological limit on three ‘main’ phases of the Bronze Age (Early, Middle and Late), that ‘limit’
defined by technological capabilities of each period.
A major component of the revision of earlier chronological frameworks was provided by Needham
(1996), re-establishing chronological periods compared to Burgess’ (1968) periodisations.
Needham placed certain important British typological phases, such as those of Wallington (1400-
1050BC) and Wilburton (1200-1000BC), earlier than had previously been accounted. That research
provided dates for the Wilburton, Blackmoor, Ewart Park and Llyn Fawr phases which collectively
cover the period 1200BC-700BC (Ibid: 125), although the Taunton phase is an important period
between 1400BC-1300BC which should be included (Roberts et al 2013: 24). It is within this
overarching timeframe that the majority of the tool forms discussed in this study appear to have
been most predominant in Southern England, although some types appear to predate this period,
and some tool types could be extremely long-lived (Burgess 1978: 208).
The variant phases of the British Late Bronze Age are conversant, for purposes of analysis, with
continental schemes such as the French Bronze Final and the Reinecke and Montelius schemes
used in Northern Europe. The British Wilburton, Blackmoor and Ewart Park phases are also
comparable to the end of the Dutch Middle Bronze Age B and the Dutch Late Bronze Age between
circa 1050BC and 800BC (Arnoldussen & Fokkens 2008: 18). The compatibility of these schemes
has been of use in establishing common links between the metalwork and related activity of
European regions - socketed gouges, for instance, being in use during the British Late Bronze Age
II on both sides of the channel, and more common in Southern England by the British Late Bronze
Age III.17
The splitting of the Late Bronze Age into distinct phases is a basis for analysis which has continued
to be used, albeit with changes, for instance O’Connor’s (1980a) introduction of a fourth Late
Bronze Age phase. However, a lack of associative radiocarbon dates for many tools certainly limits
the accuracy of chronologies even now, and, furthermore, the most recent research is suggestive
of a date for the ‘end’ of the Bronze Age in Britain being closer to between 700 and 600BC
(O’Connor 2007; Roberts et al 2013), as well as the earlier occurrence of some tools than
previously thought.
There is a degree of overlap between schemes covering different regions; in the context of cross-
channel contact the St-Brieuc-des-Iffs phase of the French Bronze Final II overlaps both British
Wilburton and Ewart Park phases (Harding 2000: 15). However, this is of importance when
attempting to establish chronologies of the appearance and use of particular tools. These phases
and changes in tool form do not exist in isolation. Comparative and chronological analysis of metal
from the Danube and Saxe-Thuringia - a key source of central European tin - with that from the
Northern Continental and British regions suggests long-term movement of metallurgical technology
and knowledge. For instance, the suggested spread of the gouge from the Caucasus to England
(Eogan 1966: 97), as well as differences such as the predominance in the Late Bronze Age of the
chisel in Northern Central Europe compared to the gouge in France and Britain (Novotná 1970).
The shift from copper to lead-bronze is the one of the most notable features of changes in metal
type between Early and Late Bronze Age in Britain, coming as it did with development of large
scale variation in tool morphology. General types, such as socketed axes, can be found across
wide areas, whilst particular traditions have been marked by specific sub types (Burgess 1968: 1;
Harding 2000: 238). It is likely there were multiple sources of influence on British metalworking at a
general level (Needham 1978), whilst specific forms were influenced by regional culture,
environment and crafting objectives, a situation which resulted in the broad array of tool types and
forms known to have existed by the latest stages of the British Bronze Age.
2.1.1 Typologies and British Bronze Age Metalwork
Research on Bronze Age metalwork has traditionally focused upon construction of typologies into
which varying finds-types could be placed, as a means of structuring chronological schemes
(Hawkes 1955; Coles 1960; Burgess 1962, 1968; Rowlands 1976; Pearce 1983). Despite the
problems inherent in reconciling individual chronologies with one another, typological approaches
have developed into a wide ranging corpus of material which points to capabilities and production
of specific tool types in both British and European contexts. For instance the many volumes of
research collated in the Prähistorische Bronzefunde series (e.g. Harbison 1969; Kurt 1984;
Novotná 1970; Schmidt & Burgess 1981). This range of material is supported by some extensive
catalogues of metalwork which also focus on a typological presentation of museum holdings, albeit
such catalogues being designed to present holdings rather than necessarily offer detailed analysis
(Moore & Rowlands 1972; Watson 1993).18
Typological relationships have been much concerned with characterising regional distributions and
chronologies of particular forms of metalwork (Fokkens & Harding 2013: 4; Turner 2010: 10).
Typology can of course be used in conjunction with research on metal production, and the contexts
of settlements and sites at which the objects are found, to provide evidence for tool types and to
infer their use. In combination with other evidence the links between objects, material and tool can
be strengthened, as with research conducted for example on the Fenland of East Anglia (Mudd &
Pears 2008), and it can offer a broad view of Bronze Age metal craft and sociality (e.g. Barber
2003; Brück 1999a; Fontijn 2002; Nordquist 2008). However, there is an undercurrent, perhaps
justifiable, of antipathy towards typology (Chapman & Gaydarska 2007: 20-21). This response to
the typological approach revolves to some extent around its descriptive nature, and typology is also
rather intrinsically linked to chronology. This study recognises the place of typology in the
development of metalwork schemes and broader chronologies, but it does not implicitly accept a
typological approach as the most useful way to examine technological development. Indeed, many
chronologies have been produced specifically in order to make regional distributions fit a particular
scheme, rather than relating to wider socio-technological perspectives (Turner 2010: 10).
The focus within typological approaches has remained prohibitively upon stylistic identifiers rather
than the use of tools, an approach which rather discounts tools having had deliberate purpose.
Furthermore, categorisations have a tendency to overlap within one another in a fashion which is,
at best, less than helpful; in attempting to classify a single axe from the Late Bronze Age hoard at
Danebury, Cunliffe and O’Connor (1979) ascribe the object to Burgess’ ‘narrow-butted’, Coles and
Case’s ‘Type B’, Britton’s ‘Migdale’ and Harbison’s ‘Balleyvalley’ types, whilst Cunliffe and
O’Connor themselves refer to the axe as ‘thin-butted’. Effectively, therefore, for the same object
which could be described more simply in terms of its morphology, or from a use-based perspective,
there are several alternative means of categorising the same tool in order to fit it into previously
developed sequences. Typologies are not an effective means for examining techno-morphological
developments or the relationship of metal tools to wood-crafting, although, granted, they can be of
use in establishing perspectives of regional movement and motifs.
The ‘classic’ series of tool typologies in Britain consists of an Early Bronze Age associated with flat
and flanged axes, the Middle Bronze Age with palstaves and the Late Bronze Age with the
socketed axe; these are the technological differences which Rowlands’ (1976) divisions are based
upon. Typological sequences such as Smith’s (1959b), and Butler’s (1963) provided a basis of
argument for connections between England and the Continent, and these links continue to be
demonstrated and establish relationships between finds from either side of the English Channel
(Clark 2009; Needham 2006; O’Connor 1980a). A technological focus, which can also utilise
regional context, for instance environment, is more conversant with identifying tool functions than
the typology which has been the traditional focus.19
2.1.2 Typological and Technological Trends
In terms of characterising metalwork from a purely technological perspective, changes to the
means of production and uses of metal have long been a focus for analysis (Dobres 2010: 34).
That focus has fed into the development of typological schemes. To some extent, difference can be
viewed through reviewing typologies and, in compact with chronological reckoning, indicate what
was occurring in metal-working traditions and regions. This is of some benefit in discussing
possible connections between regions, timeframes and the movement of technological forms; for
example, the mouth mouldings of the socketed gouge have been used in the past to fix examples
of that tool within the British Late Bronze Age II by analogising it to the French Bronze Final II
(O’Connor 1980a: 137). Similarly, typological analysis does allow for some interlink with research
on other regions, thereby establishing some grounds for patterns of movement, both geographically
and chronologically. The practicability of typologies in this regard is in the fact that, whilst several
key regions within Europe have their own particular schemes, associations can be developed
between general tool morphologies.
In the case of the Later Bronze Age metalwork of Southern England, a technological tradition
closer to North-Western France than other areas of the British Isles has been made apparent
(Burgess 1968: 1; Northover 1983), as part of a North West European tradition of metalworking
which had the advantage of rich ore sources (Tylecote 1991: 221). This broad conclusion can also
be supported by closer examination of ‘specialist’ tool forms such as socketed gouges, which are
more prevalent than, for example, socketed chisels, in the Late Bronze Age of Western Europe
(Jockenhövel 1972: 104), and within the Southern English context display increasing volume from
Late Bronze Age II to the Late Bronze Age III Ewart Park Phase (O’Connor 1980a: 158).
Thus, the typological approach can provide exhaustive detail on metalwork in regard to timeframes
and regions, make detailed references to non-technical features such as ribs on socketed axes,
and allow establishment of relationships between areas with different chronological schemes, but it
cannot show function and the potential for intentionality in tool forms. Tools which are stylistically
similar may actually have different structure which is not recognised because of the superficial
detail. Therefore, without considering function, tools can end up as part of the same technological
trend, or even the same type where perhaps they should not be so (See Section 7.3). Moreover,
highly regionalised typologies restrict a technologically-focused view of change; this may be due at
some level to the early development of typologies based primarily on categorising axe and palstave
types (Schmidt & Burgess 1981), and, as such, the notion of tool groupings in which the axe was
not pre-eminent is as-yet incondite.
Many typological tool groups overlap with others, which can cause some confusion, and the use of
these typologies is not necessarily of aid in identifying tools within specific realms of craft working.
Categorisation of particular tool types, especially axes and palstaves, also has a propensity to be20
muddled depending on context. Evans’ (1881) initial adoption of the palstave as an individual tool
type, coupled to subsequent use of the term in interchangeable circumstances with ‘axe’, has led to
a significant degree of confusion as to a distinctive palstave function (Lawson 1979: 45; Pearce
1983: 27). The current situation remains, as Pendleton (1999) pointed out, that metalwork is the
core of interpreting British Bronze Age technology, but that any typological approach needs must
take into account function rather than style. In creating typology based on function then tool types,
forms and morphologies can better be linked to potential craft activity and analysis of why and how
such activity influenced tool development.
2.1.3 Tool Features
There is a subtle nuance of past research concerning British Bronze Age tools which rather gives
the impression that, whilst production was deliberate, their resultant morphology was effectively
random. Research intended to establish schemes of metalwork, such as Hawkes (1955) and
Rowlands (1976), highlighted differences between objects, but the question of why particular forms
of a tool type would be produced is not comprehensively answered. Nor is the notion emphasised
that production of different forms could have been for very specific use-objectives or
implementation of a range of tools with varied functions.
The notion of tool ‘features’ is, however, something which has been touched upon by a variety of
research. Deetz (1968: 31) points out that objects are comprised of contiguous morphological
elements, the presence of which may be a means to facilitate actions. Pearce (1983a) recognised
the problems inherent in the variety of terminology pertaining to tools with which typologies are
intrinsically bound. Albeit, although Pearce also considered using class and number explanations
of typologies too awkward when compared to use of categories, there remains a failure to consider
the technological morphology (ibid: 24). This is to some extent recognised by Turner (2010) in
arguing that typological classifications can be used to develop chronologies grounded on ‘evolution’
of tool forms, but it still misses the point that morphology is not just about ‘improvement’ but about
functionality for the performance of different tasks, or performing tasks differently. Typology cannot
really account for use-technique, and so too functionality may have to be inferred by conjunction of
the metal evidence with craft-knowledge. The ultimate aim of technological change may be a
generalised idea of ‘improvement’, but there are a great many technological aspects involved in
any such ‘improvement’ (White 2008: 597-598).
The examination of features does have uses in terms stylistic. Coombs (1979) makes the point that
‘pellets’ on the blade ribs of axes appear to be a largely East Anglian feature, whilst roundels are
more common in Scotland and Northern England. Huth’s (2000) discussion of pellets and roundels
on axes suggests their distribution overrode typological forms as a cultural signifier. Burgess’
(1968) typology of metalwork in Northern England, albeit of the very Late Bronze Age as it was at
the time, demonstrated the dearth of blade ribs in the majority of axe examples. This suggests21
‘decorative’ differences between regional tool forms even where function appears the same, and
offers evidence for the stylistic rather than technical role of blade ribs and pellet/roundel decoration.
Their absence in some socketed axes and presence in others indicates their non-integral role, at a
technical level if not a social. Typology, therefore, can be useful to this study when interrogating the
wider stylistic context, even though the longer history of classification rather obscures the technical
features.
2.2 Tool forms and Chronology
Whilst there are many variations within metal tool types, there can be a number of common
elements to each, such as haft-loops in socketed axes and cross-bars in tanged chisels. The
following sections of the current chapter discuss axes, chisels, gouges and saws; it is not intended
to be a detailed examination of all the derivations of each, rather illustrating the major types and
interpretively significant aspects and background; the processes of tool analysis are presented in
the methodologies detailed in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
2.2.1. Axes
Given the focus of the study, palstaves are not assessed within it, but axes and palstaves have
quite often been conflated with one another (Lawson 1979). In the English context distinction has
been made between North and South by the use of socketed axe in the South and palstave in the
North. The nature of past chronological and developmental discussion of the Bronze Age axe is
such that to discuss axe chronology without reference to the palstave is to invite questions of why it
has been omitted, despite their being tool types in actuality distinct from one another. As such,
whilst data is not recorded from palstaves, they do form a part of the initial discussion, and a note
on palstaves is included (Section 2.2.1.1).
All axes, whether flat, flanged, winged or socketed have specific elements which can be referred to
by common labels; although the characteristics of these elements vary widely, they remain
representative parts of the axe (Figure 2.2.1.1).Figure 2.2.1.1 Common labels for regions of
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during the Middle Bronze Age there appears regional differentiation between palstaves and
socketed axes in the Late Bronze Age, socketed axes appearing largely in Southern England
(Pearce 1983: 27). In terms of the dating of socketed axes in Bronze Age Britain, there has been
no dedicated large-scale study which combines the whole socio-technological view of the tool and
its production.
Dominant approaches to chronological developments in axe form places the flanged axe in the
Early Bronze Age, the palstave in the Middle Bronze Age and the socketed axe in the Late Bronze
Age (Rowlands 1976: 23). Flanged and winged axes have been argued to derive from
development in the Early Bronze Age; flanges shortened and widened into wings (Childe 1930: 63),
and resulted in a Middle Bronze Age tool, from circa 1600BC (Smith 1959a). This does appear
contemporary with Southern British winged palstaves also argued to be of the Middle Bronze Age
(Rowlands 1976: 25). Additionally, forms of palstave such as the ‘narrow-bladed’ have at times
been viewed as of the Late Bronze Age (Clark & Godwin 1940; Butler 1963). As such, the research
history suggests chronological development in axe and palstave form. In terms of relative
chronology, both Smith (1959b) and Butler (1963) argued the socketed axe in Britain to be
contemporary to Montelius IV, which, with some leeway, would see their use in the context of
Southern England by 1100BC at the very latest. Chronological placement of the earliest socketed
axes in Britain within the Taunton metalwork phase also derives from the work of Smith (1959); the
occurrence of the tool type circa 1400BC has been further suggested in more recent research (e.g.
Stead 1998: 113; Roberts & Ottaway 2003; Roberts et al 2013). Despite the difficulties in
establishing a broad chronology, there is evidence for morphological change in axe forms. What
becomes problematical is any attempt to place all regional variants into one scheme, if indeed that
should even be attempted.
2.2.1.1 Palstaves
There is scope to consider the palstave as part of a wider process of changing technology and
morphology which had bearing on socketed axe developments. Schmidt and Burgess (1981)
characterised the difference between axe and palstave as the palstave haft-end being much
thinner than the blade and cheek, whereas in axes it was not. The meeting point of these two areas
was also formed by a vertical ridge up to which the haft of the tool would fit, again a feature not
usually present in axes – and where it is present, causing confusion as to whether the tool is an
axe or a palstave. There are a number of distinguishing features between Early Middle Bronze Age
palstaves and later developments, for instance the introduction of haft-loops and medial blade ribs
in examples from the South-East of England (Rowlands 1976: 27). Smith (1959b) suggested that
half and fully-winged palstaves derived from Early and Early Middle Bronze Age types, and this has
been considered as a possibility on the basis that a development of the straight flange may be the
folded wing which eventually formed a full socket, all of which had influence on ways of hafting
(Moore & Rowlands 1972: 19; Rowlands 1976). When considered in morphological terms, the24
development of wings from flanges seems a viable process, and the wings themselves appear to
have evolved from half to fully-formed types.
The blades of half and fully-winged forms of palstave are morphologically different to earlier types,
being narrower and continuing the body of the tool, rather than having broad curves. The addition
of the haft-loop is also argued to be a Later Middle Bronze Age feature, and those with haft-loops
have the distinctive narrow blade form (Rowlands 1976: 34). Those palstaves with narrower blades
have also been considered as Late Bronze Age tools, present in the hoards of Southern England
(Smith 1959a; 1959b), and Butler (1963) went so far as to argue there to be no evidence for this
type prior to 1100BC. The result is the potentially contemporaneous nature of socketed axes and
fully-winged palstaves in Southern Britain during the later stages of the Bronze Age, although the
greater frequency of socketed axes indicates their clear predominance, and palstaves have not
really been subject to detailed recent chronological revisions.
2.2.2 Socketed Gouges
Research regarding socketed gouges is very limited. In establishing an origin point for their
appearance in Europe George Eogan’s (1966) study remains central to providing a geographical
context. It should be noted, however, that the chronological movement of socketed gouges from
Eastern Europe to Britain suggested by Eogan is now somewhat dated. The 12
th Century BC date
for Moldavian gouges presented in that study is too late in light of more recent research on
chronology, and British finds such as the Michael Ayres School Hoard discount such a late origin
date in Eastern Europe. It is, however, a testament to the lack of current research that Eogan’s
study remains at the core of knowledge regarding the Bronze Age gouge. D.G. Coombs’ sadly-
unpublished PhD thesis (1971) drew on Eogan’s research, as well as Burley’s (1955) divisions of
gouge forms based on Traprain Law metalwork, and, although the dates provided by Coombs are
by now themselves somewhat outdated, his work provides some detail on the distribution of
socketed gouges, most frequent in East Anglia and Southern England.
Socketed gouges have often been argued to be a specialist tool which is nonetheless a frequent, if
numerically scarce, find in tool groups in Southern Britain and Northern Europe during the Late
Bronze Age (Allen et al 1970; O’Connor 1980a: 175; Rohl & Needham 1998: 136). In the English
context, as with certain continental areas such as Brittany and Northern France, the gouge has
been closely related to boat-building (Needham 1996: 133; Goodburn 2004); it appears in coastal
and riverine areas of Southern England and frequently in Fenland regions of East Anglia (following
the maritime incursions of circa 1500BC [Evans & Hodder 2006: 71]). A number of well-known
British hoards contain socketed gouges, those of Isleham and Guilsfield, as well as Blackmoor in
Hampshire, all have examples which are contemporary with the British Late Bronze Age 2, and are
contemporary with examples from the Saint-Brieuc-des-Iffs tradition of the French Bronze Final II,
although they display differences in the moulding of the mouth and collar (O’Connor 1980a: 137).25
The presence of socketed gouges in the Guilsfield hoard demonstrates to some extent the
movement of the type into more northerly parts of Britain (Davies 1967: 101), and, although that
hoard only contained two examples, in fact few hoards contain more than three.
With the exception of this study, there has not been any recent large-scale examination of gouge
forms or associated use-techniques, and discussion of their use in general has been limited
generally to the sphere of boat-building, without real examination of morphological features and
function. Coombs (1971) built on Burley’s (1955) work and divided gouges into four classes
distinguished by stylistic features – plain mouths (sockets), collared mouths (sockets), socket-
ribbed, and short, squat types – and examined length of samples, but this did not address
differential functionality.
Both Darrah (2004) and Goodburn (2004) have suggested that that the socketed gouge was used
in constructing the Dover Boat, which has been dated to the 16
th Century BC (Clark 2005). This
chronological placement is, however, severely problematic; there is a distinct lack of evidence for
the socketed gouge in Britain in the 16
th Century BC. From a metalwork perspective it is largely
ascribed to be a Late Bronze Age tool (O’Connor 1980; Rowlands 1976), corresponding with the
gouge-containing hoards discussed in this study (Section 7.2). However, discussion of wood-
crafting, and boatbuilding in particular, has assumed the socketed gouge to be the tool used to
create stitch holes in sewn-plank boats such as that from Dover. Indeed, the 2012 reconstruction of
the Dover Boat utilised socketed gouges for boring stitch-holes. This does demonstrate that the
tool has that capability, but its use in such work is possibly based on a mistaken chronological
association. Tanged gouges are extremely rare and no more than a handful are known. As such,
there is a discrepancy between the evidence which places the socketed gouge in the late stages of
the Bronze Age, and its association with boat-building from too early in the period.
A number of possibilities exist; the metalwork chronology may be wrong and the socketed gouge in
fact an extremely long-lived tool which existed in the UK several centuries before it is supposed to
have done, but there is no hoard or find evidence for this. Alternatively, the belief that the socketed
gouge was involved in creating sewn-plank boats might be incorrect, which means discussion of
construction techniques and experimental reconstructions might have been using an erroneous set
of tools. Finally, the Dover Boat may not be an example of British boat-building, and simply have
ended life in Britain, but there does not appear to be any evidence for socketed gouges as early as
the 16
th Century BC on the Northern Continent either. These questions are returned to in the
interpretation of socketed gouges in Section 7.2 of this thesis.
The association of the gouge with boat-building has formed a major part of the justification for its
labelling as a specific-function tool. On the basis of frequency and regional dispersion in the
English context it is also currently numerically uncommon, especially when compared to to the
numbers of socketed axes. There remains a strong possibility that gouges were associated with26
boat-building, especially given the wider arguments for cross-channel contact and the need for
vessels to enable such contact (Burgess 1968; O’Connor 1980a: 309; Needham 2006: 76-77).
Furthermore, Late British Bronze Age boats display distinctive tool marks which indicate the use of
gouge- cut grooves (Høgseth 2013). This, coupled to the association of gouge finds with watery
contexts (Section 7.2), provides a reasonable basis to infer a relationship between gouges and
boat-building, albeit, given the problems of chronology discussed above, Late Bronze Age boat-
building rather than at the perceived time of the Dover vessel.
2.2.3 Chisels
Chisels have not been subject to the same level of dedicated analysis as axes, and nor have they
been used to develop typological schemes. They are not found in the same quantities as axes,
although there are enough examples to show changes in form over time (Annable 1964; Moore &
Rowlands 1972; Savory 1980). From the examples that have previously been studied it is possible
to establish a basic morphological progression, and there is some past research which can be
relied upon to provide indicative chronological ranges.
Flat chisels are can be extremely similar to flat axes, though generally much smaller in size, and a
range of forms existed (Section 6.5). As with the apparent progression from flat to flanged axe, the
flanged chisel appears based on the introduction of flanges to flat chisels. The analytical
significance of this depends on if/how the chisel was hafted. Assuming a haft attached to the chisel
then the flanged sides would have provided a similar fitting mechanism as those on flanged axes,
although examples of such are few, as indeed are examples of flat chisels.
Socketed and tanged chisels comprise a more prominent group, although it is notable that flat and
flanged chisels do co-occur with Late Bronze Age tanged and socketed chisels (Sections 6.5 and
7.3). Tanged chisels are the most frequent chisel form, and also display the most morphological
variation, which may be representative of a range of functions. The tanged chisel is found in
association with both Middle and Late Bronze Age tools, for instance with the palstaves of the
Taunton Hoard (Rohl & Needham 1998: 95). They appear to either have long use-lives or
represent a long-term tradition of production; examples are notable in hoards from Wilburton and
Ewart Park, and also within the Eaton Hoards from Norwich, so the tanged chisel was certainly
present even by the latest stages of the Late British Bronze Age from circa 950-700BC.
The socketed chisel is much more scarce, and seems to be concentrated in the Eastern areas of
England (Section 7.3). Both Coombs (1971) and O’Connor (1980a) provide dates for socketed
chisels in Britain which are for the most part in British Late Bronze Age III, with assumed derivation
from earlier types present in Northern France (Ibid: 174). Despite the paucity of examples socketed
chisels display wide morphological variation, and in that they are similar to tanged chisels. The27
socketed chisel is very firmly a Late Bronze Age development, although whether it was ever
adopted on a wide geographic scale is debatable.
Despite being functionally different, there are similarities between axes and chisels. This resides
primarily within the blade form and morphological similarities between chisels and axes may
suggest a degree of technical skeuomorphism, and potentially that their forms and functionality
derived from related developmental processes. There remains, however, a lack of chronological
resolution for chisels in general.
2.2.4 Saws
Few British Bronze Age saws exist; there are fragmented examples from the West Ashling Hoard in
Sussex and the Waldershare Hoard in Kent which have not previously been studied. A well-known
example from Grimes Graves is held in the British Museum (Accession No. WG.2015), and some
examples are listed in the National Bronze Implements Index - from Gloucester, Felixstowe,
Pembroke (in Wales, also referred to as the Monkton saw by Grimes (1951) and Pearce (1984)),
Mawgan-in-Meneage in Cornwall, and an unprovenanced find listed as being held in the collections
of the Ashmolean Museum. A find from Ireland is also known, from the Bishopsland Hoard
(Ó’Ríordáin 1946: 161). Mercer (1981: 74-75) recorded two small fragments during the excavations
at Grimes Graves which may have been from a saw but which were too small for detailed analysis,
and the afore-mentioned Waldershare hoard also contains two fragments which might be from
another saw, but that is speculation. Coombs (1971: 273) also mentions possible fragments from
the Isleham Hoard. As such, 12 possible examples are known, including the examples from Ireland
and Wales and the sets of speculative fragments. However, the possible saw fragments from
Isleham, Grimes Graves and Waldershare should be discounted due to their speculative nature, so
too the unprovenanced find listed as held in the Ashmolean. Furthermore, the find from Gloucester
is recorded only by a line in the Bristol Archaeological Notes for 1906, stating that it was found
alongside a bronze dagger but, rather unhelpfully, that is was discarded because it was not felt
worth keeping (Pritchard 1906: 282). This leaves only seven viable examples, several also being
from outside the study region.
The chronology of the saw is little considered. It seems likely to have been a Late Bronze Age tool,
a perspective supported by the finds associated with saw examples such as that from Felixstowe.
However, the hoard of which the West Ashling example was part does suggest a Middle or Late
Middle Bronze Age date, so too does the presence of the Pembroke saw alongside a palstave.
Nonetheless, chronological resolution remains wanting.
Perhaps as a result of the rarity of examples, saws have rarely been commented upon in any great
detail; general consensus up to this point has been that saws would have been used for ‘fine
woodworking’ or by ‘master’ carpenters (Coombs 1971; O’Connor 1980a; Savory 1980; Eogan28
2000), although Rowlands (1976) suggests that the saw was an integral part of the Middle Bronze
Age smith’s ‘tool kit’. Coghlan (1951) suggested that serrated stone tools would have been more
effective in cutting wood than copper or bronze saws, and both Coombs (1971) and O’Connor
(1980a) argued that those saws or saw-like tools which had been recovered would likely have been
used only for fine work given their small size and lack of set teeth; these points are addressed later
in this thesis (Sections 6.7 and 7.4).
2.3 Metal Production and Metal Tools
Metallurgy and the production of metal tools have bearing on the relationship between wood-
crafting and tool development. The process of producing specific tools has relation to the intended
function and functionality of the tool, but that functionality is also dictated by the capacities of
materials and the maker. However, much past research relating to metalworking and the
production of metal objects has tended towards overlap with other considerations such as
distribution analyses, social analysis of metalworkers, and topics associated with mining.
Study of metalworking has been a key part of Bronze Age archaeology in Europe and Britain, not
least as part of the technological focus that Dobres (2010) highlighted, alongside global
perspectives of metalworking (Thornton & Roberts 2009), and in the context of social changes
associated with metalwork (Shennan 1993). The long-term focus on metalworking has comprised a
number of elements including the processes of mining and producing ores (Bromehead 1940;
Muhly 1985; Pull 1953; O’Brien 2013), metallurgical compositions and amalgamates (Tylecote
1986; Wertime 1964), metalworking as technological activity (Barber 2003; Stevens 2008) and the
broad social context taking into account movement of metals and metalworker ‘identity’ (Ehrenberg
1980; Roberts 2009), not to mention the treatment of metalworking in terms of deposition and
hoarding (Bradley 1988, 2013) More recent approaches to prehistoric metalwork have taken into
account experimental testing and the identification of use-marks from material or user in specific
contexts (Arletti et al 2008; Roberts & Ottaway 2003; Sands 1997). Such approaches have shed
light on the potential for several individuals to be involved in localised craft contexts, but do not
necessarily bring any closer knowledge regarding processes of tool selection.
2.3.1 Metal Production
Metalworking in the British Bronze Age existed within a wider network of social and technological
structures involved in producing metal and metal-containing objects, and the exchange of raw
material. Rohl and Needham (1998) placed the majority of major mining zones for copper and tin in
the British Isles to be in upland zones, such as at Great Orme and in the South-West peninsula,
and this corresponded with earlier studies which argued for, although not necessarily the notion of
the ‘itinerant smith’, some degree of social movement involved in object production (Muhly 1985:
287; Tylecote 1986: 11). The constituent elements of bronze are likely to have held significant29
value, especially given, for instance, the propensity of tin to disintegrate in adverse conditions;
bronze production needs to be seen as part of a broad process which made use of technological
potential and socially-facilitated opportunities for change and development.
To that end, understanding the likely means of finding and mining metal ores is important.
Evidence exists from the British Bronze Age for mining and ore extraction; mining shafts for both
stone and metal, and associated wooden structural elements and tools such as pry bars, have
been recovered in a number of locations, including within the study region, at Findon (Craddock &
Gale 1988: 169; Pull 1953: 16). Whilst sites of extraction can be identified from evidence such as
the tool marks on the faces of the copper workings at Alderley Edge (Gale 1986), as well as the
dating of extant artefacts, such as the oak shovel from the same site (Garner et al 1996), there is
little which can definitively be said regarding how these sites were identified in the first place. It
seems probable that identification occurred by a number of means; outcrops of ore-containing
veins can have distinct colouration caused by layers of red gossan – oxidised sulphuric minerals
within copper ores – and provide a marker for those searching for deposits (Craddock & Gale 1988:
169; O’Brien 2013: 447). The ore-containing rocks at Mount Gabriel may have been identified by
their colour, derived from carbonate and silicate deposits alongside trace elements such as arsenic
(Ixer & Budd 1988: 31). This colouration can be obscured in temperate zones by vegetation, but
given the toxic nature of metals the types of vegetation which can grow on such deposits are
limited, and may have provided a marker to those with the understanding of what they were looking
for (Craddock & Gale 1988: 169). This method of identifying deposits does of course presuppose a
familiarity with the environment, or at least knowledge of particular signifiers which pointed to ores.
The broad developmental scheme of bronze production in Britain has long been presented in terms
of the initial production of copper-bronze, addition of tin during the Middle Bronze Age and
subsequent addition of varying quantities of lead in the later stages of the period (Britton 1961: 41;
Liversage & Liversage 1991: 167). Childe (1944a: 17) considered bronze working to have been the
pre-eminent craft of the Bronze Age. However, other analyses posited cross-material relationships
to be key to understanding technological development (Renfrew 1973: 172; Sheperd 1980: 153;
Wertime 1964: 1259). This is especially the case in interaction between metallurgical and ceramic
crafts as a means of developing pyrotechnical capability, and in the production of the ceramic
moulds which were present across broad swathes of Britain (Tylecote 1986: 89)
The relationship of wood to metal production lies primarily in charcoal – an integral element in solid
fuel-firing of metal ores. Charcoal is not only long-burning but also has a chemical role in smelting
copper, serving as an oxidising agent which can, in large enough quantities, create the necessary
reducing atmosphere in a furnace (Tylecote 1980: 5). The process of copper production requires
reduction of copper oxide in combination with carbon monoxide – achieved through introduction of
carbon-containing fuels, charcoal being particularly efficient. Where the ore is copper sulphide,
rather than oxide, it requires washing prior to roasting to an oxide and then smelting, but there is30
little opportunity to discern this process in prehistoric Britain. The chief point is that the relationship
of wood to metal production was an integral part not just as heat-fuel but as a chemical component,
and represents the importance of the relationship between different materials. Flux agents were
also necessary. Fluxing agents which contained some form of silicate are likely to have been most
significant in reducing impurities in sulphide ores, and would also have been required for smelting
lead (Hetherington 1980: 27). Silicates could be sourced from minerals such as malachite or from
sand, but the degree to which these would have been identified through knowledge or trial and
error remains rather debatable. Smelting tin involves the same processes, although the chemical
signatures differ somewhat.
The process of bronze production requires the alloying of tin to copper, and a significant aspect of
this is in the relative quantities of other constituent metals. Generally, the addition of lead to a
copper-tin alloy has a beneficial effect on the casting – reducing the melting point of and increasing
viscosity, thereby easing casting (Needham & Hook 1988: 259; Tylecote 1986: 30). This increased
fluidity enabled greater variability and, to some extent, complexity, in the metal objects produced,
although a lead content of more than two percent also has a denigrating effect on other mechanical
properties such as hardness (Brown & Blin-Stoyle 1959: 193; Ottaway & Wang 2004: 28). Lead
itself also required production prior to introduction to alloys, but it is likely that lead produced during
the period was of variable quality and composition (Hetherington 1980: 29-30). The inclusion of
resources such as lead in the latest stages of the British Bronze Age is indicative of a degree of
experiment and technological change, and production of the metal resource overall is important as
part of a larger technological and craft network (Kienlin 2013: 433).
2.3.2 Tool Manufacture
Casting is markedly complex; this discussion focuses on the main points which relate to changes in
tool morphology, for instance introduction of sockets. That introduction is of interest given the
necessary changes in casting technique it would have entailed, and introduces questions with
regards to planar emphases in tools, at both production and use levels, whether functionality was
affected by the change in structure, and whether the extent to which such change caused - or was
caused by - changes in craft activity can actually be articulated.
Early casting techniques for flat axe or flat chisel production involved the use of flat, open moulds,
which appear to have been in use in Southern Britain with the earliest metallurgy from c.2500BC.
The early moulds were made either by cutting or grinding the required shape out of stone, or
pressing models into clay moulds which were then fired (Coghlan 1951: 48; Harding 2000: 223).
The problem with clay moulds is that they could only be used once, and required very careful
drying to avoid the presence of steam causing defects in the molten metal (Tylecote 1987: 209).
Stone moulds could be reused, but of course would have been more difficult to produce, leading to
the utilisation of stone moulds with models for more than one tool on multiple faces of the stone,31
such as that from Maghera in Northern Ireland (Ibid: 213). Sand and clay moulds would have been
practical as one-use moulds which allowed gases and moisture to escape, but their survivability
would be negligible and little evidence remains. Evidence does point to a range of models for
pressing into clay moulds being made from wood, for instance fibres found embedded in recovered
moulds (Maryon 1938; Hodges 1954), although it was presumably feasible for pre-existing flat axes
to be used as models when pressed into clay. The development of copper and bronze-use
facilitated creation of metal moulds, which would have been relatively easy to produce if using a
clay mould as pattern, and also longer-lasting, although requiring a lining to prevent molten metal
adhering to the metal surface of the mould. All such mould types are evidenced for flat tools, and
given the large numbers of tools present in Bronze Age England seem indicative both of the
consistent reproduction of forms and the use of clay as a material readily accessible for moulds.
Developments on these early forms involved the use of lost-wax castings and valve moulds, prior
to three-part moulds for socketed tools. Beeswax is likely to have been available in some areas of
Bronze Age England (Limbrey 1982). It has been suggested that lost-wax casting was used in
creating some of the more elaborate socketed axes of the British Late Bronze Age (Willett 1983:
68). Lost-wax casting worked by enveloping a wax model in clay, heating the whole until the wax
liquefied and could be poured out, and then firing the mould to create a pattern into which molten
metal could be poured. Once the metal cooled the clay could be broken away. This is a technique
which is materially destructive, but facilitated the creation of objects with great levels of detail or
structural complexity due to the malleable qualities of the wax, and the liquid wax could feasibly be
collected and reused. This use of wax is of further interest because small tools, for instance awls,
gravers and chisels, could have found use in shaping it, although that is questionable given Iron
Age wax-shaping tools having been of bone, such as those from Gussage All Saints, Dorset
(Wainwright and Spratling 1973), a site which also contained significant Iron Age evidence of
bronze casting (Gibson 1996: 113).
Production of socketed tools entailed the production of multi-part moulds and clay cores (Tylecote
1987: 225). The advantage of the change to casting technology which allowed socketed tools to be
produced lay in the functional aspects of the socket, enabling new methods of haft attachment,
changes to the structural integrity of the tool, and potentially a system of force-dispersal caused by
the presence of ridges at the socket. Socket ridges have been the subject of some attention (e.g.
Ehrenberg 1981; Rynne 1983) although convincing arguments for why they existed remain elusive.
Such changes have relation to the composition of bronze alloys – predominantly the addition of
lead. Following initial casting the tool required finishing, and this also entailed a number of further
processes; removal of flash, increasing hardness by means of annealing, and the sharpening of
edges – a tool was not ‘finished’ on emerging from the mould (Harding 2000: 226; Kienlin 2013:
427). Tools which were damaged or required modification could also be altered through the
process of casting additional elements onto the object or inserting the object into a mould and
adding molten metal to achieve the repair or addition (Harding 2000: 226).32
Whilst this is only a brief overview of the processes of casting tools it provides some indication of
the complexities involved and the potential relationship between developments in casting, alloys
and tool structure as well as the range of materials which could potentially be involved in the
production. It is of course also likely that certain tools, especially axes made of lead which would
have been of no practical use, were experimental or practice castings, or had social purposes as
display or exchange objects (Needham & Hook 1988: 266-267). The question of tool use, and
whether a tool had general or specific-purpose, is something which is investigated by recourse to
the morphological and metric data and association with craft activity, discussed in Chapters 6 and 7
of this study.
2.3.3 Evidence for Tool Use
The evidence for use of metal tools in the British Bronze Age takes many forms. For wood-crafting,
the wooden evidence itself, discussed in Chapter 3, is clearly demonstrative of the use of tools.
Specific tool marks can point to certain tool types and, in some cases, methods of use. For
instance, tool marks on boat timbers from Goldcliff and, in Northern England, Ferriby have been
analysed as resulting from axe use (Lillie 2005). Tools involved in wood-crafting could also have
been intended for specific methods of use and, therefore, might be classified in terms such as
‘heavy’ and ‘light’ working (Moore & Rowlands 1972: 19). This is not to say that tools did not have
several possible functions, but some may have been produced for different ‘scales’ of use.
Sands (1997: 1) explains that identification of ridges and grooves on material can be used to
identify different parts or pieces worked by the same tool. Evidence of axe-marks on timbers from
Neolithic and Bronze Age Britain are known from the Somerset Levels and Oakbank Crannog (Ibid:
9, 44). Individual marks on timbers can also be taken to be identifiers of individual tool strikes, for
instance jam features which indicate where a poor strike has caused the blade to stick, and stop
lines which show the curvature of the tool’s blade (Ibid: 11). Working from such identifiers the
Bronze Age Site of Holme I (‘Seahenge)’ in Norfolk has been shown to have been worked with at
least fifty individual blades (Barber 2003: 159). Analysis of stop lines on timbers from Caldicot have
indicated thirteen distinct axe blades were used on a variety of wooden objects, and they also
display differential cutting angles and axe blade sizes (Nayling & Caseldine 1997: 177). The
varying strike angles are of most interest because they display something of the method of tool
use; shallow angles of up to twenty degrees suggest a need for particularly sharp blades, and
indicate a shallow axis of use relative to the surface of the material (Ibid: 177).
Retrospective study of tools through experimental work, and the testing of materials through
processes such as neutron diffraction, has also been useful as an approach to exploring tool use.
Analysis of experimental tool performance can be informative as to the efficacy of blade types;
Collins (2008) concluded that curved blades in stone tools were as much as twenty-five percent33
more effective in removing material than straight, squared blades. Whilst this is in reference to tools
based on those from a period prior to the British Bronze Age it does suggest blade morphology had
an effect on efficiency, or was selected for particular tasks. Where residues survive, protein residue
analysis has been used to demonstrate the use of bladed tools on plant matter as well as animal
and human material, albeit such analysis has primarily been conducted on lithic tools rather than
Bronze Age metal tools (Högberg et al 2009: 1725). However, it is illustrative of the uses besides
wood-crafting of prehistoric bladed tools, and it is likely such activity continued into the Bronze Age,
albeit with tools of a different material. Of course, residue analysis does not inform as to how the
tool was used (Ibid: 1729). Arletti et al’s (2008) use of neutron diffraction to assess bronze axe
textures is particularly interesting, providing a basis of inference regarding tool capabilities. Neutron
diffraction performed on bronze axes from the Continent has shown strain lines in the material
which are the evidence of long-term percussive use – percussive force in axes derives from the
physics of cutting action (Ibid: 10).
Tool use is evidenced by the volume of worked material from the British Bronze Age, inasmuch as
tools are shown to have been used, and certain circumstances of use can indicate where specific
blows have occurred. Use technique is more difficult to discern directly; the clearest evidence
which points to particular processes of use is that from examples such as Caldicot, which displays
differential angles of strike, whilst residue analyses can indicate the materials that tools were used
upon. Analysis and experimental work does show that morphology was important in function in
lithic tools (Longo & Skakun 2008), and it seems reasonable to suggest morphology to have been
important in tools made of other materials as well. However, such analysis cannot prove either the
number of individuals involved in any given context, nor explain the development of functionality
and variation in tool types in the context of craft as a socio-technological process.
2.4 British Bronze Age Metalworking: Summary
The scope of research on British Bronze Age metalwork, from perspectives of chronology and
typology, analyses of metal production, tool production, and use, presents a range of data which is
relevant to understanding technological development as part of a broader context. The problems
with typologies and chronologies in formulating a clear idea of the relationship between tools and
craft processes have been highlighted in this chapter, albeit they do offer the opportunity to view
regional trends. Chronological assessments appear to be reaching a point of relative stability
compared to the consistent revisions of past decades, but as-yet have not fully addressed less-
examined tools. Analyses of metalworking and tool production are informative with regards to
discerning possible tool functions, and technological shifts in metalworking might also be seen to
derive from changing craft objectives. Tool use on wood and other materials can be discerned to
an extent in specific contexts, from which wider usage and methods might be inferred, but it
remains for surviving tools and wooden evidence to provide a greater depth of data which might
lead to a better understanding of contextualised development of Bronze Age tools.3435
3. Research Background: British Bronze Age Wood-Crafting
There is an array of evidence available which points to highly varied use of wood during the British
Bronze Age, although approaches have been more fragmentary than those for metal. The
character of wood is important in considering specific craft practices, and this is addressed both at
the end of this chapter and in Chapter 4 in discussion of a semiotic approach to analysing craft
processes. The chief objective of this chapter is to establish that range of research and evidence
pertaining to wood-use, in the context of tool development and use, during the British Bronze Age.
It provides firstly a brief overview of the context of British Bronze Age wood use (Section 3.1)
before discussing previous research (Section 3.2), evidence for particular kinds of wood-crafting
(Section 3.3) and the nature of working with wood (Section 3.4).
3.1 The Context of Wood use in the British Bronze Age
The use of wood was not new in the Bronze Age; the context of wood-crafting is part of a
continuum which drew upon pre-existing integration with flora, well-developed crafting skills and a
range of activities (Earwood 1993: 28). Even during the Neolithic the relationships between people
and the woodland environment, and wood as a resource, appear markedly complex (Bell & Noble
2012: 85). The volume of evidence does attest to scale and range in wood-using practices, and the
material should be understood to be a factor in both technological expansion and cultural
immersion within regional environments. Wood and woodland can be considered as integral to
everyday activity over a very long period, not only as a source of timber or fuel but as source of
other resources both edible and craft-based, and also providing an environment for faunal
resources such as bees (Matsui & Kanehara 2006: 250; Szabó 2005: 41; Orme 1982: 81; Limbrey
1982: 279). Woodland was part of an ever-shifting, living resource landscape which, moreover,
could also have role in the creation of points of social meaning (Bradley 2002). Bronze Age wood-
use is best viewed as the continuation of material knowledge, interlaced with technological and
social changes which affected the ways wood was used and worked, and the consistent exposure
to craft practice which allowed skills and knowledge to evolve (Ferguson 2008: 52).
British Bronze Age evidence does allow for aspects such as change to be viewed, in terms of
species selection of certain types of wood for particular activities, for instance the choice of oak and
ash in tool and spear hafts (Green 1978). Occupation sites such as Black Patch and Varley Halls in
Sussex display evidence for large-scale activity which included husbandry, agriculture and the
construction of substantial wooden buildings (Butler 1998; Tapper 2011; Greig 1997). Black Patch,
for example, displays considerable use of wood in timber-post buildings, as well as fencing, and the
inference to draw from this is the relative attention of the occupiers or builders to the coppicing of
local woodland resources, management of resources for fuel, utilisation of the local area for forage,
and recognition of particular uses to which species might be put.36
The Dover Boat has been subject to a great deal of attention, more so with recent experimental
reproductions of Bronze Age boats, and that attention forms part of a long-term research focus on
Bronze Age boat-building in general (McGrail 1994; Roberts 1992; Lillie 2005; Goodburn 2004).
There are other vessels besides the Dover Boat which are important from a perspective of the
development of wood-use; the vessel from Brigg, for instance is a significant Late Bronze Age
example which could have been subject to the full array of Late Bronze Age tools and technological
capacities, whilst the Ferriby Vessels date much earlier than Dover – from as early as 2030BC
(Van de Noort 2013: 387; Wright et al 2001) – and represent what appears to be a continued long-
term tradition of boat-building in a single locale. Evidence for boats also exists at sites such as
Testwood and Goldcliff, and, as a whole, the evidence for water-going vessels be they maritime,
coastal or river-going provides the basis by which movement and contact within the British Isles
and with the Continent can be inferred to have been quite widespread. Evidence indicative of
wrecks too, such as the bronze hoard from Langdon Bay, and sites off the coast of Devon
(Muckelroy & Baker 1979; 1980), are significant in suggesting the extent of boat use during the
Bronze Age period. All form part of the characterisation of the Middle and Late Bronze Age in
Britain as a period of movement of people and ideas, and social changes which resulted from, or
caused, movement (Brück 1999b; Clark 2009; Muckelroy 1981; O’Connor 1980a). This can be
viewed in conjunction with broader ideas of community, for instance communal management of
landscape resources and the situation of activity within a socio-temporal context (Owoc 2005: 262).
The overarching context of wood-crafting and use in the British Bronze Age should, therefore, be
understood as part of a socially and technologically situated set of activities which encapsulated
myriad crafting processes. The material itself, and the technologies which associated with its use,
were part of an understanding of the way the environment worked, but also the ways in which the
resources within that environment could be used, and craft objectives achieved.
3.2 British Bronze Age Wood Use: Research Themes
Whilst research on Bronze Age wood-use covers many topics and perspectives, it has not been
subject to the same coherency as that of other materials, namely metal and ceramics. To some
extent this is due to the difficulties involved with recovery, preservation and analysis of wooden
remains, but it is also symptomatic of some assumptions regarding wood in terms of the ways it
was used and the tools with which it was shaped. Nonetheless, an extensive, if fragmented,
research history does exist.
Historically, dendrochronology has been a primary use of archaeologically-recovered wood
(Eckstein 1972); tree-ring studies were well established on the Continent by the 1940s. Although in
a pan-European rather than specifically British context, applications of dendrochronology were
applied widely as a core instrument of dating. This continued to develop, along with carbon dating,
during the post-war period and the 1960s, despite inattention to the actual use of wood during the37
Bronze Age (Baillie & Pilcher 1973; Bannister & Robinson 1975: 211; Renfrew 1971). Outside the
archaeological sphere, ‘traditional’ working of wood garnered some attention, but in a crafts and
carpentry niche which did not really overlap with the archaeological. The late 1970s and the 1980s,
however, saw a rather sudden increase in interest in the archaeology of prehistoric wood use,
especially in Britain, and research included Green’s (1978) insightful analysis of species selection
for tool hafts, discussion of wood-working techniques at a broad international level (McGrail 1982),
extensive analyses of particular regions epitomised by the Coles’ (1978, 1986) long term work in
the Somerset Levels, and, of course, the discovery of Flag Fen in Cambridgeshire. Despite this
enthusiastic foray into many aspects of wood-crafting, as a body of research it did not coalesce,
and came to be dominated by a few individuals rather than receiving more widespread attention
The discovery of the Dover Boat in 1992 did act as impetus for interest in Bronze Age boat-
building, and that interest has been maintained and strengthened by continued analysis of that and
other boats, and new discoveries such as the logboats at Must Farm on the Fenland edge (Gibson
et al 2012). A variety of interpretive positions have been adopted with regards to Bronze Age boats
and techniques involved in their construction, epitomised not least by an exchange of views
regarding the nature of the vessel from Brigg (McGrail 1994; Roberts 1992; 1995). Tied to this
interest there has been a relatively recent increase in research which affords the prehistoric
working of wood greater prominence, focussed on the skills, techniques and tools involved with its
shaping (Earwood 1993; Darrah 2004; Coles 2006; Caneva 2008). However, whether the
importance of wood is engaged with at a wholesale level in academic circles of Bronze Age
archaeology remains somewhat debatable.
The next sections briefly consider some core themes, focussing on dendrochronology (Section
3.2.1), wood as a fuel resource (Section 3.2.2), construction (Section 3.2.3), wooden tools (Section
3.2.4), boat-building (Section 3.2.5) and environmental contexts (Section 3.2.6).
3.2.1 Dendrochronology
Dendrochronological study represents an important stage in methods of dating which followed the
Nineteenth Century focus on object seriation by figures such as Montelius (Gräslund 1987: 5). On
the Continent, tree-ring studies of sites such as Buchau were being published as early as the
1940s and dendrochronological potential for dating well-established by the 1960s (Huber &
Holdheide 1942; Huber & Merz 1962). In the British context, it has been pointed out that, despite
the work of individuals such as Lowther (1951) measuring tree-ring widths, and establishment of
relative chronologies for Roman and Medieval periods (Schove & Lowther 1957), it was only in the
decades after the 1960s that a more thorough approach to examining ring-width variation occurred
(Baillie 1982, 1985; Morgan 1988); such variation deriving from species characteristics and
environmental conditions.38
Species such as oak, alder and ash have been of most use due to their survivability; the
commonality of these species in wetland zones, as well as the inherent resistance of hardwood
species to decay, has enhanced the quantity of finds (Creber & Chaloner 1987: 37). Tree-ring
studies are recognised as a useful method for examining changes in climate and environment –
evidence for the effect of this on tree-growth being visible in the characteristics of tree-rings (Baillie
1985; Briffa 1987). Therefore, although to some extent dendrochronological data is weighted
towards particular environments and species, long chronologies have been developed, so too work
on sites with large amounts of preserved evidence such as the Late Bronze Age Meare Heath
trackway (Hillam et al 1987) and, of course, the Somerset Levels (Coles 1977; 1978; Coles & Orme
1976; 1977; 1985).
Oak, especially, has place in British cultural heritage (Haneca et al 2009) and has been present in
both Southern and Eastern England due to its ability to grow well on Wealden clay or in wetland
conditions (Kirk 2004: 96). Application of dendrochronology to oak has potential in highlighting its
use in wood-crafting due to the forms in which it has been recovered; split oak trunks provide
longer sets of tree rings than roundwood, and these longer sets occur to a much greater extent in
the Later British Bronze Age than the Early and Middle stages (Morgan 1988). For dating purposes
split trunks have provided the means for constructing longer chronologies (Egger 1983). It is also
useful to note that the presence of split trunks indicates a shift in tree-cutting and wood-harvesting
processes, and potentially technologies which facilitated the splitting of full trunks. This is a point
returned to in interpretation of variant axe blade forms in Section 7.1 of this study.
3.2.2 Wood as Fuel
Much of the earliest discussion which made any mention of wood in British prehistory emplaced it
as a subsidiary to other craft activities and materials. This perception was based around
approaches dominated by scientific and ‘economic’ analyses (e.g. Renfrew 1973, Wertime 1964).
The focus was rarely on wood at all, rather on the processes involved in the production and
circulation of metals or ceramics, and wood’s role limited to that of fuel. In addition, coverage of
craft activity for which wood would have been a constituent, in the British context, has often barely
acknowledged its role as fuel, adopting something akin to a ‘goes without saying’ attitude, for
instance Sheperd’s (1993) discussions of mining and metalworking. Whilst, admittedly, in many
such themes wood was not intended to be the primary focus, the lack of attention to its role has
caused a continued vitiation of its importance.
In the past decade a small, but pertinent, research theme has considered pyrotechnology in
archaeology. The research often makes a case that fire, and the means of fuelling it, has been
central to human existence (Gheorghiu 2002; Otte 2002; Odgaard 2007). Although such research
has pointed out that wood is not the only viable fuel – in certain cases cow dung burns more
reliably than wood (Rieckoff & Biel 2001), and in treeless zones other fuels must have been found -39
analysis of charcoal is also a relatively recent research theme (Caneva 2008; Marston 2009;
Regenye 2007). It has highlighted the importance of wood as a fuel and chemical factor in
metalworking, and also suggested the selection of specific species. Marston (2009: 2193-2198) in
particular has compared the long-burning nature of pine to juniper and oak in terms of resin
contents, and has presented such comparisons in reticulated thinking with regards to goals in wood
acquisition.
Wood-fuel in metalworking, and in initial harvesting of ores, has been examined in experimental
work involving firesetting as a means of mining copper. Work by Craddock (1991) at Cwmystwyth
provided results of a third of a tonne of wood burned in order to heat one third of a tonne of rock to
temperatures by which ore could be extracted, and the fire would require four hours burning at the
requisite temperature, followed by eight hours to burn itself out (Ibid: 201) The implication of this is
in both the quantities of wood required and the amount of time it took. The wood employed would
need to be of great enough resin content to burn at temperatures high enough and for long enough
to prevent the quantities required becoming completely impractical. In turn, this would suggest
deliberate selection of appropriate species, and, ergo, a degree of knowledge regarding which
species those were. It is clear that use as fuel resource was an integral, if relatively obvious, role of
wood which nonetheless also had an important chemical role, especially in metalworking.
3.2.3 Wood as Building Material
As a building material during the British Bronze Age, wood is prominent, especially in the later
stages from which post-hole evidence is visible compared to Early and Middle periods. Such use of
wood is well-represented by the work of the Coles’ in the Somerset Levels (Coles & Coles 1986),
and more recent assessment of species selection (Coles 2006). The Coles’ research is invaluable
not least in manifesting the development of wood-research and its interpretational frameworks over
several decades. This is not limited to the Somerset Levels, rather considering wood in the range
of contexts from which it has been recovered, alongside environmental and landscape study (e.g.
Coles & Hall 1998).
A second important corpus of material derives from the long-term work conducted within the
Fenlands, especially at Flag Fen (Pryor 2001; Pryor & Taylor 1992; Taylor & Pryor 1990). In a
similar fashion to some of Coles’ work, this has provided data with regards to construction
techniques and inference of the skills and tools involved, and is also of benefit in observing long-
term changes within a specific region. The wetland nature of both the Fenland and Somerset
Levels has the advantage of preservation which allows direct assessment, rather than the reliance
on inference, as many of the sites in Sussex and Kent require (Aldsworth 1983; Bell 1977).
It is useful also to be aware of European contexts as a basis of comparison for British evidence,
both in terms of geography and structures. Analysis of the lake dwellings of the Italian and Swiss40
Alps has been facilitated by advances in the capacity to recover and preserve waterlogged wood,
although such sites have in fact been subject to research over the course of the last century or
more (Giachi 2010; Marzalico 2004; Nisbet 1982). Sites such as Stagno-Livorno and Auvernier-
Nord have been fruitful in developing knowledge of the forms in which wood was used for
constructing pile-dwellings, and in some cases indicating what sorts of tools may have been used
(Arnold 1982: 111).
3.2.4 Wooden Tools and Hafts
The association of wood with tools encapsulates not only the use of wood for hafting but also
wooden tools, such as pry bars from the Neolithic and Bronze Age mines at Findon (Pull 1953).
Despite the scale of work on metal tools, research which actually considers the technicalities and
means of hafting, as well as viable evidence for the selection of particular species, is scarce.
Green’s (1978) already-mentioned research on wooden hafts of Welsh Late Bronze Age tools was
and remains useful, examining as it did evidence for particular species association with particular
types of tool, for instance ash for spear shafts. Whilst this does not necessarily provide indications
for the process of working wood, it does lead into that by providing a basis from which to view
deliberate selection. In effect, Green established some of the first part of understanding the
networked process of wood crafting, albeit within a very specific context. Unhappily, such research
is not widespread, and the association between wood and tools in the Bronze Age in Southern
England less well discerned. Part of the difficulty is undoubtedly in survivability, or the lack of it, and
the use of wood for tool hafts remains something for which there is only fragmentary direct
evidence, drawn from rare survivals and metal tools with remaining traces.
There are examples of tools made primarily of wood, such as wooden mallets of Neolithic and
Bronze Age date (Earwood 1993: 33) and examples of wooden buckets, both from Church Hill (Pull
1953) and Pode Hole Quarry (Daniel 2009). Pode Hole Quarry is advantageous not least in the
levels of preservation but also in that it is directly Bronze Age rather than a site of Neolithic to
Bronze Age transition. The conclusions to be drawn from analysis of such sites do at least provide
direct evidence of wooden tools, whilst the majority of the use of wood for hafting relies on
inference and supposition derived from aspects such as the structure of tools and visible use-wear
(Coles 1982: 2; Heal 1982: 99; Sands 1997).
3.2.5 Boat-Building
Boats remain one of the most significant examples of wood-crafting in Bronze Age Britain,
representing considerable investment of resources and skills. In Bronze Age England there are a
number of important examples, some of which have already been noted in this study. The boats41
and water-going vessels of Bronze Age England provide a variety of the most direct evidence for
wood-crafting and tool use.
Research which considers long chronologies of boat construction and changes to the technologies
and techniques employed is pertinent in developing an overarching perspective of culture, means,
and tools utilised (e.g. Casson 1996; Gardiner 1996; Westerdahl 1994). Such a thematic approach
derives from long-term technological analysis and assessment of specific prehistoric contexts
(McGrail 1989). There is also an emphasis on particular construction techniques and the materials
required for boat-building (e.g. Christensen 1972; Crumlin-Pederson 1972; Hasslöf 1972;
Maarleveld 1995; Steffy 1994). Through analysis of construction techniques, some association can
possibly be made with particular tool forms, as is discussed later in this thesis in relation to the
socketed gouge (Section 7.2)
The recent recovery of the logboats at Must Farm has further evidenced boat use in the Fenland,
and has implications for the analysis of activity and contact along watercourses, as well as the
skills involved and the decorative marking of vessels (Knight & Murrell 2012). The societal aspect
of boat construction and use has also been considered in the context of the Dover Boat and the
vessels from Ferriby (Lillie 2005). Although they are limited in number, British Bronze Age boats
found thus far represent an important body of material which provides evidence for craft skills and
species selection, as well as potentially complex social relationships involved in production and use
of vessels.
3.2.6 Environmental Study
Although wetland evidence is by some degree attached to environmental archaeology, a growing
body of research has examined landscape change over time (Coles & Hall 1998; Evans & Hodder
2006). An aspect of this includes a focus on the impact of tree growth on environment (Cox et al
2001). In the case of South-West England and Southern Wales the environmental archaeology of
prehistory is largely dominated by Rippon’s (1996; 1997; 2006) extensive research. Coupled to
regional study are site and period-specific assessments, of use in providing evidence of wood
species in-situ at given environmental stages (Nayling & Caseldine 1997). Furthermore, an array of
research exists which has been conducted on woodland and plant environments; whilst this is not
all archaeological – rather a variety of landscape-history and ecological study – it provides another
dimension for viewing environmental conditions, all of which is useful for understanding the natural
contexts in which wood-crafting may have occurred (e.g. Jones 1988; Rackham 1988, 1990;
Thomas 1953; Wager 1988). Recent research which can also be called upon includes that which
has considered Neolithic landscape changes and perceptions of the environment (e.g. Bell & Noble
2012), and this can also tie into perceptions of tools such as axes as cultural icons (Ibid: 90).42
In Southern and Eastern England environmental studies have considered aspects such as
ecological resources of the Bronze Age, highlighting the uses of pollen analysis in establishing the
presence of tree species, for instance oak, elm and lime (Greig 1982: 23). Limbrey (1982)
discusses the evidence for honeybees in British and European lime woods, and the suggestion that
beeswax and honey were both cultivated lends support to the suggestion that woodlands should be
considered as a living resource as well as a source of wood, and that prehistoric woodland habitats
and landscapes were subject to degrees of management to preserve and encourage such
resources (Harding 1989; Thomas 1982; Drewett 1982b). The import of environmental study lies in
that notion of woodland management as an integrated aspect of British Bronze Age culture, and
illustrates the range of resources and species which could be utilised by societal groups.
3.3 British Bronze Age Wood Use: Evidence
This section of the current chapter now highlights some of the range of evidence for the variety of
wood use and crafting which occurred, in terms of wood use as building material (3.3.1), wooden
tools (3.3.2), hafts (3.3.3), wooden boats (3.3.4) and personal or domestic objects (3.3.5).
3.3.1 Building Material
Some of the evidence for wood-use in construction was mentioned in discussing the research
history, but it is worth reiterating this given the variation in uses and means it indicates. The
trackways of the Somerset Levels show construction on a large basis, as too the site of Flag Fen.
Continued use and maintenance of the trackways in the Somerset Levels is indicative of long-term
activity in the region and the selection of wood which was relatively resistant to the wetland
conditions (Coles & Orme 1976); wetland or bog oak was ideal. Other evidence also exists, such
as post-holes derived from habitation sites; Black Patch in Sussex previously having been cited as
a prime example of Late Bronze Age occupation sites (Tapper 2011; Drewett 1982a), although it
might be noted that Black Patch does provide significantly more evidence for such construction
than many smaller sites.
Oak and ash feature regularly in analyses of Bronze Age building, to some extent probably
because of the ease with which they could be split when fresh (Coles 2006: 53). They are also
dense, hard wearing woods, and so too is another species often found in Britain – yew. These
properties made the species ideal as structural supports and frames for building (Ibid: 53), and the
predominant use of oak in the South and East of England during the British Bronze Age suggests
that such potential was recognised and capitalised upon (Heal 1982: 105). There are Continental
parallels, such as Auvernier-Nord in Switzerland (Arnold 1982: 127), and Dutch Middle Bronze Age
longhouses (Arnoldussen & Fokkens 2008) which indicate European use of oak, and that it was a
species widely recognised as having useful qualities. There is of course less evidence for the
degree of skill with which structures were produced; reliance on post-holes and building shadows in43
many cases means it is difficult to discern whether they were built ‘well’, or whether the quality of
structures differed more widely depending on factors such as access to resources, material quality,
tools, and the skills of the people using them’.
3.3.2 Tools
British Bronze Age mineshafts and quarrying locations have provided evidence of a variety of
wooden tools, although many such sites are of Neolithic and Early Bronze Age origin rather than
Middle or Late Bronze Age. The Wilsford Shaft in Wiltshire contained bucket and bowl fragments
(Ashbee 1963: 117-119), whilst the shafts at Church Hill, Findon revealed wooden ladders, and pry
bars apparently for levering blocks of chalk (Sheperd 1980: 42). Similar wooden tools and wooden
guttering were found at Cwmystwyth (Barber 2003: 86). Pode Hole Quarry in Lincolnshire
contained a well-preserved bucket dating to between 1380BC and 1050BC, which was nonetheless
similar in form to earlier examples (Daniel 2009: 113). That site also revealed rope constructed
from honeysuckle, and large quantities of wooden fragments - largely oak and ash, but including
wetland species such as alder and willow (Ibid: 125). A wooden shovel from Alderley Edge also
survives (Garner et al 1994). Wetland areas of England have provided some finds such as the two-
part wooden mallets from Meare Heath and also carved pins (Earwood 1993: 33). Items which
could fall under the category of tools also include the wooden fish traps and weirs found at Must
Farm in Cambridgeshire (Knight & Murrell 2012).
The practice of agriculture is something for which it seems likely equipment such as wooden yokes
would have been used, although direct evidence is scarce; a maple-wood ard, dated to between
900BC and 760BC, recovered from the Thames is one of the very few examples of ploughs or
similar equipment (Denison 1997), though there are Continental parallels, an ard and yoke having
been found at Fiavé (Nisbet 1982: 250). Limited numbers of other agricultural or husbandry
implements also exist in Britain, for instance a hazel pitchfork from Shapwick in Somerset (Harding
2000: 244). Few other examples of wooden tools have been recovered in Britain, although tool
casting moulds found with wooden fibres attached are suggestive of wooden models used to create
mould shapes (Maryon 1938; Hodges 1954). Despite the scarcity of survivals, the variety of
evidence for wooden tools is indicative of the range used and produced, and, whilst the contexts of
survivals are weighted towards wet environments which afford preservation, it seems reasonable to
infer a broad geographic spread of many forms of wooden tool.
3.3.3 Hafts and Handles
Degradation or possible removal prior to deposition means that the majority of what might be
supposed to be wooden hafts have not survived. Nevertheless, the presence of sockets in a
number of tool types indicates that they were hafted, and a reasonable inference is that wood was
the primary material used. This draws support from analyses of tool-use which demonstrate the44
striking of tools such as axes to be a percussive technique (Arletti et al 2008; Edmonds 1995;
Sands 1997); percussive force is something to which bone or antler is vulnerable, rendering them
largely ineffective as a haft in such tools (Rots & Van Peer 2006: 366). Wood species such as oak,
maple and ash, however, are resistant to percussive force, making them far more suitable for such
use. Limited recoveries of examples such as the oak axe hafts and ash spear shafts from Llyn
Fawr and Penwyllt examined by Green (1978: 137-139), and the Late Bronze Age haft of a
socketed axe from Flag Fen (Barber 2003: 69-70) evidences the use of those species. Few others
exist, although a Bronze Age bone dagger handle from Forteviot in Scotland had wooden pins and
is a good example of a composite object (Brophy & Noble 2011: 2).
A singular element of etymology is tantalising; the Old English for ash is æsc (Pronounced ‘ash’),
which means ‘spear’, and ash is recognised archaeologically as a material for spear shafts during
the Late Bronze Age, both in Wales and the Lowlands (Green 1978; Fontijn 2002). The inference to
be drawn is that the use of ash for spear shafts was something which, by the early historical period,
was a practice established in tradition, and the wood – and the tree from which it came – was, as a
result, effectively known as ‘spear-wood’. Combining such insights with known examples and the
technical qualities of tool use is rare, but provides something of a basis for the use of specific
species for specific purposes, despite the temporal gap difference.
3.3.4 Wooden Boats
Most of the examples of British Bronze Age boats have already been mentioned in this study, but a
few further points can be made. Most recently, Must Farm has been under excavation whilst this
research has been occurring, and has revealed, amongst a range of recoveries, oak logboats and
willow weirs and fishtraps (Gibson et al 2012: 17); together they suggest a region of concentrated
activity and uses of wood for a range of practices.
The Brigg vessel has an interesting history of debate between McGrail (1994) and Roberts (1992;
1995) regarding whether it is a boat or a raft. This has bearing on analysis of construction
processes dependent on whether it was flat-bottomed or round-bilged, and the necessary tools and
techniques involved. The contexts of sewn-plank vessels at Ferriby have been considered by Lillie
(2005) and Coates (2005), although the Dover Boat is the more famous example of sewn-plank
construction. The Dover example provides indicators of species being used in certain roles; oak
used for planks and yew for withies (Goodburn 2004: 133). Evidence from Goldcliff and Testwood
is more limited, in the case of Goldcliff only two pieces of planking, and from Testwood a single
cleat (Clark 2009: 160-168). These pieces do, however, show fastening holes with plant fibre cord,
which serve to illustrate the complementary nature of wood and plant species. Caldicot has
evidence of wooden boat-building from which cutting angles and axe signatures have been
identified (Nayling & Caseldine 1997: 177). Supplementary evidence for boats and vessels in
Britain also exists in limited numbers in the form of paddles, examples of which have been45
recovered from Canewdon in Essex, and from Irish contexts such as Clonfinlough (Harding 2000:
177-179). Wreck sites – identified by the presence of bronze hoards on the seabed - such as
Langdon Bay and Salcombe are indicative of other vessels, and it seems likely that maritime, and
riverine movement was much more widespread than the scarcity of surviving examples of British
Bronze Age boats might otherwise suggest.
3.3.5 Personal & Domestic Objects
Some examples of wooden items appear to have been domestic in nature; many are discussed by
Earwood (1993). The predominating types of ‘domestic’ wooden objects recovered are bowls and
boxes or similar containers. Evidence specific to Southern England is scarce; many examples
derive from Scottish and Irish contexts, and wet environments which have ensured their survival.
Boxes, perhaps for storing axes in a mirroring of Neolithic traditions, have been recovered from a
number of contexts, the most well-known being the Glastonbury-Altanagh type (Ibid: 54). Boxes are
also present on the Continent, for instance the oak case of a ‘smith’ from Pommeria (Forbes 1950:
6). Wooden cauldrons seem to be a development on wooden bowls (Earwood 1993: 46-50). Bowls
themselves are also very much in evidence, including the example from Heathrow Terminal 5,
another at Must Farm, and fragments of a bowl turned from a single piece of timber, alongside
stave-built vessels, in the Wilsford Shaft (Ashbee et al 1989). At Caldicot, too, an alder bowl is a
notable survival, alongside a birch ladle (Harding 2000: 244). Several containers and troughs have
been recovered from Islay in Scotland; a box from Srath Mor has been dated to between 1510BC
and 1260BC (Earwood 1998: 163), whilst a two-piece wooden tub from Allt Garadh Ealabais dates
to between 1400 - 1090BC. Other evidence includes fragments of a willow bowl found in the
Bronze Age tomb at Forteviot (Brophy & Noble 2011: 3). There are also examples of wooden
scabbards, seemingly from razors, for instance one from Orkney, and another from Priddy in
Somerset (Piggott 1949: 173).
Inasmuch as weapons may count as personal objects, Bronze Age shields such as those from
Kilmahamogue in Ireland utilised wood (Harding 2000: 285). Wood is also the only viable material
for heavy spears, the potential association between ash and spear shafts in Britain and the
Netherlands already having been mentioned (Section 3.3.3). An example of a wooden sword
scabbard was found in a hoard near Armagh in Ireland, but British examples remain few. In terms
of personal objects such as ornaments, Wiltshire Heritage Museum, Devizes, holds two examples
of gold lozenge brooches with wooden backs, and the British Museum a Bronze Age wooden ring,
but there are few examples of either objects for personal adornment or domestic objects produced
from wood, either wholly or partly, in the context of Southern England. It is worth noting, however,
that wood may well have been used in the creation of ornaments, for example as cores for gold
lock rings such as those from Lancashire and Northumberland (La Niece & Cartwright 2009). The
fact that such examples survive from across Britain might point to the creation of others, or some
form of craft experimentation, but the evidence is decidedly rare.46
3.4 Working with Wood
Wood-crafting is a complex process which can be thought of as comprising complimentary sets of
actions. The actions involved differ depending on environmental contexts, wood species and
condition, tools, objectives, skills and objectives, and the time which can be committed to crafting
processes as well as managing sources of material. For example, deliberate production of rods
through coppicing can require a long-term commitment to woodland management (Kirk 2004: 96).
Wood-crafting probably was, as it still is, subject to varying levels of ability and application as well
the capacities of tools and materials. Although it does undergo change, there are consistencies in
the character of wood from prehistory to recent times – drastic changes such as elm or ash disease
not withstanding (Edlin 1949). As such, the nature of working with wood, whilst affected by changes
in use and in tools, has a degree of consistency in the present which can be used to infer aspects
of prehistoric practice.
Management, selection and treatment of wood comprise initial stages - even if intended to be used
purely as fuel, wood will burn better when properly dried - and preparation is important in more
complex uses of wood. The actions involved include activities such as felling, hewing (or splitting),
and cleaving, and, as such, prehistoric wood-crafting was likely rather time-intensive. In
construction the amount of time invested depends to an extent on how far the need for regular
repair or replacement was an acceptable condition to trade for time, and indeed the expected or
desired longevity of the use to which the wood was to be put. Elements such as density of material,
types and qualities of available tools, and the availability of the resources or skills required to
repair, re-sharpen or modify those tools also play an important role. The Dover Boat is a prime
example both of complex working of wood and a range of specific practices requiring specific tools,
techniques and abilities, from initial felling and gathering to shaping of timbers, cutting stitch holes
and grooves, and preparing withies (Helms 2009: 149).
Tables 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 (overleaf) list the most common species of wood utilised and evidenced
from Bronze Age Britain, with basic characteristics and some brief examples of their use. The
surviving evidence demonstrates and allows inference of a range of wood-crafting techniques
including turning, carving with a variety of tools such as knives, gouges and chisels, splitting,
cutting and hewing with axes as well as apparent carving using palstaves or palstaves-hafted-as-
axes for carving out oak logboats such as those from Must Farm (Gibson et al 2012). In any wood-
crafting – excepting in modern circumstances where artificial woods (such as MDF) are used, a key
initial stage lies in the selection of the wood; species have different characteristics, and given also
the aesthetic appeal of wood selection may be made depending on colour and display – Hawaiian
koa wood, for example, is particularly richly coloured and prized for the making of furniture. As a
result, selection of wood for crafting activities can derive from a combination of availability,
suitability of physical characteristics for the intended task, aesthetic appeal and also simply the
preference of the craftsperson who may feel most comfortable with a particular species.47
Species Latin Characteristics Examples of British Bronze Age use
Alder Alnus Hardwood, useful for structures, but most durable when waterlogged so finds Bowl from Caldicot (Harding 2000), Logboat from Must Farm
(glutinosa) best use in wet conditions, tannin content makes it suitable for leather/hide Cambridgeshire (Gibson et al 2012), also structures in Kent
crafts, and is also useful for smoking foodstuffs. (see Andrews et al 2003) and MBA posts at ‘Seahenge' (Brennand
& Taylor 2003)
Ash Fraxinus Tough hardwood with elastic qualities useful for handles, also good winter Spearshafts at Llyn Fawr (Green 1978) (see also Dutch examples
(excelsior) forage for cattle when cut in autumn. of spearshafts, Fontijn 2002)
Birch Betula Very hard and difficult to work with hand tools, but hard-wearing when shaped, Turned & carved ladle from Caldicot (Harding 2000)
(pendula) also burns well due to oil content.
Hazel Corylus Flexible, most useful for wattling and creating withies or weaving into baskets, Carved and cut pitchfork from Shapwick, Somerset (Harding 2000)
(avellana) fencing or frames for small boats (e.g. coracles).
Lime Tilia Softwood, easily worked and carved, also very lightweight, and is favoured Logboat from Must Farm, Cambridgeshire (Gibson et al 2012)
(cordata) by honeybees.
Table 3.4.1 Common wood species known to have been used during the Middle and Late Bronze Age in Britain (1)
Other species were used, but those listed in this and Table 1. represent those which occur most commonly in the archaeological record and across a wide geographical area.
Environment plays a part in influencing the characteristics of species, for example bog oak is somewhat more water-resistant than dryland oak, but to properly test the effects
of environmental characteristics on tool-use and development would require large-scale experimental work. This table does not include other examples of flora, for instance
honeysuckle, although it should be noted that such resources were also taken advantage of (e.g. honeysuckle ‘rope’ from Holme-next-the-Sea, Norfolk (see Brennand &
Taylor 2003: 13).48
Species Latin Characteristics Surviving examples of British Bronze Age use
Field Acer Most useful as a timber wood, Field Maple is the only maple native to Britain Single example of an ard from Southern Britain (Denison 1997)
Maple (campestre) (also examples from Fiave, Italy (Nisbet 1982))
Oak Quercus Hardwood with great structural strength, hewn from green it is easy to work with Tool hafts from Llyn Fawr (Green 1978), 6 logboats from Must
(robur) most bladed tools, but becomes very tough when well-seasoned. High tannin Farm (Gibson et al 2012) Dover Boat (Clark 2005), also structures
content makes it bug resistant, and once seasoned is also resistant to rot. e.g. Flag Fen, Somerset Levels trackways (Coles 2006), EBA
timbers at Holme I - ‘Seahenge’ (Brennand & Taylor 2003)
Spindle Euonymus European spindle wood is very hard, cuts to fine points, useful for making studs Four carved or turned studs from Whitehorse Hill Burial, Devon
(europaeus) and spindles. (Dartmoor NPA 2014)
Willow Salix Tough, but flexible. Slender limbs and osiers (shoots) useful for wicker, wattle Weirs & fishtraps at Must Farm, Cambridgeshire (Gibson
(alba) and weaving (i.e. Into nets). The wood can also be shaped into small objects. et al 2012), turned bowl from Forteviot (Brophy & Noble 2011)
Yew Taxus Hardest softwood, but easily worked and carved when green, and also flexible. Yew withies in sewn-plank boats (e.g. Dover, Ferriby), Neolithic
(baccata) The inner and outer wood have varying qualities of strength, but much yew is use includes bows (e.g. Meare Heath flatbow) but less in LBA.
too knotty to use, so ‘good’ sources are difficult to find unless managed supply.
Table 3.4.2 Common wood species known to have been used during the Middle and Late Bronze Age in Britain (2)49
Seasoning is important, especially given that wood, properly dried out, is not generally easily
susceptible to decay or stain and can also be stronger, stiffer and harder than wood freshly
harvested (Porter 2006: 12). On the other hand, some species, especially oak, are much more
easily worked when fresh and green, so it is helpful to balance seasoning against ease of work and
objectives; for large-scale projects involving, for example, oak planks, the planks would be shaped
whilst the wood is green and then set to season. Seasoning can be achieved relatively easily when
the wood is kept in consistent conditions, although if wood which has been drying out is
subsequently caught in poor weather it can be extremely detrimental and in the worst cases render
the material unusable for the purpose for which it was intended – leaving wood which is being
seasoned uncovered during the rainy season is not particularly advisable!
Considering the likely technologies available during the Bronze Age, air-drying was probably relied
upon; this remains a viable technique which can reduce moisture contents considerably, although it
tends to require as long as a year for each inch of thickness to be sure of a consistent result.
Although having to wait for wood to season properly can be frustrating, it is also worth noting that
some woods, such as lime, can become distorted if they are dried too quickly, so the treatment of
wood even at initial stages of harvesting and seasoning is very specific to species, contexts and
craft objectives.
The techniques used to work wood are also highly intuitive, and it is worth remembering that most
species are interchangeable if required and depending on the context; spindle-wood would not be
used for making a boat! Again, the extent to which one species might be used if another more
favoured species is unavailable is something which derives largely from the choice, patience and
adaptive skills of the wood-crafter(s) as well as their judgement as to the efficacy of the end-result.
Processes in harvesting wood such as felling and hewing as discussed later in this thesis in the
analysis of axe forms (Chapters 6 & 7), but at a smaller scale the relatively consistent character of
wood over a long-period, barring species-wide diseases, is such that Bronze Age practices are
likely to have had close similarities to modern-day ‘traditional’ wood-crafting. A key difference lies in
the properties of the tools used – a bronze chisel, for example, has different characteristics to a
steel chisel. Based on experience in using both bronze and modern steel ‘small’ tools (chisels,
gouges and knives), a noticeable difference is that the use of bronze tools tends to require a
slower, finessed approach which works along the grain of the wood. In doing so, it becomes more
necessary to ‘lift’ or splice the material in thinner sections compared to cutting through the grain
and making deeper marks with steel tools.
A somewhat more ‘measured’ approach with bronze tools is also pertinent, given their need for
more frequent re-sharpening. The alloy, too, dictates levels of hardness (for which also see
discussion of axes in Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis), which in turn affects the results on the tool of
its use. Re-sharpening bronze tools is a relatively simple process, as is hammering out notches in50
blade edges which might be caused when hitting a knot in the wood; these are practices which can
be learned through experience but, as with the working of wood, are skills which undergo long-term
development and can also evolve depending on individual responses to problems and processes.
In terms of specific techniques, the mechanics of the use of tools such as axes, gouges, chisels
and saws are discussed in Chapter 5 of this study. However, certain wood-crafting techniques can
be inferred from the Bronze Age. Wood-turning is notable; it is a skill which requires a steady hand
and a significant degree of understanding in terms of the properties of the material and the tool.
Despite the evidenced of turned bowls and objects from the Bronze Age, such as the bowls from
Must Farm or Heathrow Terminal 5, the exact method of turning is unknown. It is most likely that a
form of bow-lathe was used in conjunction with small open-bladed chisels, in the manner used by
Stuart King (2013) to turn spindle-wood studs, and bow-lathes are also generally perceived to have
been used in Prehistoric Europe as a means of working stone as well as wood (Clark 1952: 215;
Bevan 2007: 48; Weingarten 2012: 321). The concept of a bow-lathe is based around the use of a
cord to control the speed at which a piece of roundwood is turned, and applying the bladed of the
tool to carve the desired groove in the wood, maintaining steady contact and speed to ensure a
clean carve-line.
A question in the British Bronze Age context is whether particular crafting methods were commonly
known, or if distinctions between ‘common’ or esoteric methods can be discerned. Given the
complexities involved in some wood-crafting it is likely not all skills were held by all wood-users.
However, given the wooded nature of large areas of Britain during the Bronze Age, and the
consistent use of wood which occurred right up until the Twentieth Century, it seems reasonable to
infer that at least some generic skills existed (Edlin 1949; Helms 2009). Furthermore, given the
likelihood of the widespread and intensive use of wood for a range of constructions it can perhaps
be suggested that activities such as repairing fencing, cutting, drying and seasoning wood, and
even repairs to, or modification of, buildings were practices undertaken by many individuals, rather
than relying on the presence of a specific, ‘specialist’, wood-crafter. Any such scenario would
suggest a relatively common access to certain tool types and forms, and variety of at least basic
wood-crafting skills. The potentially consistent character of wood over time lends some support to
the notion that the relevant knowledge for those basic skills could also be handed on and
employed. However, beyond this, certain practices, such as turning or indeed boat-building, do
demand dedicated development of skills, and the range of tool forms assessed in this study may
suggest that certain tools were for specific contexts and craftspeople, rather than generalist uses.
Working with wood does at times dictate the need for several participants, and the idea that social
relationships were required, and perhaps formulated, by the working of wood is important. This
raises the notion of social organisation; at a wider level of ‘crafting’ this is discussed in Chapter 4 of
this thesis. Whilst such relationships can be rather ephemeral, recognising sets of different
processes allows some inference as to the relationships required. Again the Dover Boat is a useful51
example; research indicates that the main body would have been constructed from two very large
oak trees, likely to have grown within close-set forest and weighing perhaps seven tonnes (Clark
2005: 88-90). As such, this supposes an organised body of several individuals being involved in
procurement – requiring not just tree-felling but clearance of any obstacles, such as other trees,
and subsequent trimming, cleaving and transport; it would strain credulity to imagine this was the
act of a single individual. Couple this to the shaping and fitting of the structural elements, the
acquisition and use of varying tools, and the subsequent use of the vessel, and it appears that
some practices lay at the centre of a much wider set of social interactions.
The construction of buildings and dry-land structures provides another context of interaction.
Structures from the Late Bronze Age are rather more archaeologically visible than those from
earlier phases, due to the presence of post-holes, and those post-holes indicate the production of
roundwood poles and structural elements. That process required management of woodland
resources through activities such as coppicing, in order to encourage straight, true growth. Such
management is suggestive of a degree of organisation insofar as particular areas of wood growth
could be held for specific use. The quantity of post holes at certain sites is indicative of large
numbers of structures, a situation which has parallels on the Continent, for instance the Dutch sites
of Bredestaag (Hielkema & Hamburg 2008: 134) and Zijderveld (Knippenberg 2008: 111-112). Late
Bronze Age occupation sites across Southern England exhibit a certain similarity in terms of their
structures (Thomas 1998). This may indicate a degree of cultural immersion in ‘ways of doing’.
Approaches to the working and use of wood depend on the desired objectives, but the scale of use,
variety of potential uses, and relative consistency of approach, is suggestive of access to some
common abilities, and social structures which facilitated large-scale activity, especially where long-
term processes such as woodland management occurred.
3.5 British Bronze Age Wood-Crafting: Summary
This chapter considered the context of wood use, research focused on wood, and evidence for its
use during the British Bronze Age. Such evidence is extensive, although recognition has suffered
due to fragmented approaches to research and relatively poor survivability outside specific
environmental contexts. Wood was widely employed, and deliberate species selection in a number
of contexts is likely. Research has somewhat been dominated by the discovery of a few, highly
visible examples of wood use, some of which, too, are necessarily referred to several times within
this study. The continued focus on these, dictated by that scarcity of examples, whilst informative,
has perhaps obfuscated the importance of wood at the theoretical level of skills and socio-
technological relations. The nature of working with wood suggests some distinction between
commonly held abilities and those of ‘wood-crafters’, alongside the consequence of social
interaction as cause of, and integral to, craft activities.5253
4. Approaches to ‘Craft’: Craftspeople, Materials and Interpretation
Approaches to the idea of what ‘craft’ is, how it occurs, who the practitioners of ‘craft’ are and what
exactly it means – from a semiotic perspective, technologically, and in a social context – have
varied wildly and are subject to a vast range of interpretive perspectives. In recent years interest in
the socio-technological aspects of the practice of craft have grown substantially (Niedderer &
Townsend 2011: 3). The archaeological context, especially, has benefited – the CinBA project
(www.cinba.net) has already been mentioned in this study – and the EXARC (formerly EuroREA)
has examined a range of related topics, including the experimental working of materials (e.g. Coles
2006). The variety in approaches to craft from non-archaeological, arts-based perspectives is
considerable. For instance, in 1968 David Pye made a case for the importance of the handmade at
a time of increasing technology and mass-production. In the past decade Sennett (2008) has
applied archaeological evidence to sociology, and Veiteberg (2005) has considered how the
meaning of ‘craft’ and its interpretation has developed over time.
The application of craft theory to analysis of archaeological material via non-archaeological
perspectives is a theme which has recently begun to be more widely employed. The importance of
this lies in the interpretation of craft as a process comprised of many interior practices, and the
conceptualisation of how such processes and their practitioners might have been characterised at
the time they occurred. The point in the archaeological context is, after all, to try to understand the
craftsperson as they were in their time - ‘without makers, there is no craft’ (Crafts Council 2010:
10). A new volume which considers the significance of cross-over between archaeological and
crafts-based approaches was published whilst this study was in progress; ‘Archaeology and
Apprenticeship’, edited by Wendrich (2013), contains contributions which have some themes in
common with those considered in this thesis, such as the analysis of craft knowledge and
exploration of the terminology involved. Much of that terminology has been subject to extensive
debate in terms of how it ought best to be utilised; in particular the notion of ‘skill’ (e.g. Anderson
1982; Bleed 2008). Such terminology is returned to in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 of this chapter. For the
purpose of this study, the ‘theory of craft’ is taken to be characterisation of approaches to the
working of material in terms of craftspeople themselves, technological development, and socially-
generated meanings of craft.
Wood can be considered from a semiotic perspective by looking for signifiers which inform its
working. Such an approach draws on pragmatics, in terms of the context of working material and
relationships between materials and between craftspeople, and can be useful in developing a
model by which a theoretical craft process might be applied to the archaeological context. The
semiotic perspective allows material and craftsperson, as well as themes such as knowledge and
innovation, to be viewed as parts of one network of actions, keeping in mind the notion that
material culture is representative of the transformation of ideas and knowledge into physical forms
(DeMarrais 2004: 11). To fully explore craft across archaeological, social and notional contexts is54
beyond the remit of this chapter; rather, it discusses some of the pertinent themes in relation to
how they may inform a perspective of wood-crafting during the British Bronze Age. The chapter
examines a broad background to archaeological approaches to craft (Section 4.1) and non-
archaeological approaches to craft (Section 4.2). Thereafter, a semiotic interpretation of craft is
discussed, and a theoretical craft-process presented which informs the interpretations in this study
(Chapter 7).
4.1 Archaeological Approaches to the ‘Idea of Craft’
The breadth and depth of archaeological investigations of craft are numerous and varied, so this
section examines themes which might influence interpretation of British Bronze Age wood-crafting.
This includes social and technological analysis, but it must also be remembered that the
meaning(s) of ‘craft’ tend to shift depending upon material context and the evidence under scrutiny.
Furthermore, where analysis is performed by individuals with personal experience of working with
the materials examined, the perspective is likely to be influenced by that exposure. Therefore, three
broad themes are considered – the relationship between the ideas of craft and technology (Section
4.1.1), a brief discussion of social organisation and craftspeople (Section 4.1.2) and qualitative
assessment such as the recognition of ‘craftsmanship’ (Section 4.1.3).
4.1.1 Craft or Technology
Craft in archaeology is quite often equated with technology, especially when technology is used as
an indicator of socio-cultural change (Bettinger 2006). That equation of two things which should not
in fact be equated is likely due to the ease with which technology can be evidenced by physical
objects such as tools, whilst arguing tools to be evidence of ‘craft practice’ requires a further level
of interpretation which establishes just what ‘craft’ was in the society in question. Conflating the
technological means of craft with the notional meaning of craft is an easy practice to fall into. As
such, discussions quite often turn to how evidence explains technology, with the addition of terms
which are sometimes problematical, such as ‘innovation’ (Ottaway 2001; Sørensen 1998).
Technology is not the same as ‘craft’, but the persistence of technology as a surrogate owes much
to the history in archaeological research of a focus on the technological, ranging from prehistoric
engineering and mining (e.g. Atkinson 1961; Sheperd 1980), to attempts to define how ‘innovation’
occurred (e.g. Spratt 1982), to the physical properties of materials. Lemonnier (1992) looked from
an anthropological perspective, and suggested that the object used to manipulate material was at
the centre of technological practice and technique. In essence, the tool becomes the means of
practice. However, within the archaeological tradition, objects, even tools, have often been
rendered the result of technology rather than the means. Within this, the notion of craft rather
becomes lost. There is no fault in a focus on technologies, within the greater craft process tools do
represent the results of the tool-making process, but their use is also part of the process of crafting.55
The association of technology with craftspeople is a theme which occurs relatively often, especially
in cases where the craftsperson is labelled a ‘specialist’. This is particularly visible in the
archaeologies of Bronze Age British ceramic production (Gibson 2002), and also metalworking
within a social context which sets metalworkers apart, as something ‘other’ than normal yet still a
core component of society (Woodward 2002). In the case of both ceramics and metalworking, it is
the specific material which is generally given precedence over inter-connected material
relationships, and the technologies involved are those of the specific material, tending not to focus
on the craftsperson wielding them (Craddock and Gale 1988).
Some studies of technology have argued that it is socially situated and relies on factors other than
raw material and technological means (Dobres 2010; Ingold 1990). This is the perspective which
studies of British Bronze Age technologies are beginning to err towards, albeit in context-specific
situations such as Helms’ (2009) discussions of the ideology of the Dover Boat. Wood-crafting
does remain something characterised either as technological or as socially-derived. A wider
understanding of the crafting of wood as both technology and result of social relationships within a
crafting process remains something not yet usefully pinned to the British Bronze Age. The recent
archaeological interest in craft has driven approaches which consider technology and craft more
cohesively, and that draws significantly on the place of craft within socio-cultural contexts.
4.1.2 Craft and Social Organisation
The dynamic between social organisation and craft during the British Bronze Age can be as
complex as that between technology and craft; organisation, too, can entail a range of factors. Craft
activity and the working of materials do not occur in isolation from one another (Sofaer 2010: 213).
As such, the relationship of craft to social organisation can be viewed in terms of how materials and
people gathered and moved, how ideas were exchanged, and the results of individual processes
utilised to facilitate further activity. This has bearing on how prehistoric craftspeople are
characterised, but in archaeology this characterisation has tended towards notions of
specialisation, power and social ranking (e.g. Harding 2000).
Specialisation, or ‘the specialist’ has been subject to analysis beyond that viably interrogated here,
but it is a theme which has been attached to craft activity across prehistoric Europe and focussed
on materials (e.g. Arnold 1987; Clark & Parry 1990; Costin & Hagstrum 1995). Furthermore, a
major component of earlier archaeological studies of specialisation was an emphasis on an
economic perspective of craft processes and craftspeople (Costin 1991: 1). Coupled to this, studies
of British prehistoric social organisation in general focussed quite often on power, or control – of
social groups, resources, skills and craftspeople seen as ‘specialists’, either in social or economic
terms (Bradley 1984). This attention to theories of power and social organisation extends to
specific materials, not least the organisation of metalworking (Ehrenreich 1991; Barber 2003). As56
such, the idea of specialisation itself in relation to craft has also held place within wider conceptions
of social organisation and, importantly, the display of power – a theme which is not limited only to
the study of prehistory but apparent through the archaeologies of many periods (e.g. Trigger 1989;
Steane 2001).
That notion that ‘power’ could be derived from access to, and potentially controlling the movement
of, people with particular crafting abilities was contextualised by the idea that those people had
more than simply ‘normal’ or ‘common’ skills or knowledge (Budd & Taylor 1995; Peregrine 1991:
3). That knowledge does not necessarily have to be for the shaping of material, however; in the
context of the Dover Boat access to the vessel itself and the facility to use it has also been
suggested to be a means of exerting power within a social grouping (Clarke 2009). Similarly, a
case might be made that craftspeople with esoteric skills held a degree of social power by virtue of
being able to perform that which other people could not. The performance of those skills, especially
in the working of materials such as metals, can be viewed in terms of being a catalyst for
elaboration of the range of objects produced. Those objects carried inherent social meaning,
because of the materials they were comprised of, their aesthetic value and who made them,
thereby having a causal effect upon the interaction of the craftsperson with wider society (Brumfiel
& Earle 1987: 5; Earle & Kristiansen 2010: 218; Kienlin 2013: 416). ‘Meaning’ within the results of
craft activity can also be dictated by societal stricture, an ethnographic example is the Batammaliba
House and societal control over the way in which it must be constructed (Blier 1994; Bloch 2005).
The idea that power could derive from access to craftspeople or the results of craft processes is an
alluring one, but of course the theoretical perspective of power deriving from the results of
specialisation is one which has been subject to a history of revision, often based as much on then-
current political or cultural motivations as on the actual evidence.
Social organisation and its association with craft in the British Bronze Age, is not, however, limited
only to the idea of the specialist or power. Studies of craft have considered reciprocal interaction
between societal groupings (Owoc 2005; Thomas 2009). This perspective is much more in keeping
with an idea of craft activity in which relationships between different materials and people were
fundamentally necessary to facilitating activity. In this circumstance craftspeople may be viewed as
those who held material-specific knowledge, but were not divided from society because society
comprised of several such groups of craftspeople; the resultant dynamic views organisation in
terms of groups demarcated by social or technological factors, but still a part of a whole. An
example of this co-operative social organisation might also be found in examination of the
movement of materials. In the archaeology of Bronze Age Britain analysis of such movement has
often focussed upon the circulation of metals and metalwork, in which the standpoint, whether
implicit or stated, has sometimes tended towards the material being used by specific craftspeople,
and thereby locked into a specific pattern of acquisition and movement (Bradley 1988; Craddock
1991; Stevens 2008).57
Other elements of social organisation which have had bearing on how craft activity has been
characterised include discussions of gender. Whilst the extent to which gender might be seen
within the context of prehistoric crafting activity itself is limited, inferences have been drawn based
on burial contexts which appear to associate specific objects and tools with particular genders and
people (e.g. Bátora 2002; Brück 2004; Sofaer 2002). Although these do not conclusively prove any
gendered performance of specific crafts, historical and ethnographic sources have been drawn
upon as a means of providing justification for conclusions. The Dogon of North Africa have already
been mentioned within this study, and in their society it is specifically men who perform
metalworking and its inherent social rituals. Senior (2000) and Hurcombe (2000) discussed the
Pueblo peoples in the South Western United States in terms of craft processes and access to
certain materials being determined by gender, and the relation of ‘making’ to specific objectives, for
instance the production of ceramic vessels intended directly for storage and agricultural produce.
Craft activity in prehistory, performed by specific groupings within a society, can equally be viewed
as having been linked to other activity and the result of the co-operative nature of groups and
crafts.
Social organisation is a very broad theme into which many other themes may be introduced, each
of which has itself potential for extensive analysis. Those few reviewed here lie at the core of the
development of studies of British Bronze Age craft activity. A further aspect, however, is one which,
too, is loaded with overlapping concepts – that which concerns ‘craftsmanship’ and the qualitative
assessment of evidence as the result of craft activity.
4.1.3 ‘Craftsmanship’
The concept of ‘craftsmanship’ has relation to social roles in considering how materials
demonstrate ‘skills’ or ‘abilities’ which define the craftsperson, regardless of the application of
terminology such as ‘specialisation’. It is also easy to blur distinctions between ability and skill
(Olausson 2008: 44). Bradley (Bradley et al 2009: 1) argues that craftsmanship is inherently linked
to prevailing technology, and ability and experience necessary to produce examples of ‘good’
craftsmanship with the resources at hand. ‘Craftsmanship’ has, however, been argued to be the
overarching principle into which technology, craft practice and ideas of identity such as that of the
‘specialist’ all fit (Ibid: 5). It has also been characterised in terms of context, in which it is the ability
to adapt personal skill to specific circumstance which defines ‘craftsmanship’ (Brown 1997: 6).
The suggestion which seems to derive from discussions of craftsmanship is that one who is ‘skilled’
displays knowledge of the relationship between tool, material, technique and objective. This is
similar to Lemonnier’s (1992) conception of technological practice entailing aspects of material,
energy, means and technique. In actuality, however, archaeological discussions of ‘craftsmanship’
at a notional level are rather lacking; there exists plentiful discussion of specific materials and the
working of them, and in such discussion qualitative analysis often features. However, the notion of58
‘craftsmanship’ from that perspective is a material and context-specific one, rather than considering
the term at the theoretical level as a means of better understanding its conceptual nature. This is,
to an extent, because the practice of craft can be highly individualised to and within performing
societies, and, having only the evidence of the results or the means, the archaeological perspective
is somewhat restricted. The individual process and experience of material which informed crafting
during the British Bronze Age, and which thereby created examples of craftsmanship, is something
which cannot necessarily be quantified. Unlike periods in which notation and the language of craft
can be analysed, prehistoric archaeology does not have the advantage of records to show the
transmission of knowledge, and so must rely on inference (Jørgensen 2013: 241). The idea of
prehistoric craftsmanship, and the importance of it as an analytical tool, can better be derived from
approaches to craft not reliant upon the archaeological, and in the acceptance that craftsmanship,
as a qualitative judgement much like skill or ability, is entirely context and evidence specific.
4.2 Non-archaeological approaches to the ‘Idea of Craft’
Non-archaeological approaches to craft come in a number of different forms. Particularly important
is the discussion of interaction between individuals and materials, and between craftspeople
(Section 4.2.1), as well as the notional concept of the craftsperson (Section 4.2.2). Both of these
are interrelated, and include also the practice-based insights of craftspeople - not necessarily
something replicable, especially in cases where the interlocutors are themselves craftspeople
(Christensen 1995).
4.2.1 Interaction between makers, other makers, and materials
Wood-crafting can be viewed in a range of practices such as carpentry (Coatts & Theophilus 1993),
ship building (Abell 1948) and woodland crafts such as hurdling (Edlin 1949; Porter 2004). It may
also be considered in terms of personal or societal responses to wood, in which context
ethnographic studies are informative, for instance Bloch (1991; 1995) on the Madagascan
Zafimaniry. The range of exploratory potential epitomises the variability in wood-crafting processes
and the multiplicity of individual understandings.
Whilst it is undoubtedly difficult to quantify the cultural or personal response, many workers of wood
have made explicit the personal nature of their insights (Green 2006; Nakashima 2010). Green’s
(2006) contribution extols the long-term development of experience as the means of fostering
technique and ability, but also in the creation of a personal relationship with wood, for instance
preference for individual species. This is representative of several decades in Green’s experience,
and whether a similar amount of time is applicable to Bronze Age engagement with materials is
rather dependent on analysis of prehistoric life-spans. However, the idea of engagement with
material is relevant, especially given the likelihood of everyday association with wood and
woodland during the British Bronze Age; a degree of cultural immersion is likely to have developed.59
The nature of that personal and societal engagement finds a useful analogy in Greek and Cypriot
kombolói; Kombolói have significance in terms of meaning and use as a cultural icon, and are an
object with which many individuals and regional groups have an everyday, almost instinctive,
interaction. However, the choice of the material – sometimes coral or amber, but often wood such
as olive – derives from reasons of tactile or personal comfort, aesthetic attraction and tradition
(Evangelinos 1998).
Given disparate personal and cultural responses to wood according to experience of the material
through working with it, handling it or derived from cultural tradition or environmental context, it
seems reasonable to infer that Bronze Age British societal groups may have seen similar personal
responses develop. Furthermore experiences based on historical or even modern-day record may
yet prove useful as analogy for prehistoric relationships between materials and users.
The process of craft entails interaction between craftspeople, be it directly or indirectly, and also
between materials. For the Bronze Age this must be inferred based on analogies deriving from
ethnography, theoretical analysis of craft, and evidence in the form of material composites, such as
the dagger from the Bronze Age tomb at Forteviot (Brophy & Noble 2011: 3). Banham (2008) offers
a scenario whereby relationships exist between users, tools, and abilities, across varied materials;
the historical example of the Bristol Aeroplane Company using gunsmiths to perfect engine shafts
due to their experience of producing perfect alignments in gun barrels. A scenario envisaged by
Abell (1948) suggested the means of constructing the iron-hulled ship derived from interaction
between boiler-makers, smiths and wooden-ship builders – each having part of the knowledge
necessary to the creation of a floating iron hull. Both examples are demonstrative of the benefits of
inter-material and inter-craftsperson interaction.
4.2.2 The Craftsperson and Crafting
The idea of the craftsperson, and indeed of what craft ‘is’, or should be, is something which has
long occupied a place in arts-theory, and is probably no closer to consensus than it ever has been.
In part this is due to the diversity of possible approaches, and changes in technology and culture
which have influenced perceptions of craft (Adamson 2007). During the latter half of the Twentieth
Century exploration of the notion of the craftsperson derived greatly from a rejection of
‘modernisation’ and the mass-produced in favour of a view of the ‘traditional’ craft and objects with
‘real’ life-histories. Nostalgia for, and fascination with, the handmade is something which has only
grown with increasing technological and digital intensification of the Twenty-First century, and
indeed the burgeoning of 3D printing might be seen as yet another departure from the individually
hand-crafted object.
Writing in the 1960s, David Pye (1968) took up the cause of the ‘handmade’, arguing that ‘quality’
only really existed in an object made by an individual rather than the machine-produced or the item
created according to a designated design without recourse to a deeper understanding of material60
or process. The case for the handmade has persisted, though rendered ever more into a niche.
Within that idea of the handmade, however, and within the very idea of craft, lies the notion of ‘skill’,
which has been much discussed and debated and is still rather indefinable (e.g. Bleed 2008;
Britton 1991; Frayling and Frayling 1991). The craftsperson – the maker – has been viewed as one
who employs skill in the process of making, and has, therefore, some form of personal connection
with the object created (Dormer 1994).
In part both cause and result of that personal connection is an idea which is present in both
archaeological and arts-based discourse on craft; that which assigns the craftsperson an identity
based on the performance of that crafting (Sennett 2008). Such an identity can exist in both
general terms as ‘craftsperson’ and in relation to the specific material, for instance as ‘wood-
crafter’. Both set the individual apart from the ‘non-crafters’ within society, and the practice of craft
is argued to create a social placement for the craftsperson (Lucie-Smith 1981; Veiteberg 2005).
The situation of the craftsperson as ‘other’ reflects upon the objects created, their being imbued
with greater ‘quality’ or meaning because they result from an individual who holds esoteric abilities.
In terms of Bronze Age craft working, it is reasonable to infer that practice was subject to a range of
interpretations, meanings and strictures, but it does remain possible that such a perspective is
driven by the nature of the handmade in modern times, inasmuch as it is often viewed as practiced
with abstruse skills.
The humanistic element in craft is something which Veiteberg (2005) has addressed, suggesting
that a key aspect of the craft process is the prevailing attitude of the craftsperson, dictating how
they operate and even the relative level of accomplishment they reach. That attitude has greater
effect on crafting than prevailing technology, and is a perspective which is applicable equally to
modern-day craftspeople and to British Bronze Age contexts which can evidence the continued use
of ‘older’ alongside ‘new’ tool forms (Sections 6.5 and 7.3). ‘Attitude’ is relatively unquantifiable
where records do not exist in which makers explain themselves, but it can be influenced by factors
as diverse as emotions, bio-mechanics, social context and innate talents (Anderson 1982; Howe et
al 1998). In terms of archaeological evidence, whether an object evidences ‘talent’ is extremely
subjective, and is addressed further in Section 4.3.1. However, by applying notions surrounding
craft which attempt to understand the process and the practitioners, a basis can be formed to
interrogate craft in prehistory. In terms of analysing of wood-crafting and its relationship to British
Bronze Age tool development, how the material and its working were understood by prehistoric
woodcrafters is important; the nature of wood is such that it dictates the effects of particular tools
and techniques. The evidence of those tools might be considered through suggestion of how
familiar workers were, and how they would react to, particular material characteristics.61
4.3 A Semiotic Approach to Wood-Crafting
The character of wood can be both predictable and unpredictable; whilst material familiarity means
workers may be able to foresee how wood from particular sources will react in given
circumstances, it also has the capacity to vary from species to species, tree to tree and even within
the same source. Differences in environmental conditions, for instance influencing growth, also
contribute to contrasting characteristics. Although examination from the purview of natural sciences
might be expected for an organic material, the crafting of wood is more usefully considered in terms
of a cultural discipline. In 1915, Heidegger argued that cultural discipline approaches individual
laws whereas natural science focuses on general laws (Hughes-Warrington 2000: 143).
Governance by individual laws allows wood to be considered on the basis of the characteristics
held by both material and its shaper. As such, the analysis of wood-crafting as an interpretational
basis for tool form function and functionality might best be presented through semiotic-pragmatic
analysis. The semiotic regards the relationship between signs in material and the actions they
promote, whilst the pragmatic considers the context and how it affects actions.
Craft processes can be argued to exist within systems of contextualised meaning (Rowley 1997:
84). Context in this case derives from environmental, social or technological structures, and places
forms of knowledge at the centre of activity. The perception of that knowledge represents a means
of interrogating relationships between signs, their effects on the craft worker, and the ways these
are formulated by surrounding socio-cultural and technical structures.
In wood crafting, signs can be those characteristics of the particular part of wood which will affect
tool-use upon it; the identification of those signs is necessary, alongside formulation of objectives,
to inform the working process. Signs can be read by those who have learned them, or have the
experience of similar forms which allows them to infer their meaning and translate them into likely
physical effects. Identification of signs is integrally linked to experience, experience in this study
being considered a form of knowledge. This exists at two levels; the generic experience of working
with wood which allows the formation of initial suppositions regarding how it will respond, and
specific experience of particular characteristics (Green 2006: 9-10). The possession of specific
experience facilitates a more informed set of choices than does only generic experience. Specific
experience allows signs to be identified in a more coherent manner, although the process may well
be sub-conscious or instinctive and not something which even the actor could easily explain.
Knowledge gained from practice and observation, rather than the learning of theories, provides for
more effective process because it draws on physical experience rather than only the application of
the theoretical to the practical. Combination of knowledge with context can determine the whole
process from initial material and tool selection, to the methods by which objectives are realised
(Høgseth 2013: 61).62
The tool and technique selected are paramount to the effect produced on wood. Angle of strike and
blade width, for instance, affects depth of cut and the potential for blade jam, as well as the
resulting effect on the tool blade such as blunting. Environmental conditioning of wood, too, affects
not only how it responds to tools but how best it can be used – wood with high resin contents suited
to use as fuel, wood grown in wetland, such as bog oak, better suited to resist water-induced
warping and rot and suited for use in wet environments. This is quite specific regional knowledge
which may not be of use in environments different to those from which experience derived, and, as
such, even the specific level of knowledge is applicable only in contexts in which it has developed.
In unfamiliar contexts with unfamiliar wood types the specific signs have to be identified again even
though general knowledge can be applied.
Alongside signs derived from the characteristics of wood are signifiers from tools, said tools being
subject to modification depending on use experience (Banham 2008: 138; Nakashima 2010: 221).
The tool, through use, provides physical identifiers which can be related to the effect on the
material – if a blade is becoming blunt quickly, or the cut into the wood is less effective than pre-
existing experience indicated it would be, the tool itself may require modification. Reading these
signs is likely to be most effective in the case of craftspeople with high degrees of experience,
working with familiar wood in familiar environments (both natural and technological). Such signs
include obvious areas of warping or knots which might bend blade edges. The combination of
specific and general experience allows a semiotic process to occur by which signs are identified
and read, which subsequently affects tool and technique selection. That selection, however, is also
determined by the context in which the craft occurs, both in terms of objective and familiarity.
Familiarity with wood and environment feeds back into experience, the degree of which determines
the extent to which specific and general experience can be applied (Table 4.3.1).
Table 4.3.1 Potential knowledge-experience effects of familiarity with material and environment
The process of crafting, therefore, requires not only the knowledge to read signs in the material, but
also to interpret effects of the tool and on the tool, to determine requirement for modifications to
technique or tool. During the process of working, newly-generated signs may inform the crafter as
to further required changes. All such elements are affected by the overarching context and63
objectives, and the signifiers need to be addressed in a way which allows those objectives to be
achieved. In this fashion, the relationship between the wood-crafter and the material may be
explained as a development of pragmatic awareness. Pragmatic awareness is important at the
contextual level which informs the individual and communal processes of crafting, but also in terms
of ways and means of shaping material, interpreting signs and tool functionality. The notion of
pragmatic awareness can have a number of elements; knowledge (Section 4.3.1), context and
adoption (Section 4.3.2), modification (Section 4.3.3) and innovation (Section 4.3.4).
4.3.1 Knowledge
‘Knowledge’ is important in considering the means by which craft processes are conceptualised.
The notion of different forms of knowledge is ancient; Aristotle’s Niomachean Ethics considered
knowledge as comprised of Sophia – knowing ‘that’, and Phronesis – knowing ‘how’. In essence,
Aristotle was speaking of practical and theoretical knowledge. Both archaeological and craft
spheres characterise knowledge in a similar manner; as discursive and non-discursive (Budden &
Sofaer 2009: 203), practical and theoretical (Dormer 1994: 10), directly taught skills and intrinsic
ability (Coatts & Theophilus 1993: 7) and the idea of ‘know-how’ (Pelegrin 1990; Høgseth 2013).
If discursive knowledge is considered in terms of material culture read as a text (Budden & Sofaer
2009: 203), it seems feasible to apply this to wood, given the earlier argument that the wood-
crafter’s actions are informed by reading of signs. The notion of non-discursive knowledge relates
to cognition, and the idea that understanding of circumstances can translate into a set of actions
through conscious evaluation (Anderson 1982; Shennan 1989: 332). At this level, therefore, there
is a relatively clear link between objectives – the knowledge of what needs to be done – and
actions – the performance of tasks to achieve that. This can apply to archaeology, for instance
identification of artefacts and association of them with particular practice (Jørgensen 2013: 243).
In the craft sphere the two types of knowledge are more generally characterised as theoretical and
practical (Dormer 1994). Theoretical knowledge is the understanding of what needs to be done –
objectives - and what is attainable, whilst practical is the means by which it can be achieved,
drawing upon abilities learnt and experienced, and available resources (Ibid: 1994: 10). There does
seem to be correspondence between discursive and non-discursive transmission of need into
action, and theoretical knowledge determining need with practical knowledge determining action.
Pelegrin’s (1990) approach characterises knowledge as an abstract which is transferred by
communication, and ‘know-how’ as physical action. Again, the concept of knowledge is being
divided into two - the theoretical and the practical, or, knowing ‘what’ and knowing ‘how’ (Polanyi
1964 [1958]: 56). It seems logical to apply the terminology ‘theoretical’ and ‘practical’ to the idea of
knowledge. The reason for this is simple; knowledge exists in two complementary forms, but
‘theoretical’ and ‘practical’ knowledge is somewhat more accessible than discursive and non-64
discursive, is used in both archaeological and non-archaeological discussion, and translates easily
amongst different characterisations of knowledge.
Experience might best be viewed as the accumulation of context-specific knowledge, which can be
modified and reapplied to new situations. Assuming a starting point in craft working of complete
lack of knowledge-experience, for instance a child novice, there exists capacity for practical
experience and theoretical learning (Ferguson 2008: 51). As this continues, the craft worker uses
materials and works in contexts which enable knowledge of those things to increase through both
experiencing them physically and having aspects taught, whilst also realising effects such as
instinctive aptitude (Bleed 2008: 158). In turn, this can result in the two forms of knowledge which,
in the realm of craft working, can be applied to performance of sets of actions. Experience, through
the use of knowledge and the gaining of knowledge, furthers the possibility of the recognition of
potential. Potential is of key importance in the context of Bronze Age tools because those physical
objects can be discussed as representative of the realisation of potential and adaptation of the
‘known’ to achieve something in a new way, or something new in of itself. Knowledge, therefore,
appears grounded in the starting points of the theoretical and the practical, whilst application of
knowledge depends on socio-technical and personal contexts which determine pragmatic
awareness.
A further aspect of knowledge-experience is the idea of ‘skill’. Skill is difficult to define, given that it
is used in a variety of qualitative contexts, for instance operating as a determinant of craftspeople's
identities (Budden & Sofaer 2009: 214; Ferguson 2008: 56), or as physical action to be practiced
(Olausson 2008: 30). The notion of skill is also linked with ideas of craftsmanship, being used to
make judgements regarding the results of craft processes (e.g. Adamson 2007: Banham 2008:
140; Frayling & Frayling 1991: 13; Pye 1968: 4).
Sennett (2008) calls craftsmanship ‘the skill of making things well’; whether something can be
judged to have been made ‘well’ is contentious, though, especially in archaeological evaluations of
prehistoric evidence. Survivability, or the lack of it, means that a process of ‘making’ can
sometimes be identified, but not necessarily whether the objects or structures created were made
‘well’ in their social context. Britton (1991: 2) argues for distinction between ideas and skills – ideas
being mental assessment and objective, and skills the means to physically manifest that objective.
In the use of the notion of ‘a skill’ as a practical action, it takes on the same resonance as ‘an
ability’, and ability can in fact denote the capabilities of the craftsperson whereas skill can be
designated as a qualitative signifier. Highly skilled craftsmanship can occur on a one-off basis;
consistency of performance at a high level should be used to denote ideas such as the ‘mastery’ of
a process.65
4.3.2 Context
Context is important in understanding craft as being situated socially and technologically, and it can
more practically be considered in terms of actions. Collingwood (2010: 418) suggests that
distinction between planning and execution means a craftsperson always knows what they want to
make before they make it; actions can thus be viewed as being informed by context. In the case of
wood-crafting, the context is formed by material, available tools and objectives. Into this the degree
of knowledge, of which skill is a judged manifestation, can be introduced. Context also has an
impact on the judgement of skill, because the skill which is represented in creating something is
judged in the context of the society or culture in which it is produced. A tool created with what might
be deemed little skill by one society, may within the cultural context of the another society be
viewed as an example of highly skilled practice. The reasons for this may be due to that craft
practice being new, or having been adopted and practiced by only a few proponents, or
representing use of new or different materials to those with which the judging society are familiar.
Adoption is an aspect of context in terms of the use of different actions, techniques or tools to those
previously used. Where circumstances are different to those with which the craftsperson is familiar
it may be possible to draw upon general experience to provide a broad basis to work from, but
specific actions would need to be informed by relearning signs and adopting courses of action
appropriate to the meaning conveyed. Again, this may be entirely instinctive and not an ‘active’
process. To give an example, pollen samples have shown lime wood to be present in large
quantities in Eastern England during the British Bronze Age (Greig 1982: 32; Limbrey 1982: 279);
where lime was not prevalent, oak and ash were present in greater quantities (Green 1978; Russell
& Cutter 2007: 33). The resistance to percussive force – generated for instance in using an axe - in
each of these species differs (Porter 2006). Familiarity with one species, especially if derived from
areas where that species predominated, does not necessarily mean that the most effective set of
actions or tools for working other species would be known. The inference is that adoption of new
techniques, or even different tool forms, may have been required in order to achieve objectives in
different conditions. In some circumstances, this can also be viewed as modification.
4.3.3 Modification
Whilst modification can be viewed in the same terms as adoption, insofar as the use of techniques
may be changed depending on context, modification can also be viewed at a technological level
with regards to the alteration of tools. An important question is how modification relates to
innovation, given that both revolve around alteration of previous technological forms. Whilst
innovation might be considered a broad technological change which adds new elements to an
existing pattern (Kristiansen 2005: 151), modification is suggested here to focus more on ad-hoc
alteration in individual contexts. In adoption of a new approach to wood-crafting a tool may be
found wanting. Therefore, it might be altered by the user, for instance shortening the haft for66
balance, adding material to the haft for grip, or having deliberate changes made to the blade, such
as sharpening to the extent that morphology is changed. Such modifications may be done on a
personal basis and, whilst there may be interaction between craftspeople if the modification
requires abilities the user does not have, the changes are still implemented on individual bases
since the original object remains the ‘template’. The notion of modification does, however, form a
part of contextualised sets of actions which might lead to processes of innovation. Modification can
represent initial stages of problem solving or the recognition of potential in material or tools; if a
modified tool is demonstrated to achieve given objectives in a manner deemed ‘better’ than the
unmodified form then it may be integrated into the production process.
4.3.4 Innovation
The notion of innovation is of use in analysing possible relationships between craftspeople,
material crossovers and the link between objectives and the means of achieving them. It has been
the subject of much discussion in archaeology and craft theory (e.g. Kristiansen 2005; Torrence &
Van der Leeuw 1989; Wynn 1993). Physical tool form is considered here to stem from processes of
adoption and modification, but innovation is rather more abstract. Albeit being something for which
objects or technologies have traditionally been held up as evidence, what an innovation is depends
entirely on the context in which it occurs. Innovation is socially situated as well as technologically
(Ferguson 2008; Ingold 1990; Johannsen 2010: 61).
Distinction between innovation and invention is imperative; both terms have tended to be conflated,
or one rendered subordinate to the other, such as in Spratt’s (1982) model which considers
innovation to be the sum of theoretical knowledge, invention and trial. Invention and innovation are
distinct, though not dichotomous – invention is the creation of the new, innovation the modification
of the pre-existing. Invention has also been considered to require new needs and a ‘specialist’ or
master (Kristiansen 2005), but this seems flawed; it discounts the possibility of accident, or of
rather unquantifiable humanistic elements such as talent, inspiration or instinct, all of which can
lead to invention (Howe et al 1998). Furthermore, needs may remain the same but the technologies
modified. The notion of innovation links objectives to processes such as modification, derived from
the contextual circumstances in which crafting occurred, but as only one element within a craft
process, not an end in itself.
4.3.5 A Potential Craft Process
A semiotic approach provides a basis of understanding regarding how sets of actions can be
formulated and a means by which this can be translated from the material to the individual, but the
context and specific signs that inform these actions are the cognitive basis of a physical process.
Theoretical knowledge is useful, but it doesn’t constitute practice, and actions it can point towards
need to be enacted through the application of practical knowledge (Polanyi 1964 [1958]: 50).67
Figure 4.3.1 displays an interpretational model which draws together the elements discussed in this
chapter. In this model, physical knowledge represents either taught or developed abilities, whilst
theoretical knowledge represents the objective (Dormer 1994: 10). Combination of the two can lead
to invention, albeit that real invention is actually relatively rare. Invention is viewed as that ‘new’
system or object that Kristiansen (2005) proposed, but not necessarily requiring a ‘master’
craftsperson. Invention occurs according to the abilities of the maker (or makers), available
resources and socio-technological context, and once it is placed into use the object has reached a
‘state of finish’. Knowledge-experience can then be developed in use of that object, for instance a
tool; this process can be subject to change through adoption of different techniques which derive
from experience-based input. Outside knowledge can also be integrated into such systems
through communication (Goleman 1998; Gray 2004). Modification can occur in a similar manner, or
as ad-hoc occurrence based on personal preferences or material influences. ‘Flair’ represents
humanistic aspects such as instinct or innate talent which can prompt modifications; given a
receptive social and technological context, effective modifications can be adopted into production
processes. This can occur multiple times, and can lead to variant forms of the same object being in
use at the same time. This is shown on Figure 4.2.1 by the streams marked 1 to 4. The
modification-innovation relationship can occur at all stages, hence its dual representation on the
diagram.
A theoretical example of how the model might be applied to Bronze Age practice is the
development of different forms of axe. Theoretical knowledge of what needed to be done can be
considered as the cutting of wood, this knowledge pre-existing because stone axes from the
Neolithic already had that function. Practical knowledge concerns how the cutting would be
achieved – the functionality of the tool. The potential of metal tools must have been recognised;
theoretical knowledge about the potential of metal, linked to context-specific practical knowledge,
resulted in the flat metal axe. That form, having entered use, underwent modification over time
which saw different forms introduced – flanged, winged, and socketed axes. Each retained the
general function of the tool type, but functionality changed with modifications in structure. The input
of outside knowledge can be seen in terms of experience of materials worked. Judgements in
terms of the craftsmanship of the tool – whether it was made ‘well’ – are entirely dependent on
current interpretation of the surviving objects. It might be inferred that, during the Bronze Age,
continued reproduction of those tools adjudged at the time to be particularly well made may have
represented ‘mastery’ within that particular crafting process. As a whole, however, the production of
the tool represents only a part of a craft process which also entails the use of the tool.
The diagram on the following page is intended to provide a framework through which tool
development might be understood at a cognitive level, and compared against the physical
inferences drawn from the evidence for each tool type examined in this study.68
Figure 4.3.5.1 Model of Craft Process (1-4 represent different forms of a tool type)69
4.4 Approaches to ‘Craft’: Summary
Craft, as a concept, forms a theoretical framework within this study, used to make a link between
British Bronze Age wood use and development in metal tool function and functionality. The craft
process is a theoretical overlay, constituted of a number of interactive elements, all of which are
required in order to create a coherent process from initial idea to desired outcome. A semiotic and
pragmatic analysis of the formulation of sets of actions required for working with wood provides a
basis to understand material as consisting of signs, and the meaning those signs convey to the
worker dependent on the context in which they are being read. This derives both from physical
elements such as environment and technological capacities, and social structures which
determined the level of theoretical knowledge a craftsperson may have held. The model described
above brings together the core elements of the formulation of crafting actions, creating a broad
platform to inform thinking with regards to the ways by which wood-crafting may have influenced
technological development during the British Bronze Age.7071
5. Data Collection
The methodology for this study provided a range of morphological and metric data for each of the
examined tool types – socketed axes, socketed gouges, chisels and saws. Morphology is argued to
reflect function, and dimensions (from which metric data is recorded) to reflect the structure and
thus functionality of the tool. Analysis of the data collected and used to identify morphological and
metric trends and variations can be used in combination with known tool-using craft activities to
assess tool functions and functionalities within and across tool types and forms.
Although the principles of use for each tool are relatively simple it should be noted that often-
unquantifiable factors such as use-technique, task objectives, user experience and material
characteristics affect tool-use as well as the tool’s morphology and structure. The data must be
considered with this in mind, and it is, therefore, useful to briefly explain the basic technical
principles of each tool type, through which Bronze Age examples are examined in Chapter 7.
Principles of Tool Use
The axe is a solid-bladed, percussive tool. Physically, it can be considered as a levered wedge
utilising kinetic energy – generated through the swing – which is translated into percussive force
and transferred through the axe blade as cutting pressure on the material struck. The morphology
of the axe dictates the manner in which the material struck is affected; the sharper (in effect,
thinner) the blade edge, the greater the concentration of cutting pressure. Whether the blade is
‘thin’ or ‘wedge’-shaped also affects axe-use on wood; wedged axes rend fibres and push them
apart, whilst thin blades cut fibres and generally can penetrate deeper into wood. Axe structure and
balance is predominantly based on the vertical plane; the toe and heel form a top-bottom axis,
whilst the shoulder and haft-loop sit on the bottom of the axe and attach to the haft. Although this
configuration does not preclude the axe being swung horizontally, or at any angle in-between, the
tool remains effectively a vertically-aligned tool for the purpose of production and hafting and in
force transference. Axe hafts can vary according to needs and user-preference, for instance
balanced against the weight of the axehead or according to a preferred grip. As such, whilst the
axe in general is a simple pivot-and-force tool, it does have capacity to have varied morphology
and also to be used in a broad range of ways.
The gouge is a carving tool used either to carve grooves or sections, or bore holes, in wood. An
array of modern-day forms exist, such as in-cannel and out-cannel, bowl gouges and spindle
gouges. These vary in morphology, but generally have curved blades which can be altered in
different ways for different uses; in-cannel and out-cannel gouges, for example, are sharpened on
different sides of the blade and cut continuous grooves or sections. The tool utilises either
percussive force – through being struck - or consistently-applied manual pressure to ‘push’ the
blade through material, in order to carve a channel. The gouge can be used either for initial rough72
working or for finishing of features, and the shape and width of the blade dictates the shape of the
channel carved.
The chisel as a general tool type is markedly complex in terms of potential functions and
functionalities, and also occurs in an extensive variety of forms. Modern-day examples include butt
and framing chisels which use percussive force and are struck with mallets, slick chisels which are
purely manual-pressure-based carving tools often used by shipwrights, and small-bladed chisels
which can use either percussive or manual pressure. Sharpening also varies according to intended
uses – edges as well as the blade can be bevelled to cut acute angles. Tapered chisels can also
be used on materials such as stone, utilising percussive force to exploit fractures in material. Basic
approaches to chisel-use on both wood and stone, and other materials, entail initial shaping with
larger examples, progressing to the smallest blades for fine details.
The saw is not a single blade but comprised of multiple, independent teeth which nonetheless work
in concert. Each tooth performs a grinding action which is replicated by those along the length of
the saw. Modern and historical examples occur in varied forms; most common are crosscut and rip
saws. Crosscut saws cut across the grain, rip saws cut along the grain and ‘rip’ through deviations
such as knots in order to maintain a straight line of cut. The morphology and sharpening of teeth
vary according to the different types of saw, as too does the spatial density of teeth. Modern saws
have some teeth out of line with others in order to create a margin along the 'kerf' (the cutline),
which prevents the saw from sticking as it moves deeper into material. All saws work through a
combination of friction and grinding, in which regular rhythm is most practicable for efficient use.
Principles of Data Selection
Morphological data is based on the forms in which the tools of each type occurred, and the specific
features within those forms, for instance blade shape. Comparison of those morphologies facilitates
discussion of the potential functions of tools, and the variations within those functions, in relation to
known craft activity or evidence. For example, association of particular blade forms with different
ways of working material.
Metric data derived from the dimensions of features, such as blade length; this also allowed
comparison of tool examples, and discussion of whether ‘structural principles’ were visible.
‘Structural principles’ are means by which tool types were produced according to common
relationships between features, for instance correlation between blade length and full length, even
if morphology varies. The occurrence of trends and consistencies across tools of different
morphology can be used to suggest common approaches at a production level. In turn, this has
potential in suggesting shared ideas and influences on tool-making.73
A photographic appendix is present at the end of this thesis, cataloguing the tools examined in this
study. Within that appendix, and Chapters 6-8 of the study, tool examples are referred to by an
identifier, shown in Table 5.1, based on museum collection (1), tool type (2) and tool form (3). Each
example was also assigned a numerical value based on the order in which the tools were recorded.
The identification for each tool is formed by combination of the identifier and the numerical value,
for example the third socketed gouge recorded at the British Museum is BM_G_S_3, whilst the
second socketed axe recorded at Brighton Museum is BTN_A_S_2. Examples which were
fragmented or broken had an addition suffix; ‘_FRAG’.
1. Collection Identifier 2. Tool Type Identifier
BRIGHTON BTN AXE A
BRISTOL BRS GOUGE G
BRITISH MUSEUM BM CHISEL CH
BRITISH MUSEUM (data from second visit) BM2 SAW SAW
CHICHESTER & DISTRICT CH
DORSET COUNTY DC 3. Tool Form Identifier
DOVER DOV
LITTLEHAMPTON LIT FLAT F
MAIDSTONE MSN FLANGED FL
NORWICH CASTLE STUDY CENTRE NCS TANGED T
SALISBURY & SOUTH WILTSHIRE SAL SOCKETED S
WILTSHIRE HERITAGE WH (Fragmented) (_FRAG)
Table 5.1 Object Identification Codes
Eleven museum collections were utilised from Sussex, Kent, Norfolk, the Wiltshire/Dorset region
and also the British Museum (Table 5.2). Initial appraisal of collections was made through
consultation of available databases and direct contact to gather information regarding unlisted
objects and to organise research access. The majority of the collections accessed held material
from the surrounding locales, whilst the British Museum holds material from across the country, as
well as the National Bronze Implements Index which was particularly useful in respect to saw data.
Certain museums from which it would have been useful to collect data had to be discounted for a
variety of reasons. In particular Somerset County Museum was closed whilst undergoing a move to
new premises during the period of this study. Several hoards from the Powell Cotton Museum,
Kent, and Kent Archaeology, were unfortunately on display in France during this time. The
Barbican House Museum in Lewes, Sussex, did not respond to any form of communication despite
many attempts to contact curators. Worthing Museum, Sussex, reportedly holds the Bramber
Hoard amongst other items, but refused access to - or even provision of any details of - their
collections unless a significant payment was made, which was not viable. Other local museums
such as Andover (Hampshire) and Horsham (Sussex) had small Bronze Age collections but which
did not include objects relevant to this study. The Portable Antiquities Scheme and commercial74
antiquities market were monitored to maintain awareness of recent finds, and any which might alter
perceptions of data in this thesis, although was used solely for monitoring and not included in the
analysis in this study due to the need to physically assess the examples to be discussed.
Collections consulted in the course of the
study
Contacted but no response/access
unavailable
Museum Location Museum Location
Dover Kent Worthing Sussex
Maidstone Kent Barbican, Lewes Sussex
Brighton Sussex Colchester Suffolk
Littlehampton Museum Sussex Ipswich Suffolk
Chichester & District Sussex Canterbury Kent
The British Museum London Powell Cotton Kent
Wiltshire Heritage Wiltshire Somerset County Somerset
Salisbury & South Wiltshire Wiltshire
Dorset County Dorset
Bristol Bristol
Norwich Castle Norfolk
Table 5.2 Museum collections consulted for this thesis, and those to which access was desired but was unavailable
Section 5.1 explains the reasoning for the selection of each tool type; Section 5.2 the detail of the
recording process; Section 5.3 the recorded features of each tool type, and Section 5.4 an
overview of the approach to data analysis.
5.1 Object Selection
The four examined tool types – socketed axes, socketed gouges, chisels and saws - were all
present in the study region by the Late British Bronze Age, and have previously been associated
with prehistoric wood-crafting (e.g. Barber 2003; Coombs 1971). Their morphology is suggestive
both of specific and generalised uses; they also have the potential to have been used alongside,
and to have had developmental links with, one another. Examples of each type and form can be
compared regionally and morphologically as a means of inferring uses and craft activity.
Whilst there are other tools which may also have been used in wood-crafting, such as knives, it
was felt that the four tool types selected best represented a wide range of technical potential. The
association of tools such as knives, awls and punches with wood-crafting is less directly apparent
than for axes, gouges, chisels and saws. Awls and punches are more likely to have been used in
working hide or similar material, and knives have too broad a function to adequately associate their
development with a specific material. Adzes have not been examined due to the scarcity of their75
numbers; such infrequency is equally the case for saws, but saws have a unique morphology
whereas adzes may be seen as related to chisel and axe development as a solid-bladed tool.
5.1.1 Socketed Axes
The socketed axe has functional continuity from earlier forms – flat, flanged, and winged axes - and
a direct association with the working of wood. However, the socketed axe was the predominating
form of axe during the Late British Bronze Age, and was thus selected as the most representative
axe form for the study period. Compared to earlier axes it has the greatest number of features,
which may be related to function, structure, hafting and possibly stylistic display. Morphological and
dimensional analysis of these features can point to a variety of structural principles within the tool
form which might have affected functionality; for instance, narrowing of blade edges to concentrate
cutting pressure. The socketed axe can be seen as a structural and material composite ; a tool
comprised of distinct features and sections which may be assessed independently of one another,
but which operated in concert at a functional level (Matthews 2008: 104). Whilst axes have been
subject to a great deal of attention in the formulation of typologies and metalwork chronologies, in
this study the socketed axe is but one amongst four tool types and should not be accorded
predominance - the sampling strategy was accordingly adapted to address this (Section 5.2.1).
5.1.2. Socketed Gouges
The socketed gouge is important due to its unique morphology amongst wood-crafting tools. It has
been cited as a prominent tool in sewn plank boat construction (Goodburn 2004: 133). Unlike tool
types such as the axe, there is little indication of a widespread previous developmental form of
gouge. Although there may be examples of tanged gouges, these are extremely rare and do not
seem to feature at all significantly in the British Bronze Age (Coombs 1971: 250). The socketed
gouge may represent a tool type which was a Continental import, and may, therefore, play a part in
reflecting cross-channel interactions. Equally, the socketed gouge may represent technological
development within Britain, influenced directly by a specific form of craft activity, because of its
unique morphology and the apparently singular function the morphology which entailed.
5.1.3. Chisels
Chisels were selected for study because of their inferred wood-crafting use, alongside considerable
morphological variety. Like the axe, the chisel has developmental progression, in this case from flat
chisels to tanged and socketed chisel forms. Although these occur in limited numbers, and forms
such as flat chisels are in Britain Early and Middle Bronze Age tools, they also co-occur alongside
later forms. This co-occurrence is of interest both in examining morphological progression and
potential functional variance, and the possibility for tool selection based on familiarity – the
prevailing ‘attitude’ that Veiteberg (2005) spoke of. Morphology is key in examining functionality in76
chisels because some display properties which might be interpreted as manifesting double-ended
tools, and all examples have potential to reflect a range of material and functional uses which may
not have been limited only to wood-crafting.
5.1.4. Saws
The saw was chosen for study primarily due to the fact that it is a modern-day and historical wood-
crafting tool which has also been assumed to have had a similar role in Bronze Age wood-crafting
(e.g. Disston 1915; Coombs 1971; Savory 1980: 64). It is a bladed tool, but in a manner unique due
to the presence of teeth and/or serration. As such, the saw reflects a completely different use-
technique to solid-bladed tools, with potential for developmental analyses. It is important in
considering what it may have been used for – whether it was indeed a wood-crafting tool - and
where it stands in relation to development of later saw forms.
5.2 Data Collection
Morphological data was gathered through direct examination of tool forms and features, which are
interpreted in Chapter 7 of this thesis. Each object was photographed and sketched at the time of
recording for this purpose. The morphological analysis was used to illustrate forms within tool types
which might be indicative of functional difference, as well as a range of crafting activities to which
the tool(s) may have been put. Morphological forms of tool types differ widely, as do dimensions,
but, even in tool forms where morphology does vary, potential functions could be the same.
Conversely, tool forms with apparently similar morphology could have quite different functions –
this is especially the case amongst chisels. Examination of such occurrences leads to questions as
to the reasons for variations and whether variations derived from function, functionality or other
influences. Morphological analysis also allowed for discussion of whether trends between tool
forms or types reflected developmental interrelations.
Metric data was recorded for each feature of each tool – explained in Section 5.2.1. Metric data is
quantitative, and it must be remembered that physical use processes cannot necessarily be
quantified due to other factors in tool-use such as technique. However, the metric data was used to
highlight dimensional variations and allow analysis which could identify ‘structural principles’, as
mentioned earlier in this chapter. Dimensional variations such as differences in blade size also
affect the interpretation of both function and functionality. Whilst tools may be thought of as
composite objects (Deetz 1968: 31), different features relate to specific aspects of structure or use.
Blade features relate to material-contact, internal or ‘body’ structures (between blade end and haft-
end) relate to structural integrity and balance, and sockets or associated features relate to tool-
hafting. Metric measurements were used to calculate relative proportions of features in each tool
form; for example, blade lengths relative to full length of a tool. Similarly, the structure and77
configuration of tools was assessed in light of planar emphases, for instance whether trends in
socket dimensions reflected the vertical use-alignment of socketed axes.
Comparisons across tool types and between tool forms acted as an overarching marker for
consistencies or variations, in either morphology or structure. This was related to both technical
analysis of the tool sample and to the discussion of distributions of varying tool forms across the
study region. Identification of particular trends was used as a basis of inference for both production
and tool-use practices; for example trends in blade widths of a particular tool form, even where
other dimensions or features varied, might be used to identify common cut-sizes, and thus possible
commonalities in tool-using experiences, which might link back to influences on production.
5.2.1 Recording of Data
In terms of representativeness, this study acknowledges that the tools within the sample do not
reflect all known examples of each tool type and, as such, that there may be other forms which
would add to the data set. Equally, reflections on the find contexts and the occurrence of each tool
type within hoards are not meant to be representative of wholesale pan-regional practices. Access
to other museum collections may have provided further data which would contribute to the
perceptions of tool distributions across the study region.
However, this study was not intended to examine frequencies or to quantify changes, rather to
examine trends or variations as a means of investigating potential functions and functionality within
each tool type, in a manner which might feasibly be linked to wood-crafting. Demonstrable
morphological and metric variations within the tools in the study sample can allow for inference with
regards to the kinds of activity for which they were for. In addition, consideration of the contexts of
those examples within the study sample does allow some discussion of possible reasoning for
locations and potential associations between tool types and forms, even with the proviso that they
may not reflect a complete view of the Bronze Age period. Therefore, whilst the sample should not
be taken to reflect the entire potential body of finds or tool-uses, the emphasis is on what the
morphology and structure of those finds assessed within this study can indicate about their
functions and development, and this does allow considerable scope in the interpretations in
Chapter 7 of this thesis.
With this in mind, the gathering of examples of both chisels and gouges required a sample which
could reasonably be adjudged to reflect morphological variation within the study region; this was
achieved through the direct assessment of those examples accessed in collections from across the
study area in order to perceive the potential extent of such variation. As Chapter 6 illustrates, in
comparable numbers of examples, much greater morphological and functional variation occurred
within chisels than gouges. Saws were recorded wherever found because of their unique blade78
form and the unique function, functionality, and use-technique that this engendered, as well as their
extreme rarity in comparison to other tool types.
Socketed axes were a different case; whilst there are vast numbers of them in Britain, structural
trends and morphological variations can be identified from a relatively small proportion of the total
number available due to their morphological consistency. As such, for the purposes of this study a
spread of examples was more important than volume, and in terms of number those in this study
thus represent only a small percentage of all those available. Furthermore, study of Bronze Age
tools often appears dominated by a focus on the axe; in this study the axe is only one of four tool
types, and by no means the most ‘important’. Therefore, it was felt that a significantly larger
number of axes compared to other tool types could risk allowing the axe data and its analysis to
overshadow the other tool types in this study.
Tool Type Socketed Axe Socketed Gouge Chisels (All types) Saw
Number 70 65 53 3 + NBI
Table 5.2.1.1 Tool examples recorded & used within this study (NBI – National Bronze Implements Index)
Each object was photographed with a centimetre scale and sketched onto individual record sheets.
The metric measurements were taken in millimetres using digital callipers, accurate to two decimal
places. This data was then transferred to an excel database. The complete dataset is in the
keeping of the author of this study. Specific data points for each tool type are detailed in Section
5.3. In all cases however, they were based on the following principles.
Metric data was collected by measurement from specific points on each tool. Blade lengths were
measured from the middle of the blade edge to the point of the ‘usable blade-plane’ and to the
point of morphological deviation (explained in Section 5.3). Blade widths were measured at the
widest point of the blade and at the points to which blade lengths were measured, creating cross-
referential points. Likewise, tang lengths (tanged chisels) and socket dimensions (axes, gouges,
chisels) were measured from the middle of each feature, and any aberrations or fragmentation
noted, or data not used in analysis if the end point of the measurement was not intact. The
measurements recorded allowed calculations of proportionality between different features.
Measurements were repeated twice for each feature for accuracy. Specific aspects of tool features
were deliberately measured first as a means of positioning subsequent measurements. In the case
of axes, the first measurement was the blade width from toe to heel, because these are formed by
clear landmarks; this ensured precision in subsequent points from which measurements were
taken, for instance the length of the blade measured along the mid-point of the width. The same
action was performed for chisels and socketed gouges, whilst for saws each tooth was measured
in order to provide the maximum-minimum range.79
In measuring blade gradients (for axes) a digital inclinometer was first used, followed by
trigonometric calculation of the blade angle based on the measurements for blade depth and
length. This also facilitated compensation for blades which were fragmented or where the extant
morphology might have caused error in the digital alignment. Gradients were recorded as rounded
figures (to the nearest degree) because worn edges introduce a query in gradient calculation, and
also because the gradient was used in assessing the representative nature of blade morphology
rather than as a stand-alone calculation. The representative nature of the gradient meant it did not
need as a high a level of precision as other calculations, rather providing an indication of the range.
5.2.2 Impacts of use and re-sharpening on tool analyses
Given that many of the tools assessed in this study would have been used for practical application
(as opposed to socio-cultural use such as being ‘votive’ objects, although the two are of course not
mutually exclusive in an object’s life-cycle), there is potential for that use to have affected tool
features in a way which would influence the morpho-metric data gathered in this study. An impact
of sustained use of bladed bronze tools would have been the need for the re-sharpening of those
blades, which has the potential to alter the blade shape. Similarly, damage, and combinations of re-
sharpening and damage, could cause the alteration of blade morphologies – either directly or as a
deliberate reaction by a user to use-induced changes. With appropriate resources and knowledge it
is relatively simply to hammer out notches in blades, or to re-sharpen them. However, it must be
acknowledged that the tools surveyed may not necessarily be as they were at the point of creation.
Such change would, however, affect the tool types surveyed in this study – and thus the morpho-
metric analysis - in different ways. In the case of axes it is unlikely that a blade would lose its shape
entirely (for example, move from being curved to having a square, flat blade), due both to the
probable specificity of blade functions and the amount, weight and density of the metal blade
compared to the potential loss from damage or re-sharpening. More likely would be alterations to
corner forms, given they represent the extremities of the blade, but there remains the question as
to the extent that those corner forms played an active role in blade function and, as such, how far
their form would influence analysis of the tool. Axe blade forms in relation to functions are explored
in Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis. Smaller tools might be more susceptible to analysis-affecting
alterations, although the enclosed blade of the socketed gouge would provide its form with a
relative degree of shielding. Saws and chisels are probably the most susceptible to change induced
through the circumstances of use, again predominantly at the blade’s edge. Saw teeth, utilising
friction and grinding, might be expected to suffer considerable malformation through use, although
the analysis of saws in terms of uses is less depending on teeth morphology than spatial setting, as
explained in Sections 6.7 and 7.4. Chisels, having small and open blades, may well have affected
by use to the extent that blade shape was altered, for instance blades with shallow curves
becoming flat-bladed and giving the impression of square-blades (possibly, for example,
WH_CH_F_1), and this needs to be kept in mind in any morpho-metric interpretation.80
5.3. Tool Features Recorded
5.3.1 Socketed Axes
Figure 5.3.1.1 illustrates the ‘anatomy’ of a socketed axe. It also depicts features such as ‘blade
ribs’, haft-loop and socket ridges; these occur often, but not always. Where they do occur their form
varies between examples. As such, this diagram is illustrative of the possible features of the
socketed axe, but not all features or points for measurement are present on all axes. In addition,
some of the axe examples were fragmented, preventing data collection from all features. Figure
5.3.1.2 and Table 5.3.1.1. detail socketed axe features recorded.
Figure 5.3.1.1 Diagram of terminology for areas of socketed axeFigure 5.3.1.2 Socketed Axe
Some examples lacked morphological deviation at B4, in which case the blade was measured to its
narrowest point as it flowed into the cheek. If it lacked a wide
bladed axes did, then Blade Length 2
a maximum possible length, although it should be recognised that the
unlikely to extend as far as that.
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Socketed Axe points from which data was recorded (Each point refers
Table 5.3.1.1, overleaf)
Some examples lacked morphological deviation at B4, in which case the blade was measured to its
narrowest point as it flowed into the cheek. If it lacked a wide-to-narrow defile,
then Blade Length 2 (B2) was measured as far as the eye or blade ribs to provide
a maximum possible length, although it should be recognised that the ‘usable’ bla
ikely to extend as far as that.
(Each point refers to a measurement explained in
Some examples lacked morphological deviation at B4, in which case the blade was measured to its
narrow defile, as some square-
the eye or blade ribs to provide
‘usable’ blade plane was82
Feature Figure
ID Explanation of feature and relationship to potential tool functions
Full Length L1 Full length of the axehead; used in calculating relative percentages of the full object made up
by individual elements such as blade and socket.
Blade
Length 1 B1
Length of the blade to the point where it intersects with B3; representing blade length to
widest point, and the area of the axe at which most material contact would occur, potentially
representing optimal length.
Length 2
(Usable
blade-plane)
B2
Blade length to intersection with B4. Full possible length of the blade; indicates point at
which blade morphology deviates into cheek, and the maximum possible depth of the blow in
accordance with the ‘usable’ blade plane.
Width 1 B3 Blade at widest point, between toe and heel, represents the widest possible cut.
Width 2 B4
Blade width at point of demarcation into the cheek; relates to structural integrity by creating
smooth transition between areas of the axe; used in calculating blade gradient, and may
feature deviation in morphology indicating ‘end’ of blade.
Gradient G1 Blade gradient, (the angle between the blade edge and the point of divergence into the
cheek), used in examining possible functional differences.
Depth D1 Depth of the blade at point of morphological divergence into the cheek; used in calculating
blade gradient.
Eye Width E1
Eye width before the haft-loop; indicator of size and relative to size of the socket, which
affects structural integrity in relation to other features. Space for possible ‘stylistic’ elements
(R1).
Rib Length
& Type R1
Ribs appear to be stylistic or have non-technical function; length and morphology are
recorded for comparison with other examples. They also represent an absolute maximum in
terms of blade length, if no deviation exists at B4.
Haft-loop
Exterior
Length L1 Exterior length of the haft-loop.
Interior
Length L2 Interior length represents maximum possible space for threading of haft ties.
Loop Width L3 Loop width measurement for comparison with other examples, and strength of haft
threading.
Socket
Socket
Width S1 Interior and exterior width of the socket, used to calculate horizontal rim width and indicate
maximum haft width.
Socket
Height S2 Interior and exterior height of the socket, used to calculate vertical rim width and indicate
maximum haft height.
Socket
Ridge
Number
SR1 Number of socket ridges; potential relationship to hafting and to flow of percussive force
through axe.
Ridge
Morphology SR2 Form of socket ridges may also affect flow of force, and can be used in comparison with
other examples, and may have bearing on hafting.
Table 5.3.1.1 Socketed Axe Features from which data was collected5.3.2. Socketed Gouges
The Bronze Age socketed gouge
variants within that form
variants, however, have common
5.3.2.1) and points for metric data recording (
Figure 5.3.2.2 Gouge
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5.3.2. Socketed Gouges
The Bronze Age socketed gouge occurs primarily in one general form, although with a number of
variants within that form; those variants are discussed in Sections 6.3 and
, however, have common features which can be compared; morphological features
5.3.2.1) and points for metric data recording (Figure 5.3.2.2) are shown below
Figure 5.3.2.1 Gouge Morphological Features
Figure 5.3.2.2 Gouge points from which metric data was recorded
occurs primarily in one general form, although with a number of
Sections 6.3 and 7.2 of this study. All
morphological features (Figure
Figure 5.3.2.2) are shown below.
data was recorded84
Feature ID Point Explanation of element and relationship to potential tool functions
Full Length FL Full length; Coombs (1971) used length as a classification system; this study uses blade
morphology given its apparent relation to function.
Full Width FW Full width of the gouge for assessment of tool structure, although blade width is more
informative for function.
Blade
Blade Length BL Blade length dictates the length of the cut or groove the tool makes in the wood with one
'strike' - although cutting a groove is not necessarily restricted by length of blade.
Blade Width BW Blade width dictates the width of cut made.
Blade Depth BD Blade depth affects the amount of material removed by the tool, depending on angle of
use.
Blade
Morphology
End Morphology BM1 Difference in blade form may indicate differences in intended use or physical functionality.
Mouth
Morphology BM2 Difference in the form of the blade mouth affects the shape of the cut made into wood.
Socket
Socket Width S1 Interior and exterior width of the socket, used to calculate horizontal rim width and
indicate maximum haft width.
Socket Height S2 Interior and exterior height of the socket, used to calculate vertical rim width and indicate
maximum haft height.
Morphology SM Differential socket morphology may indicate different hafting processes; differential
features include collars, ridges & incised lines and may represent regional identifiers.
Table 5.3.2.1 Socketed Gouge features from which data was collected5.3.3 Chisels
There are four categories
features in common, but are also morphologically distinctive, and are thus assessed each in turn.
As with gouges and axes, the figures are representative of the
Flat Chisels
Flat chisels are comprised primarily of blade and body without other features, although form
Figure 5.3.3.1 Flat Chisel: points
Feature ID Point
Full Length FL
Blade
Blade Length
(Demarcation) B1
Blade Length
(Maximum) B2
Blade Width 1 B3
Blade Width 2 B4
Blade
Morphology BM
"Eye"
Eye Width 1 E1
Eye Width 2 E2
Table 5.3.3.1. Flat Chisel
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categories of chisel; flat, flanged, tanged and socketed. These all have some
features in common, but are also morphologically distinctive, and are thus assessed each in turn.
As with gouges and axes, the figures are representative of the possible features on each form.
Flat chisels are comprised primarily of blade and body without other features, although form
Figure 5.3.3.1 Flat Chisel: points from which data was recorded
ID Point Explanation of element and relationship to potential tool
Full length of the flat chisel for comparison with proportion comprising the
Blade length from edge to visible demarcation point, if present (along length of blade)
Maximum blade length: indicates maximum possible use-
Blade width at widest point indicates widest possible cut.
Blade width at narrowest point as blade merges with body, for
proportions of tool structure.
Chisel blades vary widely in form, each example is recorded for
function/functionality.
Non-blade body of flat chisel, width measured for comparison to blade
other examples.
Where body narrows, secondary measurement for comparison with E1, and to indicate
width of haft/handle.
Table 5.3.3.1. Flat Chisel features from which data was collected
t, flanged, tanged and socketed. These all have some
features in common, but are also morphologically distinctive, and are thus assessed each in turn.
features on each form.
Flat chisels are comprised primarily of blade and body without other features, although form varies.
recorded
Explanation of element and relationship to potential tool functions
comparison with proportion comprising the blade.
visible demarcation point, if present (along length of blade).
-length.
Blade width at narrowest point as blade merges with body, for comparison and relative
Chisel blades vary widely in form, each example is recorded for assessment of possible
, width measured for comparison to blade width and with
Where body narrows, secondary measurement for comparison with E1, and to indicate
collectedFlanged Chisels
Flanged chisels appear the least frequent
distinguished from flat chisels largely only because of raised, flanged edges.
Figure 5.3.3.2 Flanged Chisel
Feature ID
Point Explanation of element and relationship to potential tool functions
Full Length FL Full length of the flat chisel
Blade
Blade Length
(Demarcation) B1 Blade length from edge to
Blade Length
(Maximum) B2 Maximum blade length: indicates maximum possible u
Blade Width 1 B3 Blade width at widest point indicates
Blade Width 2 B4 Blade width at narrowest point as blade merges with body, for comparison and relative
proportions of tool structure.
Blade
Morphology BM Chisel blades vary widely in form, each example is recorded for
function.
"Eye"
Eye Width 1 E1 Non-blade body of chisel, width measured for comparison with blade width and with other
examples.
Eye Width 2 E2 Where body narrows, secondary measurement for comparison with E1, and to
width of haft/handle.
Flange Length FL1 Length of raised flange along body of chisel
Flange Depth FL2 Depth of raised flange along body of chisel
Table 5.3.3.2 Flanged Chisel features from which data was
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appear the least frequent of British Bronze Age chisel forms. They are
only because of raised, flanged edges.
Figure 5.3.3.2 Flanged Chisel points from which data was recorded
Explanation of element and relationship to potential tool functions
Full length of the flat chisel for comparison with proportion comprising the blade
Blade length from edge to visible demarcation point if present (along length of blade)
Maximum blade length: indicates maximum possible use-length.
Blade width at widest point indicates widest possible cut.
Blade width at narrowest point as blade merges with body, for comparison and relative
proportions of tool structure.
Chisel blades vary widely in form, each example is recorded for assessment of po
blade body of chisel, width measured for comparison with blade width and with other
Where body narrows, secondary measurement for comparison with E1, and to indicate
width of haft/handle.
Length of raised flange along body of chisel.
Depth of raised flange along body of chisel.
Table 5.3.3.2 Flanged Chisel features from which data was collected
blade.
visible demarcation point if present (along length of blade).
Blade width at narrowest point as blade merges with body, for comparison and relative
assessment of potential
blade body of chisel, width measured for comparison with blade width and with other
indicateTanged Chisels
The tanged chisel is the most
of a flat blade attached to a
the cross-bar and tang could also be highly variable.
three interrelated parts.
ends - at blade and tang
markedly broad.
Figure 5.3.3.3 Generalised
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the most frequent chisel form in this study. It is distinguished by the presence
a flat blade attached to a cross-bar and tang. This faciliated wide variation in blade form
and tang could also be highly variable. As such, the tool is
three interrelated parts. Furthermore, some tanged chisels display evidence of having dual
at blade and tang - and, therefore, the range of possible functions
Generalised tanged chisel form showing points from which data
is distinguished by the presence
wide variation in blade forms, and
As such, the tool is essentially a composite of
Furthermore, some tanged chisels display evidence of having dual-use
and, therefore, the range of possible functions and functionalities is
s from which data was recorded88
Feature ID
Point Explanation of element and relationship to potential tool functions
Full Length FL Full Length of tool for calculating proportion of tool made by each feature.
Blade
Blade Length 1
(Demarcation)
B1 Blade length from edge to visible demarcation point, if present, (along length of blade or
at cross-bar).
Blade Length 2
(Maximum)
B2 Full length of the blade up to cross-bar, indicates proportion of the tool made by blade
and maximum use-length.
Blade Width 1
(Widest Point)
B3 Blade width at widest point; indicates widest possible cut made by tool.
Blade Width 2
(Narrowest)
B4 Blade width at base of blade, indicates proportion of the blade attached to cross-bar, for
structural comparisons.
Blade
Morphology BM Chisel blades vary widely in form, each example is recorded for assessment of possible
function/functionality.
Cross-bar
Cross-bar Width CBW Width of cross-bar for structural assessment.
Cross-bar Depth CBD Depth of cross-bar relative to tang depth, blade depth, and as structural assessment.
Cross-bar
Morphology
CBM Cross-bars have varied forms; recorded for comparative assessments and regional
trends.
Tang
Tang Length T1 Potential area for attachment of haft, or for finger-grip, or as second-use end.
Tang Depth T2 Depth of tang affects size of haft/handle or type of secondary-use.
Tang Width T3 Tang widths differ, measurements taken along length of tang for structural comparisons
(at the cross-bar end, in the middle and at the tool end).
Tang
Morphology
TM Morphology may point to secondary use end through shape/use-wear, such as use as
punch or awl - may indicate multi-function or multi-material uses.
Table 5.3.3.3 Tanged Chisel features from which data was collectedSocketed Chisels
The socketed chisel has a
appear related to socketed axes
uses other than for wood
Figure 5.3.3.4
Feature ID Point
Full Length FL
Blade
Blade Length
(Demarcation)
BL1
Blade Length
(Maximum)
BL2
Blade Width 1 BW1
Blade Width 2 BW2
Blade
Morphology BM
Depth D
Eye width E1
Socket
Socket Height S1
Socket Width S2
Socket
Morphology SM
Table 5.3.3.
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has a considerable range of differing morphologies,
appear related to socketed axes. Variations in structure and morphology
uses other than for wood-crafting (Section 7.3).
Figure 5.3.3.4 General socketed chisel form; points from which data
ID Point Explanation of element and relationship to potential tool functions
Full length of the socketed chisel for comparison with proportion made up by blade
Blade length from edge to visible demarcation point, if present (along length of blade).
Full length of the blade up to intersection with BW2, where blade merges w
indicates maximum cut length.
BW1 Blade width at widest point indicates widest possible cut.
BW2 Blade width at narrowest point indicates point of transition into structure, compared with
other examples.
Socketed chisel blades vary, and morphology may indicate potential use
shape.
Depth of blade at BW2 for structural analyses.
Measurements of eye width depend on blade morphology and degree to which there is
structural space prior to socket, for relative structural analyses.
Socket height (based on tool used on horizontal plane) indicates maximum height of
haft & used to calculate rim width.
Socket width (based on tool used on horizontal plane) indicates maximum width of haf
& used to calculate rim width.
Socket morphology indicates size of haft and space for attachment of haft, as well as
means for attachment.
Table 5.3.3.4 Socketed Chisel Features from which data collected
, and some examples
and morphology may be suggestive of
from which data was recorded
Explanation of element and relationship to potential tool functions
ith proportion made up by blade.
visible demarcation point, if present (along length of blade).
, where blade merges with body,
indicates widest possible cut.
indicates point of transition into structure, compared with
hisel blades vary, and morphology may indicate potential uses based on
Measurements of eye width depend on blade morphology and degree to which there is
, for relative structural analyses.
Socket height (based on tool used on horizontal plane) indicates maximum height of
(based on tool used on horizontal plane) indicates maximum width of haft
Socket morphology indicates size of haft and space for attachment of haft, as well as
collected5.3.4 Saws
British Bronze Age saws comprise flat, rectangular or semi
along a jawline, the spatial density, number
Figure 5.3.4.1 Saw: points
Feature ID Point Explanation of element and relationship to potential tool functions
Full Length FL Full length of the tool indicates maximum length for
Full Depth FD Full depth of tool, relative to teeth depth.
Full Width FW Full width of tool, relative to teeth width
Teeth
Teeth
Length TL Each tooth measured for individual length to show maximum and minimum and for
with other examples, and concentration of teeth representing frequency of cutting action.
Teeth Depth TD Each tooth measured for depth to show maximum and minimum and for
examples, and representing depth of cut prior t
Teeth Width TW Each tooth measured for width to show maximum and minimum and for comparison with other
examples, and for comparison to body of the saw to examine potential for sticking.
Table 5.3.4.1 Saw
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British Bronze Age saws comprise flat, rectangular or semi-rectangular metal shapes with teeth
the spatial density, number, morphology and size of which varies across example
Figure 5.3.4.1 Saw: points from which data was recorded
Explanation of element and relationship to potential tool functions
Full length of the tool indicates maximum length for presence of teeth and length of
relative to teeth depth.
, relative to teeth width.
Each tooth measured for individual length to show maximum and minimum and for
with other examples, and concentration of teeth representing frequency of cutting action.
Each tooth measured for depth to show maximum and minimum and for comparison with other
examples, and representing depth of cut prior to saw jawline entering the material.
Each tooth measured for width to show maximum and minimum and for comparison with other
, and for comparison to body of the saw to examine potential for sticking.
Table 5.3.4.1 Saw Features from which data collected
rectangular metal shapes with teeth
and size of which varies across examples.
and length of draw.
Each tooth measured for individual length to show maximum and minimum and for comparison
with other examples, and concentration of teeth representing frequency of cutting action.
comparison with other
o saw jawline entering the material.
Each tooth measured for width to show maximum and minimum and for comparison with other
, and for comparison to body of the saw to examine potential for sticking.91
5.4 Data Analysis Process
The morphological analysis was the prime identifier of potential functions, through association with
known craft activities. The analysis also established variations between tool forms, which could be
compared as a means of illustrating possible uses, trends or variations in production. Particular
morphological features were examined for relationships; in most cases the values returned through
chi² tests were too small (more than 20% falling below 5, and individual values often being below
1.0), so Guttman’s Lambda tests were instead used as a general measure of association.
Blade morphologies were compared to discern differences in possible functions, depending on
understanding of particular uses and also techniques. The most notable variation for blade
morphologies lies in the extent of curvature, or its lack, and assessment of this allowed comparison
within and across tool types. Morphological alignments were examined, in terms of the
configuration of tool features in relation to one another, and this was supported by analysis of the
metric data in terms of proportionality and correlations between features. Assessment of
morphological alignment was also used to reveal flaws and demarcations between features which
might have affected functionality. Combination of morphological examination and dimensional
analyses based on metric data was used as a basis to infer how tool forms might have been
conceptualised at a production level and adapted to a range of different uses (for which see
especially discussion of chisels in Sections 6.5, 6.6 & 7.3).
The metric data was analysed in a number of interrelated ways. Averages and standard deviations
were calculated for each set of data, alongside variance ranges, as a means by which general tool
data could be compared at a collective level. Rather than being intended to assess probabilities,
the data was intended to allow exploration of relationships between tool features which might point
to structural principles in their production. Those principles could then be linked to the intended
functions of each tool. As such, the primary focus for the metric data was the use of statistical
correlation tests. Correlations between dimensions also allowed inference regarding the degree to
which a tool form might be seen as specific- or general-use, which led to further discussion
regarding how tools manifest particular crafting activities.
Given the unquantifiable nature of some tool-use, and the qualitative nature of morphological
assessment, it is the combination of morphological and statistical, metric data which points towards
trends and variations in tool form and potential uses. This, alongside evidence for wood-crafting
and discussion of crafting processes, allowed for assessment of potential tool functions,
functionalities and relationships of tools to material which may have influenced tool development
during the period. Chapter 6 presents the data for each of the tool types and forms, followed by
interpretation of that data (Chapter 7) and the final conclusions of this study (Chapter 8).9293
6. Analysis
This chapter analyses the data for each of the tool types, with the dual aim of assessing
morphological features and variations within them as a means of inferring functions and, and
assessment of metric data in investigating whether variations and trends in dimensions reflect
particular structural principles which might relate to tool functionality. A range of terms associated
with tools are used in discussing the data; Table 6.1 provides explanations of how each is used.
‘Function’ refers to technical function. It is certainly possible for objects, including tools, to have
other function in terms of social, potentially ‘stylistic’ meaning. However, the focus of this study is
upon the technical aspect of tools in relation to their use in craft practice. Where discussion of
function refers to non-technical features this is stated, otherwise it should be taken to refer to the
technological.
Identification of morphological variants within tool types provides the basis for comparison of the
metric data, for example between socketed axes exhibiting different blade forms. Although function
itself cannot be quantified, differences in functionality may be by comparison of dimensions of key
features such as blades. Where correlations or differences occurred between features, they were
utilised in discussing the influence of the inferred function of the tool on its form, and how that form
related to functionality. The metric data also offered a route by which to examine trends which may
be representative of shared practices of tool production, or common conceptions of the craft and
tool-using processes for which tools made were to be used.
Socketed axes are discussed first (Sections 6.1 & 6.2), followed by socketed gouges (Sections 6.3
& 6.4), chisels (Sections 6.5 & 6.6) and saws (Section 6.7).94
Function
The broad purpose of the tool, for instance cutting. Function refers to the technical function –
where the function of a particular feature is ‘stylistic’ it is stated in the text.
Functionality
The way in which the function was achieved: different tools with the same function can achieve
that function in varying ways. For example, axes of different sizes or blade shapes can be
classed as cutting tools, but their shape influences the way they cut, and the way they are used.
Potential
Function(s)
The possible functions of the tool based on comparison with other tools, and with evidenced
Bronze Age craft activities.
Morphology The form of the tool and of features of the tool, for instance blade morphology.
Feature A particular part of the tool, for instance the blade or the socket.
Structure The physical form of the tool in terms of how features integrate with one another.
Section A part of the tool which comprises one or more morphological features, such as an axe socket
comprised of the socket itself and also socket ridges.
Dimension The size of individual features/measurements, e.g. Socket width or full tool length.
Linear Structure
A tool in which the structure and integration of each main feature runs follows a direct line, e.g.
Blade-body-socket, without deviations from planar emphases.
Variation/Variant Difference in either the whole tool or in aspects of morphology or dimensions.
Tool Type
Broad types of tool, e.g. axes, gouges, saws. Chisels are referred to with a secondary distinction
– chisel categories, because within the overarching tool type a number of different chisels exist –
flat, flanged, tanged and socketed.
Tool Form Particular morphological variants of a tool type, e.g. 'V' gouges, square-bladed tanged chisels.
Table 6.1 Terminology used in discussing tools and data in this chapter6.1 Socketed Axes: Morphology
Socketed axes can be seen to have three
heel and cheek; the body
socket mouth and associated featu
Figure 6.1.1
Across these three sections, a number of features can, but do not always, occur; for instance blade
ribs, socket ridges and
degree of morphological variation, and so too can the dimensions of the axe.
division does represent
visible. The overarching form and prospective functions of socketed axes suggest the deliberate
nature of this tripartite structure; the demarcations are often clearly apparent on handling axe
examples, and visible when the axe is
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Morphology
Socketed axes can be seen to have three major sections; the blade - comprised of blade edge, toe,
heel and cheek; the body - comprising the eye and features such as ribs; the socket
socket mouth and associated features such as socket ridges.
Figure 6.1.1 Diagram showing three morphological sections of a socketed axe
Across these three sections, a number of features can, but do not always, occur; for instance blade
ribs, socket ridges and haft-loops. Individual sections and features can be subject to a considerable
degree of morphological variation, and so too can the dimensions of the axe.
represent an analytical framework, it is also a division which is morphologically
he overarching form and prospective functions of socketed axes suggest the deliberate
nature of this tripartite structure; the demarcations are often clearly apparent on handling axe
examples, and visible when the axe is assessed in profile (Figure 6.1.2).
comprised of blade edge, toe,
comprising the eye and features such as ribs; the socket – comprising
Diagram showing three morphological sections of a socketed axe
Across these three sections, a number of features can, but do not always, occur; for instance blade
sections and features can be subject to a considerable
degree of morphological variation, and so too can the dimensions of the axe. Whilst the tripartite
hich is morphologically
he overarching form and prospective functions of socketed axes suggest the deliberate
nature of this tripartite structure; the demarcations are often clearly apparent on handling axe
.2).Figure 6.1.2 Morphological demarcation between sections of socketed axes.
Hoard, West Sussex –
The demarcation between body and socket is often marked by the presence of socket ridges, but
even where there are no such ridges there is usually an increase in the width of the eye where it
flows into the socket, and this creates a visible demarcation be
Demarcation between blade/cheek and body/eye is
at the point where the blade ‘ends’. This does not always occur, but there are other identifiers for
the absolute ‘end’ of the blade, such as
The emphasis in socketed axes is primarily upon the blade
other areas of the tool did not have function
the socket and the blade it is not at a point of interaction with other material/objects
subject to a lesser degree of analysis so as not to detract from the main discussion.
6.1.1 Socketed Axe Morphology - Blade
Table 6.1.1.1 details the blade and corner form of socketed axe examples examined within this
study, excluding two examples for which no data was available due to fragmentation.
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emarcation between sections of socketed axes. (Socketed Axe: Michael Ayres Scho
– The Novium: Chichester & District Museum)
The demarcation between body and socket is often marked by the presence of socket ridges, but
even where there are no such ridges there is usually an increase in the width of the eye where it
flows into the socket, and this creates a visible demarcation between the two sections.
emarcation between blade/cheek and body/eye is manifested by a flattening of the blade gradient
’. This does not always occur, but there are other identifiers for
uch as the presence of raised ribs.
The emphasis in socketed axes is primarily upon the blade and the socket. This is not to argue that
the tool did not have function - the body of the axe has a role in structure,
the blade it is not at a point of interaction with other material/objects. As such,
subject to a lesser degree of analysis so as not to detract from the main discussion.
Blades
ner form of socketed axe examples examined within this
study, excluding two examples for which no data was available due to fragmentation.
Michael Ayres School
The demarcation between body and socket is often marked by the presence of socket ridges, but
even where there are no such ridges there is usually an increase in the width of the eye where it
by a flattening of the blade gradient
’. This does not always occur, but there are other identifiers for
. This is not to argue that
has a role in structure, but unlike
s such, it is
ner form of socketed axe examples examined within this97
Sample ID
Blade
Form Corner Form Sample ID
Blade
Form Corner Form
MSN_A_S_1 Curved Pointed Outsweep CH_A_S_1 Curved Pointed Outsweep
MSN_A_S_2_FRAG Curved Flat Corner CH_A_S_2 Shaped Shaped Curved
MSN_A_S_3 Curved Flat Corner CH_A_S_3 Curved Flat Corner
MSN_A_S_4_FRAG Curved Flat Corner CH_A_S_4 Curved Pointed Outsweep
MSN_A_S_5 Curved Pointed Outsweep CH_A_S_5 Curved Flat Corner
MSN_A_S_6 Curved Pointed Outsweep CH_A_S_6 Curved Pointed Outsweep
MSN_A_S_7 Curved Pointed Outsweep CH_A_S_7 Curved Pointed Outsweep
MSN_A_S_8 Curved Pointed Outsweep CH_A_S_8 Curved Flat Corner
MSN_A_S_9_FRAG Curved Pointed Outsweep CH_A_S_9 Curved Pointed Outsweep
MSN_A_S_10 Curved Flat Corner CH_A_S_10 Curved Pointed Outsweep
MSN_A_S_11 Curved Pointed Outsweep CH_A_S_11 Squared Square
MSN_A_S_12 Squared Square CH_A_S_12_FRAG Curved Flat Corner
MSN_A_S_13 Curved Flat Corner
MSN_A_S_14 Squared Square NCS_A_S_1 Squared Square
MSN_A_S_15 Curved Pointed Outsweep
MSN_A_S_16 Curved Pointed Outsweep DOV_A_S_1 Curved Flat Corner
MSN_A_S_17 Squared Square DOV_A_S_2 Curved Flat Corner
DOV_A_S_3 Curved Flat Corner
SAL_A_S_1 Curved Pointed Outsweep DOV_A_S_4 Curved Flat Corner
SAL_A_S_2 Curved Pointed Outsweep DOV_A_S_5 Curved Pointed Outsweep
SAL_A_S_3 Curved Flat Corner DOV_A_S_6 Curved Pointed Outsweep
SAL_A_S_4 Curved Pointed Outsweep DOV_A_S_7 Squared Square
SAL_A_S_5 Curved Flat Corner DOV_A_S_8 Curved Pointed Outsweep
SAL_A_S_6 Curved Pointed Outsweep
SAL_A_S_7 Curved Pointed Outsweep BRS_A_S_1 Curved Flat Corner
BRS_A_S_2 Curved Pointed Outsweep
BTN_A_S_1 Curved Pointed Outsweep BRS_A_S_3 Curved Pointed Outsweep
BTN_A_S_2 Curved Pointed Outsweep BRS_A_S_4 Curved Pointed Outsweep
BTN_A_S_3 Curved Pointed Outsweep BRS_A_S_5 Curved Flat Corner
BTN_A_S_4 Curved Pointed Outsweep BRS_A_S_6 Curved Pointed Outsweep
BTN_A_S_5 Squared Square BRS_A_S_7 Curved Pointed Outsweep
BTN_A_S_6 Curved Pointed Outsweep BRS_A_S_8 Curved Flat Corner
BTN_A_S_7 Curved Pointed Outsweep BRS_A_S_9 Curved Pointed Outsweep
BTN_A_S_8 Curved Pointed Outsweep BRS_A_S_10 Curved Flat Corner
BRS_A_S_11 Curved Flat Corner
DC_A_S_1 Squared Square
DC_A_S_2 Curved Flat Corner LIT_A_S_1_FRAG Curved Pointed Outsweep
DC_A_S_3 Curved Flat Corner
Table 6.1.1.1 Socketed Axe Blade and Corner Morphology98
The characteristics of the blade, as the point of material-contact, shaped the effect that the tool
would have had (along with use-technique). It is possible to distinguish between axe examples
based on whether the blade edge is squared or curved. Curved-blade axes can be further
distinguished by the presence of either flattened blade corners or pointed outsweeps. Rare
examples also exist which have blades with non-linear, ‘shaped’ curves; as such, there are four
visible blade forms (Figure 6.1.1.1) – squared, curved with outsweep, curved with flattened corners,
and ‘shaped’ blades. Blade morphology could be altered, for instance through being re-sharpened,
although it is unlikely that a curved blade would end up completely squared from sharpening or
use-wear.
Most blades within the sample were of curved-blade form, with outsweeps of varying size and
morphology. Curved blades with flattened corners also occurred regularly. Despite the fact that
square-bladed axes occurred far less frequently, they were likely deliberate rather than a result of
vagaries in production process or changes derived from use. A square blade is of distinctly different
character to a curved blade; the point and breadth of initial contact with material influencing the
shape and size of the cut and the force transmitted. This has bearing on possible interpretations of
the selection of axes for particular purposes, discussed in Section 7.1. So too, however, does the
alloy composition, as this affects whether axe examples can be adjudged to have had ‘craft’ or
other socio-cultural uses, for example as depositional objects. Alloy composition is particularly
pertinent in regard to square-bladed axes, and is also referred to in Section 7.1. The single
example of a ‘shaped’ blade (CH_A_S_2 - Figure 6.1.1.1) is likely in fact a curve-bladed axe which
was damaged or imperfectly formed, especially given that the toe and heel of the blade sit on the
same axis rather than aligning to the change in the curve of the blade.Figure 6.1.1.1 Socketed Axe Blade Forms:
Chichester & District Museum).
Castle Study Centre). Bottom Left
Right
Figure 6.1
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Socketed Axe Blade Forms: Top Left: CH_A_S_2 ‘Shaped’ Blade (Michael Ayres School Hoard,
Chichester & District Museum). Top Right: NCS_A_S_1 Squared Blade (Unsharpened)
Bottom Left: MSN_A_S_5 Pointed Outsweeps, (Minster Thanet,
Right: DOV_A_S_3 Flat Corners (Old Park Hoard, Dover Museum)
6.1.1.2 Socketed Axe Blade Forms: Frequency of each form within sample
22
(31.4%)
1
(1.4%)
8
(11.4%)
Pointed
Outsweep
Curved - Flat Corner Curved - Shaped Squared
Socketed Axe Blade Forms
‘Shaped’ Blade (Michael Ayres School Hoard,
(Unsharpened) (Watton Hoard, Norwich
, (Minster Thanet, Maidstone Museum). Bottom
Flat Corners (Old Park Hoard, Dover Museum)
of each form within sample
(11.4%)
2
(3.0%)
Squared NA (Fragmented
Blade)6.1.2 Socketed Axe Morphology - Bodies
The body provided structure to the axe
a space for imposition of apparently stylistic features; ribs. Ribs are r
on a number of examples. They should not be mistaken for socket ridges, which have apparent
structural purposes (Ehrenberg 1981; Rynne 1983).
48.6% of examples in the sample with a surface that could be assessed did not feature ribs at all,
so they were seemingly not integral to tech
however, serve to visibly demarcate space within the axe
point where the ribs are because their raised nature truncates the plane, and
the ribs are truncated by the socket rim or socket ridges
structure, therefore, the presence of ribs indicates sectional configuration. Where they occur
the number of ribs varies from one to as many as seven, althoug
found number (Figure 6.1.2.1).
Figure 6.1.2.1 Frequency and Number
Rib motifs have common themes; bars which are either open
curved ribs, often also with transecting cross
own or in pairs/groups. However, variations within these themes are quite extensive, and can be
sub-divided into a range of categories, shown in Figure 6.1.2.2. It is impor
representative of specific numbers of ribs within each
comprise any number of straight ribs ending in pellets/roun
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Bodies
and connectivity between blade and socket. It also provide
a space for imposition of apparently stylistic features; ribs. Ribs are raised reliefs which form motifs
should not be mistaken for socket ridges, which have apparent
rg 1981; Rynne 1983).
% of examples in the sample with a surface that could be assessed did not feature ribs at all,
not integral to technical function or functionality. The presence of ribs does,
however, serve to visibly demarcate space within the axe – the blade cannot reach beyond the
point where the ribs are because their raised nature truncates the plane, and, at the socket end
are truncated by the socket rim or socket ridges. Alongside the demarcation points in the
structure, therefore, the presence of ribs indicates sectional configuration. Where they occur
to as many as seven, although three was the most frequently
Frequency and Number of raised ribs on socketed axe examples
ib motifs have common themes; bars which are either open-ended or end in roundels/pellets,
also with transecting cross-ribs, and long, tapering ribs which can occur on their
own or in pairs/groups. However, variations within these themes are quite extensive, and can be
divided into a range of categories, shown in Figure 6.1.2.2. It is important to note this is not
representative of specific numbers of ribs within each individual motif – Form 2, for instance, could
comprise any number of straight ribs ending in pellets/roundels, not just four.
13
(18.6%)
5
(7.1%)
1
(1.4%)
3
(4.3%) 1
(1.4%)
(7.1%)
3 4 5 6 7
Number of Ribs on Axe Eye
connectivity between blade and socket. It also provided
aised reliefs which form motifs
should not be mistaken for socket ridges, which have apparent
% of examples in the sample with a surface that could be assessed did not feature ribs at all,
nical function or functionality. The presence of ribs does,
the blade cannot reach beyond the
at the socket end,
. Alongside the demarcation points in the
structure, therefore, the presence of ribs indicates sectional configuration. Where they occurred,
the most frequently
ended or end in roundels/pellets,
ribs, and long, tapering ribs which can occur on their
own or in pairs/groups. However, variations within these themes are quite extensive, and can be
tant to note this is not
Form 2, for instance, could
5
(7.1%)
NAFigure 6.1.2.2 Rib forms: 1
ended; 4. Curving closed-
bar; 8. Wing with double cross
Table 6.1.2.1, overleaf, lists the socketed axe examples and the presence, number and form, or
lack of, blade ribs.
101
1-4: Bars: 1. Curving with roundel/pellet; 2. Straight with roundel/pellet; 3. Straight open
-ended. 5-8: Wings: 5. Twin wing sets; 6. D-Wing; 7. Continuous wing with single cross
ing with double cross-bar. 9-10: Long Tapering ribs: 9. Tapered along edge of blade; 10. Parallel ‘
Table 6.1.2.1, overleaf, lists the socketed axe examples and the presence, number and form, or
: 1. Curving with roundel/pellet; 2. Straight with roundel/pellet; 3. Straight open
Wing; 7. Continuous wing with single cross-
9. Tapered along edge of blade; 10. Parallel ‘pairs’
Table 6.1.2.1, overleaf, lists the socketed axe examples and the presence, number and form, or102
Sample ID Blade Ribs Rib Form Sample ID Blade Ribs Rib Form
MSN_A_S_1 None NA CH_A_S_1 None NA
MSN_A_S_2_FRAG None NA CH_A_S_2 3 Curving with Pellet
MSN_A_S_3 1 D-Wing CH_A_S_3 None NA
MSN_A_S_4_FRAG None NA CH_A_S_4 4 Straight with Pellet
MSN_A_S_5 None NA CH_A_S_5 None NA
MSN_A_S_6 2 Double Wing CH_A_S_6 None NA
MSN_A_S_7 None NA CH_A_S_7 1 Continuous wing
MSN_A_S_8 3 Open Ended CH_A_S_8 1 Continuous wing
MSN_A_S_9_FRAG 1 Continuous Wing CH_A_S_9 5 Straight with Pellet
MSN_A_S_10 None NA CH_A_S_10 7 Open Ended
MSN_A_S_11 None NA CH_A_S_11 None NA
MSN_A_S_12 None NA
MSN_A_S_13 None NA NCS_A_S_1 6 Tapered to Blade
MSN_A_S_14 None NA
MSN_A_S_15 None NA DOV_A_S_1 None NA
MSN_A_S_16 3 Open Ended DOV_A_S_2 4 Double Wing
MSN_A_S_17 None NA DOV_A_S_3 2 Double Wing
DOV_A_S_4 2 Double Wing
BTN_A_S_1 6 Parallel Sets DOV_A_S_5 None NA
BTN_A_S_2 None NA DOV_A_S_6 None NA
BTN_A_S_3 None NA DOV_A_S_7 None NA
BTN_A_S_4 3 Open ended DOV_A_S_8 None NA
BTN_A_S_5 None NA
BTN_A_S_6 1 Open Ended BRS_A_S_1 4 Straight with Pellet
BTN_A_S_7 None NA BRS_A_S_2 None NA
BTN_A_S_8 None NA BRS_A_S_3 3 Open Ended
BRS_A_S_4 None NA
SAL_A_S_1 4 Twin Wing BRS_A_S_5 None NA
SAL_A_S_2 6 Open Ended BRS_A_S_6 None NA
SAL_A_S_3 3 Open Ended BRS_A_S_7 None NA
SAL_A_S_4 3 Open Ended BRS_A_S_8 3 Open Ended
SAL_A_S_5 3 Open Ended BRS_A_S_9 4 Open Ended
SAL_A_S_6 3 Open Ended BRS_A_S_10 3 Straight with Pellet
SAL_A_S_7 None NA BRS_A_S_11 None NA
DC_A_S_1 3 Tapered to Blade LIT_A_S_2_FRAG 3 Open Ended
DC_A_S_2 None NA
DC_A_S_3 None NA
Table 6.1.2.1 Socketed Axe Examples and presence, number and form, or lack of, blade ribsFigure
The ‘Open ended’ form
and it occurred across the study region.
morphology were more frequent, but the linear nature of the rib may have been encouraged by the
long axis of the axe itself. As
influences which assessment of function or structure cannot reveal,
examples do not feature ribs suggests that they were not a
further in Chapter 7 of this study.
Further analysis of the relationship between the body and the blade is discussed with the metric
data in Section 6.2. The third
‘stylistic’ and functional.
6.1.3. Socketed Axe Morphology
Socket morphology generally follows a c
structures are advantageous due to
evenly. Where squared sockets d
SAL_A_S_3, and this may be indicative of the more durable nature of a curved form, although
further investigation would be required. Ridges are the most intriguing morphologica
related to the socket. T
attachment, but may also have acted to disperse percussive force.
deliberate function, or an accidental, albeit useful, result of
it is something which could potentially be tested through experimental work.
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Figure 6.1.2.3 Frequency of Socketed Axe Examples with each rib form
The ‘Open ended’ form was the most frequent, occurring on fourteen out of thirty
the study region. As a group, those with bar morphology rather than wing
more frequent, but the linear nature of the rib may have been encouraged by the
long axis of the axe itself. As ‘stylistic’ motifs, they may owe something to social or cultural
influences which assessment of function or structure cannot reveal, and the fact that many
examples do not feature ribs suggests that they were not a necessity; th
further in Chapter 7 of this study.
urther analysis of the relationship between the body and the blade is discussed with the metric
data in Section 6.2. The third morphological section is the socket, with features both
and functional.
6.1.3. Socketed Axe Morphology - Sockets
Socket morphology generally follows a circular or curve-cornered shape. C
are advantageous due to their natural physical strength because
here squared sockets did occur, they were often fragmented or cracked, for example
SAL_A_S_3, and this may be indicative of the more durable nature of a curved form, although
further investigation would be required. Ridges are the most intriguing morphologica
ransecting the line of the axehead, ridges may have had a role in haft
attachment, but may also have acted to disperse percussive force. Whether such dispersal was a
function, or an accidental, albeit useful, result of axe form remains open to quest
is something which could potentially be tested through experimental work.
4
(12.5%)
14
(43.8%)
1
(3.1%)
1
(3.1%)
1
(3.1%)
3
(9.4%)
(12.5%)
Rib Form
of Socketed Axe Examples with each rib form
, occurring on fourteen out of thirty-two examples,
As a group, those with bar morphology rather than wing
more frequent, but the linear nature of the rib may have been encouraged by the
e something to social or cultural
and the fact that many
; this is commented upon
urther analysis of the relationship between the body and the blade is discussed with the metric
features both apparently
cornered shape. Curves in force-bearing
physical strength because they distribute stress
often fragmented or cracked, for example
SAL_A_S_3, and this may be indicative of the more durable nature of a curved form, although
further investigation would be required. Ridges are the most intriguing morphological feature
head, ridges may have had a role in haft
hether such dispersal was a
remains open to question, and
is something which could potentially be tested through experimental work.
4
(12.5%)
2
(6.3%) 1
(3.1%)Figure 6.1.3.1 Diagram of generalised socketed axe with two socket ridges prior to socket mouth
The shape and size of ridges is irregular, so too is their
between zero and three; Figure 6.1.3.2 shows the most frequent number of ridg
representing 37.1% of the sample. A lack of regularity in the form and number of socket ridges
suggests that they were a feature which
approach was not required. In terms of the presence of socket ridges, socketed axes
consistent numerical or morphological trends.
Figure 6.1.3.2 Frequency of Socket Ridges present on sock
As potentially stylistic features, ribs and ridges might have had a relationship to one another.
However, they are neither mutually exclusive nor the numbers of one determined by the numbers
or presence of the other. Rendered statistical
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of generalised socketed axe with two socket ridges prior to socket mouth
The shape and size of ridges is irregular, so too is their frequency. The number of ridges ranges
between zero and three; Figure 6.1.3.2 shows the most frequent number of ridges to be two,
% of the sample. A lack of regularity in the form and number of socket ridges
suggests that they were a feature which may have had functional use but for which a consistent
was not required. In terms of the presence of socket ridges, socketed axes do not show
trends.
of Socket Ridges present on socketed axe examples
ribs and ridges might have had a relationship to one another.
However, they are neither mutually exclusive nor the numbers of one determined by the numbers
or presence of the other. Rendered statistically, too many of the expected values in a chi
(24.3%)
26
(37.1%)
6
(8.6%)
8
(11.4%)
2 3 NA
Number of Socket Ridges
of generalised socketed axe with two socket ridges prior to socket mouth
The number of ridges ranges
es to be two,
% of the sample. A lack of regularity in the form and number of socket ridges
a consistent
do not show
ribs and ridges might have had a relationship to one another.
However, they are neither mutually exclusive nor the numbers of one determined by the numbers
ly, too many of the expected values in a chi² test are
(11.4%)105
returned below 5.0, many below 1.0, which negates the test. In such cases, a measurement of
association such as Guttman’s Lambda can be used (Fletcher & Lock 1991: 120-122).
Ridges Ribs Total
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 9 0 0 5 1 0 0 1 16
1 9 2 2 1 2 1 0 0 17
2 14 3 1 5 2 0 1 0 26
3 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 6
Total 34 5 3 13 5 1 3 1 65
Table 6.1.3.1 Frequency of socketed axe examples with relative numbers of ridges and ribs
The result of the test for inferring the number of ridges by the number of ribs was lambda (λ) =0.11,
whilst that for inferring the number of ribs from the number of ridges was λ=0. The results indicate
that neither the presence of ridges or ribs would allow accurate inference as to the presence or
number of the other. These features have little or no association with one another at a statistical
level. In light of both this and the morphological differences, it appears they were not integral to one
another, nor absolutely necessary, rather, subject to individual production practices and ‘stylistic’
choice. This may sometimes be regional – for instance ‘Sompting’ axes from Sussex featuring
three straight blade ribs (Coombs 1979).
6.1.4 Socketed Axe Morphology – Haft-Loops
Haft-loops occur on most, though not all, socketed axes, and on some examples the haft-loop had
fragmented or broken away. The morphology of haft-loops is consistent insofar as they are an arch,
but there is no real consistency in spatial placement or in shape/dimensions. For the 60 viable
examples, a test considered association between the number of ridges and the haft-loop position.
Haft-loop affixed
to ridge(s)?
Number of Socket Ridges TOTAL
0 1 2 3
Yes 0 11 14 6 31
No 12 6 11 0 29
TOTAL 12 17 25 6 60
λ =0.42  (Inferring haft-loop position by number of ridges) 
λ =0.06  (Inferring number of ridges by haft-loop position) 
Table 6.1.4.1 Guttman’s Lambda test of association between haft-loop and socket ridge number
Given that there are only two variables within this test – whether the haft-loop affixed to the socket
ridges or not – the results are almost a case of a 50/50 chance. As such, despite the result λ=0.42106
for inferring loop position by number of ridges, any association that that might suggest at a
statistical level is actually a manifestation of the tool’s morphology and, therefore, not particularly
reliable. Furthermore, the greater the number of ridges the more space they occupied, in which
case it would become more likely that the haft-loop became contiguous. There is almost no chance
of inferring the number of ridges based on knowledge of the haft-loop position. There does not
appear a strong relationship between either feature, save that both are at the socket-end.
6.1.5 Socketed Axe Morphology - Summary
Overall, the morphology of the socketed axe shows specific features which had relation either to
function or to ‘stylistic imposition’, but no features which represent both. It is possible that socket
ridges served a dual purpose, but they do not appear completely necessary. The demarcation of
the axe into distinct parts is important in considering ideas of production practice, and is considered
again in Section 7.1. Blade morphology is of significance where function and functional potential
are considered. Blade data can, however, also be examined at a dimensional level, alongside the
data pertaining to other features, to which this chapter now turns.
6.2 Socketed Axes: Metric Data
Table 6.2.1, overleaf, provides collated metric data for each feature of the socketed axe and shows
the range of results for each feature, based on means, standard deviations and the proportion of
examples falling within the deviation range.
From the range and standard deviations of axe dimensions, the data in Table 6.2.1 suggests some
consistency given the majority of values fall above or close to a 68% standard dispersal mark
associated with normal distribution. However, as a more thorough analysis will show, there is
greater variability within the data, and histograms for each set of data follow the table. The intervals
used in the data presentation vary according the to the maximum-minimum range for each set of
results and the potential functional differences which might have derived from size difference –
within a full range of only 10mm, a single millimetre may represent a more technically-significant
difference than it would within a range of 100mm. The possible importance of size difference is
discussed in Chapter 7. Each interval in the histograms starts at the third decimal point in order to
account for measurements taken being to two decimal points, thereby avoiding overlap between
intervals.107
Feature Figure ID N Mean STDEV Range Examples Within
STDEV Range
(Fig 5.3.1.2) High-Low %
Full Length (mm) L1 66 93.49 15.06 108.55 - 78.43 68.1
Blade (mm)
Length 1 B1 65 27.65 11.50 38.26 - 16.26 73.5
Length 2 (Usable
Plane) B2 67 21.35 10.94 32.29 - 10.41 73.1
Width 1 B3 67 45.24 7.11 55.35 - 38.13 79.1
Width 2 B4 63 33.49 5.32 38.82 - 28.18 73.0
Gradient (°) G1 68 15.33° 4.45° 19.78° - 10.88° 80.6
Depth Range D1 67 12.77 3.99 16.77 - 8.79 71.6
Eye Width E1 62 28.85 3.52 32.35 - 25.33 64.5
Ribs (number) R1 31 3.23 1.59 (4 – 1) 61.3
Haft-loop (mm)
Exterior Length L1 64 21.21 4.62 25.83 - 16.59 81.2
Interior Length L2 62 9.46 2.22 11.48 - 7.24 72.6
Loop Width L3 61 7.79 1.97 9.77 - 5.83 67.2
Socket (mm)
Socket Width
(Exterior) S1 59 34.47 5.77 40.24 - 28.70 72.8
Socket Width (Interior) S1 56 25.67 3.77 29.44 - 21.97 57.8
Socket Height
(Exterior) S2 61 37.13 4.07 41.20 - 33.06 67.2
Socket Height
(Interior) S2 59 27.30 3.35 30.35 - 23.95 62.7
Socket Ridges
(number) SR1 62 1.40 0.93 (2 – 0) 79.0
Table 6.2.1 Socketed Axe Metric Data Ranges & Results: ‘N’ represents the number of examples within the sample
which could viably be assessed for each feature (e.g. those with broken haft-loops were not included in the haft-
loop data).Figure 6.2.1 Histogram
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Histogram: Socketed Axe Full Length
The distribution for full length of socketed axe examples (Figure 6.2.1) is relatively normal. T
81mm band than that of the 60mm-71mm band is more likely a
crete group; there are too few in those particular ranges to
suggest bimodality within the sample. The fact that there exists a wide range of lengths is
axes as a whole group exhibiting different functions, and functionality; full length
determines the available space for the implementation of the blade and other features, whilst
ulted in differences in weighting. Given the variation in tools
produced and used during the British Bronze Age, and the apparent skills of the tool-makers, it is
unlikely that axe sizes were determined on a purely ad-hoc basis.
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Figure 6.2.2 Histogram: Socketed Axe Blade Length
Most of the examples are within a blade length range between 10mm-40mm
median value is 28.49mm. This may indicate an ‘optimum’ blade length, although
notion of ‘optimum’ dimensions would need experiment in a variety of material and use contexts
length is the length of the ‘usable blade-plane’ – the area of the blade which
displayed visible use-wear or which could be expected to contact material dependent on the
. As Figure 6.2.3, overleaf, illustrates, there is no normal distribution
Materials worked, amount of use, metallurgical composition and the use techniques of wielders
would introduce variations in wear deriving from percussive and traumatic force. H
the clustering of blade length shown in Figure 6.2.2, the variation in the length of
plane shown in Figure 6.2.3 (overleaf) does show that axes which may have been similar to one
another in dimensions such as blade length could still have been subject to different amounts or
. This is further evident when the relative length of the plane
blade morphologies is examined (Figures 6.2.1.6 – 6.2.1.9), and combined, the sets of data
regarding blade lengths indicate variety in the ways axes were used and
blade morphology.
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Figures 6.2.4 & 6.2.5 illustrate the distribution of results for maximum and minimum blade width
Within the full range of data, maximum blade width
width a median 33.58mm. The similarity of character
histogram is also is something to be expected given that they
the blade flows from the widest to the narrowest point in the axe.
Figure 6.2.4 Histogram: Socketed Axe Blade Width 1 (Maximum Width)
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Histogram: Socketed Axe Usable Blade Plane Length
Figures 6.2.4 & 6.2.5 illustrate the distribution of results for maximum and minimum blade width
maximum blade width has a median value of 46.45mm, and minimum
The similarity of character in terms of the distribution of results on each
is something to be expected given that they focus on the same feature, and that
the blade flows from the widest to the narrowest point in the axe.
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Figure 6.2.5 Histogram: Socketed Axe Blade Width 2 (Minimum Width)
Blade gradient and depth both have relatively normal distribution (Figures 6.2.6 & 6.2.7)
relate to function is discussed further in the discussion of axe use in
Figure 6.2.6 Histogram: Socketed Axe Blade Gradient
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Figure 6.2.8 (overleaf) shows the distribution of the eye width at the narrowest point. There is a
structural relationship between the eye and blade width because the eye is contiguous with the
blade. The curve formed by the histogram somewhat mirrors that of the blade width, and the
– 24mm-32mm, with a median of 28.90mm
widest point to the narrowest point. Whilst, from a functional perspective, examination of the blade
is of more analytical use, this similarity between eye and
noting the structural ‘flow’ of the tool and reinforcing the view of the tool as a
interrelated sections in a broad tripartite composition
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Socketed Axe Blade Depth Range (Maximum Depth- Minimum Depth at Blade Edge
the distribution of the eye width at the narrowest point. There is a
structural relationship between the eye and blade width because the eye is contiguous with the
blade. The curve formed by the histogram somewhat mirrors that of the blade width, and the
32mm, with a median of 28.90mm – reflects the decrease in width of the axe from the
Whilst, from a functional perspective, examination of the blade
is of more analytical use, this similarity between eye and blade width distribution is of utility
noting the structural ‘flow’ of the tool and reinforcing the view of the tool as an entity comprised of
tripartite composition.
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tility in
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and are suggestive of a degree of overall consistency. T
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6mm-12mm, compared to the 10mm range of
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Figure 6.2.8 Histogram: Socketed Axe Eye Width (Minimum)
6.2.11 focus on the haft-loop dimensions. The distributions are relatively normal
a degree of overall consistency. The greatest consistency lies in the interior
length of the loop, in which the majority of examples (87.1%) fall within a
12mm, compared to the 10mm range of the majority of examples (
measurements, between 15mm-25mm. The interior length is important because
e for the passage of haft-ties.
Figure 6.2.9 Histogram: Socketed Axe Haft-loop Exterior Length
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Haft-loop width (Figure 6.2.11) shows the majority of examples to be within a small range, again
suggestive of some general consistency, even though the morphology of the
positioning on the axe - is more than other features.
Figure 6.2.11 Histogram: Socketed A
The final four axe dimension histograms
widths and heights of axe sockets. The consistency of distribution
exterior width of axe sockets - represents the full scope of socket width, but at a structural level
rather than in terms of the width of the haft, because the exterior width also represents the socket
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Histogram: Socketed Axe Haft-loop Interior Length
shows the majority of examples to be within a small range, again
suggestive of some general consistency, even though the morphology of the haft-loop -
than other features.
Histogram: Socketed Axe Haft-loop Width
axe dimension histograms - Figures 6.2.12 – 6.2.15 - reflect the exterior and interior
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rim and possible presence of raised ridges. The character of the histograms reflecting exteri
ckets – Figures 6.2.14 & 6.2.15 - mirror each other in form, and this may
reflect an important structural aspect of the axe relating to functional emphasis on particular planes
discussed in Section 7.1 of the next chapter.
Figure 6.2.12 Histogram: Socketed Axe Exterior Socket Width
Figure 6.2.13 Histogram: Socketed Axe Interior Socket Width
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Figure 6.2.15 Histogram: Socketed Axe Interior
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Histogram: Socketed Axe Exterior Socket Height
Histogram: Socketed Axe Interior Socket Height
important aspects of the range of distributions for the axe measurements. The
results suggests the presence of morphologically and structurally different axes; the full length,
blade length and blade width data in particular are illustrative of this. The usable blade-plane
reflect more than one type of activity, given the disparity between the
blade-plane length. However, as stated earlier, the analysis of
specific blade morphologies in relation to blade-plane length later in this chapter is also relevant to
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the extent to which variations in function can be discerned. The potential for relationships between
features of the axe is important; from a structural perspective such relationships would be expected
in any use-viable tool. Nonetheless, the most useful way to use the metric data is in examining
whether particular correlations can be seen to have existed between specific features.
6.2.1 Socketed Axes Metric Data - Blades
In Section 6.1 different forms of axe blade were identified. Combining the data from all of these, the
dimensions of blade length and width can be assessed in relationship to the rest of the axe, as a
means of representing proportionality or the existence of a ‘fixed’ blade length regardless of the
morphology or overall size of the axe. Figure 6.2.1.1 shows the blade length of axes in the sample
plotted against their full length. However, the correlation co-efficient, represented by the trend line
on the figure, is only R=0.205, and less than 5% of results are governed by this (R²=0.042),
indicating a relative lack of overt proportional relationship between axe full length and blade length.
Figure 6.2.1.1 Relationship of Socketed Axe Blade Length to Socketed Axe Full Length
If the blade was proportional, it might be expected that blade length would increase or decrease
according to changes in the full length of the axe. Whilst the blade is a part of the full tool the lack
of strong correlation between length of blade and full length suggests that blade length can be seen
as functionally independent. Blades may indeed have been produced according to an idea of an
optimum, or even minimum/maximum viable length. However, the results are quite dispersed from
the trend line, and blade length might better be thought of in terms of an optimum range. The
Correlation
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notable outliers may be a result of a variety of occurrences, such as lack of morphological
demarcation giving no point at which the blade visibly ‘ends’, being the result of experimental
developments, or having specific uses in which the entire plane of the blade and cheek, rather than
just the blade up to the demarcation point, was utilised as a working surface. Furthermore, the
range of blade lengths may represent varying functionality, for instance in the depth to which the
blade could travel into material.
Figure 6.2.1.2 plots blade length as a percentage proportion of full length, and, whilst many of the
results are quite closely clustered, there is again a lack of correlation – the coefficient in this case
being only R=-0.224, and only accounting for 5% of the sample (R²=0.05). Given these results,
there does not appear to be a direct relationship between blade and full length. This may indicate
that blades did indeed have a particular range, but also that their length was relatively independent
from the other structures within the axe. This does fit with a notion of the axe as a tool comprised of
different sections, in which the blade was primary, and the other sections were ‘built’ around it,
rather than constituting a tool in which all the sections were dimensionally (or statistically) relative
to one another.
Figure 6.2.1.2 Socketed Axe Blade length as percentage proportion of Full Axe Length
The lack of correlation is interesting given a clustering of results illustrated by Figure 6.2.1.3.
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The distribution shows the majority of axe blades in the sample
axe length, and the median
strong correlation between blade length and full length, there remains the possibility that a
‘normative’ range existed for blade length as
maintaining a degree of structur
the blade was the determinant of other structures despite the lack of direct correlations
Analysis of the length of
distinct groups in the sam
duration and type. Figure 6.2.1.4 shows two distinct sets of results
blade-plane extended along the full length of the blade, and those in which it ended prior to that.
There is clearly one group of axes
100% - in other words us
efficient based on the whole sample is
so too did usable-plane
difference between those with
misleading. The R² result is only 0.294, meaning less than a third of variability of one can be
explained by variability in the other.
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.3 Socketed Axe Distribution: Blade Lengths as Proportion of Full Axe Length
The distribution shows the majority of axe blades in the sample (74.2%)
axe length, and the median blade length being 28.5% of the full tool length. Whil
correlation between blade length and full length, there remains the possibility that a
range existed for blade length as a proportion. This would be sound in terms of
maintaining a degree of structural consistency across axe forms, perhaps relating to the idea that
the blade was the determinant of other structures despite the lack of direct correlations
Analysis of the length of the usable blade-plane compared to blade length suggests there were
distinct groups in the sample, which may have resulted from differences in use, both in terms of
duration and type. Figure 6.2.1.4 shows two distinct sets of results – those in which
extended along the full length of the blade, and those in which it ended prior to that.
is clearly one group of axes wherein the correlation between blade length and use
in other words usable-plane length extends all along the blade length
efficient based on the whole sample is R=0.54, which might suggest that as blade length increased
plane length, and that would be logical. However, this result
ween those with full length usable planes and those without,
result is only 0.294, meaning less than a third of variability of one can be
explained by variability in the other.
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The spread of the results below the trend line
a range of factors such as the material axes were used upon,
use, metallurgical composition, and the possibility of different functions or functionalities. A single
example (NCS_A_S_1) was unsharpened and unlikely to have seen any use
Figure 6.2.1.5 Socketed Axe usable blade
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length on socketed axe blades relative to full blade length
The spread of the results below the trend line on Figure 6.2.1.4 is dispersed, which may be due to
a range of factors such as the material axes were used upon, use duration, techniques employed in
cal composition, and the possibility of different functions or functionalities. A single
example (NCS_A_S_1) was unsharpened and unlikely to have seen any use.
usable blade-plane length as proportion of the full blade length
of possible uses for axes, and variation in materials for them to be used upon,
the use-plane varies. Furthermore variation is likely to have existed
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in the use of axes even where they had the same blade form, it being highly unlikely they were all
used by the same individuals or in the same crafting contexts. The problem is that, in examples
where the visible usable-plane did not extend all the way along the blade, any given example may
not necessarily have been functionally different, just subject to different conditions of use. This
might be addressed through comparing each morphological blade group, discussed further below.
Blade gradient, when compared to blade length (Figure 6.2.1.6) and full axe length (Figure 6.2.1.7),
displays only weak correlations. The fact that both are negative suggests some slight decrease in
gradient with longer blades, which may have bearing on the interpretation of the uses of different
axe morphologies.
Figure 6.2.1.6 Socketed Axe Blade Length and Gradient Comparison
Figure 6.2.1.7 Socketed Axe Full Length & Blade Gradient Comparison
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It does appear that blade length was relatively independent from the full tool dimensions. Range,
rather than specific dimensions, should perhaps be focused upon, given that Bronze Age tool
dimensions should not be considered in terms of mathematical precision as it is understood today.
However, core metric data for axes within the sample can be separated by the main morphological
distinguisher – blade form. Table 6.2.1.1 displays comparative data for the three blade groups (the
single example of a ‘shaped blade’ notwithstanding).
Feature Blade Form Average STDEV Median STDEV Range % Within STDEV Range
Full Length Curved(Outsweep) 90.68 15.24 91.02 105.92-75.44 71.4
(mm) Curved (Flat Corner) 97.45 15.10 98.18 112.55-82.35 66.6
Squared 94.69 15.08 100.89 109.77-79.61 87.5
Blade Length Curved(Outsweep) 24.31 7.16 24.29 31.47-17.15 58.3
(mm) Curved (Flat Corner) 27.45 11.86 26.40 39.31-15.59 80.9
Squared 43.22 15.16 40.21 58.38-28.06 87.5
Blade Length Curved(Outsweep) 27.87 7.56 27.34 35.43-20.31 69.4
as % of Curved (Flat Corner) 30.37 11.63 28.22 42.00-18.74 85.0
Full Length Squared 46.87 21.69 42.45 68.56-25.18 62.5
Use-plane Curved(Outsweep) 17.68 7.93 16.86 25.61-9.75 68.6
length Curved (Flat Corner) 24.53 12.22 22.13 36.75-12.31 76.2
(mm) Squared 28.38 14.03 30.38 42.41-14.35 75.0
Use-plane Curved(Outsweep) 74.25 30.72 100.00 100.00-44.55 74.3
as % of Curved (Flat Corner) 90.67 20.81 100.00 100.00-69.86 80.9
Blade Length Squared 69.57 35.37 85.12 100.00-34.02 75.0
Blade Width Curved(Outsweep) 42.86 8.85 44.28 51.71-34.01 71.4
(max)(mm) Curved (Flat Corner) 38.18 6.09 39.46 44.27-32.09 70.0
Squared 37.21 7.11 35.32 44.32-30.10 50.0
Gradient Curved(Outsweep) 16.34 4.05 16.00 20.39-12.29 80.5
(°) Curved (Flat Corner) 14.85 4.27 14.50 19.12-10.58 66.6
Squared 12.00 5.35 11.00 17.35-6.65 62.5
Table 6.2.1.1 Comparative Blade Data: Curved (Outsweep), Curved (Flat Cornered) and Square-Bladed Socketed
Axes
The full length data for all the axe forms is relatively similar. Although a noticeably greater
proportion of square-bladed axes than those with curved blades fall within the standard deviation
range, there are only a few examples of square- bladed axes in the sample, so this trend may not
be applicable at a wider level. Square-bladed axes, do, however, also tend to exhibit longer blades
and higher values for the blade as proportion of full length, and this has relation to morphology
insofar as they can lack the morphological deviation present in curve-bladed axes and, therefore,
have greater potential length of blade surface plane.Figure 6.2.1.8
The variability in the distribution of results for each blade form,
representative of the range of full lengths rather than distinctive groups within each axe form,
especially in the case of axes
sample of square-bladed axes, the full length tends to be longer than that for curved blades, and
this is echoed by comparin
Figure 6.2.1.
Figure 6.2.1.9 shows that both forms of curve
with outsweeps had a smaller range, whilst square
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Figure 6.2.1.8 Comparison of Full Lengths across socketed axes of each blade form
The variability in the distribution of results for each blade form, shown in Figure 6.2.1.
representative of the range of full lengths rather than distinctive groups within each axe form,
especially in the case of axes with curved blades and pointed outsweeps. Within the smaller
bladed axes, the full length tends to be longer than that for curved blades, and
this is echoed by comparing blade length.
Figure 6.2.1.9 Comparison of Blade Length across socketed axes of each blade form
shows that both forms of curve-bladed axe had similar blade lengths, although those
a smaller range, whilst square-bladed axes generally had perceptibly longer
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bladed axes, the full length tends to be longer than that for curved blades, and
cketed axes of each blade form
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bladed axes generally had perceptibly longer
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Squaredblades than both forms of curved-blade. The spread of results for curve
when blade length is calculated as a proportion of full length (Figure 6.2.1.
Figure 6.2.1.10 Comparison of Blade Length as Percentage of Full Length across socketed axes of each blade form
In terms of the usable blade-plane, curved blades with pointed outsweeps appear to have lesser
length compared to the two other axe groups, but the character
with curved blades is again quite similar. Square bladed axes have the longest length
likely to represent some difference in function and their longer blade lengths
Figure 6.2.1.11 Comparison of Length of
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blade. The spread of results for curve-bladed axes is also similar
when blade length is calculated as a proportion of full length (Figure 6.2.1.10).
Comparison of Blade Length as Percentage of Full Length across socketed axes of each blade form
, curved blades with pointed outsweeps appear to have lesser
length compared to the two other axe groups, but the character of the distribution between axes
with curved blades is again quite similar. Square bladed axes have the longest length, which is
ent some difference in function and their longer blade lengths overall.
Comparison of Length of Usable Blade-Planes across socketed axes of each blade form
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Comparison of Blade Length as Percentage of Full Length across socketed axes of each blade form
, curved blades with pointed outsweeps appear to have lesser
of the distribution between axes
, which is
across socketed axes of each blade form
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Curved: Flat CorneredFigure 6.2.1.12 compares blade widths across each axe form; it shows normal distribution for both
groups of curve-bladed axes. The broader width of the group with pointed
presence of those outsweeps
given their different morphological form, this can also be expected
represents the blade edge and the whole widt
not strike with the whole blade at once due to their arched form.
Figure 6.2.1.1
Figure 6.2.1.13 compares blade gradients. T
and median (11°); this reflects the morphology, insofar as the shorter length of curved axe blades
formed a steeper incline compared to the long slope of the square
indicative of a difference in function
an axe horizontally or vertically. Figure 6.2.6 illustrated the majority of axes in the sample to have
fallen with a gradient range of between 11 and 20 degrees,
bladed axes are at the lower end of the range and the median is
majority of curve-bladed axes with either flat corners or pointed outsweeps to fall within the same
range, further suggesting the similarity of their character and functionality when co
square-bladed axe, although any actual correlation between lengths and gradients is weak, so the
two dimensions cannot necessarily be argued to be
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compares blade widths across each axe form; it shows normal distribution for both
bladed axes. The broader width of the group with pointed
presence of those outsweeps. The square-bladed axe group has a wide range of blade widths, but
given their different morphological form, this can also be expected – the width of the blade
the blade edge and the whole width of the strike point, whereas curve
not strike with the whole blade at once due to their arched form.
Figure 6.2.1.12 Comparison of Blade Width across socketed axe blade forms
compares blade gradients. The square-bladed axe has the lowest average (12
); this reflects the morphology, insofar as the shorter length of curved axe blades
formed a steeper incline compared to the long slope of the square-bladed axe. This may also be
ve of a difference in function in the context of intended use-technique, for instance wielding
an axe horizontally or vertically. Figure 6.2.6 illustrated the majority of axes in the sample to have
fallen with a gradient range of between 11 and 20 degrees, with a median of 16 degrees; square
bladed axes are at the lower end of the range and the median is less. Figure 6.2.1.13
bladed axes with either flat corners or pointed outsweeps to fall within the same
ng the similarity of their character and functionality when co
bladed axe, although any actual correlation between lengths and gradients is weak, so the
two dimensions cannot necessarily be argued to be directly related to one another.
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Comparison of Blade Width across socketed axe blade forms
axe has the lowest average (12°)
); this reflects the morphology, insofar as the shorter length of curved axe blades
bladed axe. This may also be
technique, for instance wielding
an axe horizontally or vertically. Figure 6.2.6 illustrated the majority of axes in the sample to have
with a median of 16 degrees; square-
less. Figure 6.2.1.13 shows the
bladed axes with either flat corners or pointed outsweeps to fall within the same
ng the similarity of their character and functionality when compared to the
bladed axe, although any actual correlation between lengths and gradients is weak, so the
related to one another.
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SquaredFigure 6.2.1.13 Comparison of Blade Gradient across socketed axes of each blade form
The clearest difference between axes from the perspective of the blade is in the morphology, and
the morphological differences are reflected in dimensional difference
sample size for square-bladed axes is very small, but this may be because i
implemented. Whether the small number can be seen as representative of different functionality or
function compared to curve-bladed axes is discussed in
Morphological difference remains the primary focus in the potential for differ
socketed axes. The metric data, on the other hand, shows a range of difference amongst axe
dimensions and especially usable blade
Chapter 5 of this thesis, suggests variability in the uses to which examples were put. Given also
that different blade forms occur across the study area
Section 7.1), a conclusion which might be reached is that blade morphology represents a particular
range of functions for which axes of each form were ‘intended’, but
range of possible and actual use still occurred
were produced and can likely be considered in terms of potential difference
discussed in the next chapter of this thesis.
6.2.2 Socketed Axes Metric Data - Sockets
Whilst further study of the socketed axe could go into great detail regarding socket form and
dimensions, the objective in this section is in assessing the socket dimensions to discern whether
tool form manifests particular emphasis on a plane of use, and
subject to common structural principles
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Comparison of Blade Gradient across socketed axes of each blade form
The clearest difference between axes from the perspective of the blade is in the morphology, and
the morphological differences are reflected in dimensional difference across the blade forms. The
bladed axes is very small, but this may be because it was a form rarely
hether the small number can be seen as representative of different functionality or
xes is discussed in Section 7.1.
Morphological difference remains the primary focus in the potential for different functions in
socketed axes. The metric data, on the other hand, shows a range of difference amongst axe
ade-planes which, given the principles of axe use discussed in
Chapter 5 of this thesis, suggests variability in the uses to which examples were put. Given also
ss the study area, rather than being regionalised forms
Section 7.1), a conclusion which might be reached is that blade morphology represents a particular
range of functions for which axes of each form were ‘intended’, but, within which, a more disparate
occurred. Nonetheless, it is evident that particular blade forms
considered in terms of potential differences in function,
in the next chapter of this thesis.
Sockets
Whilst further study of the socketed axe could go into great detail regarding socket form and
dimensions, the objective in this section is in assessing the socket dimensions to discern whether
tool form manifests particular emphasis on a plane of use, and whether the socket was a feature
subject to common structural principles.
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The clearest difference between axes from the perspective of the blade is in the morphology, and
across the blade forms. The
t was a form rarely
hether the small number can be seen as representative of different functionality or
ent functions in
socketed axes. The metric data, on the other hand, shows a range of difference amongst axe
which, given the principles of axe use discussed in
Chapter 5 of this thesis, suggests variability in the uses to which examples were put. Given also
, rather than being regionalised forms (See
Section 7.1), a conclusion which might be reached is that blade morphology represents a particular
more disparate
t is evident that particular blade forms
, and this is
Whilst further study of the socketed axe could go into great detail regarding socket form and
dimensions, the objective in this section is in assessing the socket dimensions to discern whether
whether the socket was a feature
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Figures 6.2.12 – 6.2.15 showed distributions for socketed axes based on interior and exterior
socket width and height. Figures 6.2.2.1 and 6.2.2.2 plot the exterior socket dimensions against the
interior socket dimensions for the horizontal axis and vertical axis of axes in the sample.
Figure 6.2.2.1 Socketed Axe Socket Vertical Dimensions: Exterior-Interior
Figure 6.2.2.2 Socketed Axe Socket Width: Exterior to Interior
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The results of the correlation tests show strong relationships between interior and exterior
measurements for both the vertical (R=0.849, Figure 6.2.2.1) and horizontal (R=0.833, Figure
6.2.2.2) dimensions. Furthermore, for both vertical and horizontal axis a large proportion of the
examples can be seen to be governed by the correlation – 72.2% for vertical axis, and 69.4% for
horizontal axis. The correlation between interior and exterior dimensions on both is illustrative of
consistent structure – preventing the socket rim from becoming unbalanced, which might have
affected the overall tool balance. Given that the socket is the point of contact with the haft,
consistency of socket dimensions would also have been of utility in informing the shaping, and the
attachment, of the haft.
The vertical socket axis with the horizontal socket axis can be compared; Figure 6.2.2.3 shows that
rim width across each axis did not as strongly correlate (R=0.503) as the dimensions of each
individual axis did. The inference to be drawn from this is that an individual axis might have been
subject to a degree of control, but that there was a lesser degree of direct correspondence between
vertical and horizontal axis.
Figure 6.2.2.3 Socketed Axe Horizontal and Vertical Rim Widths
Figures 6.2.2.4 and 6.2.2.5 show the interior and exterior dimensions of each axis plotted against
one another. A degree of correlation exists between the vertical and horizontal dimensions
(R=0.651 & R=0.612), but in both cases fewer than half of the examples are governed by the
correlation (R²=0.424 & R²=0.374).
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Figure 6.2.2.4 Socketed Axe Socket Dimensions: Exterior Size (Vertical and Horizontal)
Figure 6.2.2.5 Socketed Axe Socket Dimensions: Interior Size (Vertical and Horizontal)
The relative correlations across the socket dimensions in the sample suggest some degree of
relationship between the horizontal and vertical planes, although not necessarily that one dictated
the other. It suggests, rather, relativity to one another of socket dimensions in each individual axe,
but not distinct reproduction of the same sizes in a repeated axe-making process.
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Socketed Axe Socket Vertical Interior Size (mm)From a use-perspective the morphology of the axe
the blade running vertically from toe to heel. As such, control of the vertical axis of the socket would
be in-keeping with the character of the socketed axe. The correlations in the vertical axis
socket are slightly greater than those of the
examples clustered strongly along the trend
that for the horizontal socket axis as to suggest d
Figures 6.2.2.6 – 6.2.2.9 show the distribution of results for socket measurements across each
blade form.
Figure 6.2.2.6 Comparison of Results for Socketed Axe Exterior Socket Height across each blade form
Figure 6.2.2.7 Comparison of Results for Socketed Axe Interior Socket Height across each blade form
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perspective the morphology of the axe is based on the vertical axis, in accordance
the blade running vertically from toe to heel. As such, control of the vertical axis of the socket would
keeping with the character of the socketed axe. The correlations in the vertical axis
are slightly greater than those of the horizontal, and Figure 6.2.2.1 showed that the
trend line. However, the correlation is not so different from
as to suggest distinctive emphasis on vertical dimensions
6.2.2.9 show the distribution of results for socket measurements across each
Figure 6.2.2.6 Comparison of Results for Socketed Axe Exterior Socket Height across each blade form
Figure 6.2.2.7 Comparison of Results for Socketed Axe Interior Socket Height across each blade form
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is based on the vertical axis, in accordance with
the blade running vertically from toe to heel. As such, control of the vertical axis of the socket would
keeping with the character of the socketed axe. The correlations in the vertical axis of the
horizontal, and Figure 6.2.2.1 showed that the
line. However, the correlation is not so different from
dimensions alone.
6.2.2.9 show the distribution of results for socket measurements across each
Figure 6.2.2.6 Comparison of Results for Socketed Axe Exterior Socket Height across each blade form
Figure 6.2.2.7 Comparison of Results for Socketed Axe Interior Socket Height across each blade form
Curved: Pointed Outsweep
Curved: Flat Cornered
Curved: Pointed Outsweep
Curved: Flat CorneredComparison of Figures 6.2.2.6 and 6.2.2.7 shows similarity in the results, especially for axes with
pointed outsweeps. The regularity of the distributions
regularity between the exterior and interior heights of the axe socket
consistent size. This can perhaps be taken to be indicative of a degree of control implemented in
production and the creation of a regularised structure
multiple axe-makers, deriving from the same, or a similar,
also evident in Figures 6.2.2.8 and 6.2.2.9
Figure 6.2.2.
Figure 6.2.2.9 Comparison of Socketed Axe Exterior Socket Width across blade forms
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Comparison of Figures 6.2.2.6 and 6.2.2.7 shows similarity in the results, especially for axes with
pointed outsweeps. The regularity of the distributions for curved-outswept axes
regularity between the exterior and interior heights of the axe socket – the rim, or edge, being of
consistent size. This can perhaps be taken to be indicative of a degree of control implemented in
the creation of a regularised structure, or a widespread developmental influence on
deriving from the same, or a similar, input. A certain degree of similarity is
also evident in Figures 6.2.2.8 and 6.2.2.9 – the results for exterior and interior socket width.
Figure 6.2.2.8 Comparison of Socketed Axe Exterior Socket Width across blade forms
Figure 6.2.2.9 Comparison of Socketed Axe Exterior Socket Width across blade forms
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Comparison of Figures 6.2.2.6 and 6.2.2.7 shows similarity in the results, especially for axes with
outswept axes is suggestive of
the rim, or edge, being of
consistent size. This can perhaps be taken to be indicative of a degree of control implemented in
, or a widespread developmental influence on
. A certain degree of similarity is
nd interior socket width.
Comparison of Socketed Axe Exterior Socket Width across blade forms
Figure 6.2.2.9 Comparison of Socketed Axe Exterior Socket Width across blade forms
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It does appear that regularity in the socket dimensions was important. Such regularity would
presumably be necessary in order to produce a tool which was structurally sound, balanced, and
viable for haft-attachment. The socket remains an integral part of the tool; although not directly in
contact with worked materials, it would have affected the tool’s functionality through its weighting
and also associated with the effectiveness of use-techniques, for instance in the security of the haft
and potentially in the transmission of force through the tool.
6.2.3 Socketed Axes Data - Summary
The analysis for socketed axes has focussed primarily upon the blade and the socket. The lack of
strong correlations in blade dimensions seems to indicate that it was not necessarily relative to the
size of the whole tool, although this may be due to considering the blade to be an equal part of the
tripartite structure. Given the emphasis on the blade as the use-point of the tool, it may actually
have dictated the other aspects of structure and size in the axe. There are notable differences
between axes with different blade forms, especially blade length, the length of usable blade-plane
and the gradient. As such, different functions may well have existed, and blade form might be
interpreted as having influenced selection of axes for working particular materials or carrying out
particular tasks.
Although body features such as ribs, ridges and haft-loops have been examined, the association
tests indicated they had no direct relationship to one another. Ribs appear to be an occasional
‘stylistic’ imposition – they did not feature on every axe and were not technologically necessary.
The socket data emphasises a degree of inherent consistency in vertical and horizontal
dimensions. There is a lack of real variation between those measurements in each example, which
suggests some commonality across axe examples despite their potential to have been functionally
different to one another. The socket may well have been influenced by structure and hafting, rather
than function per se. The irregularity in the frequency and presence of socket ridges also may
indicate that socket form derived from a structural impetus, influenced by the practices of individual,
or groups of, makers. The interpretation of the combination of morphological and metric data in
terms of discussing functional emphases, and the wider relation of the tool to craft activity is
discussed in Chapter 7 of this thesis. The next section of the current chapter examines the data for
socketed gouges.6.3 Socketed Gouges:
The Bronze Age socketed gouge is a particularly distinctive tool,
and morphology. That morphological distinctiveness derives from
also entails very specific variations in blade f
certainly be inferred. A number of
related to function they do appear related to
6.3.1 Socketed Gouge Morphology
Socketed gouges can be divided into three forms, termed here ‘U’, ‘V’ and ‘Open’; every gouge in
the sample falls into one of these categories. These classifications
blade, either in a ‘U’, a ‘V’, or merging into the body of the tool without a distinct closure point, thus
being termed ‘Open’.
Figure 6.3.1.1 Socketed Gouge Blade Forms: A: ‘U’ Form; B: ‘V’ Form; C: ‘Open’ Form
tool rather than having a distinct closure point
Figure 6.3.1.2 shows the three socketed gouges which were part of the Michael Ayres School
Hoard from Bognor, West Sussex (Collections of The Novium: Chichester & District Museum), and
which reflect each blade form.
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: Morphology
socketed gouge is a particularly distinctive tool, both in terms of apparent function
and morphology. That morphological distinctiveness derives from a consistency of structure
very specific variations in blade form, from which differentiation
be inferred. A number of other features are also present; although
function they do appear related to either functionality or some
Socketed Gouge Morphology - Blades
Socketed gouges can be divided into three forms, termed here ‘U’, ‘V’ and ‘Open’; every gouge in
the sample falls into one of these categories. These classifications derive from the shape of the
blade, either in a ‘U’, a ‘V’, or merging into the body of the tool without a distinct closure point, thus
Figure 6.3.1.1 Socketed Gouge Blade Forms: A: ‘U’ Form; B: ‘V’ Form; C: ‘Open’ Form
tool rather than having a distinct closure point (Images based on gouges from Michael Ayres School Hoard,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex)
Figure 6.3.1.2 shows the three socketed gouges which were part of the Michael Ayres School
West Sussex (Collections of The Novium: Chichester & District Museum), and
each blade form.
in terms of apparent function
consistency of structure which
tiation in function can almost
although these may not be
some ‘stylistic’ meaning.
Socketed gouges can be divided into three forms, termed here ‘U’, ‘V’ and ‘Open’; every gouge in
derive from the shape of the
blade, either in a ‘U’, a ‘V’, or merging into the body of the tool without a distinct closure point, thus
Figure 6.3.1.1 Socketed Gouge Blade Forms: A: ‘U’ Form; B: ‘V’ Form; C: ‘Open’ Form – blade merges with body of
(Images based on gouges from Michael Ayres School Hoard,
Figure 6.3.1.2 shows the three socketed gouges which were part of the Michael Ayres School
West Sussex (Collections of The Novium: Chichester & District Museum), andFigure 6.3.1.2 Socketed Gouges CH_G_S_1, 2 &3
Form; Top Right: ‘U’ Form; Bottom: ‘Open’ Form
Blade form is the clear morphological distinguisher in socketed gouges, and is particularly
important in inferring the function of each example
made, and can be associated with specific
each blade form within the sample was
fragmented to identify blade form, and one with questionable provenance
shown below.
Blade Form
Frequency
Table 6.3.1.1 Frequency of blade forms within the sample
These three blade forms occurred alongside one another across the study region; their distribution
and presence in metalwork hoards/groupings
this juncture to briefly note that, where hoards contained socketed gouges, they very often
more than 3, and within those groups it was common to find
few exceptions, such as the Salisbury/Netherhampton
socketed gouges, but such hoards are relatively
Age compilations.
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CH_G_S_1, 2 &3: Michael Ayres School Hoard, West Sussex, LBA: Top Left: ‘V’
Bottom: ‘Open’ Form with blade fading into the body of the gouge
Blade form is the clear morphological distinguisher in socketed gouges, and is particularly
important in inferring the function of each example - it dictated the shape of the cut or groove
associated with specific wood-crafting activities (Section 7.2). The proportion of
remarkably consistent. Discounting examples too
fragmented to identify blade form, and one with questionable provenance, the frequency of each
V U Open
21 21 19
.1 Frequency of blade forms within the sample
alongside one another across the study region; their distribution
/groupings is discussed in Section 7.2. It is, however, useful at
this juncture to briefly note that, where hoards contained socketed gouges, they very often
more than 3, and within those groups it was common to find more than one blade form. There are a
Salisbury/Netherhampton hoard, which contained as many as 30
relatively rare and appear to be Iron Age rather than Bronze
: Michael Ayres School Hoard, West Sussex, LBA: Top Left: ‘V’
with blade fading into the body of the gouge
Blade form is the clear morphological distinguisher in socketed gouges, and is particularly
it dictated the shape of the cut or groove
(Section 7.2). The proportion of
remarkably consistent. Discounting examples too
cy of each is
pen
19
alongside one another across the study region; their distribution
Section 7.2. It is, however, useful at
this juncture to briefly note that, where hoards contained socketed gouges, they very often had no
. There are a
hoard, which contained as many as 30
r to be Iron Age rather than Bronze135
Hoard-Gouge Location Gouges U V Open Source/References
Finds (examples in this study) (Total)
Michael Ayres School Bognor Regis, Sussex 3 1 1 1 Chichester Museum (unpublished)
Netherhampton Salisbury Plain, Wiltshire 19 (>30) 6 6 7 Stead 1998, British Museum (19 assessed in this study)
Wandsworth Surrey 2 1 1 Rice 1923
Petters Sports Field Surrey 2 1 1 Needham 1990
Swalecliffe Kent 2 1 1 Masefield et al 2003
All Hallows Farm Hoo, Kent 3 1 2 Turner 2010
Cliffe-at-Hoo Hoo, Kent 2 2 Turner 2010
Minnis Bay Birchington, Kent 2 1 1 Cunliffe 2009
Addington Kent 1 1 Kendrick & Hawkes 1932
Waldershare Kent 2 2 Dover Museum (unpublished)
Somerleyton Suffolk 2 2 Antiquaries Journal 8(2) pp237-238
Thorndon Suffolk 1 1 Evans 1881
Grays Thurrock Essex 1 1 Butcher 1922
Blandford Forum Dorset 2 2 Brown & Blin-Stoyle 1959
Eaton II Norwich, Norfolk 3 1 2 Rowlands 1976
Carleton Rode Norwich, Norfolk 1 1 O'Connor 1980, Rowlands 1976
Feltwell Fen Norfolk 1 1 Fox 1923
Meldreth Cambridgeshire 1 1 Skeen 2011
Table 6.3.1.2 Frequency of gouge finds of each type in Bronze Age metalwork hoards (based on examples assessed in this study; other gouges within the sample include single finds
which were not part of a metalwork hoard)136
A further degree of distinction deriving from blade form can be seen within the group of gouges with
‘Open’ blades. Some display intimation of the ‘V’ and ‘U’ forms, whereby the blade mirrors those
forms but without a distinct closure point – these are ‘Mirror V’ and ‘Mirror U’ forms. Others have
‘fully open’ blades, whilst two examples have blades abruptly truncated by socket ridges. The
relative infrequency of socketed gouges limits the size of the sample in the study region, but it is
worth noting these divisions given the possibility of future recoveries or assessment of examples
from elsewhere.
Blade Form Fully Open ‘Mirror V’ ‘Mirror U’ Truncated
Frequency 7 5 5 2
Table 6.3.1.3 Frequency of Open blade forms within the sample: Fully open blades merge directly into the body of
the tool, the mirror V and U forms merged but displayed V or U character, and the two truncated examples were
transacted by a collar running around the socket.
Within this group, the relative frequencies of ‘Mirror V’ and ‘Mirror U’ forms share the same relative
frequency with one another as the main ‘U’ and ‘V’ groups. Those forms detailed in Table 6.3.1.3
do, however, fall within the general ‘Open’ blade form because they do not have the distinctive
morphology of the main ‘U’ and ‘V’ groups, rather displaying only intimations. Therefore, socketed
gouges can be clearly divided into at least three morphologically distinctive groups – ‘U’, ‘V’ and
‘Open’, and the ‘Open’ group has the potential to be divided further. ‘Open’ blade gouges are,
however, treated together in the discussion both because the sub-groups are so small, and
because they have a common link in being neither ‘U’ nor ‘V’ form.
The existence of different blade forms is most likely to have derived directly from specific function.
Functionality seems to have derived from the way the blade was implemented – its dimensions.
The metric data in Section 6.4 illustrates dimensional variations which may attest to this. There are,
however, other morphological features which also bear examination.
6.3.2 Socketed Gouge Morphology – ‘Stylistic’ and Socket
Certain morphological features appear to be either ‘stylistic’ or a result of variant practices in gouge
production, or indeed a result of both. These features may have also affected functionality, and
comprise the presence of ‘flaring’ and modifications of the socket, although these do not occur at
all times.
Flaring - a widening of form - can occur either at the mouth of the blade, the socket, or at both
blade and socket end, as shown in Figure 6.3.2.1.Figure 6.3.2.1
Although flaring occurs on the majority of gouges in the sa
does not always occur. It also does not appear to associate directly with any particular blade form.
Figure
Table 6.3.2.1 shows the result of an
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Figure 6.3.2.1 Gouge Flare Forms: A. Flared Socket. B. Flared Blade. C. No flare.
occurs on the majority of gouges in the sample (43 out of 55 viable examples), it
does not always occur. It also does not appear to associate directly with any particular blade form.
Figure 6.3.2.2 Relative Frequencies of Flare Type by Blade Form
e 6.3.2.1 shows the result of an association test to infer flare form from blade type, and
. The sample for the test was restricted to only those examples (55)
thereby allowed assessment of both blade and socket end.
2 2
5
3
8
2
3 3
6
5
Blade Socket Blade & Socket None
Location of Flare on Socketed Gouge Examples
: A. Flared Socket. B. Flared Blade. C. No flare.
mple (43 out of 55 viable examples), it
does not always occur. It also does not appear to associate directly with any particular blade form.
Relative Frequencies of Flare Type by Blade Form
n test to infer flare form from blade type, and vice
(55) which were intact and
1
NA
Location of Flare on Socketed Gouge Examples
U-Blade
V-Blade
O-BladeFlare Form
V
Blade
Socket
Blade & Socket
None
TOTAL 20
λ=0.11: to infer flare form from blade form
λ=0.25: to infer blade form from flare form
Table 6.3.2.1 Socketed Gouge Morphology:
There is no strong relationship between the presence, or lack of, flare form and blade form
& λ=0.25). This suggests that the flare was not technologically
However, the presence of a flare on the blade does affect the blade width, which itself manifests
functionality. Somewhat more ‘V’ form gouges had flared blades (either individually or also with
flared sockets – Figure 6.3.2.2) compared to the ‘U’ form,
differences between gouges (see Section 7.
A further morphological feature occurs in socket form
Figure 6.3.2.3 Socketed Gouges with varying socket forms: Top Left: Plain; Top Right:
Incised lines between the socket and blade end; Bottom Right: Socket with two connected ridges
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Blade Form
V U O TOTAL
7 9 3
3 2 3
8 2 6
2 5 5
20 18 17
: to infer flare form from blade form
: to infer blade form from flare form
Socketed Gouge Morphology: Guttman’s lambda test - Flare Form and frequency relative to Blade
Form
strong relationship between the presence, or lack of, flare form and blade form
. This suggests that the flare was not technologically necessary for functionality.
a flare on the blade does affect the blade width, which itself manifests
functionality. Somewhat more ‘V’ form gouges had flared blades (either individually or also with
Figure 6.3.2.2) compared to the ‘U’ form, and this might have to do with
Section 7.2).
in socket form – being plain, collared, incised or ridged
Figure 6.3.2.3 Socketed Gouges with varying socket forms: Top Left: Plain; Top Right: Collared; Bottom Left:
Incised lines between the socket and blade end; Bottom Right: Socket with two connected ridges
TOTAL
19
8
16
12
55
relative to Blade
strong relationship between the presence, or lack of, flare form and blade form (λ=0.11 
for functionality.
a flare on the blade does affect the blade width, which itself manifests
functionality. Somewhat more ‘V’ form gouges had flared blades (either individually or also with
ith functional
incised or ridged.
Collared; Bottom Left:
Incised lines between the socket and blade end; Bottom Right: Socket with two connected ridgesThese features occur irregularly and do not appear to have been integral to functionality. Although
the presence of socket features might
sample had plain sockets without any features (
Figure 6.3.2.4 Relative Frequencies of Socket Features by Blade Form
Socket Feature
Collared
Ridged
Incised
None
TOTAL
λ=0.00: to infer socket features from blade form
λ=0.06: to infer blade form from socket features
Table 6.3.2.2 Socketed Gouge Morphology: Socket Features and Frequency relative to Blade
Socket features appear to be independent from blade form and the
form (Table 6.3.2.2); their lack of relationship to blade form suggests that
alone, whilst the socket related to
ridges could potentially
instead being an addition according to t
a ‘stylistic’ modification. There is also little association between the presence
features (Table 6.3.2.3).
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These features occur irregularly and do not appear to have been integral to functionality. Although
the presence of socket features might have affected hafting, the majority of examples within the
sample had plain sockets without any features (34 from 55 viable examples).
Figure 6.3.2.4 Relative Frequencies of Socket Features by Blade Form
Socket Feature Blade Form
V U
2 3
4 3
1 0
13 12
20 18
λ=0.00: to infer socket features from blade form
: to infer blade form from socket features
Socketed Gouge Morphology: Socket Features and Frequency relative to Blade
Guttman’s Lambda test for association
Socket features appear to be independent from blade form and the specific
heir lack of relationship to blade form suggests that
alone, whilst the socket related to functionality and hafting. However, whilst features such as socket
potentially affect socket functionality, they were not necessary
addition according to the practices of particular tool-makers,
. There is also little association between the presence
2.3).
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Socketed Gouge Socket Features
These features occur irregularly and do not appear to have been integral to functionality. Although
have affected hafting, the majority of examples within the
viable examples).
Figure 6.3.2.4 Relative Frequencies of Socket Features by Blade Form
O TOTAL
3 8
5 14
0 1
9 33
17 55
Socketed Gouge Morphology: Socket Features and Frequency relative to Blade Form, and result of
specific function of each gouge
heir lack of relationship to blade form suggests that function resided in blade
whilst features such as socket
sary for attachment of hafts,
makers, possibly representing
. There is also little association between the presence of flaring and socket
1
Incised NA
U-Blade
V-Blade
O-BladeFigure 6.3.2.5 Relative Frequencies of Associations between Flare and Socket Form
Socket Feature
Blade
Collared 4
Ridged 4
Incised 0
None 10
TOTAL 18
λ=0.05: to infer socket feature from flare form
λ=0.08: to infer flare form from socket feature
Table 6.3.2.3 Socketed Gouge Morphology: Guttman’s
The lack of relationship between the socket form and flare form suggests they were independent
implementations not integral to function, but which
functionality. The most likely explanation is
individual tool-makers or groups, and they may have had some meaning other than technological.
Table 6.3.2.4 lists the examples according to
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5 Relative Frequencies of Associations between Flare and Socket Form
Flare Form
Socket B&S None
0 3 1
4 1 3
1 0 0
3 12 8
8 16 12
λ=0.05: to infer socket feature from flare form
: to infer flare form from socket feature
Socketed Gouge Morphology: Guttman’s Lambda association between Flare and Socket Features
The lack of relationship between the socket form and flare form suggests they were independent
implementations not integral to function, but which could be implemented, and which might affect
. The most likely explanation is that such features were a result of the ‘ways of doing’ of
makers or groups, and they may have had some meaning other than technological.
according to blade form, flare type and socket features.
2 2
1
2
1 1 1 1
2
3 3
4
1
Socketed Gouge Morphology by Blade type (Flare/Socket)
TOTAL
8
12
1
33
54
ssociation between Flare and Socket Features
The lack of relationship between the socket form and flare form suggests they were independent
might affect
were a result of the ‘ways of doing’ of
makers or groups, and they may have had some meaning other than technological.
2
U-Blade
V-Blade
O-Blade141
Sample ID Blade Form Flare? Socket Feature?
CH_G_S_1 U Socket None
SAL_G_S_2 (LONG) U None None
WH_G_S_1 U Blade None
NCS_G_S_1 U Blade None
BM2_G_S_5 U B&S None
BM2_G_S_6 U Blade None
BM2_G_S_11 U Blade None
BM2_G_S_13 U B&S None
BM2_G_S_14 U None Collared
BM2_G_S_15 U None None
BM2_G_S_20 U None Ridged
BM2_G_S_24 U None Ridged
BM2_G_S_25 U Blade Collared
BM2_G_S_31 U Blade Ridged
BM2_G_S_34 U Blade Collared
BM2_G_S_36 U Blade None
BM2_G_S_38(FRAG) U Socket None
BM2_G_S_40(FRAG) U Blade NA
BM2_G_S_48(FRAG) U NA None
CH_G_S_3 V Socket Incised
WH_G_S_2 V Socket None
NCS_G_S_2 V None None
NCS_G_S_3 V Blade None
NCS_G_S_4 V Blade Ridged
BM_G_S_1 V B&S None
BM_G_S_4 V B&S None
BM_G_S_5 V Socket Ridged
BM2_G_S_2 V Blade None
BM2_G_S_4 V B&S None
BM2_G_S_8 V Blade Collared
BM2_G_S_9 V Blade Ridged
BM2_G_S_19 V B&S None
BM2_G_S_23 V B&S Ridged
BM2_G_S_29 V None None
BM2_G_S_30 V Blade Collared
BM2_G_S_32 V B&S None
BM2_G_S_37 V B&S None
BM2_G_S_43 V B&S None
BM2_G_S_46(FRAG) V Blade None
DOV_G_S_2 Open (V) None None
BM2_G_S_10 Open (V) Blade None
BM2_G_S_12 Open (V) B&S Collared
BM2_G_S_16 Open (V) B&S None
BM2_G_S_28 Open (V) None None
BM_G_S_2 Open (U) Socket Ridged
BM2_G_S_3 Open (U) B&S Collared
BM2_G_S_26 Open (U) None None
BM2_G_S_27 Open (U) None None
BM_G_S_3 Open Socket Ridged
BM2_G_S_1 Open B&S None
BM2_G_S_7 Open B&S None
BM2_G_S_18 Open None Ridged
BM2_G_S_21 Open Blade Ridged
BM2_G_S_33 Open Blade None
BM2_G_S_17 Open(Truncated) Socket Ridged
BM2_G_S_22 Open(Truncated) B&S Collared
Table 6.3.2.4 Socketed Gouge Examples with blade form, flare (or lack of) and socket feature (or lack of)6.3.3 Socketed Gouge Morphology – Sub
Figures 6.3.1.1 and 6.3.2.2 showed gouges of varying length
which the functional distinction resided
display considerable variation to this, and which can be viewed as part of two morphological
groups; the ‘splayed’ gouge and the ‘small’ gouge. Figure 6.3.3.1 show
Figure 6.3.3.1 BM2_G_S_12: Splayed gouge
Thames
Splayed gouges are distinct by virtue of their splayed blades, and the splayed blade dictates a
broader body and socket – this itself is
than being an ‘equal’ part. Section 6.4 of this chapter
splayed and what might be termed (for the purpose of distinction)
splayed gouges do retain the previously
having a ‘V’ blade. They can also include the featur
differentiation derives from the size of the gouge and
Such difference must have affected functionality
width of the cut the tool would make. However, there is a question as to whether the width of a tool
derived from intended functionality and the needs of the user, or whether functiona
determined by makers and that users thus
The second sub-group also contains gouges which are distinct by dint of size, whilst retaining blade
forms and the potential for the presence of additional features. Figure 6.3.3.2 shows a ‘small’
gouge – blade width and length being consider
maintaining the particular blade form –
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Sub-groups
gouges of varying length but relatively consistent width,
in blade form. There are occurrences of gouges which
display considerable variation to this, and which can be viewed as part of two morphological
groups; the ‘splayed’ gouge and the ‘small’ gouge. Figure 6.3.3.1 shows a splayed gouge.
gouge with ‘V’ blade and collared socket, single find from Wandsworth,
Thames (British Museum)
by virtue of their splayed blades, and the splayed blade dictates a
this itself is indicative of the blade dictating the structure of a tool, rather
of this chapter examines dimensional differences betw
what might be termed (for the purpose of distinction) ‘common’ gouges. However,
retain the previously-identified blade forms, the example in the figure above
having a ‘V’ blade. They can also include the features discussed in Section 6.3.2. As such, the
ives from the size of the gouge and width of the blade caused by the splay
Such difference must have affected functionality – the width of the blade directly representing the
he cut the tool would make. However, there is a question as to whether the width of a tool
derived from intended functionality and the needs of the user, or whether functionality was
thus adapted their techniques accordingly.
group also contains gouges which are distinct by dint of size, whilst retaining blade
forms and the potential for the presence of additional features. Figure 6.3.3.2 shows a ‘small’
blade width and length being considerably less than the ‘common’ gouge, whilst
this example also being of ‘V’ form.
but relatively consistent width, in
in blade form. There are occurrences of gouges which
display considerable variation to this, and which can be viewed as part of two morphological sub-
splayed gouge.
, single find from Wandsworth,
by virtue of their splayed blades, and the splayed blade dictates a
the structure of a tool, rather
erences between
. However,
identified blade forms, the example in the figure above
ection 6.3.2. As such, the
splay itself.
the width of the blade directly representing the
he cut the tool would make. However, there is a question as to whether the width of a tool
lity was
group also contains gouges which are distinct by dint of size, whilst retaining blade
forms and the potential for the presence of additional features. Figure 6.3.3.2 shows a ‘small’
gouge, whilstFigure 6.3.3.2 ‘Small’ socketed gouge
Splayed and the small gouges occur
the sample. Despite this,
also in terms of the presence or lack of flares a
Example ID
BM2_G_S_5
BM2_G_S_11
BM2_G_S_12
BM2_G_S_19
Table 6.3.3.1
Example ID
SAL_G_S_2 (LONG)
BM_G_S_5
BM2_G_S_26
BM2_G_S_27
BM2_G_S_28
BM2_G_S_29
BM2_G_S_48(FRAG)
Table 6.3.3.2 ‘Small’ Gouge Examples and morphological features
having a blade size and a long neck of size consistent with the small gouge, despite
Although only one of the gouges within the splayed sub
BM2_G_S_12 – the presence of a collar does demonstrate that it was
to have those features. The flared blade on all four examples re
the lack of flares and socket features
such features, but the sole example with both flare and socket feature
implementation was possible, and may represent the
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.2 ‘Small’ socketed gouge with ‘V’ blade and flared blade and socket, BM_G_S_5
Hill, Dorset (British Museum)
Splayed and the small gouges occur very infrequently – there are 4 splayed and 7 small gouges in
Despite this, they are distinctive. They are consistent with the three blade forms, and
also in terms of the presence or lack of flares and socket features (Tables 6.3.3.1 and 6.3.3.2).
Blade Form Flare
U Blade & Socket
U Blade
Open (V) Blade & Socket
V Blade & Socket
Table 6.3.3.1 ‘Splayed Gouge’ Examples and morphological features
Blade Form Flare
SAL_G_S_2 (LONG) U None
V Blade & Socket
Open (U) None
Open (U) None
Open (V) None
V None
BM2_G_S_48(FRAG) U None
Table 6.3.3.2 ‘Small’ Gouge Examples and morphological features: SAL_G_S_2(LONG) is included by virtue of
having a blade size and a long neck of size consistent with the small gouge, despite
one of the gouges within the splayed sub-group has a socket feature
the presence of a collar does demonstrate that it was possible
features. The flared blade on all four examples reflects the splay.
the lack of flares and socket features might suggest that they were seen as too small to introduce
such features, but the sole example with both flare and socket feature does show
possible, and may represent the outcome of different production practice.
with ‘V’ blade and flared blade and socket, BM_G_S_5; single find from Hod
there are 4 splayed and 7 small gouges in
. They are consistent with the three blade forms, and
ket features (Tables 6.3.3.1 and 6.3.3.2).
Socket Feature
None
None
Collar
None
‘Splayed Gouge’ Examples and morphological features
Socket Feature
None
Ridged
None
None
None
None
None
: SAL_G_S_2(LONG) is included by virtue of
having a blade size and a long neck of size consistent with the small gouge, despite being of much greater length.
group has a socket feature –
possible for splayed gouges
the splay. For ‘small’ gouges,
that they were seen as too small to introduce
does show such
of different production practice.144
Flares and socket features do not appear directly related to function given the infrequency of their
occurrence across the sample, and in light of the weak results of the tests in Tables 6.3.2.1 –
6.3.2.3.
6.3.4 Socketed Gouge Morphology - Summary
The key aspect of gouge morphologies and function/functionality is the difference between blade
forms, the frequency with which they occurred, and the potential for each to represent gouges with
different functions. These are discussed in Section 7.2. Both socket form and flaring are
morphological features which were undoubtedly deliberate implementations; they may have
affected blade or socket functionality, but may also have had some ‘stylistic’ meaning. The
presence of a flare in some examples does increase the overall width of the blade or socket, and
this may have had an effect on use or hafting, but it is not implemented in a regular fashion and the
increase in width it provided is very small. Lacking direct evidence with which to compare flared
and non-flared gouges in use, experimental analysis may be the best future option to assess any
functional significance of flaring.
6.4 Socketed Gouges: Metric Data
Examining the metric data for gouges facilitates discussion of whether their structure manifested
difference derived from function and/or functionality, and whether relationships existed between
specific dimensions. Collated results for gouge metric data are shown in Table 6.4.1.
Table 6.4.1 Socketed Gouge Metric Data Ranges & Results
Feature Figure ID N Mean STDEV Range Examples Within STDEV Range
(Fig.5.3.2.2) High-Low %
Full Length (mm) FL 59 80.06 20.69 100.75 – 59.37 71.2
Full Width (mm) FW 59 16.89 3.19 20.08 - 13.70 77.6
Blade (mm)
Blade Length BL 56 56.33 18.55 74.88 - 37.78 62.5
Blade Width BW 65 14.69 4.88 19.57 – 9.81 80.0
Blade Depth BD 55 12.42 4.29 16.71 - 8.13 61.8
Socket (mm)
Socket Width S1 52 14.75 2.61 17.36 - 12.14 73.1
Socket Height S2 50 18.25 3.02 21.27 - 15.23 82.0The notable consistency of morphological form in gouges is
dimensions were maintained within consistent margins. Certainly
in the sample falling within the standard deviation range
some consistency across the examples, and, as such, the results they
the structure of socketed gouges correlate strongly to one another,
specific dimensions may have
below.
The range of socketed gouge
70mm represent the ‘small’ gouge
morphologies, the distribution is illustrative of
It is also, however, illustrative of the rel
of examples (30, or 50.8
single outlying result represents SAL_G_S_2
gouge.
The histogram for full width of the gouge
the examples fell within a range of 12mm to 20mm. Those beyond this range include the splayed
sub-group, but width is not otherwise
function. It may, however, represent difference in functionality, especially given the difference
between 12mm and 20mm is considerable when dealing with tools of relatively
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consistency of morphological form in gouges is also suggestive that certain
dimensions were maintained within consistent margins. Certainly, the high proportion of examples
falling within the standard deviation ranges of data, such as blade width
across the examples, and, as such, the results they c
the structure of socketed gouges correlate strongly to one another, then
may have had a mutual relationship. Histograms for the metric data are shown
Figure 6.4.1 Histogram: Socketed Gouge Length
The range of socketed gouge lengths is quite dispersed. Those examples betw
70mm represent the ‘small’ gouges referred to earlier, so, taken with knowledge of the
distribution is illustrative of the sample comprising distinct
It is also, however, illustrative of the relative consistency of the ‘common’
, or 50.8%) falling between 70mm and 90mm, with a median of 79.54mm.
single outlying result represents SAL_G_S_2(LONG) – a singular example of a ‘long
ll width of the gouge – measured at the blade mouth
the examples fell within a range of 12mm to 20mm. Those beyond this range include the splayed
width is not otherwise particularly informative in terms of revealing variations in
function. It may, however, represent difference in functionality, especially given the difference
between 12mm and 20mm is considerable when dealing with tools of relatively
1
(1.7%)
2
(3.4%)
7
(11.9%)
5
(8.8%)
15
(25.4%)
15
(25.4%)
7
(11.9%)
4
(6.8%)
(1.7%)
Socketed Gouge Full Length (mm) (Intervals start at .001)
suggestive that certain
the high proportion of examples
such as blade width, suggests
could produce. If aspects of
gouge morphology and
had a mutual relationship. Histograms for the metric data are shown
lengths is quite dispersed. Those examples between 30mm and
so, taken with knowledge of the
distinct morphological groups.
‘common’ gouge form, the majority
falling between 70mm and 90mm, with a median of 79.54mm. The
a singular example of a ‘long-necked’
measured at the blade mouth – shows the majority of
the examples fell within a range of 12mm to 20mm. Those beyond this range include the splayed
in terms of revealing variations in
function. It may, however, represent difference in functionality, especially given the difference
between 12mm and 20mm is considerable when dealing with tools of relatively small size.
1
(1.7%)
1
(1.7%)
1
(1.7%)
Socketed Gouge Full Length (mm) (Intervals start at .001)Figure 6.4.2 Histogram:
Figure 6.4.3 Histogram
The distribution of blade length is irregular
the morphology. Those gouges with blade lengths between 20mm
as well as a few of the ‘common’ gouges towards the lower end of the range. There is a
considerable spread of results between 40mm and 90mm, far more dispersed than the results for
blade width. The wide dispersal of results for blade length somew
suggests that increases in one were related to the other, whilst blade width was
related to length. A potential inference from this is that blade width
function, since the width of the cut is consistent across many examples
manifests tool functionality and possibly var
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Histogram: Socketed Gouge Full Width
Histogram: Socketed Gouge Blade Length
The distribution of blade length is irregular. There are, however, aspects of this which complement
hose gouges with blade lengths between 20mm-40mm represent ‘smal
gouges towards the lower end of the range. There is a
considerable spread of results between 40mm and 90mm, far more dispersed than the results for
blade width. The wide dispersal of results for blade length somewhat mirrors that for full length, and
that increases in one were related to the other, whilst blade width was not necessarily
. A potential inference from this is that blade width is fundamentally related to
consistent across many examples. In contrast, blade length
and possibly variation in production practices (see Section 7.2)
21
(35.6%)
28
(47.5%)
5
(8.5%)
2
(3.4%) 1
(1.7%)
12-16 16-20 20-24 24-28 28+
Socketed Gouge Full Width (mm) (intervals start at .001)
(10.7%)
11
(19.6%) 10
(17.9%)
10
(17.9%)
7
(12.5%)
7
(12.5%)
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Socketed Gouge Blade Length (mm) (intervals start at .001)
which complement
40mm represent ‘small’ gouges
gouges towards the lower end of the range. There is a
considerable spread of results between 40mm and 90mm, far more dispersed than the results for
hat mirrors that for full length, and
not necessarily
is fundamentally related to
blade length
Section 7.2).Blade width distribution
The range of results is broader, but
results between 4mm-12mm represent gouges of the
widths of the ‘common’
may be reasonable to infer that this represented a common approach to blade width.
difference between a width of 12mm and 20mm
considerable and the question will be asked in Chapter 7 as to how
affected functionality. Those blade widths beyond 20mm represent the four examples of splayed
gouges in the sample.
Although the use-technique of a gouge can
blade depth does represent the incline from the mouth to the end of the blade, and can represent
the depth of a groove or the shape of a hole cut with the gouge. Figure 6.4.5
blade depth.
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Figure 6.4.4 Histogram: Socketed Gouge Blade Width
Blade width distribution suggests that the blade width was more consisten
The range of results is broader, but reflects the presence of varying morphological forms. Those
12mm represent gouges of the ‘small’ sub-group and the smallest blade
form. The majority of examples fall within the range 12mm
reasonable to infer that this represented a common approach to blade width.
difference between a width of 12mm and 20mm - the range into which 49 of the examples fall
and the question will be asked in Chapter 7 as to how size
affected functionality. Those blade widths beyond 20mm represent the four examples of splayed
technique of a gouge can, to an extent, dictate the depth to which it cuts, the
blade depth does represent the incline from the mouth to the end of the blade, and can represent
the depth of a groove or the shape of a hole cut with the gouge. Figure 6.4.5
7
(10.8%) 5
(7.7%)
35
(53.9%)
14
(21.5%)
1
(1.5%)
2
(3.1%)
4-8 8-12 12-16 16-20 20-24 24-28
Socketed Gouge Blade Width (mm) (intervals start at .001)
: Socketed Gouge Blade Width
consistent than full gouge width.
the presence of varying morphological forms. Those
group and the smallest blade
form. The majority of examples fall within the range 12mm-16mm, and it
reasonable to infer that this represented a common approach to blade width. The
the range into which 49 of the examples fall - is
variability might have
affected functionality. Those blade widths beyond 20mm represent the four examples of splayed
dictate the depth to which it cuts, the
blade depth does represent the incline from the mouth to the end of the blade, and can represent
the depth of a groove or the shape of a hole cut with the gouge. Figure 6.4.5 shows results for
1
(1.5%)
28-32 32+
Socketed Gouge Blade Width (mm) (intervals start at .001)Figure 6.4.5 Histogram
This distribution appears to show two distinct groups
the end of the blade was between 3mm
Both of these groups have a range of 6mm, although that may be
important aspect seems to be the apparent presence of two groups, and the correlation tests in
Section 6.4.1 examine whether there is any relationship between depth and other blade
dimensions.
Figures 6.4.6 and 6.4.7 focus on socket width and socket height. G
variability than axe sockets, so a single measurement of full width and full height was enough to
show distribution and to test correlations (Section 6
degree of variability in the size of each axis, but also that the majority of examples within the
sample fell within one specific interval –
which are smaller represent the small gouge group and those larger results gouges of large size,
including splayed forms and those which featured socket collars. Again, the metric distributions
reflect morphological variations.
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Histogram: Socketed Gouge Blade Depth
This distribution appears to show two distinct groups – those in which the range from the mouth to
f the blade was between 3mm-9mm, and those in which it was between 12mm
a range of 6mm, although that may be an artificial imposition. T
important aspect seems to be the apparent presence of two groups, and the correlation tests in
ection 6.4.1 examine whether there is any relationship between depth and other blade
socket width and socket height. Gouge sockets displayed far less
variability than axe sockets, so a single measurement of full width and full height was enough to
show distribution and to test correlations (Section 6.4.2). Apparent from these two figures is both a
degree of variability in the size of each axis, but also that the majority of examples within the
– for width 12mm-15mm, and for height 18mm-21mm
ller represent the small gouge group and those larger results gouges of large size,
including splayed forms and those which featured socket collars. Again, the metric distributions
3
(5.5%)
15
(27.3%)
17
(30.9%)
2
(3.6%)
9-12 12-15 15-18 18-21 21+
Socketed Gouge Blade Depth (High-Low Ratio) (mm) (intervals start at .001)
those in which the range from the mouth to
ich it was between 12mm-18mm.
an artificial imposition. The
important aspect seems to be the apparent presence of two groups, and the correlation tests in
ection 6.4.1 examine whether there is any relationship between depth and other blade
ouge sockets displayed far less
variability than axe sockets, so a single measurement of full width and full height was enough to
.4.2). Apparent from these two figures is both a
degree of variability in the size of each axis, but also that the majority of examples within the
21mm. Those
ller represent the small gouge group and those larger results gouges of large size,
including splayed forms and those which featured socket collars. Again, the metric distributionsFigure 6.4.6
Figure 6.4.7
With the exception of blade length and blade depth, all the distributions of metric data are
suggestive of socketed gouges having been
dimensions, and outlying examples for the most part repre
6.4.1 Socketed Gouges
The first set of data examines the blade length relative to other dimensions
blade width, based on the whole sample of socketed gouges.
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Figure 6.4.6 Histogram: Socketed Gouge Socket Width (Horizontal Dimension)
Figure 6.4.7 Histogram: Socketed Gouge Socket Height (Vertical Dimension)
With the exception of blade length and blade depth, all the distributions of metric data are
suggestive of socketed gouges having been produced according to generally consistent
dimensions, and outlying examples for the most part represent gouges from the sub
s Metric Data - Blades
The first set of data examines the blade length relative to other dimensions
blade width, based on the whole sample of socketed gouges.
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: Socketed Gouge Socket Height (Vertical Dimension)
With the exception of blade length and blade depth, all the distributions of metric data are
produced according to generally consistent
sent gouges from the sub-groups.
The first set of data examines the blade length relative to other dimensions such as full length and
(11.5%)
1
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21-24 24+
Socketed Gouge Socket Width (mm) (intervals start at .001)
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24-27 27+
Socketed Gouge Socket Height (mm) (intervals start at .001)150
Figure 6.4.1.1 Socketed Gouge Blade Length plotted against Full Length (excepting SAL_G_S_2 Long Necked
Gouge due to its morphological singularity)
There is a strong correlation between full length and blade length (R=0.812) – the longer the full
length, the longer the blade. This correlation governs 65.9% of examples, which, although less than
might be expected given such a seemingly straightforward relationship, is still a considerable
proportion.
There is a potential nuance between features and dimensions and the function-functionality
dynamic; Blade length does not appear to be integral to function in the same way that blade width
does – that is, to cut a groove or hole of specific width. However, in terms of functionality – how the
gouge does this – the blade length does provide a space for carving which increases with longer
blades, and affects the angle at which the tool can be placed effectively. The broad correlation
might be seen as a result of this relationship, and equally as part of tool-making processes which
were not necessarily fundamental to the function of the tool but engendered the means by which
that function could be carried out. This relation of length to functionality appears to be supported by
the data when blade length is rendered into a percentage proportion of the tool length (Figure
6.4.1.2). The lack of strong correlation (R=0.345) between blade length as percentage of full length
and full length itself suggests it was not necessary to maintain a mathematical balance between the
two aspects of the tool, because length associates to the way it was used, not to what the tool was
for. The way the tool was used relates to functionality, and whilst morphology can show function it
does not necessarily follow that functionality also has to be physically visible.
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Figure 6.4.1.2 Socketed Gouge Blade Length as a proportion of the Full Length
Figure 6.4.1.3 Socketed Gouge Blade Width plotted against Blade Length (highlighted results represent gouges of
morphological sub-groups)
Examining the relationship between blade length and width, the correlation result of R=0.419 is
suggestive of some relationship, but it is telling that very few examples within the sample are
determined by it – only 17.6% (R²=0.176). It does not appear that there is any real relationship.
However, the group of seven highlighted results in the bottom left of the graph below the correlation
line represents gouges within the ‘small’ sub-group – those gouges being both shorter in blade
length and narrower in blade width than the ‘common’ and ‘splayed’ forms. As such, given that the
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plot shows examples from all three morphological groups, it does reflect the presence of that sub-
group. Likewise the far outliers for blade width represent three gouges from the ‘splayed’ sub-
group. It might be expected that a greater correlation would occur were these to be removed from
the sample; this, however, is not the case.
Figure 6.4.1.4 Socketed Gouge Blade Width plotted against Blade Length, excluding examples from small and
splayed morphological sub groups
Having removed the gouges of the sub-groups the correlation is actually less (R=0.122). This
would appear to confirm the lack of relationship between blade length and blade width in ‘common’
socketed gouges. It is interesting to note that the presence of the morphological sub-groups
actually causes an increase in correlation, suggesting that they had a more regulated blade length-
to-width structure than ‘common’ gouge forms.
Figure 6.4.1.5 shows the blade width as a proportion relative to blade length. Although not a strong
correlation (R=-0.362) and governing only a few results (R²=0.131), it does appear to suggest that,
beyond a point at around a blade length of 50mm, the majority of blade widths represent between
20% and 30% of blade length, and that this proportion decreases as blade length increases. Once
again the outlying results correspond to the morphological sub-groups.
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Socketed Gouge Blade Length (mm)Figure 6.4.1.5 Socketed Gouge Blade Width as Proportion of Blade Length
Figure 6.4.1.5 is suggestive of a decrease in blade width as blade length increased, and
conversely, that blade width was greater in shorter gouges, but the correlation results show that
there is no relationship. There certainly are examples of
shorter and wider than usual, for
have dictated the size of the cut made by a gouge, and the blade morphology probably determined
which form of gouge was meant for parti
Figure 6.4.1.6 BM2_G_S_7 Socketed Gouge Open (V) Blade Form, from Grays Thurrock, Essex
Blade depth may have been important to both function and functionality,
depths of cut made. The distribution histogram (Figure 6.4
groups within the sample, those with a depth range of 3mm
18mm.
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Figure 6.4.1.5 Socketed Gouge Blade Width as Proportion of Blade Length
is suggestive of a decrease in blade width as blade length increased, and
that blade width was greater in shorter gouges, but the correlation results show that
there is no relationship. There certainly are examples of ‘common’ socketed gouges which are
shorter and wider than usual, for instance BM2_G_S_7, shown below. Blade width can be seen to
have dictated the size of the cut made by a gouge, and the blade morphology probably determined
e was meant for particular tasks.
Figure 6.4.1.6 BM2_G_S_7 Socketed Gouge Open (V) Blade Form, from Grays Thurrock, Essex
Blade depth may have been important to both function and functionality,
The distribution histogram (Figure 6.4.5) did appear to show two distinct
groups within the sample, those with a depth range of 3mm-9mm and those with a range of 12mm
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Socketed Gouge Blade Length (mm)
Figure 6.4.1.5 Socketed Gouge Blade Width as Proportion of Blade Length
is suggestive of a decrease in blade width as blade length increased, and,
that blade width was greater in shorter gouges, but the correlation results show that
socketed gouges which are
. Blade width can be seen to
have dictated the size of the cut made by a gouge, and the blade morphology probably determined
Figure 6.4.1.6 BM2_G_S_7 Socketed Gouge Open (V) Blade Form, from Grays Thurrock, Essex
Blade depth may have been important to both function and functionality, affecting angles and
.5) did appear to show two distinct
9mm and those with a range of 12mm-
Correlation
y = -0.222x + 41.13
R=-0.362
R² = 0.131
80.00 100.00154
Figure 6.4.1.7 Socketed Gouge Depth Range plotted against Blade Length
Figure 6.4.1.7 shows a lack of correlation (R=0.212) between blade depth and blade length. Those
gouges with long blades can still have shallow depth, so evidently length did not dictate the depth
range of the blade. The same can be said for blade width, although the results cluster more closely
there is still a lack of particularly strong correlation (R=0.474, Figure 6.4.1.8). The only point which
might be raised is that the plot is suggestive of an increase in depth as blade width increases, but
the correlation result is by no means strong enough to support this. There are also a number of
outliers – some are accounted for by the two morphological sub-groups, but, in the case of those
with lower depth ranges, the blade widths are consistent with those of the main group of gouges.
As such, neither width nor length appears to dictate blade depth, or vice versa.
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Socketed Gouge Blade Length (mm)Figure 6.4.1.8 Socketed Gouge Blade Depth plotted against Blade Width
Blade depth can be examined through the frequency of results for each blade form, but it still
illustrates the lack of consistency and that depth ranges are not specific to blade forms.
Figure 6.4.1.9 Frequency of each blade fo
The lack of distinctive blade
prime distinguisher of difference between gouge examples. The problem does lie in the weak
correlations; both the histogram (Figure 6.4.5) and the frequency across blade forms (Figure
6.4.1.9) give the indication
which reflects morphological divisions. If indeed there was a distinct split it seems most likely to
derive from functionality and a requirement for shallow
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Figure 6.4.1.8 Socketed Gouge Blade Depth plotted against Blade Width
Blade depth can be examined through the frequency of results for each blade form, but it still
of consistency and that depth ranges are not specific to blade forms.
Figure 6.4.1.9 Frequency of each blade form within range of blade depths
The lack of distinctive blade-depth groups emphasises the importance of blade morphology as
distinguisher of difference between gouge examples. The problem does lie in the weak
correlations; both the histogram (Figure 6.4.5) and the frequency across blade forms (Figure
indication that gouges could be divided by blade depth, but
which reflects morphological divisions. If indeed there was a distinct split it seems most likely to
derive from functionality and a requirement for shallow-bladed and deeper
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Figure 6.4.1.8 Socketed Gouge Blade Depth plotted against Blade Width
Blade depth can be examined through the frequency of results for each blade form, but it still
of consistency and that depth ranges are not specific to blade forms.
rm within range of blade depths
emphasises the importance of blade morphology as the
distinguisher of difference between gouge examples. The problem does lie in the weak
correlations; both the histogram (Figure 6.4.5) and the frequency across blade forms (Figure
that gouges could be divided by blade depth, but this is not something
which reflects morphological divisions. If indeed there was a distinct split it seems most likely to
bladed and deeper-bladed gouges
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different depths and profiles of cut.
Other comparisons of the three blade forms can be made
the blade lengths of each blade form.
Figure 6.4.1.10 Frequency of
The frequency of blade lengths shows no clear difference between blade forms; the majority (45
examples) reflect the overall distribution, lying above 40mm and below 90mm. There is no
indication that any one blade form had consistently greater
6.4.1.11 compares the frequency of results for blade width across the blade forms. This reflects the
overall distribution inasmuch as the majority
12mm-18mm. However, most striking is the fact that 13 of the ‘V’ gouges, out of 20 viable
examples, fell within the 12mm-15mm range. This is over twice the number of the two other blade
forms in that interval, and represents over half of
possible specific function of the ‘V’ gouge
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morphology, which may have provided further technological variety by facilitating
Other comparisons of the three blade forms can be made. Figure 6.4.1.10 shows distribution for
Frequency of Socketed Gouge Blade Lengths of each blade form
The frequency of blade lengths shows no clear difference between blade forms; the majority (45
) reflect the overall distribution, lying above 40mm and below 90mm. There is no
e blade form had consistently greater length than that of the others
6.4.1.11 compares the frequency of results for blade width across the blade forms. This reflects the
much as the majority of the examples (38) fell within the range between
18mm. However, most striking is the fact that 13 of the ‘V’ gouges, out of 20 viable
15mm range. This is over twice the number of the two other blade
forms in that interval, and represents over half of ‘V’ form examples. This may be linked to a
function of the ‘V’ gouge, considered in Section 7.2.
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. Figure 6.4.1.10 shows distribution for
The frequency of blade lengths shows no clear difference between blade forms; the majority (45
) reflect the overall distribution, lying above 40mm and below 90mm. There is no
length than that of the others. Figure
6.4.1.11 compares the frequency of results for blade width across the blade forms. This reflects the
the range between
18mm. However, most striking is the fact that 13 of the ‘V’ gouges, out of 20 viable
15mm range. This is over twice the number of the two other blade
‘V’ form examples. This may be linked to a
Form Gouge
Blade Length
Form Gouge
Blade Length
Form Gouge
Blade LengthFigure 6.4.1.
Whilst blade length itself
correlation between full length and blade length. Those trends
relationships in terms of functionality. Blade width is the most consistent of the blade dimensions;
the morphology of the tool means
not vary in the same manner as the width of axe cuts could vary. The consistency in that data
establish a degree of familiarity
processes, tool functionality and the typ
interrogated in terms of an influence on tool form, and a resulting
gouge which maintained regularity
6.4.2 Socketed Gouges
The metric data pertaining to sockets does not necessarily reveal anything about technical function
because it reflects hafting
radial socket data to the key blade axis
illustrates gouge blade width and socket width plotted against one another.
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Figure 6.4.1.11 Frequency of Socketed Gouge Blade Widths for each blade form
itself was not highly consistent, there are clear trends in the data, such as the
en full length and blade length. Those trends are suggestive of
in terms of functionality. Blade width is the most consistent of the blade dimensions;
the tool means that the blade width also manifests the width of the cut
not vary in the same manner as the width of axe cuts could vary. The consistency in that data
establish a degree of familiarity between gouge users across a wide area
processes, tool functionality and the types of craft activity undertaken. This can also be
nterrogated in terms of an influence on tool form, and a resulting approach to the production of the
gouge which maintained regularity in its structure (Sections 7.2 & 7.5).
6.4.2 Socketed Gouges Metric Data - Sockets
he metric data pertaining to sockets does not necessarily reveal anything about technical function
because it reflects hafting rather than the point of contact with material. However,
radial socket data to the key blade axis – width – there are interesting results. Figure 6.4.2.1
illustrates gouge blade width and socket width plotted against one another.
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not vary in the same manner as the width of axe cuts could vary. The consistency in that data may
between gouge users across a wide area in terms of craft
This can also be
approach to the production of the
he metric data pertaining to sockets does not necessarily reveal anything about technical function
However, in comparing the
there are interesting results. Figure 6.4.2.1
illustrates gouge blade width and socket width plotted against one another.
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Figure 6.4.2.1 Socketed Gouge Socket Width plotted against Gouge Blade Width
The correlation in Figure 6.4.2.1 (R=0.629) shows a relationship, although one which governs only
39.6% of the examples. A central cluster exists between 10mm-20mm gouge width and 10mm-
15mm socket width, suggesting regularity between blade width and socket width. The outlying
results correspond to the two morphological sub-groups. The close mirroring of blade and socket
width intimates the socketed gouge had consistent linear structure – having no major deviations
from the socket to blade end. Into this, morphological variations could be implemented. Socket
width as a proportion relative to blade width also shows a central cluster of examples broadly
consistent with one another (Figure 6.4.2.2).
Figure 6.4.2.2 Socketed Gouge Socket Width as percentage relative to Blade Width
The correlation of socket width to blade width in proportional terms is a very strong negative one
(R=-0.843), governing 71% of the examples. The negative correlation suggests that the socket
width as a proportion relative to blade width decreases as blade width increases. In effect, socket
width maintains consistent size even whilst other dimensions increase, for instance blade width
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increased by a flare does not dictate a similar increase in socket width. The overall structure,
therefore, can be seen to reflect a commonality of approach to overall tool size, and attempts to
maintain consistency in features even if others were altered from the ‘norm’.
A further indication of the emphasis on consistency in the horizontal dimensions of the socket
derives from comparison of socket width to blade length (Figure 6.4.2.3).
Figure 6.4.2.3 Socketed Gouge Socket Width as percentage of Full Length
The result is a negative correlation (R=-0.715), although governing only half of the results
(R²=0.512) and apparently not differentiating between morphological groups. The figure shows the
results to be less clustered than those comparing blade width and socket width. This reflects the
range in the length of socketed gouges, and, overall, it does appear that it was indeed width which
was a determinant factor in both the blade and socket dimensions.
Comparing socket width across the three blade forms, Figure 6.4.2.4 displays the frequency of
each gouge form based on socket width.
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This distribution mirrors the character of that for blade widths (Figure 6.4.1.11). Of most interest is
the similarity of the distribution of ‘V’ gouge socket
dimensions. The relative consistency of socket width across all the examples, being for the most
part within a small range of one another, is suggestive of a consistent ap
might also have entailed regularity in the size of the haft. The data for sockets is consistent in
character with that from blade widths, and can be considered in relation to emphasis on a
horizontal use-axis. Functionality is not reflected by socket data becaus
to the point of contact with worked material, but the data does suggest consistency in hafting,
which was itself important in the use of the tool.
6.4.3. Socketed Gouges Data - Summary
The consistency of blade width and of ov
production of gouges but equally likely to derive
also means that a consistent structure existed into which morphological variants could be
introduced. Three blade morphologies c
represented within all three structural groups
the ‘small’ and ‘splayed’ gouges are infrequent
different in their morphology and representative of functional variation. The socketed gouge is a
tool in which functional differences can be seen to be manifested in morphology, whilst functionality
derived from the dimensions of specific features. As such, both morphological and metric data
combine to provide indications of structural
in function. The relationships of those aspects to specific examples of wood
ideas of tool development are considered in the next chapter of this thesis.
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Figure 6.4.2.4 Socketed Gouges – Frequency of Socket Widths relative to blade form
This distribution mirrors the character of that for blade widths (Figure 6.4.1.11). Of most interest is
‘V’ gouge socket width to blade width, indicative of consistency in
. The relative consistency of socket width across all the examples, being for the most
part within a small range of one another, is suggestive of a consistent approach in production which
entailed regularity in the size of the haft. The data for sockets is consistent in
character with that from blade widths, and can be considered in relation to emphasis on a
axis. Functionality is not reflected by socket data because that data does not
the point of contact with worked material, but the data does suggest consistency in hafting,
itself important in the use of the tool.
Summary
The consistency of blade width and of overall form suggests shared ideas, potentially for
to derive from shared processes in the use of gouges
also means that a consistent structure existed into which morphological variants could be
lade morphologies certainly existed – ‘U’, ‘V’ and ‘Open’ form, and these are
represented within all three structural groups – the ‘small’, ‘splayed’ and ‘common’ forms. Whilst
infrequent, they are nonetheless important, being explicitl
and representative of functional variation. The socketed gouge is a
can be seen to be manifested in morphology, whilst functionality
fic features. As such, both morphological and metric data
structural trends in gouges as well as the potential for variations
in function. The relationships of those aspects to specific examples of wood-crafting and wider
ideas of tool development are considered in the next chapter of this thesis.
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6.5 Chisels: Morphology
Although the other tools examined in this thesis are considered by type and form, chisels are a little
more complex. The chisel is a general tool type, but it occurs in a considerable number of forms
which themselves can be further divided due to each form exhibiting a wide range of specific
structures. Therefore, chisels are considered firstly as a tool ‘type’ to distinguish from other tools,
but are then referred to in terms of categories – flat, flanged, tanged and socketed. Whilst flat and
flanged chisels are nominally Early and Middle Bronze Age some examples occur alongside Middle
and Late Bronze Age tanged and socketed chisels, and thus require inclusion in analyses.
The total number of chisel examples in the sample is small, comprising only 53 across the four
categories. Nevertheless, their morphological variety is extensive. That variation means the data
for chisels is presented in a slightly different manner to that for axes and gouges. Each category is
examined separately, in light of the possibility that the sample actually contains tools with a range
of functions for working different materials and which may not necessarily have been involved in
wood-crafting.
6.5.1 Flat Chisel Morphology
Although infrequent, flat chisels display a range of forms. The structure of the examples is such
that they are flat-bodied and have very few features other than the blade itself. Table 6.5.1.1 shows
curved blades to be the predominant form of blade, with a range of corner forms.
Sample ID Blade Form Blade Feature Morphological Features
SAL_CH_F_1 Curved Large plane-like blade Raised edges at base
SAL_CH_F_2 Squared/curved Flat Cornered Squared blade may be result of wear
CH_CH_F_1 Curved Pointed Outsweep
WH_CH_F_1 Curved Pointed Outsweep
WH_CH_F_2(FRAG) Curved Flat Cornered
WH_CH_F_3 Squared/curved Demarcated from body Possible second blade at other end
NCS_CH_F_1 Curved Flat Cornered Tapered end
BM2_CH_F_1 Curved Flat Cornered Tapered end
BM2_CH_F_2 Curved Pointed Outsweep Tapered end
BM2_CH_F_3_GVE Curved Flat Cornered U-form groove/gouge at opposite end
BRS_CH_1_GRAVER Tapered Pointed blade
Table 6.5.1.1 Flat Chisel Blades and Morphological Features
Several examples, such as that in Figure 6.5.1.1, have a distinctive curved blade with pointed
outsweeps reminiscent of curved-outswept socketed axes.Figure 6.5.1.1 CH_CH_F_1: Flat Chisel with curved blade and pointe
Sussex (Collections of The Novium: Chichester & District Museum)
Flat chisel blades also occur in forms with rounded or flattened corners,
There is considerable variety in size and shape,
further highlights this variability.
Several of the examples of flat chisels in this study
include a squared chisel which has markings at the other end that suggest it
dual-ended tool, and a curve-bladed chisel with a U
Figure 6.5.1.2.
Figure 6.5.1.2 WH_CH_F_3 Squared Chisel (Wiltshire Heritage Museum)
with curved blade and U-Form groove
Both of the above examples, even if isolated cases, are representative of the
range of forms. It is likely that these examples had more specific
to the imposition of unique morphology. Even if they represent experiment they are still important in
terms of characterising morphological and functional variety. BM2_C
whilst the blade itself is not overtly different to ot
opposite end sets this object apart. The similarity of the groove to
warrant comparison; it is possible that this groove was associated with attachment of a haft or
handle, but it might be inferred to be an experimental form with chisel
in a dual-function tool.
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Figure 6.5.1.1 CH_CH_F_1: Flat Chisel with curved blade and pointed outsweeps, West Ashling Hoard, West
Sussex (Collections of The Novium: Chichester & District Museum)
blades also occur in forms with rounded or flattened corners, and some are squa
e variety in size and shape, however, and the metric data in section 6.6.1
Several of the examples of flat chisels in this study have singular morphology. These examples
include a squared chisel which has markings at the other end that suggest it may have been a
bladed chisel with a U-form groove at the other end, both shown in
(Wiltshire Heritage Museum) and BM2_CH_F_3_GROOVE Flat Chisel
Form groove at the opposite end (British Museum)
if isolated cases, are representative of the potential to produce a
range of forms. It is likely that these examples had more specific function than ‘general’ forms, du
morphology. Even if they represent experiment they are still important in
terms of characterising morphological and functional variety. BM2_CH_F_3 is of particular interest;
ifferent to other curved blades the presence of a groove
apart. The similarity of the groove to ‘U’ gouges is striking enough to
warrant comparison; it is possible that this groove was associated with attachment of a haft or
but it might be inferred to be an experimental form with chisel and gouge blades
d outsweeps, West Ashling Hoard, West
and some are squared.
however, and the metric data in section 6.6.1
singular morphology. These examples
may have been a
form groove at the other end, both shown in
and BM2_CH_F_3_GROOVE Flat Chisel
to produce a
than ‘general’ forms, due
morphology. Even if they represent experiment they are still important in
H_F_3 is of particular interest;
of a groove at the
gouges is striking enough to
warrant comparison; it is possible that this groove was associated with attachment of a haft or
s combinedThere are other examples of apparently dual
(Section 6.5.3). The squared blades of WH_C
may have been of curved form originally. WH_CH_F_3 certainly shows signs of this, although its
rectangular body does set it apart from other examples.
The limited number of flat chisels means those mentioned c
flat chisels, but the morphological variety within
the curved blade establishes a degree of functional continuity amongst the examples. It may be
that the variance in blade form manifests both function and functionality and that the flat chisel
should be considered in a manner similar to that suggested for axes, whereby the blade was the
predominating feature and o
size. This interpretation would necessarily have an effect on how chisel development is
characterised – in terms of arguing for a technical focus on particular part
also reflect a wider practice in tool
6.5.2 Flanged Chisel Morphology
Flanged chisels were extremely scarce.
this study. However, the fact that examples d
flanged chisels was realised, even if just in a few
closely the morphological difference between flat and flanged axe
important in a broader view of possible developmental relationships between
Flanged chisel morphology is distinct from that of flat chisels by
raised edges which were of utility in the attachment of the h
feature either pointed outsweeps or corners in varying flattened form
Figure 6.5.2.1 WH_CH_FL_1 Flanged Chisel with curved blade and rounded corners
Some examples feature
reflects the morphology of the flanged axe, to the extent that it is likely some form of developmental
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There are other examples of apparently dual-ended chisels, but those are tanged rather than flat
(Section 6.5.3). The squared blades of WH_CH_F_3 and SAL_CH_F_2 are both quite worn, and
may have been of curved form originally. WH_CH_F_3 certainly shows signs of this, although its
rectangular body does set it apart from other examples.
The limited number of flat chisels means those mentioned cannot be said to be representative of all
he morphological variety within even the small sample is
the curved blade establishes a degree of functional continuity amongst the examples. It may be
in blade form manifests both function and functionality and that the flat chisel
in a manner similar to that suggested for axes, whereby the blade was the
predominating feature and other sections of the tool were constructed around the
This interpretation would necessarily have an effect on how chisel development is
in terms of arguing for a technical focus on particular part
also reflect a wider practice in tool-making in general.
6.5.2 Flanged Chisel Morphology
chisels were extremely scarce. As such, they do not occupy a great deal of space within
this study. However, the fact that examples do exist shows the technological potential to produce
flanged chisels was realised, even if just in a few cases. In addition, flat and flanged chisel
closely the morphological difference between flat and flanged axes, and the flanged chisel is
ant in a broader view of possible developmental relationships between
Flanged chisel morphology is distinct from that of flat chisels by virtue of
raised edges which were of utility in the attachment of the haft. Blades were curved, but could
feature either pointed outsweeps or corners in varying flattened forms.
Figure 6.5.2.1 WH_CH_FL_1 Flanged Chisel with curved blade and rounded corners
feature mid-ridges which represent the point up to which the haft would fit
reflects the morphology of the flanged axe, to the extent that it is likely some form of developmental
ended chisels, but those are tanged rather than flat
H_F_3 and SAL_CH_F_2 are both quite worn, and
may have been of curved form originally. WH_CH_F_3 certainly shows signs of this, although its
annot be said to be representative of all
is notable. The emphasis on
the curved blade establishes a degree of functional continuity amongst the examples. It may be
in blade form manifests both function and functionality and that the flat chisel
in a manner similar to that suggested for axes, whereby the blade was the
ther sections of the tool were constructed around the blade form and
This interpretation would necessarily have an effect on how chisel development is
in terms of arguing for a technical focus on particular parts of the tool – and it may
As such, they do not occupy a great deal of space within
exist shows the technological potential to produce
. In addition, flat and flanged chisels mirror
, and the flanged chisel is
ant in a broader view of possible developmental relationships between differing tool types.
virtue of the presence of flanges –
aft. Blades were curved, but could
Figure 6.5.2.1 WH_CH_FL_1 Flanged Chisel with curved blade and rounded corners (Wiltshire Heritage Museum)
h represent the point up to which the haft would fit - this
reflects the morphology of the flanged axe, to the extent that it is likely some form of developmentalrelationship existed between them. However, further analysis of such a relationship would req
more in-depth study of tools from earlier stages of the
Sample ID Blade Form Blade Feature
BM2_CH_FL_1 Curved Pointed Outsweeps
WH_CH_FL_1 Curved
WH_CH_FL_2 Curved
NCS_CH_?_1 Curved Pointed Outsw
NCS_CH_FL_1 Curved
Table 6.5.2.1 Flanged Chisel Blades and
The metric data for flanged chisels (Section 6.6.2)
examples. The overall morphological structure of the flat and flanged chisel is similar, albeit with
the introduction of flanges and sometimes the mid
the curved blade occurred most frequently. T
Figure 6.5.2.2 Frequency of blade forms across flat and flanged chisels in the sample
The sample size is too small to be conclusively representative, but it
similarities and variations amongst flat and flanged chisels. The existence of a range of blade
forms, although limited, means an inference can be drawn that chisel forms represent a ran
functions and functionalities. This might suggest experimental production or examples which were
produced at-need for specific crafting activities
alongside tanged and socketed forms, discussed in S
of flat or flanged chisels still had use in the Later Middle and Late Bronze Age in Britain when the
tanged and socketed chisel appear to have
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relationship existed between them. However, further analysis of such a relationship would req
depth study of tools from earlier stages of the British Bronze Age.
Blade Feature Morphological Features
Pointed Outsweeps Rectangular body with short flanges
Flat Cornered None
Flat Cornered Low flanges and mid-ridge
Pointed Outsweeps Rectangular body with D-wing motif
Flat Cornered Long rectangular body with short flanges
Table 6.5.2.1 Flanged Chisel Blades and Morphological Features
The metric data for flanged chisels (Section 6.6.2) reflects the variation which existed between
examples. The overall morphological structure of the flat and flanged chisel is similar, albeit with
metimes the mid-ridge. In both flat and flanged chisel examples
blade occurred most frequently. This is shown in Figure 6.5.2.2.
Figure 6.5.2.2 Frequency of blade forms across flat and flanged chisels in the sample
all to be conclusively representative, but it does show morphological
similarities and variations amongst flat and flanged chisels. The existence of a range of blade
inference can be drawn that chisel forms represent a ran
functions and functionalities. This might suggest experimental production or examples which were
need for specific crafting activities. The occurrence of flat and flanged chisels
discussed in Section 7.3, also suggests that some examples
of flat or flanged chisels still had use in the Later Middle and Late Bronze Age in Britain when the
appear to have predominated.
3
4
1
2
3
Curved - Pointed
Outsweeps
Curved - Flat
Cornered
Curved - Other
Flat and Flanged Chisel Blade Form
Flanged Chisels
Flat Chisels
relationship existed between them. However, further analysis of such a relationship would require
Morphological Features
Rectangular body with short flanges
ridge
wing motif
Long rectangular body with short flanges
the variation which existed between
examples. The overall morphological structure of the flat and flanged chisel is similar, albeit with
both flat and flanged chisel examples
morphological
similarities and variations amongst flat and flanged chisels. The existence of a range of blade
inference can be drawn that chisel forms represent a range of
functions and functionalities. This might suggest experimental production or examples which were
. The occurrence of flat and flanged chisels
.3, also suggests that some examples
of flat or flanged chisels still had use in the Later Middle and Late Bronze Age in Britain when the
Other
Flanged Chisels
Flat Chisels6.5.3 Tanged Chisel Morphology
The tanged chisels in this st
comprising of three conne
examples follow a structural trend
within the structural trend
6.5.3.1 Tanged Chisel Morphology
The morphology of tanged chisel blades varies widely
form of the curve is itself subject to considerable variation, from shal
blades. A number of examples with square blades also exist. The morphology of blade corners is
also variable; the pointed outsweeps and flattened corners which are
chisels are also present on tanged chisels, but some examples have rounded corners, and some of
those with square blades have
examples from within the sample.
Figure 6.5.3.1.1 Tanged Chisels with variant blade forms: A: Rectangular/Squared blade with rounded corners. B:
Curved blade with flattened corners. C. Squared blade with triangular form and pointed corners. D. Fan blade with
rounded corners. E. Curved
The blades of tanged chisels also vary in their attachment to the
into it or having additional features
(Illustrations A & C in Figure 5.6.3.1.1), or a ‘collar’ at the base of the blade, for instance those in
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6.5.3 Tanged Chisel Morphology
in this study are distinctive by virtue of their unique morphological configuration,
comprising of three connected sections; the blade, cross-bar, and tang. To that extent,
follow a structural trend. However, variation is present across
within the structural trend some morphological variants, based on individual features,
Morphology - Blades
The morphology of tanged chisel blades varies widely. Although curved forms predominate
of the curve is itself subject to considerable variation, from shallow arches to fan
number of examples with square blades also exist. The morphology of blade corners is
also variable; the pointed outsweeps and flattened corners which are visible on flat and flanged
chisels are also present on tanged chisels, but some examples have rounded corners, and some of
those with square blades have pointed, rather than rounded, corners. Figure 6.5.3.1.1 illustrates
examples from within the sample.
Figure 6.5.3.1.1 Tanged Chisels with variant blade forms: A: Rectangular/Squared blade with rounded corners. B:
Curved blade with flattened corners. C. Squared blade with triangular form and pointed corners. D. Fan blade with
rounded corners. E. Curved blade with pointed outsweeping corners. F. Curved blade with pointed corners
The blades of tanged chisels also vary in their attachment to the cross-bar
into it or having additional features, such as a narrowed ‘neck’ prior to a w
C in Figure 5.6.3.1.1), or a ‘collar’ at the base of the blade, for instance those in
are distinctive by virtue of their unique morphological configuration,
bar, and tang. To that extent, all the
all three of the sections, so
, based on individual features, occurred.
curved forms predominate the
low arches to fan-shaped
number of examples with square blades also exist. The morphology of blade corners is
visible on flat and flanged
chisels are also present on tanged chisels, but some examples have rounded corners, and some of
Figure 6.5.3.1.1 illustrates
Figure 6.5.3.1.1 Tanged Chisels with variant blade forms: A: Rectangular/Squared blade with rounded corners. B:
Curved blade with flattened corners. C. Squared blade with triangular form and pointed corners. D. Fan blade with
blade with pointed outsweeping corners. F. Curved blade with pointed corners
bar, either flowing directly
such as a narrowed ‘neck’ prior to a widening cross-bar
C in Figure 5.6.3.1.1), or a ‘collar’ at the base of the blade, for instance those inFigure 6.5.3.1.2. However, features such as collars might better
features between blade and tang rather
Figure 6.5.3.1.2 Tanged Chisels with cylindrical collars at the base of the blade: Left: NCS_CH_T_1, Eaton Hoard,
Norwich, LBA (Norwich Castle Study Centre): Right: BM_CH_T_2, single find from the Thames, LBA (British
Table 6.5.3.1.1 provides details of the blades of the tanged chisels within the sample and additional
morphological features where they are present.
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Figure 6.5.3.1.2. However, features such as collars might better be thought of as connecting
rather than parts of the blade proper.
Figure 6.5.3.1.2 Tanged Chisels with cylindrical collars at the base of the blade: Left: NCS_CH_T_1, Eaton Hoard,
Norwich, LBA (Norwich Castle Study Centre): Right: BM_CH_T_2, single find from the Thames, LBA (British
Museum)
Table 6.5.3.1.1 provides details of the blades of the tanged chisels within the sample and additional
morphological features where they are present.
thought of as connecting
Figure 6.5.3.1.2 Tanged Chisels with cylindrical collars at the base of the blade: Left: NCS_CH_T_1, Eaton Hoard,
Norwich, LBA (Norwich Castle Study Centre): Right: BM_CH_T_2, single find from the Thames, LBA (British
Table 6.5.3.1.1 provides details of the blades of the tanged chisels within the sample and additionalExample Blade Form
SAL_CH_T_1
WH_CH_T_1
WH_CH_T_2
WH_CH_T_3
NCS_CH_T_1
NCS_CH_T_2
NCS_CH_T_3
BM_CH_T_1
BM_CH_T_2
BM_CH_T_3
BM2_CH_T_1
BM2_CH_T_2
BM2_CH_T_3
BM2_CH_T_4
BM2_CH_T_5
BM2_CH_T_6
BM2_CH_T_7
BM2_CH_T_8
BM2_CH_T_9
BM2_CH_T_10
BM2_CH_T_11 Curved
BM2_CH_T_12
BM2_CH_T_13
BM2_CH_T_14
Table 6.5.3.1.1 Tanged Chisel Blade Form & Morphological Features
Figure 6.5.3.1.3 Frequency of Tanged Chisel blade & corner forms within the sample
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Blade Form Blade Feature Morphological Feature?
Curved Pointed Outsweep
Curved Flat Cornered
Fan Blade Rounded Corners
Curved Pointed Outsweep
Fan Blade Pointed Outsweep Cylindrical 'collar' at base of blade
Curved Flat Cornered Apparent second blade at opposite end
Curved Flat Cornered
Curved Flat Cornered
Fan Blade Pointed Outsweep Cylindrical 'collar' at base of blade
Curved Flat Cornered
Fan Blade Rounded Corners
Curved Rounded Corners
Curved Pointed Outsweeps
Squared Rounded Corners Small cylindrical 'collar' at base of blade
Curved Flat Cornered
Squared Rounded Corners Slight curve at one side of blade edge
Curved Rounded Corners
Squared Pointed Outsweeps
Curved Rounded Corners
Curved Pointed Outsweeps
Curved - Angled Rounded Corners
Squared Pointed Corners
Squared Pointed Corners
Curved Rounded Corners
Table 6.5.3.1.1 Tanged Chisel Blade Form & Morphological Features
Figure 6.5.3.1.3 Frequency of Tanged Chisel blade & corner forms within the sample
6
(25.0%)
5
(20.8%)
2
(8.3%)
2
(8.3%)
2
(8.3%)
Curved -
Flat
Cornered
Curved -
Rounded
Corners
Fan Blade -
Pointed
Outsweep
Fan Blade -
Rounded
Corners
Squared -
Rounded
Corners
Tanged Chisel Blade Forms
Morphological Feature?
Cylindrical 'collar' at base of blade
second blade at opposite end
Cylindrical 'collar' at base of blade
Small cylindrical 'collar' at base of blade
Slight curve at one side of blade edge
Long blade
‘Triangular' blade
‘Triangular' blade
Table 6.5.3.1.1 Tanged Chisel Blade Form & Morphological Features
Figure 6.5.3.1.3 Frequency of Tanged Chisel blade & corner forms within the sample
2
(8.3%)
1
(4.2%)
Rounded
Squared -
Pointed
Corners
Squared -
Pointed
OutsweepsThe morphological variation which occurs in ta
the examples it appears to have relation to specific function
those with the distinctive fan blade or squared blade.
were not tools for wood-crafting, as tends to be assumed, but rather were used on other materials,
or had multi-material function. Suggestions as to possible functions of blade forms are discussed in
Section 7.3.
6.5.3.2 Tanged Chisel Morphology – Cross
Cross-bars exhibit considerable morphological variation, although in many examples this seems to
owe something to the form of the blade, given that the blade often merges into the
whereas the tang is usually more structurally distinct. The form of the
bar distinguishable only by projecting from the sides of the tool, to bars with elliptical or straight
rims, and those which are more akin to
projecting ovals or discs. Some examples also have the cylindrical collar mentioned in the previous
section, and one example (BM_CH_T_3) is disti
Figure 6.5.3.2.1 Top Left: Tanged Chisel with Disc & Collar
cross-bar; Bottom Left: Tanged Chisel with straight bar; Bottom Right: Tanged Chisel with
Figure 6.5.3.2.2 shows the relative frequency of each
6.5.3.2.1 the cross-bar of each example alongside blade form.
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The morphological variation which occurs in tanged chisel blades is such that for at least some of
it appears to have relation to specific functions, and also functionality - especially in
those with the distinctive fan blade or squared blade. The variation suggests that some chisels
crafting, as tends to be assumed, but rather were used on other materials,
material function. Suggestions as to possible functions of blade forms are discussed in
Cross-bars
s exhibit considerable morphological variation, although in many examples this seems to
owe something to the form of the blade, given that the blade often merges into the cross
more structurally distinct. The form of the cross-bar ranges from a flat
bar distinguishable only by projecting from the sides of the tool, to bars with elliptical or straight
raised ‘mounds’. Others are also not necessarily ‘bars’
ome examples also have the cylindrical collar mentioned in the previous
section, and one example (BM_CH_T_3) is distinctive in having a double bar.
h Disc & Collar cross-bar; Top Right: Tanged Chisel with Curving bar
; Bottom Left: Tanged Chisel with straight bar; Bottom Right: Tanged Chisel with raised
bar
Figure 6.5.3.2.2 shows the relative frequency of each cross-bar form within the sample, and Table
of each example alongside blade form.
r at least some of
especially in
that some chisels
crafting, as tends to be assumed, but rather were used on other materials,
material function. Suggestions as to possible functions of blade forms are discussed in
s exhibit considerable morphological variation, although in many examples this seems to
cross-bar
ranges from a flat
bar distinguishable only by projecting from the sides of the tool, to bars with elliptical or straight
not necessarily ‘bars’ but,
ome examples also have the cylindrical collar mentioned in the previous
; Top Right: Tanged Chisel with Curving bar
raised ‘Mound’
he sample, and TableFigure 6.5.3.2.2
Example ID
SAL_CH_T_1
WH_CH_T_1
WH_CH_T_2
WH_CH_T_3
NCS_CH_T_1
NCS_CH_T_2
NCS_CH_T_3
BM_CH_T_1
BM_CH_T_2
BM_CH_T_3
BM2_CH_T_1
BM2_CH_T_2
BM2_CH_T_3
BM2_CH_T_4
BM2_CH_T_5
BM2_CH_T_6
BM2_CH_T_7
BM2_CH_T_8
BM2_CH_T_9
BM2_CH_T_10
BM2_CH_T_11
BM2_CH_T_12
BM2_CH_T_13
BM2_CH_T_14
7
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Figure 6.5.3.2.2 Tanged chisel cross-bar forms and frequency of examples
ID Blade Form Cross
SAL_CH_T_1 Curved
WH_CH_T_1 Curved
WH_CH_T_2 Fan Blade
WH_CH_T_3 Curved
NCS_CH_T_1 Fan Blade
NCS_CH_T_2 Curved
NCS_CH_T_3 Curved
BM_CH_T_1 Curved
BM_CH_T_2 Fan Blade
BM_CH_T_3 Curved
BM2_CH_T_1 Fan Blade
BM2_CH_T_2 Curved
BM2_CH_T_3 Curved
BM2_CH_T_4 Squared
BM2_CH_T_5 Curved Splay
BM2_CH_T_6 Squared
BM2_CH_T_7 Curved
BM2_CH_T_8 Squared
BM2_CH_T_9 Curved
BM2_CH_T_10 Curved
BM2_CH_T_11 Curved - Angled
BM2_CH_T_12 Squared
BM2_CH_T_13 Squared
BM2_CH_T_14 Curved
Table 6.5.3.2.1 Tanged Chisel Blade and Cross-bar forms
2
(8.3%)
2
(8.3%) 2 (8.3%)
4
(16.7%)
Flat
Projection
Straight Bar Disc & Collar Disc Double Bar
Tanged Chisel Cross Bar Form
and frequency of examples
Cross-bar Form
Curving Bar
Flat projection
Straight bar
Straight bar
Disc & Collar
Disc-shaped
Mound-bar
Disc & Collar
Disc-shaped
Double Bar
Disc-shaped
Mound-bar
Curving bar
Disc-shaped
Curving bar
Mound-bar
Mound-bar
Mound-bar
Curving bar
Flat projection
Curving bar
Curving bar
Curving bar
Mound-bar
forms
1
(4.2%)
6
(25.0%)
Double Bar Mound BarFigure 6.5.3.2.3 Tanged Chisel Blade form &
Blade Form
Curving Flat Straight
Curving 5 2 1
Fan 0 0 1
Squared 2 0 0
TOTAL 7 2 2
λ=0.11 to infer blade form from cross-
λ=0.11 to infer cross-bar form from blade form
Table 6.5.3.2.2 Guttman’s Lambda Test for
There is little chance of inferring cross-bar
curve-bladed form predominates within the sample the possibility remains that
subject to wear which could have altered the
highlight morphological variation, but is probably more important as a structural feature
demarcating blade and tang or as a stop
6.5.3.3 Tanged Chisel Morphology – Tang
Variation in chisel tangs is largely limited to dimensional aspects such as length and width,
there are also some morphological variations. The end of the tang
although neither appears to be related to function or functio
important for attaching hafts or holding the chisel was regularity in the structure of the tang along its
length - not having deviations in width or depth
However, some examples display a more distinctive tapered morphology, ending in a point rather
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Figure 6.5.3.2.3 Tanged Chisel Blade form & Cross-bar form combinations
Cross-bar Form
Straight Disc Disc -Collar Double Bar Mound
1 1 1 4
2 1 0 0
1 0 0 2
4 2 1 6
-bar
form from blade form
Table 6.5.3.2.2 Guttman’s Lambda Test for association between Tanged Chisel cross-bar form and blade form
bar form from blade form and vice versa. Although the
predominates within the sample the possibility remains that cross-bar
subject to wear which could have altered their original character. As such, the cross-bar
highlight morphological variation, but is probably more important as a structural feature
or as a stop-point for a haft, or both.
Tangs
is largely limited to dimensional aspects such as length and width,
some morphological variations. The end of the tang tends to be rounded or squared,
although neither appears to be related to function or functionality, and it is likely that what was
important for attaching hafts or holding the chisel was regularity in the structure of the tang along its
not having deviations in width or depth – rather than the particular shape of the tang
ome examples display a more distinctive tapered morphology, ending in a point rather
1 1 1 1
2 2 2
1
Tanged Chisels: Blade Form/Cross-Bar Combination
TOTAL
15
4
5
24
form and blade form
. Although the
bars were
does
is largely limited to dimensional aspects such as length and width, but
tends to be rounded or squared,
nality, and it is likely that what was
important for attaching hafts or holding the chisel was regularity in the structure of the tang along its
rather than the particular shape of the tang-end.
ome examples display a more distinctive tapered morphology, ending in a point rather
1than a squared or curved end, and that taper is such that it appears to have a
might be related to activity such as punching.
Figure 6.5.3.3.1 BM_CH_T_3 Tanged Chisel, single find from the Thames, with double
BM_CH_T_3 is notable for the exte
with the intention for it to be a point
is also intriguing, because it effectively creates a double demarcation of the tool, compared to the
single demarcation created by single
dual-function of the tool compared to chisels with single
However, this object is singular, and
have single cross-bars, so the double
function or functionality
SAL_CH_T_1, have tangs which display possible e
course, does not prove they were damaged through
tanged chisels with distinctly pointed tangs, others with signs of repair, and in some cases ends
which appear to be bladed (such as NCS_CH_T_2) provides a set of circumstantial evidence for
consideration of a dual-
6.5.3.4 Tanged Chisel Morphology
The variation in tanged chisel
variety in general is strongly suggestive of dif
the tang, whereas the cross
role in attachment of hafts or in dividing the dual ends of the tool. The consistency of the three
morphology is indicative of shared ideas of
difference could be introduced
be divided between general
use-ends is accepted.
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than a squared or curved end, and that taper is such that it appears to have a
activity such as punching.
T_3 Tanged Chisel, single find from the Thames, with double
(British Museum)
is notable for the extent to which the tang is tapered. It may
with the intention for it to be a point-of-contact end rather than a hafting end.
is also intriguing, because it effectively creates a double demarcation of the tool, compared to the
rcation created by single cross-bars. The double cross-bar perhaps emphasised the
f the tool compared to chisels with single cross-bars and single ‘functional’ ends.
However, this object is singular, and other examples with tapering tangs, such as BM_CH_T_2,
s, so the double cross-bar of BM_CH_T_3 does not necessari
function or functionality did differ to those with single cross-bars. Other examples, for instance
SAL_CH_T_1, have tangs which display possible evidence of having been repaired. T
course, does not prove they were damaged through material contact. However,
tanged chisels with distinctly pointed tangs, others with signs of repair, and in some cases ends
which appear to be bladed (such as NCS_CH_T_2) provides a set of circumstantial evidence for
-use-ended chisel form in the next chapter of this thesis
Morphology - Summary
tanged chisel blades suggests at least different functionality
variety in general is strongly suggestive of different functions. This is also possible in the case of
cross-bar appears to have been a structural demarcation point which had
role in attachment of hafts or in dividing the dual ends of the tool. The consistency of the three
phology is indicative of shared ideas of a tanged chisel structure into which functional
difference could be introduced. The range of morphologies is suggestive that tanged chisels m
be divided between general-use and specific-use variants, especially if the possibility of double
than a squared or curved end, and that taper is such that it appears to have a use-function which
T_3 Tanged Chisel, single find from the Thames, with double cross-bar and tapered tang
may have been implemented
ather than a hafting end. The double cross-bar
is also intriguing, because it effectively creates a double demarcation of the tool, compared to the
perhaps emphasised the
s and single ‘functional’ ends.
examples with tapering tangs, such as BM_CH_T_2,
of BM_CH_T_3 does not necessarily mean the tool
Other examples, for instance
vidence of having been repaired. This, of
. However, the presence of
tanged chisels with distinctly pointed tangs, others with signs of repair, and in some cases ends
which appear to be bladed (such as NCS_CH_T_2) provides a set of circumstantial evidence for
form in the next chapter of this thesis.
functionality, and the morphological
. This is also possible in the case of
appears to have been a structural demarcation point which had
role in attachment of hafts or in dividing the dual ends of the tool. The consistency of the three-part
into which functional
. The range of morphologies is suggestive that tanged chisels might
if the possibility of double-6.5.4 Socketed Chisel Morphology
There are fewer examples of socketed chisels than tanged chisels, and they appear to have been a
regional tool form rather than one occurring
Some examples have similar morphology to
other socketed chisels do not, rather hav
6.5.4.1 Socketed Chisel Morphology – Blade
The blade morphology of socketed chisels is consistent with that of ta
insofar as it occurs in squared, curving and fan shaped forms. The configuration of the blade is also
consistent with other chisel forms in terms of corner morphology
and pointed. There are, however, also examples with tapered blades
sample, considerable morphological variation exists.
Figure 6.5.4.1.1 Socketed Chisel Blade Forms: Top Left:
BM2_CH_S_6 Tapered blade; Bottom Left: NCS_CH_S_3
Curved with rounded corners
That distinctly different blade forms were produced is clear. However,
degree of curvature may have been the result of the particular ‘ways of doing’
claimed that a square-bladed or tapered chisel was the same as a curve
functionality, or even perhaps function. The
potential, which could derive from changing craft activity, giving impetus to the development of
tools with different functions. The blades of socketed chisels are also notable for the lack of other
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There are fewer examples of socketed chisels than tanged chisels, and they appear to have been a
occurring across the whole of Southern England (Coombs 1979).
Some examples have similar morphology to socketed axes, with blade flowing into socket
, rather having a demarcated socket.
Blades
keted chisels is consistent with that of tanged, flat and flanged chisels,
in squared, curving and fan shaped forms. The configuration of the blade is also
consistent with other chisel forms in terms of corner morphology – flattened, rounded, outsweeping
examples with tapered blades. Thus, even within the small
variation exists.
Figure 6.5.4.1.1 Socketed Chisel Blade Forms: Top Left: NCS_CH_S_4 Rectangular/Square-bladed; Top Right:
NCS_CH_S_3 Curved with pointed outsweep; Bottom Left: BM2_CH_S_1
Curved with rounded corners
de forms were produced is clear. However, although differences in the
degree of curvature may have been the result of the particular ‘ways of doing’, it could not be
bladed or tapered chisel was the same as a curve-bladed chisel in terms of
. The issue may be one of the expanding range of technical
potential, which could derive from changing craft activity, giving impetus to the development of
tools with different functions. The blades of socketed chisels are also notable for the lack of other
There are fewer examples of socketed chisels than tanged chisels, and they appear to have been a
England (Coombs 1979).
with blade flowing into socket, but
nged, flat and flanged chisels,
in squared, curving and fan shaped forms. The configuration of the blade is also
ounded, outsweeping
even within the small
bladed; Top Right:
BM2_CH_S_1
erences in the
it could not be
bladed chisel in terms of
may be one of the expanding range of technical
potential, which could derive from changing craft activity, giving impetus to the development of
tools with different functions. The blades of socketed chisels are also notable for the lack of othermorphological features, and it seems to be a tool form which represen
– comprising purely the blade for working material, and the socket
Example
NCS_CH_S_1
NCS_CH_S_2
NCS_CH_S_3
NCS_CH_S_4
SAL_CH_S_1
BM2_CH_S_1
BM2_CH_S_2
BM2_CH_S_3
BM2_CH_S_4
BM2_CH_S_5
BM2_CH_S_6
BM2_CH_S_7
MSN_CH_S_1(FRAG)
A notable point is the difference between the flat blade and the inclined blade which merges into
the socket. Examples NCS_CH_S_3 and BM2_CH_S_1, pictured in Figure 6.5.4.1.1, are both
socketed chisels with blades on
examples, such as those
structural configuration due to having completely demarcated blades and sockets.
Figure 6.5.4.1.2 Left: BM_CH_S_4 Socketed chisel with separate socket and splayed blade; Right: BM_CH_S_3
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ogical features, and it seems to be a tool form which represented ‘condensed’ functionality
the blade for working material, and the socket for attachment of a haft/handle.
Blade Morphology
NCS_CH_S_1 Flat Squared Flattened Corners
NCS_CH_S_2 Curved Rounded Corners
NCS_CH_S_3 Curved Pointed Outsweep
NCS_CH_S_4 Rectangular Squared Corners
Curved Rounded Corners
BM2_CH_S_1 Squared Rounded Corners
BM2_CH_S_2 Curved Pointed Outsweep
BM2_CH_S_3 Flat Splayed Rounded Corners
BM2_CH_S_4 Flat Splayed Rounded Corners
BM2_CH_S_5 Curved Pointed Outsweep
BM2_CH_S_6 Graver/Tapered
BM2_CH_S_7 Graver/Tapered
MSN_CH_S_1(FRAG) Curved Roun
Table 6.5.4.1.1 Socketed Chisel Blade Morphology
A notable point is the difference between the flat blade and the inclined blade which merges into
the socket. Examples NCS_CH_S_3 and BM2_CH_S_1, pictured in Figure 6.5.4.1.1, are both
socketed chisels with blades on an incline merged into sockets - a one-piece hollowed tool. Other
examples, such as those shown below (Figure 6.5.4.1.2), are distinctive
structural configuration due to having completely demarcated blades and sockets.
ft: BM_CH_S_4 Socketed chisel with separate socket and splayed blade; Right: BM_CH_S_3
Socketed chisel with separate socket and splayed blade
ted ‘condensed’ functionality
for attachment of a haft/handle.
Blade Feature
Flattened Corners
Rounded Corners
Pointed Outsweep
Squared Corners
Rounded Corners
Rounded Corners
Pointed Outsweep
Rounded Corners
Rounded Corners
Pointed Outsweep
Pointed
Pointed
Rounded Corners
A notable point is the difference between the flat blade and the inclined blade which merges into
the socket. Examples NCS_CH_S_3 and BM2_CH_S_1, pictured in Figure 6.5.4.1.1, are both
piece hollowed tool. Other
and have different
structural configuration due to having completely demarcated blades and sockets.
ft: BM_CH_S_4 Socketed chisel with separate socket and splayed blade; Right: BM_CH_S_3
blade174
There are questions, addressed in the next chapter, as to whether such tools were intended for use
on materials other the wood. The number of examples being limited, there is no conclusive
evidence for a predominant blade form amongst socketed chisels alone, but the range of
morphologies does suggest the potential for the highly varied functions and evidences the technical
capacity of tool-makers to produce a range of forms.
6.5.4.2 Socketed Chisel Morphology – Sockets
The key point relating to socket morphology in socketed chisels has already been mentioned – the
presence of two distinctive forms: either integrated with or demarcated from the blade. The
integrated socket occurs largely in chisels with curved blades, whereas the separated socket
occurs with blades of varying forms.
The integrated socket form can also feature collars and flares, similarly to socketed gouges, and
such chisels also mirror socketed axes quite closely in their hollowed nature and inclined blades
with curved edges.
Example ID Socket Morphology Socket Features?
NCS_CH_S_1 Integrated Collared and flared
NCS_CH_S_2 NA - crushed
NCS_CH_S_3 Integrated Collared and flared
NCS_CH_S_4 Separate - Squared Hole for haft fixing
SAL_CH_S_1 Integrated
BM2_CH_S_1 Integrated Collared and flared
BM2_CH_S_2 Integrated
BM2_CH_S_3 Separate Cone-shaped
BM2_CH_S_4 Separate Cone-shaped
BM2_CH_S_5 Integrated Flared
BM2_CH_S_6 Separate
BM2_CH_S_7 Separate
MSN_CH_S_1(FRAG) NA - fragmented
Table 6.5.4.2.1 Socketed Chisel Socket Morphology
The cone-shaped sockets of examples BM2_CH_S_3&4 are forms of socket which are not
replicated by any other tool within the sample, and, coupled to their splayed, fan-like blades, may
be representative of a tool which was not in fact a ‘chisel’, rather a tool which had similarity to
chisels but which was for other materials and uses (Section 7.3).Socketed chisels can, therefore, be divided into a variety of morphological forms. As with blade
form, the small sample limits the conclusions which can be reached from socket morphology alone,
but there were clearly at least two ways of
dictated by blade form.
6.5.5 Chisel Morphology
Blade forms may be considered to be the most important technical factor in the chisel as a whole,
when considering function and functional vari
across all the examples through the prese
squared or tapered. Specific aspects such as corner form also occur across the chisel sample.
Figure 6.5
The consistent reproduction of
across all four chisel categories
chisels were employed, even whilst the structure of chisels changed as they
and flanged to tanged and socketed
those broad trends, a considerable range of
tanged and socketed chisels, which suggests an expanding range of functions. This results in a
fairly complex interpretive situation in which chisel
blade morphology existed alongside
general-use or specific-
which may situate them within a multi
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Socketed chisels can, therefore, be divided into a variety of morphological forms. As with blade
form, the small sample limits the conclusions which can be reached from socket morphology alone,
but there were clearly at least two ways of implementing the socket, which were not necessarily
.
6.5.5 Chisel Morphology – Summary
Blade forms may be considered to be the most important technical factor in the chisel as a whole,
when considering function and functional variations manifested by morphology.
across all the examples through the presence of four general blade forms:
Specific aspects such as corner form also occur across the chisel sample.
Figure 6.5.5.1 Frequency of basic blade form across all chisels
The consistent reproduction of three of the four blade forms – curved, squared and tapered
categories is suggestive of continuity over time in the
were employed, even whilst the structure of chisels changed as they
flanged to tanged and socketed, and fan/splayed blades being introduced.
, a considerable range of different blade morphologies
tanged and socketed chisels, which suggests an expanding range of functions. This results in a
fairly complex interpretive situation in which chisel categories and forms
blade morphology existed alongside one another. These variations might be characterised as
-use, and some display morphological characteristics similar to other tools
which may situate them within a multi-tool developmental context.
8
2
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15
4
5
6
2
3
Curved Fan/Splayed Squared
All Chisels: Basic Blade Forms
Socketed chisels can, therefore, be divided into a variety of morphological forms. As with blade
form, the small sample limits the conclusions which can be reached from socket morphology alone,
which were not necessarily
Blade forms may be considered to be the most important technical factor in the chisel as a whole,
manifested by morphology. There is continuity
nce of four general blade forms: curved, fan/splayed,
Specific aspects such as corner form also occur across the chisel sample.
.5.1 Frequency of basic blade form across all chisels
curved, squared and tapered –
is suggestive of continuity over time in the activities for which
were employed, even whilst the structure of chisels changed as they transitioned from flat
introduced. However, within
blade morphologies occurred, especially in
tanged and socketed chisels, which suggests an expanding range of functions. This results in a
categories and forms of different structure and
one another. These variations might be characterised as
use, and some display morphological characteristics similar to other tools,
1
2
Tapered
Socketed Chisels
Tanged Chisels
Flanged Chisels
Flat Chisels176
6.6 Chisels: Metric Data
Each chisel category is distinct in the range of metric data which can be gathered from it,
depending on the presence of the various morphological features. As such, the metric data for
each category is assessed individually here. Each section begins with collated data and histograms
based on the features outlined in Chapter 5 of this study, followed by analysis of key dimensions.
All chisels also have some metric data in common - full length and blade dimensions. The final set
of chisel data compares this across the chisel categories (Section 6.6.6).
6.6.1 Flat Chisel Metric Data
Collated data for flat chisel dimensions is displayed in Table 6.6.1.1;
Feature Figure ID N Mean STDEV Range Within STDEV Range
(Fig.5.3.3.1) High-Low %
Full Length FL 11 67.72 33.63 101.35 - 34.09 81.8
Blade (mm)
Blade Length
(Demarcation)
B1 11 16.62 15.26 31.88-1.36 72.7
Blade Length
(Maximum)
B2 10 17.95 15.50 33.45-2.45 70.0
Blade Width 1
(Widest)
B3 11 20.53 9.61 30.14 - 10.92 81.8
Blade Width 2
(Narrowest)
B4 11 13.37 3.45 16.82 - 9.92 63.6
"Eye" (mm)
Eye Width 1 E1 10 9.97 3.35 13.32-6.61 60.0
Eye Width 2 E2 10 6.65 3.93 10.58 - 2.71 60.0
Table 6.6.1.1 Flat Chisel Metric Data Ranges and Results
The morphological analysis of flat chisels, and indeed all chisels, suggested the blade to be a key
feature of the tool, in the same manner as socketed gouges and socketed axes. The limited
numbers of flat chisels within the sample restrict the usefulness of some of the data, for instance
percentages of examples within standard deviation ranges, but it is still useful to examine the
results for indications of structural trends and for comparison with other chisels.Full length of flat chisels sits within a range of 30mm
range. Example BRS_CH_F_1_GRAVER
flat chisels, being more akin to a graver, and its length may well reflect that.
in the length interval 60
to the small sample size.
Some chisel blades displayed physical demarcations in a similar manner to socketed axes, either a
change in shape or the end of
point did come at the ‘end’ of the blade. However, despite the i
demarcation point, it is useful to compare the tw
6.6.1.3).
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Figure 6.6.1.1 Histogram: Flat Chisel Full Length
Full length of flat chisels sits within a range of 30mm to 90mm, with one example far beyond that
BRS_CH_F_1_GRAVER is 157.58mm long but of very different character to most
flat chisels, being more akin to a graver, and its length may well reflect that.
in the length interval 60-70mm does not reflect bimodality within the sample, rather being likely due
to the small sample size.
ome chisel blades displayed physical demarcations in a similar manner to socketed axes, either a
change in shape or the end of the usable blade-plane, although in most examples the demarcation
at the ‘end’ of the blade. However, despite the infrequent
demarcation point, it is useful to compare the two blade length measurements (Figures 6.6.1.2 &
2
(18.2%)
1
(9.1%)
3
(27.3%)
3
(27.3%)
30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80
Flat Chisel Full Length (mm) (intervals start at .001)
with one example far beyond that
of very different character to most
flat chisels, being more akin to a graver, and its length may well reflect that. The absence of chisels
m does not reflect bimodality within the sample, rather being likely due
ome chisel blades displayed physical demarcations in a similar manner to socketed axes, either a
hough in most examples the demarcation
nfrequent occurrence of a visible
measurements (Figures 6.6.1.2 &
(27.3%)
1
(9.1%)
1
(9.1%)
80-90 90+
Flat Chisel Full Length (mm) (intervals start at .001)Figure 6.6.1.2 Histogram
Figure 6.6.1.3 Histogram
From the distributions there do appear to be two groups, but the sample is probably too
reasonably affirm this. The distribution of results across both measurements suggests that blade
length could vary widely, from less than 5mm to over 45mm, and this may be indic
functional differences, on which more is said in the next chapter.
The histogram for maximum blade width
have had widths of between 10mm-20mm, although the full range is reflective of
morphological differences within the sample
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Histogram: Flat Chisel Blade Length to Demarcation Point
Histogram: Flat Chisel Full Blade Length
From the distributions there do appear to be two groups, but the sample is probably too
tion of results across both measurements suggests that blade
length could vary widely, from less than 5mm to over 45mm, and this may be indicative of
on which more is said in the next chapter.
The histogram for maximum blade width (Figure 6.6.1.4) shows the majority of the examples to
20mm, although the full range is reflective of broad
morphological differences within the sample.
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From the distributions there do appear to be two groups, but the sample is probably too small to
tion of results across both measurements suggests that blade
ative of
(Figure 6.6.1.4) shows the majority of the examples to
50+
50+The mean width calculated in Table 6.6.1.1
light of the distribution; the median value is 15.99mm, which is much more representative of the
spread of the results. It seems likely that, along with blade for
functionality because, as with
The distribution of results for minimum blade width is not so dissimilar to that for maximum blade
width; the majority of examples are within the lower intervals and perhaps reflect the
narrow-neck blade profile
such as outsweeps. The mean
minimum blade width is quite small
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Figure 6.6.1.4 Histogram: Flat Chisel Blade Width (Maximum)
The mean width calculated in Table 6.6.1.1 – 20.53mm - can be seen to be rather misleading in
light of the distribution; the median value is 15.99mm, which is much more representative of the
spread of the results. It seems likely that, along with blade form, the width was important in
as with gouges, chisel blade-width dictated cut width.
Figure 6.6.1.5 Histogram: Flat Chisel Blade Width (Minimum)
The distribution of results for minimum blade width is not so dissimilar to that for maximum blade
width; the majority of examples are within the lower intervals and perhaps reflect the
neck blade profile. The relative decrease in size is dependent on the presence of featu
such as outsweeps. The mean – 13.37mm – is akin to the median – 12.33mm, and the full range of
minimum blade width is quite small – between 8mm-20mm. Blade length and width distributions for
red again in comparison with the other chisel categories in S
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can be seen to be rather misleading in
light of the distribution; the median value is 15.99mm, which is much more representative of the
m, the width was important in
cut width.
: Flat Chisel Blade Width (Minimum)
The distribution of results for minimum blade width is not so dissimilar to that for maximum blade
width; the majority of examples are within the lower intervals and perhaps reflect the wide-edge-to-
is dependent on the presence of features
12.33mm, and the full range of
lade length and width distributions for
in comparison with the other chisel categories in Section 6.6.5.
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Flat Chisel Blade Width Minimum (mm) (intervals start at .001)The eye of the flat chisel represents the base and the non
distribution of results for maximum eye width
of all the flat chisel histograms, although the
does, however, illustrate the relatively narrower nature of the eye compared to the blade, and this
is in keeping with the eye as the point of the chisel where it would be attached to a handle or a haft.
Figure 6.6.1.6 Histogram
As with minimum blade width, the mean
distribution range does represent the overall narrowing of flat chisel form from widest point of the
blade through to the eye. The range of results for the narrowest width of the chisel eye
6.6.1.7 - however, reflects a degree of similarity to the maximum width of the eye, per
suggestive of some trends in form and the
Figure 6.6.1.7 Histogram
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The eye of the flat chisel represents the base and the non-blade region of the tool, and the
distribution of results for maximum eye width (Figure 6.6.1.6) is the closest to a ‘normal’ distribution
although the numbers are too small for a high degree of certainty
does, however, illustrate the relatively narrower nature of the eye compared to the blade, and this
e point of the chisel where it would be attached to a handle or a haft.
Histogram: Flat Chisels Eye Width 1 (Maximum)
As with minimum blade width, the mean - 9.97mm - is similar to the median - 10.69mm. The
ent the overall narrowing of flat chisel form from widest point of the
blade through to the eye. The range of results for the narrowest width of the chisel eye –
however, reflects a degree of similarity to the maximum width of the eye, perhaps
in form and the ‘ways of doing’ of the maker(s) or user(s).
Histogram: Flat Chisel Eye Width 2 (Minimum)
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– Figure
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There is considerable variation in flat chisel dimensions, which reflects the morphological range,
such variation being argued in the next chapter to be at least partly derived from different functions
or functionality. Correlations in the data may signify structural relationships between features.
Figure 6.6.1.8 Flat Chisel Blade Length and Full Length Comparison
Figure 6.6.1.8 shows a strong correlation (R=0.816) between the length of the blade and the full
length of the flat chisel, and that correlation governs a relatively high proportion of the results
(66.6%). Such correlation is to be expected, because the flat chisel can be thought of as a blade
with an end for hafting, rather than a tool demarcated into distinct sections. Therefore, the longer
the full length, the longer the blade can be expected to be. There is, however, no real correlation
(R=0.321) when blade length is calculated as a percentage proportion of the full length of the tool.
Figure 6.6.1.9 Flat Chisel Blade Length as percentage proportion of full tool length
Correlation
y = 0.380x - 9.437
R=0.816
R² = 0.666
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Whilst blade length can be seen to increase with an increase in the full length of the tool, it is not
necessarily proportionate. Increases in blade length may, instead, have been a driving factor for
increases in full length, rather than the blade length being determined by the full length. This
follows the idea from previous tool types that the blade dimensions were a primary determinant of
functionality.
There is a notable lack of correlation between blade length and blade width (R=0.441, Figure
6.6.1.10), so too in comparing correlation between the maximum and minimum blade widths
(R=0.203, Figure 6.6.1.11), both probably due to the extent of morphological variation.
Figure 6.6.1.10 Flat Chisel Blade Length compared to Blade Width (Maximum)
Figure 6.6.1.11 Flat Chisel Blade Width Maximum compared to Blade Width Minimum
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Flat Chisel Blade Width Maximum (mm)183
The metric data reflects the morphological variety. Lacking other prominent features the analysis of
the flat chisel must rest with the blade; blade width and length appear primary dimensions around
which the shape of the tool was developed, rather than having equal demarcated sections.
6.6.2 Flanged Chisel Metric Data
The flanged chisel sample is too small to warrant extensive analysis. Table 6.6.2.1 provides
collated results for the examples surveyed; metric data will only be used in the comparison across
the chisel sample in Section 6.6.5.
Feature Figure ID N Mean STDEV STDEV Range Within STDEV Range
(Fig.5.3.3.2) High-Low %
Full Length (mm) FL 5 79.95 22.73 102.68 – 57.22 60.0
Blade (mm)
Blade Length
(Demarcation)
B1 4 18.23 9.53 27.76 – 8.70 75.0
Blade Length 2
(Maximum)
B2 5 20.72 7.80 28.52 - 12.92 60.0
Blade Width 1
(Maximum)
B3 4 21.24 8.43 29.67 – 12.81 75.0
Blade Width 2
(Minimum)
B4 5 19.79 5.21 25.00 - 14.58 60.0
Eye (mm)
Eye Width 1 E1 4 17.83 5.30 23.12 – 12.53 75.0
Eye Width 2 E2 4 14.76 1.14 15.90 - 13.62 75.0
Flange Length FL1 3 51.32 17.05 68.37 - 34.27 66.6
Flange Depth FL2 2 9.07 1.74 10.81 - 7.33 100
Table 6.6.2.1 Flanged Chisel Metric Data Ranges and Results
It is of some use to note the median values for the data, alongside the means, some of these being
similar to one another when compared with the differences present in those for flat chisels.
However, this similarity may be the result of the small sample size, rather than any greater trend.
Length Blade Length (mm) Blade Width (mm) Eye Width (mm) Flange (mm)
(mm) Demarcation Maximum Max Min Max Min Length Depth
Average 79.95 18.23 20.72 21.24 19.79 17.83 14.76 51.32 9.07
Median 82.61 15.40 18.89 22.51 17.54 15.65 14.86 45.72 9.07
Table 6.6.2.2 Mean and Median Values for Flanged Chisel Metric Data184
6.6.3 Tanged Chisel Metric Data
Tanged chisels provide the largest single data set within the chisel sample, and also, as shown in
Section 6.5, have a number of distinct features which demarcate the structure and from which
metric data can be gathered.
Feature Figure ID N Mean STDEV STDEV Range
Within STDEV
Range
(Fig. 5.3.3.3) High-Low %
Full Length (mm) FL 24 86.12 27.21 113.33 - 58.92 70.8
Blade (mm)
Blade Length 1
(Demarcation)
B1 24 32.70 15.51 48.21 - 17.19 70.8
Blade Length 2
(Maximum)
B2 24 37.60 16.81 54.41 - 20.78 70.8
Blade Width 1
(Widest)
B3 24 25.65 6.25 31.89 - 19.40 70.8
Blade Width 2
(Narrowest)
B4 24 15.13 6.31 21.44 - 8.81 66.7
Cross-bar (mm)
Cross-bar Width CBW 23 13.32 3.41 16.73 - 9.91 69.5
Cross-bar Depth CBD 23 10.38 3.87 14.25 - 6.51 69.5
Tang (mm)
Tang Length T1 23 40.41 16.03 56.44 - 24.38 73.9
Tang Depth T2 21 5.22 2.20 7.42 - 3.02 63.6
Tang Width T3 23 7.37 1.84 9.21 - 5.53 78.2
Table 6.6.3.1 Tanged Chisel Data Results and Ranges
The blade of the tanged chisel might be seen to represent the primary functional feature of the tool,
but, as was mentioned in Section 6.5.3.3, the tang may also represent a point-of-material-contact in
some examples, and all three sections of the tool had specific roles in the tool structure.20 of the 24 tanged chisel examples
fell within a range between 60mm
show overall variation, but it is the specifics of the blade, cross
show how the full space was divided. T
tool because it relates to the available space in which the different actions of the tool could occur,
for instance the size of the blade reflecting size of potent
distributions for full blade length and to visible demarcation points.
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Figure 6.6.3.1 Histogram: Tanged Chisel Full Length
he 24 tanged chisel examples were less than 100mm long, and two thirds of the examples
ll within a range between 60mm-100mm; with a median of 87.83mm. The differences in length
show overall variation, but it is the specifics of the blade, cross-bar and tang dimensions which
full space was divided. That division is potentially reflective of the
tool because it relates to the available space in which the different actions of the tool could occur,
for instance the size of the blade reflecting size of potential cuts. Figures 6.6.3.2 and 6.6.3.3 show
distributions for full blade length and to visible demarcation points.
Figure 6.6.3.2 Histogram: Tanged Chisel Blade Length to Demarcation Point
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The distributions of demarcation length and full bla
fact that, in most examples, the demarcation point is also the end
comparing the two distributions is not particularly informa
the majority of blade lengths to fall between 10mm
quite similar in character to the fall-off point in full tanged chisel length beyond 100mm. However,
this is not to say that blade length consistently represented half of the tanged chisel full length, only
that examples were relatively few for the larger
length. The median values for both full length and blade lengt
for full length the mean is 86.12mm and median 87.83mm, whilst for blade length the mean is
37.60mm and the median 35.99mm. This reflects to some extent a degree of regularity of length in
tanged chisels, also reflected by the number of examples falling within the standard deviation
ranges (Table 6.6.3.1).
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Histogram: Tanged Chisel Full Blade Length
of demarcation length and full blade length are relatively similar. This is due to the
fact that, in most examples, the demarcation point is also the end-point of the blade. As such,
tributions is not particularly informative. The distribution of full length shows
the majority of blade lengths to fall between 10mm-50mm, and the fall-off point beyond that mark is
off point in full tanged chisel length beyond 100mm. However,
to say that blade length consistently represented half of the tanged chisel full length, only
es were relatively few for the larger values in the range of both full length and blade
length. The median values for both full length and blade length are very close to the mean values;
for full length the mean is 86.12mm and median 87.83mm, whilst for blade length the mean is
37.60mm and the median 35.99mm. This reflects to some extent a degree of regularity of length in
by the number of examples falling within the standard deviation
in this thesis to be important in chisel blades from a perspective of
functionality, although in flat and flanged chisels there is no consistency in width. Figures 6.6.3.4
and 6.6.3.5 display the distribution for maximum and minimum blade widths of tanged chisels.
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Figure 6.6.3.4 Histogram: Tanged Chisel Maximum Blade Width
Figure 6.6.3.5 Histogram: Tanged Chisel Minimum Blade Width
Both the histograms for maximum and minimum blade width show a relatively normal
As with the length, the median results are similar to the means displayed in Table 6.6.3.1
median for maximum blade width being 24.42mm, and for minimum blade width 13.44mm. The
dimensions alone cannot attest to functional difference, but the distributions do seem to suggest
some regularity in blade dimensions, and a wide difference between maximum and minimum width
indicating a morphology which tapers strongly from blade edge to cross-
cross-bar width and depth are more irregular than those for the blade data,
perhaps a result of the small sample size;
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Figure 6.6.3.7 Histogram
The variability in the results for cross-bar
The rationale for that variation lies in the conception of what the
and blade, and as abuttal for a haft. Controlling the
less important than its mere presence. As such, so long as the
dimensions and form may not have been required to be consistent
The tang can also be thought of independently
seem to have been dictated by blade form, nor indeed to have dictated blade form. Figures 6.6.3.8
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Histogram: Tanged Chisel Cross-bar Width
Histogram: Tanged Chisel Cross-bar depth
bar width and depth reflects the wide morphological variation.
for that variation lies in the conception of what the cross-bar was for; separating tang
de, and as abuttal for a haft. Controlling the specific form of the cross-bar may have been
less important than its mere presence. As such, so long as the cross-bar served its purpose, the
may not have been required to be consistently reproduced.
be thought of independently, and from a morphological point of view it does not
seem to have been dictated by blade form, nor indeed to have dictated blade form. Figures 6.6.3.8
6.6.3.10 show distributions for tang length, depth and width.
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Figure 6.6.3.8 Histogram: Tanged Chisel Tang Length
Figure 6.6.3.9 Histogram: Tanged Chisel Tang Depth
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The length of the tang ranges from 10mm to over 70mm. This may have bearing
interpretation of the tool as one which had potential for dual
lowest end of the range was a use-end, but
greater overall length of the chisel, rather than
illustrate the variety of sizes. Variation is also shown by the distribution for tang depth, but there
appears to be some regularity – the majority of examples between 6mm
relative consistency of tang depth across examples, and potentially of a
width is also relatively consistent, the range is again not a large one, and the majority of the
examples fell within a small margin of one another.
constrained to some extent by tool structure, whilst tang length owed more to proportionality with
the full length of the tool, and perhaps to balance. It seems unlikely that the size of any haft would
have dictated tang size, rather being produced a
From a functional perspective, the blade is the predominating feature, as it is in other chisels, but
the dimensions of the tang are also notable in being quite consistent, and in having a correlation to
the full length and blade length of the tool. Figure 6.6.3.11 plots blade length against full length,
and Figure 6.6.3.12 plots tang length against blade length.
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Figure 6.6.3.10 Histogram: Tanged Chisel Tang Width
The length of the tang ranges from 10mm to over 70mm. This may have bearing on the
interpretation of the tool as one which had potential for dual-use ends; it is unlikely a tang at the
end, but longer tangs could equally have been a result of the
rather than having a technical use. The distribution does
illustrate the variety of sizes. Variation is also shown by the distribution for tang depth, but there
the majority of examples between 6mm-9mm - suggestive of
cy of tang depth across examples, and potentially of a structural trend. Tang
width is also relatively consistent, the range is again not a large one, and the majority of the
examples fell within a small margin of one another. Tang depth and width may have been
constrained to some extent by tool structure, whilst tang length owed more to proportionality with
and perhaps to balance. It seems unlikely that the size of any haft would
have dictated tang size, rather being produced according to the size of the target tool.
From a functional perspective, the blade is the predominating feature, as it is in other chisels, but
the dimensions of the tang are also notable in being quite consistent, and in having a correlation to
ength and blade length of the tool. Figure 6.6.3.11 plots blade length against full length,
and Figure 6.6.3.12 plots tang length against blade length.
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suggestive of
trend. Tang
width is also relatively consistent, the range is again not a large one, and the majority of the
been
constrained to some extent by tool structure, whilst tang length owed more to proportionality with
and perhaps to balance. It seems unlikely that the size of any haft would
From a functional perspective, the blade is the predominating feature, as it is in other chisels, but
the dimensions of the tang are also notable in being quite consistent, and in having a correlation to
ength and blade length of the tool. Figure 6.6.3.11 plots blade length against full length,
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Figure 6.6.3.11 Tanged Chisel Blade Length plotted against Full Length
Figure 6.6.3.12 Tanged Chisel Tang Length plotted against Full Length
Both of the figures show that the blade and tang generally increase in length with increases in the
full length of the tool, and the correlations (R=0.846 for blade length, and R=0.906 for tang length)
govern a large proportion of the results – 71.6% in the case of blade length, and 82.1% in the case
of tang length. However, when both blade length and tang length are calculated as a percentage
proportion of the full length (Figures 6.6.3.13 & 6.6.1.14), neither correlates strongly – in the case
of blade length the correlation only R=0.089, and for tang length R=0.281.
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Figure 6.6.3.13 Tanged Chisel Blade Length as percentage relative to full length
Figure 6.6.3.14 Tanged Chisel Tang Length as percentage relative to full length
The lack of correlation is similar to the situation for gouges where the blade length itself correlated
to full tool length, but not in terms of proportion, again perhaps suggesting that the tool was
structured around the blade rather than vice versa.
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Tanged Chisel Full Length (mm)Figure 6.6.3.15 Tanged Chisel Blade Length as a percentage of full length
The lack of correlation in terms of the percentage of each blade or tang to full length suggests that,
although each increased with an increase in the full length of the tool, such increases, and indeed
the dimensions themselves, were not based on the structure of the full tool. Furthermore, there is
no real relationship between tang length and the blade length. Fig
against blade length, and, whilst the correlation result returns as
both because fewer than half of the results are governed by this, and because, as the figure shows,
the specific examples are actually quite dispersed from one another.
Figure
Considering tang length as proportion relative to the blade also fails to show a strong correlation,
but the correlation of R=
increased in length, the relative length of the tang decreased, but the correlation being weak and
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Figure 6.6.3.15 Tanged Chisel Blade Length as a percentage of full length –
The lack of correlation in terms of the percentage of each blade or tang to full length suggests that,
each increased with an increase in the full length of the tool, such increases, and indeed
the dimensions themselves, were not based on the structure of the full tool. Furthermore, there is
no real relationship between tang length and the blade length. Figure 6.6.3.1
against blade length, and, whilst the correlation result returns as R=0.645, this is a little misleading,
both because fewer than half of the results are governed by this, and because, as the figure shows,
es are actually quite dispersed from one another.
Figure 6.6.3.16 Tanged Chisel Tang Length compared to Blade Length
Considering tang length as proportion relative to the blade also fails to show a strong correlation,
R=-0.482 is interesting in its being negative. This suggests
increased in length, the relative length of the tang decreased, but the correlation being weak and
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– distribution of results
The lack of correlation in terms of the percentage of each blade or tang to full length suggests that,
each increased with an increase in the full length of the tool, such increases, and indeed
the dimensions themselves, were not based on the structure of the full tool. Furthermore, there is
ure 6.6.3.16 plots tang length
0.645, this is a little misleading,
both because fewer than half of the results are governed by this, and because, as the figure shows,
Tanged Chisel Tang Length compared to Blade Length
Considering tang length as proportion relative to the blade also fails to show a strong correlation,
suggests that, as the blade
increased in length, the relative length of the tang decreased, but the correlation being weak and
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not governing a large proportion of the results (R²=0.232), this should not be taken to be evidence
of a trend or direct effect of the one on the other.
Figure 6.6.3.17 Tanged Chisel Tang Length as percentage relative to Blade Length
The strong correlations between blade length and full length, and tang length and full length, reflect
these two features as part of the same object, and that as the object increases in size, so too it is
likely those features would do so. However, the lack of direct correlations between the blade and
the tang shows that they are two parts of a tool which did not necessarily exert an influence on one
another. As such, it seems that they could be manipulated individually, and this is reflected by the
morphology of the tanged chisel and the presence of the cross-bar which intercedes between the
two features. The alteration of one feature need not have affected the other, and the cross-bar,
whilst dimensionally less consistent, is an important demarcation which ‘allowed’ individual
manipulation of the tang or blade.
Focussing on blade width, there are some results which bear consideration. Figure 6.6.3.18 shows
that blade width does not correlate strongly to blade length (R=0.258), but there is quite a strong
negative correlation (R=-0.793) between blade width and blade length when blade width is
considered as a percentage relative to blade length (Figure 6.6.3.19).
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Figure 6.6.3.18 Tanged Chisel Blade Width compared to Blade Length
Figure 6.6.3.19 Tanged Chisel Blade Width as percentage relative to Blade Length
The correlation results from these two figures suggest that, whilst blade width was not directly
related to blade length, as the full length increased then blade width decreased. There is some
structural logicality behind this; a wider blade generally becomes heavier or affects the structural
balance of the tool, thereby requiring an increase in the size of contiguous structures to maintain a
relative relationship between each feature. Conversely, the longer the tool, the narrower the blade.
There is a similar phenomenon, to a degree, in the ‘common’ group of socketed gouges, where
blade widths can sometimes be seen greater in shorter gouges than in longer examples.
Tang width, on the other hand, does not have a strong correlation to blade width (R=-0.493), and
this further reinforces the perception that tang and blade did not directly influence one another.
What correlation exists indicates that tang width decreases as blade width increases, but the
correlation is weak, and they may not in fact be relevant to one another anyway.
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Figure 6.6.3.20 Tanged Chisel Tang Width as percentage relative to Blade Width
The cross-bar can be compared on the horizontal (width) axis with blades and tangs. This
comparison reveals a stronger correlation between tang width and cross-bar width (R=0.734,
Figure 6.6.3.22) than between blade width and cross-bar width (R=0.274, Figure 6.6.3.21).
Figure 6.6.3.21 Tanged Chisel Cross-bar Width compared to Blade Width
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Figure 6.6.3.22 Tanged Chisel Tang Width compared to Cross-bar Width
The stronger correlation between the cross-bar width and tang width than blade width is consistent
with the overall form of the tool. The maximum blade width is greater than that of the tang and of
the cross-bar. It narrows as it reaches the cross-bar and, in most cases, ends up narrower than the
cross-bar, whilst the tang tends to either maintain the same width at the point of contact, or expand.
Rendered as a percentage (-32.4%), though, tang width shows no evidence of a strong correlation
with cross-bar width (Figure 6.6.3.23).
Figure 6.6.3.23 Tanged Chisel Tang Width as percentage of Cross-bar Width
Cross-bar width does not appear to be dictated by either tang or blade, or vice versa, and the
frequency of variation in cross-bar form suggests that the structural importance was in providing a
demarcation point. There is, however, a stronger correlation between tang length and blade width,
suggesting tang length was relative to twice blade width (Figure 6.6.3.24). Whilst this correlation is
not strong enough to argue that it was implemented throughout all tanged chisel examples, there is
a trend of increased tang length in correlation to increased blade width. It might be indicative of a
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which situation the cross-bar may have acted as a proxy ‘fulcrum’ between the
Figure 6.6.3.24 Tanged Chisel tang length in relation to blade width
6.6.4 Tanged Chisel Metric Data - Summary
The strongest correlations which exist in the dimensions of tanged chisels are those
blade length and tang length increasing wi
a dimensional level, the tang and blade were not determined by one anoth
by the cross-bar, although, the roles of that feature might
attachment or the means of holding the tool.
tanged chisel is suggestive of more than on
tool, and control over dimensions was not important save for broad functions
produced in function-specific forms, and inconsistency reflect
of tools with different functions or functionalities.
for a range of uses, that second possibility seems most likely.
6.6.5 Socketed Chisels – Metric Data
Socketed chisels display extensive variation,
presents the collated metric data for each of the features measured, followed by the histograms for
each set of data.
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developmental trend which saw the counterbalancing of wider blades with longer tangs, and in
may have acted as a proxy ‘fulcrum’ between the two.
Figure 6.6.3.24 Tanged Chisel tang length in relation to blade width
Summary
orrelations which exist in the dimensions of tanged chisels are those pointing
blade length and tang length increasing with increases in full length. The metric data shows that, at
lade were not determined by one another. They are demarcated
the roles of that feature might have been more to do with haft
attachment or the means of holding the tool. The lack of overarching dimensional trend within the
is suggestive of more than one possibility; that the tanged chisel was a general
control over dimensions was not important save for broad functions, or that it was
specific forms, and inconsistency reflects the sample consisting of a number
tools with different functions or functionalities. Given the morphological variations and potential
for a range of uses, that second possibility seems most likely.
Socketed chisels display extensive variation, although the sample size is also small. Table 6.6.5.1
presents the collated metric data for each of the features measured, followed by the histograms for
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Figure ID N Mean STDEV Range
(Fig 5.3.3.4) High-Low
FL 12 68.72 16.18 84.90 -
BL1 11 27.17 19.13 46.30 -
BL2 13 27.30 20.99 47.29 -
BW1 13 24.07 10.94 35.01 -
BW2 12 15.32 7.20 22.52 -
D 9 5.32 3.94 9.26 -
E1 11 14.72 3.47 19.09 -
S1 8 15.74 2.62 18.36 -
S2 9 17.80 3.43 21.23 -
Table 6.6.5.1 Metric Data Results and Ranges for Socketed Chisels
Figure 6.6.5.1 Histogram: Socketed Chisel Full Length
The range of results reflects structural variety, especially given the morphological differences
and demarcated-socket chisels, although the sample is too small to suggest
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structural variety, especially given the morphological differences
he sample is too small to suggest
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Socketed Chisel Full Length (mm) (intervals start at .001)bimodality. The variations are also reflected by the distributions for blade length
(Figures 6.6.5.2 and 6.6.5.3).
Figure 6.6.5.2 Histogram: Socketed Chisel Blade Length to Demarcation Point
Figure 6.6.5.3 Histogram
As with tanged chisels, the demarcation point in some examples is the end of the blade itself, so
there is no consistent difference between demarcation length and full blade length.
again not unexpected due to the clear structural, and app
socketed chisel sample. Likewise, the maximum and minimum blade widths reflect that variability
(Figures 6.6.5.4 and 6.6.5.5).
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The variations are also reflected by the distributions for blade length measuremen
: Socketed Chisel Blade Length to Demarcation Point
Histogram: Socketed Chisel Full Blade Length
As with tanged chisels, the demarcation point in some examples is the end of the blade itself, so
there is no consistent difference between demarcation length and full blade length. However, this is
again not unexpected due to the clear structural, and apparent functional, differences within
socketed chisel sample. Likewise, the maximum and minimum blade widths reflect that variability
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As with tanged chisels, the demarcation point in some examples is the end of the blade itself, so
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socketed chisel sample. Likewise, the maximum and minimum blade widths reflect that variability
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Figure 6.6.5.4 Histogram: Socketed Chisel Maximum Blade Width
Figure 6.6.5.5 Histogram: Socketed Chisel Minimum Blade Width
maximum blade width is 25.66mm, close to the average of 24.07mm. The median for
– 15.70mm - is also close to mean for minimum blade width
Despite these close figures the distributions are irregular; given the importance of blade width for
dictating cut widths – the data seems to reflect the presence of disparate tool forms.
Blade depth (Figure 6.6.5.6) is a little more consistent, and might be reflective of
approaches to broad size.
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istributions are irregular; given the importance of blade width for
the data seems to reflect the presence of disparate tool forms.
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Eye widths (Figure 6.6.5.7) are within a relatively small range, but also
socketed chisel forms and the fact that in some
without integrated sockets.
Figure 6.6.5.7
The common trend in the socketed chisel data of manifesting the morphological variation is also
visible in the data for socket height (Figure 6.6.5.8)
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6 Histogram: Socketed Chisel Blade Depth Range
s (Figure 6.6.5.7) are within a relatively small range, but also reflect the variation in
and the fact that in some cases eyes are not discernible, especially in those
.7 Histogram: Socketed Chisel Eye Width
The common trend in the socketed chisel data of manifesting the morphological variation is also
(Figure 6.6.5.8) and width (Figure 6.6.5.9).
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from 13mm-22mm) compared to socket height (ranging from 12mm
hafting, and use, of the chisel on a horizontal plane, although that is supposition and would need
further data to better investigate.
In comparing dimensions in the socketed chisel sample, there some strong correlations, particularly
between blade length and full length (R=0.830, Figure 6.6.5.10).
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Figure 6.6.5.8 Histogram: Socketed Chisel Socket Height
Figure 6.6.5.9 Histogram: Socketed Chisel Socket Width
too small as a sample to be conclusive, the broadly greater widt
22mm) compared to socket height (ranging from 12mm-19mm) might reflect the
hafting, and use, of the chisel on a horizontal plane, although that is supposition and would need
further data to better investigate.
dimensions in the socketed chisel sample, there some strong correlations, particularly
between blade length and full length (R=0.830, Figure 6.6.5.10).
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Figure 6.6.5.10 Comparison of Socketed Chisel Blade Length to Full Length
Calculating blade length as a percentage of full length (Figure 6.6.5.11) also suggests that blade
length was somewhat relative to full length, although the weak determinant (R²=0.371) and wide
dispersal of results throws into question how far such a result is reliable.
Figure 6.6.5.11Socketed Chisel Blade Length as percentage relative to Full Length
Comparison of blade width and length provided a weak negative correlation (R=-0.452, Figure
6.6.5.12). Similar negative relationships occurred for tanged chisels and socketed gouges, and this
may thus reflect a structural consistency across the tool forms in which blade width decreased as
blade length increased.
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Figure 6.6.5.12 Socketed Chisel Blade Width compared to Blade Length
There is no correlation at all between the maximum blade width and the eye width (R=0.000,
Figure 6.6.5.13). This may reflect both morphological and functional differences between the
examples.
Figure 6.6.5.13 Socketed Chisel Eye Width compared to Blade Width
The correlation result for the two socket dimensions (R=0.554, Figure 6.6.5.14) is neither
particularly strong nor completely weak. Despite having a similarity in range, as shown in Figures
6.6.5.8 and 6.6.5.9, the data is most likely a result of the broad morphological differences within the
socketed chisel sample.
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Figure 6.6.5.14 Socketed Chisel Vertical and Horizontal Socket Size Comparison
Correlation between blade width and the horizontal dimension (Figure 6.6.5.15) in the socket is
also weak (R=0.205), and the two do not appear related to one another.
Figure 6.6.5.15 Socketed Chisel Blade Width and Socket Width Comparison
Where positive, strong correlations existed for socketed chisels they did so only in terms of length.
The relationship between blade width and length may reflect a trend across tools in which width
decreased as length increased, which is structurally logical. However, the primary indication from
the socketed chisel data is the extent of morphological variation, even within the small sample.
6.6.6 Chisel Data - Summary
Across the whole chisel sample the blade exhibits extensive variation in morphology, which might
be understood as manifesting a range of functions. The only viable metric comparative across the
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continuity between examples
Feature Chisel Category
Full Length Flat
(mm) Flanged
Tanged
Socketed
Blade Length Flat
Maximum Flanged
(mm) Tanged
Socketed
Blade Length Flat
as % of Flanged
Full Length Tanged
Socketed
Blade Width Flat
(mm) Flanged
Tanged
Socketed
Table 6.6.6.1 Comparative Data for Chisel Blades
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sample is the blade data. In this there are some broad trends; the majority of the
thin a range between 50mm-100mm. This may represent basic
between examples even where the morphology differed.
Chisel Category Average STDEV Median STDEV Range
Flat 67.72 33.63 58.56 101.35 - 34.09
Flanged 79.95 22.73 82.61 102.68 - 57.22
Tanged 86.12 27.21 88.22 113.33 - 58.92
Socketed 68.72 16.18 60.70 84.90 - 52.53
Flat 17.95 15.50 11.05 33.45 - 2.45
Flanged 20.72 7.80 18.89 28.52 - 12.92
Tanged 37.60 16.81 36.36 54.41 - 20.78
Socketed 27.30 20.99 21.56 47.29 - 6.31
Flat 23.26 14.53 19.99 37.79 - 9.27
Flanged 28.42 17.34 21.57 45.76 - 11.08
Tanged 43.32 12.05 43.58 55.63 - 31.53
Socketed 36.91 19.85 37.68 57.53 - 17.83
Flat 20.53 9.61 15.99 30.14 - 10.92
Flanged 21.24 8.43 22.51 29.67 - 12.81
Tanged 25.65 6.25 24.43 31.89 - 19.40
Socketed 24.07 10.94 25.66 35.01 - 14.13
Table 6.6.6.1 Comparative Data for Chisel Blades – Flat, Flanged, Tanged and Socketed Chisels
Figure 6.6.6.1 Comparison of Full length across all chisel forms
Length is generally greatest amongst tanged chisels, whilst socketed chisels fall within the lower
end of the range, and flat and flanged examples occur across the range;
of both blade length and blade length as percentage relative to full length.
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34.09 81.8
57.22 60.0
58.92 70.8
52.53 61.5
2.45 70.0
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Flat, Flanged, Tanged and Socketed Chisels
.1 Comparison of Full length across all chisel forms
whilst socketed chisels fall within the lower
occur across the range; this is mirrored in the case
ative to full length.
1 1 1
Socketed Chisels
Tanged Chisels
Flanged Chisels
Flat ChiselsFigure 6.6.6.2 Blade Length Comparison across all chisel forms
Figure 6.6.6.3 Chisel Blade Length as percentage relative to full length: Comparison across all chisel
Although their greater frequency provides a more
display the most normal distribution for blade lengths, and also blade widths (Figure 6.6.6.4). The
other chisel categories display considerable variation in both dimensions.
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.2 Blade Length Comparison across all chisel forms
.3 Chisel Blade Length as percentage relative to full length: Comparison across all chisel
Although their greater frequency provides a more comprehensive data set, tanged chisels do
display the most normal distribution for blade lengths, and also blade widths (Figure 6.6.6.4). The
other chisel categories display considerable variation in both dimensions.
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display the most normal distribution for blade lengths, and also blade widths (Figure 6.6.6.4). The
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Overall, the whole chisel sample shows extensive variation in both morphology and dimensions.
There are some strong correlations, especially in the case of blade dimensions, which may reflect
that feature of the tool being
sample does appear to reflect a range of different tools, probably manifesting a range of uses from
generalised to specific. It also potentially includes tools which, although within
‘type’, were actually for several different materials, and this is discussed in Section 7.3.
6.7 Saw Morphology and Metric Data
The scarcity of British Bronze Age saws means only a few examples were available for direct
assessment in this study. The tool is, however, important in discussion of British Bronze Age
crafting and technological development, representing unique morphology and functionality. As
such, in both this section and the following chapter some examples from outside the st
are drawn upon alongside those from within the study region
warrants this section addressing
Three saws were physically
Morphologically each is quite distinct, as is visible in Figure 6.7.1.
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Figure 6.6.6.4 Chisel Blade Width Comparison across all chisel types
the whole chisel sample shows extensive variation in both morphology and dimensions.
There are some strong correlations, especially in the case of blade dimensions, which may reflect
that feature of the tool being the most ‘controlled’ in its role as the point of material
sample does appear to reflect a range of different tools, probably manifesting a range of uses from
generalised to specific. It also potentially includes tools which, although within
‘type’, were actually for several different materials, and this is discussed in Section 7.3.
Morphology and Metric Data
ity of British Bronze Age saws means only a few examples were available for direct
s study. The tool is, however, important in discussion of British Bronze Age
crafting and technological development, representing unique morphology and functionality. As
such, in both this section and the following chapter some examples from outside the st
alongside those from within the study region. The small amount of data available
addressing morphological and metric data in one discussion.
Three saws were physically assessed; Grimes Graves, West Ashling and Waldershare.
Morphologically each is quite distinct, as is visible in Figure 6.7.1.
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mparison across all chisel types
the whole chisel sample shows extensive variation in both morphology and dimensions.
There are some strong correlations, especially in the case of blade dimensions, which may reflect
most ‘controlled’ in its role as the point of material-contact. The
sample does appear to reflect a range of different tools, probably manifesting a range of uses from
generalised to specific. It also potentially includes tools which, although within the broad chisel
‘type’, were actually for several different materials, and this is discussed in Section 7.3.
ity of British Bronze Age saws means only a few examples were available for direct
s study. The tool is, however, important in discussion of British Bronze Age
crafting and technological development, representing unique morphology and functionality. As
such, in both this section and the following chapter some examples from outside the study region
. The small amount of data available
morphological and metric data in one discussion.
nd Waldershare.
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Socketed Chisels
Tanged Chisels
Flat Chisels
Flanged ChiselsFigure 6.7.1 Top Left: West Ashling Saw Fragments, West Sussex (Collections of The Novium: Chichester & District
Museum); Top Right: Waldershare Hoard Saw
Norfolk (British Museum, Accession No. WG.2015)
Spatial setting of the teeth is important because the closer the teeth are set, and the greater the
number within a space, the more concentrated the
teeth is also important; modern saws have some teeth out of line with others, creating a margin
(the kerf) on either side of the cut to prevent the saw from sticking. The
not have this misalignment. Furthermore, the example from Felixstowe, listed in the
Bronze Implements Index, was described by Evans (1885) as having pyramidal rather than flat
teeth, which reflects different functionality
was available, none have set teeth or the intentional
repercussions for interpretation of their
West Ashling, Waldershare, and Grimes G
those saws as well as those for which data was available in the National Bronze Implements Index
(British Museum).
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Figure 6.7.1 Top Left: West Ashling Saw Fragments, West Sussex (Collections of The Novium: Chichester & District
Museum); Top Right: Waldershare Hoard Saw Fragment, Kent (Dover Museum); Bottom: Grimes Graves Saw,
Norfolk (British Museum, Accession No. WG.2015)
patial setting of the teeth is important because the closer the teeth are set, and the greater the
n a space, the more concentrated the grinding action of the tool. The alignment of saw
teeth is also important; modern saws have some teeth out of line with others, creating a margin
to prevent the saw from sticking. The Bronze Age examples do
. Furthermore, the example from Felixstowe, listed in the National
Bronze Implements Index, was described by Evans (1885) as having pyramidal rather than flat
functionality to those with ‘flat’ teeth. In the four saws for which data
the intentional misalignment of teeth, and this has
their use (Section 7.4). Table 6.7.1 displays collated data for the
ershare, and Grimes Graves saws, and Table 6.7.2 provides metric data for
those saws as well as those for which data was available in the National Bronze Implements Index
Figure 6.7.1 Top Left: West Ashling Saw Fragments, West Sussex (Collections of The Novium: Chichester & District
Fragment, Kent (Dover Museum); Bottom: Grimes Graves Saw,
patial setting of the teeth is important because the closer the teeth are set, and the greater the
. The alignment of saw
teeth is also important; modern saws have some teeth out of line with others, creating a margin
examples do
National
Bronze Implements Index, was described by Evans (1885) as having pyramidal rather than flat
for which data
, and this has
use (Section 7.4). Table 6.7.1 displays collated data for the
raves saws, and Table 6.7.2 provides metric data for
those saws as well as those for which data was available in the National Bronze Implements Index211
Feature Figure ID N Mean STDEV Range Within STDEV Range
(Fig. 5.3.4.1) (mm) High-Low %
Full Length (mm) FL 1 NA NA NA NA
Full Depth (mm) FD 3 18.35 1.47 19.83 - 16.88 66.6
Full Width (mm) FW 3 1.54 0.27 1.83 - 1.27 66.6
Teeth (mm)
Teeth Length (Max) TL 3 3.65 0.36 4.01 - 3.29 66.6
Teeth Depth (Max) TD 3 1.88 0.61 2.49 - 1.27 66.6
Teeth Width (Max) TW 3 1.49 0.26 1.75 - 1.23 66.6
Table 6.7.1 Collated Metric Data for Saw Examples
SAW EXAMPLES Length Depth Width
Teeth
(Values for Length, Depth, Width are Maximum)
(mm) (mm) (mm) Number
Length
(mm)
Depth
(mm)
Width
(mm)
CH_SAW_1_FRAGS
(West Ashling) 129.59 20.01 1.62 20 3.97 2.11 1.62
BM_SAW_1 (Grimes Graves) 227.44 17.86 1.76 61 3.26 1.19 1.19
DOV_SAW_1_FRAG
(Waldershare) 33.07 17.18 1.24 7 3.71 2.34 1.67
MAWGAN (NBI) 103 21 NA 17 NA NA NA
FELIXSTOWE (NBI) 80 17 5 18 NA NA NA
PEMBROKE (NBI) 167 17 1.5 37 NA NA NA
Table 6.7.2 Individual Data for Saw Examples (Where available) (NBI – National Bronze Implements Index).
As a broad trend, the number of teeth increases as full length of the saw increases. However,
density of teeth is of interest. The length of the teeth-bearing section of BM_SAW_1 is 199.23mm,
and it carries 61 teeth. The combined teeth-bearing fragments of the West Ashling Saw
(CH_SAW_1_FRAGS) are two thirds this length but have only a third the number of teeth (20),
whilst the Waldershare saw fragment is just under a sixth the length of BM_SAW_1 but with only 7
teeth – less than a sixth the number of BM_SAW teeth. Based on the available information, the
density of teeth on the Pembroke example appears greater than that of Grimes Graves, but that
example was not directly accessed. The teeth being the part of the saw from which functionality
derives, differences in shape and size have bearing on use. Section 7.4 of the following chapter
discusses the contexts of known saw examples and the possible interpretations of their use,
including the possibility that the saw was used for working with materials other than wood.212
6.8 Analysis: Summary
This chapter has presented morphological and metric data gathered for the tools examined in this
study. The data highlighted morphological variations, and analyses of the metric data highlighted
relationships between specific dimensions. The combination of the morphological and metric data,
with understanding of tool uses, provides for the interpretation of the sample in terms of
technological development, craft activity and relationships between craftspeople.
Socketed axes can be viewed in morphological groups based on blade form. The differences in
morphology, alongside variations in dimensions such as the blade plane are suggestive of
differences in the functions of examples. Specific functions, however, are harder to discern from
data alone, and it may be that within the sphere of variation, axes had quite wide potential uses.
However, aspects of wood-crafting activity, such as tree-felling and hewing can contextualise
morphological differences, and these are discussed in Section 7.1.
Socketed gouges can clearly be divided according to blade morphology. Given the common
structure in which different blade forms occurred, the most likely explanations for the variation
derive from functional difference. Variations in gouge size may also reflect functional differences,
and the implications of size differences are discussed in Sections 7.2 and 7.5. Trends within the
data, for instance in relation to blade widths, are suggestive of trends in the production of gouges,
which might have informed the processes of activities for which they were used.
Chisels are the most complex of the four tool types examined. The different categories and
morphologies within those categories appear to reflect a considerable array of possible uses and
functions - this especially the case amongst tanged and socketed chisels. The metric data is
suggestive of some trends in blade dimensions, particularly in principles of relativity between length
and width, and in balancing the size of the blade to the tool as a whole (and vice versa). Although
the small sample sizes mean that not all the data is conclusive, there are enough correlations to
suggest some structural principles were adhered to, and that each category of chisel can be seen
as developmentally related to others.
The morphological configurations of the few saw examples are intriguing insofar as some are
technologically unsuited to the working of wood. The metric data is too limited to be conclusive, but
saws might be viewed as a developmental tool form during the study period. Section 7.4 of the next
chapter discusses some of the possible use-contexts of the tool in the British Bronze Age.
Chapter 7 of this thesis considers the data from this chapter in terms of the association of the tool
types to wood-crafting and other potential crafting activities, and asks whether the evidence does
reflect a technological and wood-crafting influence on socketed axes, socketed gouges, chisels and
saws during the study period.213
7. Interpretation
Chapter 1 of this thesis introduced a number of themes and questions regarding how a relationship
between wood-crafting and British Bronze Age tools might be characterised. The premise was put
forward that metal tools reflect a response to crafting tasks and that those of the Late British
Bronze Age display a complexity not previously widely interrogated. That complexity exists across
several levels, in terms of what tools were for (function), how their structure enabled that function
(functionality), and whether the influence of craft practices, in conjunction with existing evidence for
tool-use and known tool-use principles, can be seen at the level of tool production.
Through these themes it was intended that relationships between craftspeople which may have
had an influence on tool development and selection might also be discussed. Overlying this was
the argument that tools and their making should be considered as components of a wider ‘craft
process’, and in doing so situate Late British Bronze Age tool forms within a broad, cross-material,
socio-technological context. Crafting processes, which include both the making of tools and their
use, may be seen as formulated in order to facilitate objectives, whether specific or general
(Lethaby 2010: 162). Furthermore, if, as Collingwood (2010) declared, “the craftsman knows what
he wants to make before he makes it”, then both the tool and the object a tool is used to create
should be interpreted according to the idea that the processes of making and using of tools were
performed with specific purposes and functions at their centre.
In this chapter the interpretations of each tool type consider how morphological forms might be
contextualised within particular crafting activities and the extent to which the gathered metric data
is indicative of attention by their makers to specific structural principles. The analysis of metric data
in Chapter 6 illustrated a variety of trends in the dimensions of each tool type and form. Where
trends occurred in a tool type in particular dimensions and not in others - for instance in blade width
but not blade length of socketed gouges – then a suggestion can be made that the features in
those trends occurred were of greater import to the use of the tool than those features which did
not feature such consistency. This consistency may be related to function, functionality, or both.
Interpreting trends and consistencies within the context of tool use allows the argument to be made
that tools were created in cognisance of the craft activity in which they would be used, and, as
such, that crafting activity exhibited a controlling influence on their form and structure.
Section 7.1 discusses socketed axes, followed by socketed gouges (Section 7.2), chisels (Section
7.3) and saws (Section 7.4). Within each of these sections the interpretation draws on potential
uses of the tools and the principles of their use as outlined at the beginning of Chapter 5 of this
thesis. Whilst each of those sections does divide discussion between morphologies and metric
data, such a divide is an artificial one for the sake of clarity only; the nature of tools is such that
they cannot so easily be broken down into specious categories. Therefore, it should be noted that
morphology could influence dimensions, and vice versa, depending on the significance of any214
given feature to the function or functionality of the tool. Section 7.5 draws the interpretations
together and discusses how they relate to tool production in the context of a Late British Bronze
Age ‘crafting process’.
7.1 Interpretation: Socketed Axes
The ubiquity of socketed axes amongst British Late Bronze Age tools, and the broad range of
potential uses to which many could be put, means that defining specific functions in the tool type
can be somewhat problematic. This is because, whilst the metric data can be suggestive of
particular uses, such as in tree-felling, different categories of axe do not necessarily correspond to
only one kind of use. An axe may be best-suited to a particular activity, but also have potential to
be adapted to other uses if required. However, the analyses in Chapter 6 of this thesis did highlight
some morphological variations, and differences amongst the dimensional data, which, when
combined with discussion of axe-using processes, suggests that functional distinctions did exist
between certain kinds of axes.
7.1.1 Socketed Axes Interpretation - Blade Morphology
The blade is the feature of the axe which forms the material-contact part of the tool. In conjunction
with use-technique and the characteristics of worked materials, blade morphology affects the
outcome of that material contact.
Previously, Daniel (2009: 123) has considered small axes to have been used for heavy work such
as felling trees and larger axes for ‘finishing’ at Pode Hole Quarry in the Fenland edge. This is in
contrast to the conclusion of Schmidt and Burgess (1981) that narrow-bladed, small axes were not
robust enough for heavy work but would instead have been used for fine woodworking by ‘master
carpenters’. The salient point is that, although Daniel’s and Schmidt & Burgess’ interpretations of
the uses of axes according to size are opposed, both suggest that there were indeed differences in
the tasks for which axes were selected. In addition, surviving toolmark and worked-wood evidence
has been used to argue for the use in the Bronze Age of axes of varying shapes and sizes
depending on what was being done (Sands 1997; Nayling & Caseldine 1997). These
interpretations suppose that a range of axes were available for use in Bronze Age Britain. By
inference, therefore, the selection of axes from amongst those available must have been informed,
at least to some extent, by the uses for which each tool was best suited. This provides context for
morphological variation.
Three main axe blade morphologies were identified in Chapter 6 – curved-outwsept, curved-
rounded, and squared. These can further be distinguished from one another insofar as square-
bladed axes lack the blade-truncating demarcation which is present in curve-bladed axes. In
addition, the metric data for the three blade forms displays some notable variation; Table 6.2.1.1215
showed results for the measurement of each blade form, wherein average blade length as a
proportion of full axe length differentiates squared axe blades (at 46.8% of full axe length) from
curved-outswept (27.8%) and curved-rounded (30.4%). Although those averages do not
necessarily reflect the sample as a whole – due to the greater deviation range for squared
compared to curved blades – actual blade length also displayed considerable difference; square-
bladed averaging 43.22mm compared to 24.31mm in curved-outswept and 27.45mm in curved-
rounded blades. The standard deviations of blade length shown in Table 6.2.1.1 and the
measurement of the visible-use blade plane also distinguished square-bladed axes from those with
curved blades. As such, there does exist variation within the metric data for blade lengths which is
suggestive of structural, as well as the obvious morphological, difference between squared and
curved blades. Functionality would certainly differ by virtue of that morphological difference, but
blade length and shape also have bearing on how an axe might most effectively be used, which
here is argued to reflect difference in function as well.
In wielding an axe, the trajectory of the swing and strike dictates the point at which the blade edge
contacts material. The curved blade, by the very nature of its form, allows more of the cutting edge
to contact the object when compared with a strike on the same trajectory by a square-bladed axe,
which would only allow a corner of the cutting edge to make contact. The curved form of blade also
aids removal of the blade from the material because the curve allows leverage, based on ‘rocking’
the blade. As such, the curve-bladed axe is much more suited to an overhead or vertical swing
when hewing or splitting wood. The square-bladed axe is much more suited to tree felling, rather
than the hewing, because the act of felling necessitates the axe be wielded through a horizontal
plane; a horizontal or semi-horizontal strike allows a squared blade to bite into a trunk effectively.
Therefore, although the result of the strike would also be affected by factors such as sharpness
and wood characteristics such as density, the blade form is of primary importance to the task for
which an axe was selected.
Historically, for tree-felling, European woodcrafters have favoured axes with straight sides and
straight cutting edges (Edlin 1949: 6). Whilst Edlin was referring to iron axes, the physical suitability
of straight-edged axes for felling trees is universal, and the use of square-bladed axes did not
change until the introduction to Europe of the American compressed steel blade in the later 19
th
Century (Ibid: 6). The square-bladed Bronze Age axe, with its straight edges and straight cutting
edge, fits the profile of felling axe. A particularly good example (although unsharpened) can be
found in NCS_A_S_1, from Watton in East Anglia (Figure 7.1.1.1).Figure 7.1.1.1 NCS_A_S_1 Unsharpened square
Norwich Castle Study Centr
As already mentioned, the use-planes of squared axes were for the large part longer than those of
curved forms – squared blades not being truncated
felling because it allows greater effective depth to whi
potential for efficacy of felling – the deeper penetration aiding in creating the angle of cut that
encourages a tree to fall. It also should be remembered, however, as mentioned in Section 6.1 that
several square-bladed axes with high tin content may well have been too brittle for practical use
and instead represent ‘votive’ objects.
Despite the proviso with regards to square
square and curved blade does exist, and a
either they do not strike cleanly or, if used on a pre
material. In comparison, the demarcation present in curved blades (shown in Figure 6.1.
preventing any such sticking, as well as the afore
the blade. The somewhat thicker body of the curved
splitting wood. Figure 7.1.1.2 illustrates an e
Mancombe Wood, Warminster in Wiltshire.
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Unsharpened square-laded Socketed Axe, Watton Hoard, East Anglia (Collections of
Norwich Castle Study Centre)
planes of squared axes were for the large part longer than those of
squared blades not being truncated – and the longer use plane is also suitable for
felling because it allows greater effective depth to which the blade can travel. This increases
the deeper penetration aiding in creating the angle of cut that
It also should be remembered, however, as mentioned in Section 6.1 that
aded axes with high tin content may well have been too brittle for practical use
Despite the proviso with regards to square-bladed axes, the morphological difference between the
nd axes suited to felling are not as suited to hewing, because
either they do not strike cleanly or, if used on a pre-existing split, have a tendency to stick fast into
material. In comparison, the demarcation present in curved blades (shown in Figure 6.1.
preventing any such sticking, as well as the afore-mentioned ‘rocking’ on the curve for extrication of
the blade. The somewhat thicker body of the curved-blade also aids in pushing fibres apart for
splitting wood. Figure 7.1.1.2 illustrates an example of an axe of curve-bladed form, from
Mancombe Wood, Warminster in Wiltshire.
(Collections of
planes of squared axes were for the large part longer than those of
and the longer use plane is also suitable for
ch the blade can travel. This increases
the deeper penetration aiding in creating the angle of cut that
It also should be remembered, however, as mentioned in Section 6.1 that
aded axes with high tin content may well have been too brittle for practical use
bladed axes, the morphological difference between the
are not as suited to hewing, because
existing split, have a tendency to stick fast into
material. In comparison, the demarcation present in curved blades (shown in Figure 6.1.2) aids in
mentioned ‘rocking’ on the curve for extrication of
blade also aids in pushing fibres apart for
bladed form, fromFigure 7.1.1.2 BTN_A_S_1 So
Splitting, or hewing, a fallen trunk is best achieved through a combination of axe
wooden mallets and wedges, such objects being evidenced from both Neolithic and Bronze Age in
Britain (Coles 2006: 53; Earwood 1993: 33). The technique of making an initial
extending by hammering wedges into the split, and then finishing with the axe (Figure 7.1.1.3) is
one which continued to be used well into the 20
Figure 7.1.1.3 Trunk Splitting technique;
forced into the split push the halves of the trunk
same percussive force. 3. Final
The comparison of blade morphologies can be argued to support the notion of functional
difference. Examination of the metric data in Section 7.1.4 lends to this through assessment of
potential functionality, but also of note are the relative frequencies o
Despite their low frequency within the sample (8 from 70 examples), square
notable enough to reflect a distinctive axe form. They occur in range of contexts and hoards, such
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BTN_A_S_1 Socketed Axe with curved-outswept blade. Single find from Mancombe Wood,
Warminster, Wiltshire (Collections of Brighton Museum)
hewing, a fallen trunk is best achieved through a combination of axe
wooden mallets and wedges, such objects being evidenced from both Neolithic and Bronze Age in
Britain (Coles 2006: 53; Earwood 1993: 33). The technique of making an initial
extending by hammering wedges into the split, and then finishing with the axe (Figure 7.1.1.3) is
one which continued to be used well into the 20
th Century (Edlin 1949).
1.3 Trunk Splitting technique; 1. Insertion of wedges into a split line made by
forced into the split push the halves of the trunk further apart. 2. Wedges and side-
same percussive force. 3. Final finishing of split trunks using axes.
The comparison of blade morphologies can be argued to support the notion of functional
difference. Examination of the metric data in Section 7.1.4 lends to this through assessment of
potential functionality, but also of note are the relative frequencies of the blade forms.
Despite their low frequency within the sample (8 from 70 examples), square
notable enough to reflect a distinctive axe form. They occur in range of contexts and hoards, such
. Single find from Mancombe Wood,
Warminster, Wiltshire (Collections of Brighton Museum)
hewing, a fallen trunk is best achieved through a combination of axe-use alongside
wooden mallets and wedges, such objects being evidenced from both Neolithic and Bronze Age in
Britain (Coles 2006: 53; Earwood 1993: 33). The technique of making an initial cutline with an axe,
extending by hammering wedges into the split, and then finishing with the axe (Figure 7.1.1.3) is
1. Insertion of wedges into a split line made by hewing axe; the wedges
-wedges hammered in using the
split trunks using axes.
The comparison of blade morphologies can be argued to support the notion of functional
difference. Examination of the metric data in Section 7.1.4 lends to this through assessment of
f the blade forms.
Despite their low frequency within the sample (8 from 70 examples), square-bladed axes are
notable enough to reflect a distinctive axe form. They occur in range of contexts and hoards, such218
as the Thorney Down Hoard in Wiltshire (O’Connor 2007: 68), and those already mentioned such
as from Watton in Norfolk. If the frequency of the data within this study is taken to be even mildly
representative of a broader trend then there were far more Late Bronze Age curve-bladed axes
than squared. Nevertheless, this does follow a logical pattern; the scope of potential wood-shaping
activity once a tree was felled is much greater than the initial felling itself. So, too, the number of
axe-wielders who could be working on parts of a felled tree compared to those who can work on
felling a tree at any one time. Even in circumstances where the harvesting of trees or large timbers
was a group activity – as theorised for the construction of sewn-plank boats (Darrah 2005) – the
greater frequency of curve-bladed axes compared to square-bladed should not be unexpected.
Based on this, a further interpretation may be that square-bladed axes reflect a functionally
‘specialised’ form of axe compared to more general potential functions in curve-bladed axes.
A range of associated evidence also exists which is beneficial to the discussion in the context of
differences between axe forms. Dendrochronological analyses indicate a shift during the British
Late Bronze Age towards splitting of full trunks, particularly oak (Egger 1983, Morgan 1988). The
presence of large oaks, especially in Eastern and Southern Britain, and wide usage of oak, during
the British Bronze Age is well recognised (Coles & Coles 1986; Coates 2005; Haneca et al 2009;
Hume & Grose 2010). Further, additions of lead to bronze alloys during the later stages of the
British Bronze Age - increasing the malleability of the molten metal - had the potential to facilitate a
range of tool forms, such as greater diversity in axe blades. Since splitting relies on pushing fibres
apart, rather than directly cutting them, the decrease in metal hardness which the introduction of
lead to tin-bronze alloys could cause would have been less consequential in splitting axes than in
other forms. Taking into account the dating of socketed axes in Britain from circa 1400BC (Barber
2003; Harding 2000; Roberts et al 2013), and that this thesis evidenced some distinctive
morphological variations, it seems reasonable to argue that functional difference in axes and the
diversification of axe forms might have been influenced by changes in the uses and working of
wood during the later stages of the British Bronze Age.
There are some potential complications in interpretation. As mentioned in Section 6.1.1, the alloy
composition would have an effect upon the suitability of an axe for use; in the case of square-
bladed axes, these are likely to have been of high tin content – NCS_A_S_1 is probably one such
example. Some metallurgical analyses carried out in recent years have demonstrated the brittle
nature of high-tin alloys and the lack of practical utility in axes made of such material (e.g. Roberts
et al 2014). The Late Bronze Age (c.800-600BC) Langton Matravers Hoard, from Dorset, contained
numbers of axes which appear to have been produced for aesthetic qualities rather than functional
use, having alloy compositions making them unsuited to use but in which colour and decoration
was notable (Ibid). As a result, such axes may well instead have found socio-cultural utility, for
instance as depositional objects. Although this does not denigrate the suitability of a square-bladed
axe form for felling per se, it does illustrate that interpretation of such tools can benefit from
metallurgical as well as morpho-metric analysis to establish functional or other potential.219
A second complication may arise insofar axes have capacity to be used in a variety of
circumstances. It is, after all, possible to hew with a felling axe, although not particularly efficient.
The nature of many tools is that they can, and quite often will, be employed for uses for which they
were not necessarily originally intended; this may be due to availability (or lack of it) or recognition
of potential to adapt a tool to different uses. Also, given the impact of use-technique and material
characteristics on the results of tool use, variations in blade form might only be fully understood
through experimental work. However, there are four sets of complementary evidence for there to
have been discrete axe functions. Varying blade morphologies were produced, and the distinctions
between squared and curved are particularly notable. The morphological profiles of the squared
and curved blades in this study fit the profiles for different forms of use (even if specific examples
were metallurgically unsuitable). The metric data (discussed in Section 7.1.4) illustrates difference -
derived either from extent/duration, material worked or actions carried out - by virtue of the varying
usable blade-planes discussed in Section 6.2.1. Finally, the environmental evidence in terms of
wood-use and trunk-splitting, and metallurgical evidence in terms of alloy composition, during the
Late British Bronze Age is suggestive of variability in axe form as a function-based response. As a
result, it does seem that axe blade morphology can be argued to have derived some input from the
types of wood-use occurring during the period, albeit also being subject to socio-cultural, potentially
‘votive’ inputs.
7.1.2 Socketed Axes Interpretation - ‘Stylistic’ Motifs
Section 6.1.2 illustrated a number of apparently ‘stylistic’ motifs in the form of ribs which occur on
the body of socketed axes. It is worth noting that a large proportion of the sample (48.6% of
assessable examples) featured no motifs. Previously, the presence of ‘motifs’ and their form has
been used to make regional distinctions between socketed axes, for instance ‘Sompting’ type axes
from Sussex, and North-South distinctions between those with ‘pellets’ and ‘roundels’ (Coombs
1979).
‘Decoration’ existed on earlier axe forms, although often inscribed rather than in relief, and appears
at times also to have been associated with ceramics (Bradley 1991: 88). The addition of ‘stylistic’
features to socketed axes might be viewed in the context of the continuation of a tradition, which
nonetheless took advantage of technological developments; Late Bronze Age lead-bronze may
have been a factor as the lower melting point of lead allows better casting definition, thereby
enabling features such as raised ribs. Huth (2000) suggests that combined pellet and roundel
decoration was restricted to Britain and North-Western France, but such features were also known
in other areas of Europe, and the forms of decoration occurring do not necessarily fit into other
forms of spatial patterning. ‘Motifs’ may represent ‘workshops’ or particular makers, and indeed the
variation amongst the ‘motifs’ might reflect means of distinguishing between axes. In the sample in
this study the axes from the Avon-Salisbury region all have ‘open-ended’ rib forms. However, the220
large number of examples without any such marking in the sample overall suggests that addition of
motifs was not universally implemented. Furthermore, there are variations within each ‘motif’ form –
those in the sample being illustrated in Figure 6.1.2.2 – for instance in the numbers and positioning
of the ribs. As such, there is little to suggest consistent replication of the same motif, which
somewhat belies the notion of a ‘workshop’ or regional motif.
An alternative explanation may be that markings were ‘commissioned’ by prospective users of the
tools, as a means of demonstrating ‘ownership’, rather than the ‘makership’ of the axe. A further
possibility is that such markings were not intended to convey any social meaning, and were only
personal expression on the part of the maker or requested by the intended user/’owner’. Although
the presence and potential meaning of motifs has potential for fascinating discussion, a more
comprehensive dataset and study would be necessitated to allow useful development of any
interpretations suggested here.
7.1.3 Socketed Axes Interpretation - Socket Morphology
The morphology of the socket is relevant to the functionality of the axe because it is the point at
which the haft was attached. Both the socket and haft are necessary to the control of the axe whilst
also transmitting the minimum shock to the user (Blandford 1976: 150). Socket technology - in
socketed spearheads - has been argued to predate axes (Rowlands 1976: 41), although both
socketed spearheads and socketed axes have been more recently suggested to occur in Britain
during the 14
th Century BC (Roberts et al 2013: 24). In any event, the socket does represent a
significant structural change from earlier axe forms. It also has bearing on the gradient and shape
of the blade, insofar as the dimensions of the socket would affect, and be affected by, the incline of
the axe and the presence of features such as socket ridges.
The advent of the socket in axes did not strictly necessitate significant increases in the thickness of
axes, although any such increase would contribute to the wedge-form which is suitable for pushing
wood fibres apart. Technical reasons for the introduction of the socket likely derive from two
scenarios – the socket as means of securing hafts, or changes in axe shape – possibly related to
function - demanding new methods of hafting.
The issue of haft security is bound up with the effects on the tool of working with wood. The axe as
a percussive tool transmits shockwave and vibration, which would move up the body of the axe and
into the haft as a result of striking wood. The strength of such forces is dependent on a range of
factors, including metallurgical composition of the tool, energy generated by speed and angle of the
blow, and the density of the struck material. It was noted in Section 6.1.3 of the previous chapter
that most axe sockets in the sample were of circular form, or at least had curved corners. Curves
have a natural physical strength which distributes force evenly through their contiguous structure. It
is also a natural form, both for the flow of viscous materials such as molten metal, and the growthof the haft material – wood. As su
form - in the containment of physical forces and in the fitting of hafts
advantage of, even if the ‘scientific’ physics were unknown.
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(Ehrenberg 1981; Rynne 1983). However, force
rebounding shockwave on contact with material. The presence of socket ridges may have acted
a form of dampener of percussive force and/or vibration moving into the haft and the user’s
and Figure 7.1.3.1 suggests a possible flow of force dynamics within a socketed axe.
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Whilst the shape of the axe would concentrate cutting force at the blade edge, the reverse
shockwave and subsequent vibration could be mitigated to an extent by the angle and length of the
blade and the presence of ridges as dispersive mechanisms. This m
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the process of casting a socketed axe could produce, so whilst as a matter of physics ridges would
have had an effect on the transmission of force, they might actually reflect production processes
rather than an attempt to address percussive force. The inconsistent frequency and form of ridges
across the axes in the sample is also not suggestive of the socket ridge having been a fundamental
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wood. As such, it is not unreasonable to think that the utility of the curved
in the containment of physical forces and in the fitting of hafts - was recognised and taken
advantage of, even if the ‘scientific’ physics were unknown.
Interior and exterior socket ridges have been examined in terms of haft-attachment mechanisms
rg 1981; Rynne 1983). However, force travelled both through the axe to the blade and in a
rebounding shockwave on contact with material. The presence of socket ridges may have acted
a form of dampener of percussive force and/or vibration moving into the haft and the user’s
and Figure 7.1.3.1 suggests a possible flow of force dynamics within a socketed axe.
Suggested force dynamics within socketed axe – this thesis suggest
structure based on force dispersal: Blue lines represent force moving through axe as
contacts material, black lines represent percussive force rebounding through
Whilst the shape of the axe would concentrate cutting force at the blade edge, the reverse
shockwave and subsequent vibration could be mitigated to an extent by the angle and length of the
blade and the presence of ridges as dispersive mechanisms. This may have been an unlooked
or unintended effect of ridges which nonetheless made a difference to axe
distinctions between the socket morphologies of square- or curve-bladed axes suggests that socket
form was not directly related to specific axe-functions. Ridges around sockets are features which
the process of casting a socketed axe could produce, so whilst as a matter of physics ridges would
have had an effect on the transmission of force, they might actually reflect production processes
rather than an attempt to address percussive force. The inconsistent frequency and form of ridges
across the axes in the sample is also not suggestive of the socket ridge having been a fundamental
part of the axe at a level of function or functionality, so it may be that the effects of such ridges
either went unrecognised or were only experienced at individual levels. The suggested force
dynamics illustrated in Figure 7.1.3.1 are at current theoretical, but future experimental work (as
ch, it is not unreasonable to think that the utility of the curved
was recognised and taken
attachment mechanisms
travelled both through the axe to the blade and in a
rebounding shockwave on contact with material. The presence of socket ridges may have acted as
a form of dampener of percussive force and/or vibration moving into the haft and the user’s hands,
and Figure 7.1.3.1 suggests a possible flow of force dynamics within a socketed axe.
s thesis suggests a flow of percussive force
structure based on force dispersal: Blue lines represent force moving through axe as the blade
contacts material, black lines represent percussive force rebounding through the axe from material.
Whilst the shape of the axe would concentrate cutting force at the blade edge, the reverse
shockwave and subsequent vibration could be mitigated to an extent by the angle and length of the
ay have been an unlooked-for
or unintended effect of ridges which nonetheless made a difference to axe-use; the lack of
bladed axes suggests that socket
Ridges around sockets are features which
the process of casting a socketed axe could produce, so whilst as a matter of physics ridges would
have had an effect on the transmission of force, they might actually reflect production processes
rather than an attempt to address percussive force. The inconsistent frequency and form of ridges
across the axes in the sample is also not suggestive of the socket ridge having been a fundamental
o it may be that the effects of such ridges
The suggested force
but future experimental work (as222
discussed in Section 8.4) could have potential to examine the extent both of forces generated by
axe-use and the effects of features such as socket ridges on those forces.
Despite this, however, ‘new’ technological forms can be the result of recognition of technological
potential (Wells 2007: 137). As such, the possibility should not be discounted that experience of the
effects that ridges might have had could lead into attempts to replicate those effects, and thus
influence the production process. Although such attempts were likely inconsistent and highly
individualised, they might be taken to reflect the adaptation of tool forms through that combination
of theoretical and practical knowledge suggested in Chapter 4 of this thesis – the mitigation of force
being the requirement, and the alteration of the production process to include socket ridges being
the response. Although the morphology of the socket does not attest to discrete axe function, as a
structural component it must have been related to functionality. Therefore, the socket should not be
seen as merely banausic in the axe but rather as a structure which facilitated use as part of the
whole tool structure, through securing the haft, and potentially in mitigating negative force.
7.1.4 Socketed Axes Interpretation - Blade Metric Data
Within the metric data for axes there are some indications of broadly consistent approaches to the
structure of axes regardless of functional differences. The majority of the samples (73.8%) had
blade lengths of between 20mm-40mm. Given the low frequencies of axe blade lengths in intervals
outside that range (Figure 6.2.2), and the median for all the samples being within the 20mm-40mm
range (28.49mm), this might be suggested to reflect a form of generalised optimum, or
conventional, blade length; a greater dataset, and experimental work, would be able to confirm this.
Nonetheless, the data did indicate differences in blade lengths according to blade form, as
discussed in Section 7.1.1, so there are variations which might be linked to the functional indicator
– the blade morphology.
Axe blade widths were not noticeably different across the three blade forms – the slightly greater
widths of curved-outswept compared to curved-rounded and squared blades being a product of the
outswept corners rather than reflecting a greater width of ‘usable’ blade edge. As such, blade width
is not necessarily an indicator of functional difference in axes, albeit in curved-blades the entire
blade edge would not strike all at once. The data for full axe length did not display variations which
were specific to blade forms (Figure 6.2.1.8), and blade length had only a weak correlation (20.5%)
to full axe length. Within these observations the only possible link between dimensions and blade
form comes from the distinctions in blade length. This may allow the inference that neither full axe
length nor blade width was a determinant of axe function, whilst blade length was perhaps
influenced by the function of the axe, for instance a longer blade in a square-bladed axe reflecting
its use in making deep felling cuts.223
Uniformity of size is not necessarily required in objects in order for them to have the same or
similar function (Barber 2003: 122), so the emphasis for functional determination of axes must rest
with morphology. Differences in the dimensions of axe blades may better be regarded as
manifesting differences in functionality. For example, bigger or wider axes would produce a
different result compared to smaller or thinner axes, so where/if several variants were available,
size as a determinant of functionality may have informed tool selection, much as suggested in
Section 6.4 in regards to socketed gouges. Nonetheless, selection may still have been based on
the blade-form-derived-function of the axe relative to the task at hand.
In terms of the actual use of axes, variation is visible through the use-plane on the blade. Figures
6.2.1.4 and 6.2.1.5 illustrated a group of axes in which this plane occurred along the full blade
length, whilst in others the extent varied in proportion to the blade length. Admittedly, this shows
only difference rather than specific functional variants – axes can be subject to different conditions
of use rather than necessarily showing a result of functional differences. Nevertheless, in the
context of morphologically different axes and the range of uses to which axes can be put, the
variation in use-plane dimensions is suggestive of variation in use which might on further
investigation be more comprehensively linked to specific tasks.
Blade gradient may be assumed to have varied according to the function for which an axe was
intended. Gradient relates to the depth of the blade, which at the blade edge reflects the area for
concentration of pressure. Gradient may also have been expected to reflect differences in shape
between flatter felling axes or wedged splitting axes. Table 6.2.1.1 showed the data for each blade
form; square-bladed axes have the lowest average gradient (12°) – albeit with slightly higher
standard deviation - compared to that of curved-outswept blades (16.34°) and curved-rounded
blades (14.85°). Additionally, correlation between gradient and blade length, whilst weak (-26.5%),
being negative does indicate a slight decline in gradient as blade length increased (Figures 6.2.1.6
& 6.2.1.7). The generally lower gradient of the square-bladed axe, alongside the greater use-plane
the longer blade creates, would be useful for deeper penetration into wood, such as is practical for
felling trees (Edlin 1949). In addition to this, research conducted by Nayling & Caseldine (1997) on
timbers from Caldicot, identifying varying angles of axe strike from toolmarks, suggested angles of
between 1-20° were the result of flatter, thinner axes than those for angles above 20°. This would
also indicate the existence of axes with varying gradients, and, given that angle of strike should be
considered a deliberate rather than accidental result of axe use, that axe selection for tasks took
place. In turn, an inference may be drawn that axe gradient did have relation to axe function.
This interpretation is, however tentative; the differences between gradients in the sample in this
study are relatively slight, and the deviation for square-bladed axes is also greater than that for
either of the curved-blade forms. Furthermore, 75% of assessed examples (51 out of 68) had
gradients between 11°-20°, and the full range is substantially broader. Therefore, it would perhaps224
go too far to conclusively argue that gradient reflects functional variation, even though gradient by
necessity would affect functionality.
As a whole, the metric data for axe blades does appear to support the notion that functional
difference existed between axes, and also that aspects of the blade, particularly the gradient, may
have led to differences in functionality. The lack of differentiation across blade forms in blade width
or axe length indicates that socketed axes as a tool type may have been subject to some basic
structural principles, either as result of convention or facilitating basic cutting functionality, but
equally those principles did not dictate blade morphology. Broad similarities between curve-bladed
axes may reflect general use applications, compared to a more specific function of the squared-
blade and its associated differentiation in blade length and gradient. The dimensions of the latter,
alongside the blade morphology, may manifest an axe type suited to felling compared to other
cutting and hewing uses.
7.1.5 Socketed Axes Interpretation - Socket Metric Data
Given that the socket is not at the material-contact end of the socketed axe it is unlikely to reflect
material-shaping function. However, all tools are composite objects in which each component has a
role (Deetz 1968: 31). As such, the socket represents function in the terms discussed in Section
7.1.3 and will have structural role as part of the functionality of the tool. Consistency of the
dimensions in sockets, and in haft-loops, across axes may lend support to the idea that basic
structural principles existed in axes into which different functions could be implemented.
The haft-loop data, although shown by the association tests in Section 6.1.4 to have no direct link
to features such as socket ridges, is indicative of some consistency of implementation regardless of
particular axe function. For instance, 79.7% of examples in the sample fell between 15mm-25mm
for the exterior length of haft-loops (Figure 6.2.9), and 87.1% between 6mm-12mm for interior
length (Figure 6.2.10).
In this chapter axe-use has already been discussed in terms of articulating the difference between
forms of axe as a manifestation of function, but hafting and haft structure is also pertinent in terms
of functionality. Whilst the haft-loop dimensions do not appear linked to the function of the axe, they
can be viewed as manifesting functionality insomuch as the haft-loop was a part of the hafting of
the tool. The trend in terms of haft-loop dimensions suggests a particular size was found to be of
best utility both for haft attachment and in maintaining structural integrity through not overbalancing
or obstructing the use of the axe. The socketed axe is hafted on a vertical plane; in the axe-head
the haft-loop sat on the bottom of the axe, the blade and body surfaces being the sides of the tool
and the blade running vertically from toe to heel. The angle at which the axe could be wielded
varied, particularly in the case of a horizontal swing for tree-felling, but, despite this, the physics of
the tool structure and haft attachment remained the same. As such, it would not be expected that225
functionally different axes would display significant difference to one another in their socket
structure. Instead, socket structure may have been relatively controlled as a product of the way
axes were used.
The data for socket widths and heights within the sample were similar to one another in following
relatively normal distributions. The correlations between interior and exterior socket dimensions for
height (84.9%, Figure 6.2.2.1) and width (83.3%, (Figure 6.2.2.2) were particularly strong. This
indicates consistency in the size of socket rim – as the exterior dimensions of the socket grew, so
too did the interior, meaning the rim itself was maintained at the same thickness. Thereby, overly-
thick socket rims, which would adversely affect hafting by reducing the relative space available
within the socket, were prevented from occurring. Whilst the cross-axis correlations, between
vertical and horizontal socket dimensions, are not as strong as those on the same axis (61.2% for
vertical-horizontal interior and 65.1% for vertical-horizontal exterior dimensions, Figures 6.2.2.4 &
6.2.2.5), they remain relatively strong positive correlations suggestive of a structural trend. These
trends might also be viewed in conjunction with the consistency in haft-loop sizes. The data for
vertical dimensions, especially, contributes to the view of the socket as a feature which was subject
to structural principles which can be related back to axe functionality.
The distributions of results for socket height, when compared across the three blade morphologies
(Figures 6.2.2.6 & 6.2.2.7) are relatively normal, especially for curved-blade axes. In the case of
socket width (Figures 6.2.2.8 & 6.2.2.9), the distributions are slightly more varied. This may
complement the suggestion that functionality in axe structure was based more on the vertical plane
than the horizontal, in accordance with the use-physics of the axe-haft attachment on a vertical
axis.
The socket width distributions do show that square-bladed axes have a general tendency towards
thinner sockets than curve-bladed axes, and, as already referred to earlier, the data also suggested
square-bladed axes had somewhat shallower blade gradients. The socket width may be seen to
relate to the incline created by the blade gradient, so the shallower the gradient, the thinner the
socket. This is also something which is logical in terms of structural physics. However, the relatively
small differences in gradient between axe forms, and the limitations of the data set, do mean that
whether such a relationship existed in throughout Britain remains open to question; it is a nuance of
the data which is perhaps deserving of further investigation.
It does seem evident from the socket data that structural trends existed within this part of the axe.
Given, too, the likelihood that not all the axes within the sample were products of the same ‘maker’
or ‘workshop’, then the broad consistency across the sample is suggestive of a continuity of
approach to structural principles in axes. In turn, this would allow the inference that at least some
makers had tool-making ideas and knowledge in common. That knowledge is reflected through the
apparent adherence to common principles, which does indicate that axe structure was influenced226
by the utility of the axe for intended tasks. Therefore, it would seem that use can be argued to
represent a control on the structural principles of the axe. Axe structure and dimensions may be
seen as manifestation of axe functionality, axe blade morphology as manifestation of axe function.
Combined, both reflect the axe as a tool highly influenced by the tasks for which it would be used.
7.1.6 Socketed Axes Interpretation - Summary
The data within this study can be interpreted to suggest that there were particular forms of
socketed axe which were morphologically suited to particular tasks. That interpretation derives
predominantly from the distinctions between square-bladed and curve-bladed axes in the context of
different wood-cutting activity, primarily felling and hewing. The morphological distinctions are
supported by key dimensional data, such as blade length and gradient, as well as the nature of
wood-cutting processes insofar as some tasks do demand different tools than others.
Efficiency and utility are pertinent; although a square-bladed ‘felling’ axe could be used to hew, it
would not be as efficient as one with a curved and demarcated blade. In the same manner a
square-bladed axe with a long, flat use-plane would be less efficient in splitting wood than the
curved-blade axes. Less clear is whether there was functional difference between curved-outswept
and curved-rounded blades; the data does show difference, but the morphological profiles are not
so different from one another as to suggest those, too, were functionally distinct from one another.
In the metric data, the apparent correlation between lower gradients – which would have bearing
on axe functionality – and smaller sockets suggests that sockets were implemented in a manner in
which specific uses of axe forms would not be comprised. Trends between socket dimensions
across the sample suggest a structural principle which exerted a degree of control over the form an
axe could take. This also indicates some commonality of approach at a production level, possibly
between several makers. That commonality of approach is argued here to derive from the
combination of intended tasks and the structural constraints present in creating viable axe forms.
Distributions could be considered, but the sample represents only a small percentage of British
Bronze Age socketed axes (see Section 5.1), and there is inherent bias within the data created by
the selection strategy employed in this study. Also the fact the locations of the finds do not
conclusively attest to their place of use, specific; as such, detailed discussion of the distributions of
those within this study’s sample would perhaps be misrepresentative. Figures 7.1.6.1 and 7.1.6.2
are included here to illustrate the spread of the axe examples within this study - for example simply
showing that curve-bladed axes do appear, unsurprisingly, to have occurred across the study
region – but these maps, and also those for gouges and chisels in the subsequent sections of this
chapter, should be viewed only as illustrative. Rather than placing great emphasis on the
distribution maps in each of the sections of the current chapter, interpretation of the tools and their
potential uses, or influences upon them, should rest with the analyses of morphology and structure
and relation to wood-crafting activity and processes.227
Figure 7.1.6.1 Socketed Axe Blade Morphology Distribution (examples for which no findspot information was available are not included)228
Figure 7.1.6.2 Socketed Axe ‘Blade Rib Motif’ Distribution (examples for which no findspot information was available are not included)229
The socketed axe can be considered as manifestation of the combination of practical and
theoretical knowledge. The theoretical knowledge comprised that which the axe was for – its
function – whilst practical knowledge enabled the structure of the axe to carry out that function – its
functionality. Given the comparisons made in this chapter, morphological and metric difference in
axes might be taken to reflect the influences of different wood-working tasks, and, therefore, that
prospective use acted as influence on the function of the axe and controlling factor on the form in
which an axe was produced. Considering the socketed axe as a composite of interrelated features,
it may be inferred that blade form specifically was a response to the types of craft-working activity it
was intended to be used for. The production of some axes, particularly where they had more
specific functions such as seems to have been the case for square-bladed examples, may be
viewed as the result of that networked process of task objectives, experience, and communication
between users and makers suggested earlier in this study.
7.2 Interpretation: Socketed Gouges
The morphological analysis of socketed gouges in Section 6.2 of this thesis highlighted three
primary forms in which the tool type occurs. Those forms are based on blade morphology: ‘V’, ‘U’
and ‘Open’ form. Other morphological, possibly ‘stylistic’ features were also present: ‘flared’ blades
and sockets, and socket ridges. Similarly to socketed axes, blade morphologies are significant in
differentiating tool functions, ‘stylistic’ features perhaps reflecting differing makers or users, and
metric data suggestive of structural principles which have a bearing on functionality.
7.2.1 Socketed Gouges Interpretation - Blade Morphology
Understanding of the gouge situates the tool as one used for wood-carving in which blade shape is
a determinant of function (e.g. Bailey 1999; Childe 1930; Coghlan 1951). The array of modern-day
gouge forms can generally be imposed onto Bronze Age forms due to the functional continuity
which exists. Those modern-day forms generally have specific functions, such as those in-cannel
and out-cannel gouges mentioned in Chapter 5. Whilst they are chronologically far removed from
Bronze Age examples, modern-day gouges bear comparison insofar as they feature a variety of
blade forms and sizes intended for different functions. The more limited, but nonetheless
distinctive, Bronze Age variations may, therefore, be viewed in the context of variant function. That
function is based on the capacity of the socketed gouge to carve grooves and bore holes in wood.
In turn, the shape of the gouge blade determines the shape of the groove cut, so ‘V’ form gouge
blades with their ‘valley’ profile would carve ‘V’ form grooves compared to the shallower, rounded
blade of the ‘U’ form. The principles of gouge-use were discussed at the beginning of Chapter 5,
but it is useful to reiterate that the tool has a specific-function nature, caused by the raised blade
sides which preclude its use as a multi-functional tool (unlike the more adaptable open-bladed
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The importance of the specificity of gouge function in the context of the British Bronze Age can be
interpreted through the wood-using context of boat-building, in which role, as discussed in Chapter
2, the tool has previously been situated (Needham 1996; Darrah 2004). The Bronze Age vessels
from Ferriby are amongst the most important in assessing gouge use and potentially the tool’s
developmental history. Although located outside the study region and also predating the socketed
gouge, the Ferriby vessels do feature V-shaped grooves in their planking (Coates 2005: 527; Van
de Noort 2013: 387). Such features are consistent with those which the ‘V’-form gouge could
produce. Furthermore, despite the fact that the Dover Boat also predates the socketed gouge in
Britain, recent experimental work based on the recovered structure of that vessel has
demonstrated the technological capacity of socketed bronze gouges to carry out the necessary
wood-shaping actions involved in its construction. In addition, the Late Bronze Age vessel from
Brigg – contemporary with the socketed gouge in Britain – features just such grooves and holes
(McGrail 1988: 133). Continental evidence points to the use of socketed gouges on Late Bronze
Age vessels from Scandinavia as well (Høgseth 2013), so too timbers from the Baltic (Jennings
2008: 122-123).
Given that both the Ferriby and Dover vessels appear to predate the tool in Britain, they may reflect
a tradition of wood-working which influenced the development of a specific-function tool. There is
an apparent lack of a precursor gouge form, save for occasional brief suggestions of a few possible
tanged gouges (Coombs 1971). It is feasible that boat-building practice encouraged the
development of wood-crafting skills and knowledge, including development or acquisition of a tool
directly suited to the cutting of grooves.
Another possibility may be that those vessels were not British in origin but created in a location
where gouges were already present. However, whilst this is theoretically possible, there are very
few thus-far-recovered sewn-plank boats, the majority of which have been found in Britain (Clark
2008: 29). Several of those, including Dover and those from Ferriby, share common production
features and seem to reflect a British tradition rather than being collected vessels from elsewhere
in Europe (McGrail 2001: 190-191). Although it is possible that sewn-plank boats were also made
in Switzerland (Arnold 1985) the landlocked nature of that region would suggest that any such
vessels would not have found their way to the British Isles. At any rate, the fundamental point is
that the presence of such vessels in Britain does mean some people would have been exposed to
sewn-plank boat technology and structure, and thus any foreign origin, if indeed there were any,
would not preclude the vessels having influenced development or later acquisition of socketed
gouges, nor the knowledge base involved in the creation of such vessels.
The ‘U’ form gouge blade, with its more rounded profile compared to the ‘V’ form, is suited to
cutting shallow grooves or boring holes (MacWhite 1944b: 160). Holes for structural purposes such
as the threading of yew withies are evidenced in several British Bronze Age Boats – the afore-
mentioned Dover and Brigg examples being pertinent examples. It is relatively difficult to cut clean231
holes through wood without a dedicated tool, although it is relatively simply to burn a hole through
application of a suitably-heated metal rod, and this remains a possibility. However, the gouge is the
only British Bronze Age tool of a profile specific enough to suggest the boring of holes to be a
function to which it was suited. The Iron Age auger may in turn represent a more dedicated later
development.
It is highly probable that the ‘V’ gouge was employed as a groove-carving tool, likely associated
with boats, whilst the ‘U’ form was used for boring holes. This does leave the ‘Open’ form without a
clear application. Given, however, the distinctiveness of the other two forms, and the fact that
several ‘Open’ forms in fact display traits characteristic of ‘V’ or ‘U’ forms, it may be that the ‘Open’
gouges are actually part of those two groups which were produced with less-defined profiles.
Alternatively, they may represent a more general-use carving gouge, or possibly a form from which
the more distinct ‘V’ and ‘U’ forms derived. The lack of definitive answer lies in part in the absence
of chronological resolution for the gouge, and indeed other small Bronze Age tools in Britain.
Eogan’s (1966) study of the possible movement of gouges from South-East Europe remains one of
the few discussions of their origin, despite its now dated chronological reckoning. The extent to
which the socketed gouge itself can be argued as only deriving from boat-building is, therefore,
debatable, but it may be inferred that some particular forms of the gouge were involved in aspects
of boat-building, and, as such, that that particular craft activity could have exerted an influence on
gouge form development.
The frequent occurrence of ‘U’ and ‘V’ form gouges in association with one another might be seen
as an indication of their complementary use, by virtue of their functional specificity. Many of the
examples studied in this thesis stem from hoards, so their presence therein might be explained by
reasons such as votive offering, rather than each having been complementary in use. However, to
say that tools within hoards can never be associated with one another is to belie the great expanse
of associative typological categorisation and analysis so much favoured in archaeology. By such
logic, in fact, no object ever found in a hoard could be associated with another, nor could tools ever
be characterised as being part of the tool ‘kits’ that Rowlands (1976) suggested were in existence
by the Middle British Bronze Age. It is unreasonable to discount the possibility of the
complementary nature of gouges simply because of their presence in hoards.
The frequency of each gouge blade form within the sample, shown in Table 6.3.1.1, is such that it
appears more than coincidental; each represents what approximately a third of the sample. In
addition, Table 6.3.1.2 detailed the gouge-containing hoards from which examples were included in
the study sample. Of those twelve hoards which contained more than one gouge, eight contained
more than one form. This included the hoards with at least three gouges (Michael Ayres School
and Eaton II), as well as the Netherhampton Hoard. It appears that, where multiple gouges did
occur in hoards, there is a pattern of different forms occurring alongside one another, rather than,
for example, having a group of four ‘U’ gouges. Whilst by no means conclusive, the morpho-232
functional distinction between gouges and their presence alongside one another in hoards remains
intriguing.
7.2.2 Socketed Gouges Interpretation - ‘Stylistic’ Markers and Socket Morphology
Whilst all the examples within the socketed gouge sample have one of the three blade forms, their
socket forms are subject to more variation. This occurs in the form of ‘flaring’ - a widening of the
tool structure which could also occur at the blade end – and socket features such as ridges or
collars. Figure 6.3.3.2 illustrated that the majority of gouges which had ‘flares’ were those examples
in which the ‘flare’ occurred either at the blade end alone or in which both blade and socket were
‘flared’. However, there was no distinctive pattern to this occurrence, nor was there any distinctive
link between blade form and flare (Table 6.3.2.1). Likewise, no strong relationships existed
between blade form and socket features (Table 6.3.2.2), or socket features and flares (Table
6.3.2.3). Given that the increase in blade or socket width a ‘flare’ would create would be almost
imperceptible (size itself being discussed in Section 7.2.4), the occurrence of ‘flaring’ seems most
likely to have been a product of the making-process of particular makers, rather than an
implementation related to function.
The socket morphology and presence of features such as ridges or collars may represent either
‘stylistic’ addition or differences in production practice between makers, or a combination of both.
Given the limited space available on socketed gouges, implementation of features such as the ribs
found on axes is not feasible, so manipulation of the socket is the most sensible aspect to modify in
order to distinguish gouges without affecting function. The incised lines which occur on one
example (CH_G_S_3) can more readily be ascribed to be ‘stylistic’ in nature, but as a singular
example this cannot be ascribed part of wider practice. Possibly, the gouge was a tool which held
enough significance to some makers or ‘owners’ to warrant the addition of identifying features, but
it is worth noting that those gouges with potentially ‘stylistic’ manipulations of socket form occur
less frequently than those with ‘plain’ sockets. In this, the sample may also be likened to the
presence or lack of ‘motifs’ on socketed axes, and perhaps reflects some commonality of
expression, or the lack of it, on the part of British Bronze Age tool-makers in general. As with the
‘stylistic motifs’ on socketed axes, however, the possible reasons for such implementations are
varied, and in this study not conclusively demonstrable.
7.2.3 Socketed Gouges Interpretation - Morphological sub-groups
Section 6.3.3 illustrated the presence within the gouge sample of two morphological sub-groups;
the ‘splayed’ and ‘small’ gouges. Both of these groups contained ‘U’, ‘V’ and ‘Open’ blades.
Therefore, there remains continuity across gouges in terms of blade form, even though size and
structure could vary. ‘Splayed’ and ‘small’ gouges do represent difference in functionality insofar as
variation in size existed, and indicate the capability of tool-makers to replicate gouge forms in233
varying sizes. As such, those gouge forms may reflect attempts to create a range of gouges which
retained consistent structural principles, forms and functions (carving grooves and boring holes) but
which were available in distinctive size ‘groups’. This might be viewed as a response to crafting
tasks or a developmental practice intended to increase the possible uses of the tool as a type, and
may even mirror the co-existence of different categories of chisel alongside one another, although
in the case of gouges the apparent functions are much more specific. It is notable that the Late
Bronze Age Brigg vessel had holes of up to 10mm in width (McGrail 1994); such holes are smaller
than those the ‘common’ form of gouge would produce, but are in keeping with the ‘small’ gouge
form. There may be a case for arguing ‘small’ gouges to have had a place in boat-construction at
the end of the British Bronze Age. However, more conclusive or extensive evidence is lacking.
Given the low frequency of the sub-groups within a tool type which itself is relatively infrequent, the
chief import of the sub-groups is in demonstrating variation and the potential influence of crafting
tasks which required smaller or larger gouge blades than were nominally available.
7.2.4 Socketed Gouges Interpretation - Blade Metric Data: Width
Blade width is a dominating factor in the interpretation of functionality; the raised edges of the
gouge blade meant it was effectively ‘enclosed’ and, therefore, that the width of the blade edge
reflects directly the width of the cut it would make, and thus the data reflects directly the width of
groove or hole each example would have made.
In terms of proportionality within the sample, of those gouges with intact blades, 22 (representing
37% of the sample) had blade widths between 12mm-15mm (Figure 6.4.1.11). ‘V’ gouges
represented one third of the whole gouge sample, but 65% of the ‘V’ gouges had blade widths
between 12mm-15mm, and 80% had blade widths of between 12mm-18mm. This shows a relative
consistency of ‘V’ blade width which is in contrast to the much broader distribution of blade widths
for ‘U’ and ‘Open’ gouges (Figure 6.4.1.11). It seems to reflect a structural principle in the ‘V’ form
not reflected in the others. Given the variations in other metric data, such as full length and blade
length (Figures 6.4.1 & 6.4.3), and the variations in socket morphology discussed in Sections 6.3.2
and 7.2.2, it is unlikely that all the ‘V’ gouges came from the same source. As such, a trend in blade
widths – in ‘V’ gouges at least - is suggestive of some commonality of their functionality and
thereby the principles by which they were made.
Comparing the blade width data to other dimensions in the socketed gouge sample as a whole
illustrated weak correlations between blade width and blade length (Figures 6.4.1.3 – 6.4.1.5), and
between blade width and blade depth (Figure 6.4.1.8). This would suggest that those dimensions
were unrelated at a level of functionality – the one did not necessarily dictate the other. In contrast,
there was a much closer clustering of results when plotting blade width against socket width
(Figure 6.4.2.1). In addition to this, socket width as a relative proportion of blade width showed a
strong negative correlation (-84.3%), but with a similar clustering of results (Figure 6.4.2.2); this is234
suggestive that even as blade width increased socket width remained within a standardised range.
Furthermore the frequencies of gouge blade widths between 12-18mm (38 examples) and gouge
socket widths between 12-18mm (39 examples) are very similar. Taking all of these results into
account, there does appear a trend along the horizontal axis of the socketed gouge from blade
width to socket width. This appears particularly so for the ‘V’ form gouge, given the close mirroring
of the results for ‘V’ gouge blade width (Figure 6.4.1.11) and socket width (Figure 6.4.2.4).
An interpretation which may be drawn from these combined results is that socketed gouge width
was subject to some commonality of structural principle, perhaps derived from function-oriented
blade width. Even if this were to be ascribed to be the result of conventions in production rather
than absolutely determined by intended functions, the consistency of dimensions still intimates that
the use of the tool could generate similar experiences between users because blade width in
gouges dictates the size of the cut made by the tool. The broader distribution of blade width results
for ‘U’ and ‘Open’ form gouges (Figure 6.4.1.11) may indicate that ‘V’ form gouges were subject to
a more stringent convention at a production level, derived either from tradition or intended function.
The fact remains, however, that there are variations in the data for blade width, so how important, if
at all, were these variations at a practical level? The answer may lie not in statistical analysis but
rather in the context of tool-using practice. There is no reason to consider Bronze Age tools in mind
of modern ideas of ‘precision’. This is not to denigrate the abilities of Bronze Age tool-makers,
merely to suggest that metric data does not need to be perfectly aligned in order to establish tools
as akin to one another in functionality. Dimensional variation between tools for cutting grooves,
such as ‘V’ gouges, would actually make little difference to individual sets of actions so long as the
same tool, or one with similar dimensions, was used for all the tasks in which the results were
required to interconnect. For example, cutting grooves on several planks which, when placed
together, were intended to be aligned. It would be disingenuous to suggest the Bronze Age
craftspeople would select their tools at random within crafting processes. Far more likely is that tool
selection occurred for each part of the task based on the objective at hand and the way each
component integrated with another. If and when gouges were used interchangeably – for example
because of loss, damage, or several individuals working on the same task using their own tool –
the broad similarities in gouge width that the data evidences would facilitate integration. Any small
differences could be compensated for, for instance in boat-building through the use of caulking. At
a practical level, therefore, small variations in blade width should not necessarily be viewed as
problematic, but rather a product of variation at the level of production which, as in tool-use in
general can, if required, be compensated for the by the abilities of the user(s) (Brown 1997: 6).
7.2.5 Socketed Gouges Interpretation - Blade Metric Data: Length
The relationship of blade length, and blade depth, to gouge-using activity is not the same as that of
blade width. Where blade width may be seen more as manifestation of the purposes to which235
gouges were put, length and depth are more integrated into the functionality of the tool. Coombs
(1971: 253) placed emphasis on the full length of gouges as a means of determining regional
origin. However, it would be a mistake to also assume the full gouge length to be a primary
determinant of functionality when compared to the dimensions of the blade itself - the blade being
the material-contact part of the tool. Whilst there is a strong correlation between blade length and
full length (81.2%), there is no similarly strong correlation between blade length as a proportion of
full gouge length. As such, whilst the general principle that blade length was longer in longer
gouges may be accepted, that increase in blade length was not a product of any principle of
proportionality to full tool length. Instead, the full length of the gouge may be argued to have been a
product of implementation of a longer blade. In other words, structure was a response to desired
function and functionality.
Interpretation of length is also contingent on the way in which the tool was used. The tool can be
held at an angle to the material worked and pushed to move through it (either from percussive
force or manual pressure); the blade edge cuts the material, and the rest of the length of the blade
lifts the material away. As such, although blade length does not necessarily affect the total length of
the groove, a greater length of blade does allow for longer leverage. In this, the blade length
represents functionality. Blade length may also be indicative of intended use, for instance in a
boring gouge a greater length making deeper penetration through material easier than it would be
with a gouge of short length. However, within the data set blade lengths are dispersed across the
three blade morphologies (Figure 6.4.1.10), so it does not appear that blade length was directly
linked to a particular blade form or function. This may reflect a more broad range of functionalities
associated with each blade form – the option to cut to different lengths or depths whilst maintaining
the same groove/hole shape. There is, however, no evidence for the grouping of gouges into
different length sets, so whilst gouges were different in terms of functionality, they do not appear to
have been assembled into ‘kits’ based on length.
The lack of strong correlations between blade dimensions – length, width and depth (Figures
6.4.1.3- 6.1.4.8), suggests that each blade dimension was not necessarily required to be balanced
to the other in order for function to be achievable. Whilst blade width does dictate the width of the
cut made, and may, therefore, be directly associated with the blade-morphology-derived function,
blade length may be compensated for by the movement of the tool through the material, and blade
depth by the angle at which the tool was placed. The angle of strike may also have been
determined by the hardness of the material and potential for ‘rebound’.
Given that consistency in dimensions could be achieved – as evidenced by blade width data – it is
unlikely that other dimensions would not equally have been subject to similar consistency were it
required. The tool-user could manipulate the tool in various ways, for instance holding it at different
angles to generate different depths, and this could negate any complexities that variations in the
actual length of the blade might have caused. Variations in blade length might best be interpreted236
in light both of Coombs’ (1971) suggestion that length was a product of the maker’s approach to
production and the idea that it was involved in tool functionality, but it was not directly associated
with function. In turn, it may be inferred that blade morphology and width were the key functional
determinants of the socketed gouge.
7.2.6 Socketed Gouges Interpretation - Socket Metric Data
The dimensions of the sockets of the gouges within the sample are all relatively similar. In a
manner akin to that of blade width, the examination of socket width as a proportion of blade width
and length (Figures 6.4.2.1 - 6.4.2.3), is suggestive of socket dimensions being subject to lesser
change in size even where the blade was subject to notable change. This appears to indicate
consistent implementation of socket dimensions and potentially shared understanding or processes
in gouge-making. As a group, these results suggest that the gouge was subject to a regular
structure along a horizontal axis from blade mouth to socket. That regularity of structure would
have role in facilitating consistent functionality across gouges. Socket size also affects the size of
the haft. As such, correlation with blade width also indicates that the attached haft would be
balanced to the whole tool.
The consistently reproduced dimensions of both blade width and socket width, each being on the
horizontal plane, is in keeping with the wielding of the gouge along a horizontal plane; this can be
compared with the axe as a tool hafted and wielded on a vertical plane and in which the structure is
focussed on that vertical plane. In effect, the structure of each tool reflects intentionality within the
making of the tool based on the uses to which it would be put. This might seem an obvious, even
banal, point, but it is an important nuance of the characterisation of tool-making - the focus in
making tools went beyond the making itself into the nature of the use of the tool, and this situates
tools within a much broader socio-technological crafting network than is necessarily articulated by
attention only to making without consideration of why that making occurred in the ways that it did.
It is notable that the data for ‘V’ form gouges in particular displays consistency within the socket
width dimension; 61.1% of ‘V’ gouges fell within a single interval (14-16mm) compared with 37.5%
of ‘U’ form and 29.4% of ‘Open’ form gouges. This pattern mirrors that for blade widths insofar as
‘V’ gouges appear subject to a greater level of consistency than the other forms. The argument can
be made that the greater the trend in the dimensions and form in which a particular tool was
produced, then the more it can be said to have been subject to specific controls in its making. If
such controls were only the result of conventions at a production level and not related to craft
activity, then why do not the ‘U’ and ‘Open’ forms also exhibit evidence for implementation of such
conventions? It is more likely that either the differences which are apparent between forms were a
result of differing functions – which would suggest differences in intended uses - or that the ‘V’
gouge was a particularly function-specific form, contextualised by known Bronze Age ‘V’-shaped
grooves in worked wood.237
7.2.7 Socketed Gouges Interpretation - Summary
On the basis of the specificity of morphological variations it is unlikely that socketed gouges all had
the same generic function. Rather, within a broad structural trend, different blade morphologies
were implemented with different functions in mind.
The metric variations in aspects such as blade length, as well as variation in socket or ‘stylistic’
morphology, are suggestive of those examples within the sample having derived from a variety of
sources. However, the implementation of features which had form and proportion in common with
one another reflect attention at the level of production to the aspects of the tool which were
fundamental to its use. As such, it can be argued that the socketed gouge was a tool developed
and produced in a manner directed towards some particular wood-crafting uses.
Whilst chronological resolution is lacking, socketed gouges appear to be very firmly Late Bronze
Age tools. The majority of attributable dates for metalwork groupings containing gouges are of the
later stages of the period in Britain, certainly no earlier than 1200BC. The socketed gouge can also
be viewed in the context of a developmental form of a tool for which there exists modern-day
continuity, and in which diversification of uses and forms continued after the Late Bronze Age.
Socketed gouge distribution might be viewed in light of the relatively strong associations between
the tool and boat-building activity. Given that a considerable number of the objects in this study’s
sample occur along or close to waterways or coasts it is tempting to make a direct connection
between water-going vessels and gouge use. However, as was pointed out in Section 7.1.6, the
find location of a tool does not necessarily reflect the location in which that tool was used. In
addition, there may be other museum collections holding gouges, the addition of data from which
would alter the view of their distribution. It is apposite, therefore, to be wary of making too stringent
a connection between gouge find locations and construction of water-going vessels. Despite this,
from a technical perspective the tool is certainly suited to boat-building and thus it may also be
unreasonable to dismiss the possibility that at least some gouge-find locations are representative of
regions of use.
As with socketed axes, the distribution maps for gouges (Figures 7.2.7.1 and 7.2.7.2) should be
viewed as primarily illustrative of the locations of those examples surveyed in this thesis and not
broadly representative of wider trends. It is worth noting that the apparent lack of gouge examples
in upland, ‘dry’ areas between the Thames Valley and Southern Coast echoes the findings of
Coombs’ (1971) study, although both his study and this thesis might suffer from lack of access to
finds which would alter the perception of distributions. There are more detailed studies of Late
Bronze Age metalwork which can be sought for wider discussions of distributions (e.g. Champion
1980, 2007; Bradley 1985, 1998), so too of landscape use in the South East (e.g. Greatorex 2001)238
and, likewise, studies of social groupings and organisation can contribute to that wider view (e.g.
Brück 1999b).
From the data at hand any specific environmental influence on the form of the gouge is not
recognisable. The lack of regionalisation in forms of gouge blade, size or style would suggest that,
as with socketed axes, the socketed gouge was not shaped according to wood species or
environments. Instead, the tool is one for which the combined morphological and metric data
suggests specific functional differences which were a result of the influence of particular crafting
and wood-shaping practices.239
Figure 7.2.7.1 Socketed Gouge Distribution by Blade Form (NB. The Netherhampton Hoard contained up to thirty socketed gouges, those featured on the figure reflect the examples from that hoard
assessed within this study240
Figure 7.2.7.2 Socketed Gouge Distribution: ‘Stylistic' Features on Sockets241
7.3 Interpretation: Chisels
Of the four tool types examined within this thesis, chisels display the widest range of morphological
variation. The interpretation of chisels is particularly complex since, although wood-crafting
purposes might be assumed, not all chisels are necessarily wood-crafting tools or single-function
tools. This means that the specific functions of objects within the sample can be difficult to
conclusively establish. The discussion of chisel data in Chapter 6 made the point that chisels occur
in several categories - flat, flanged, tanged and socketed chisels - each of which can each have
substantial morphological variation within them. As such, functions may well overlap between
chisels which are ostensibly different to one another.
As with socketed gouges, previous characterisations of Bronze Age chisels have been limited. In
general, analyses have focussed on classification by blade type (Eogan 1966; Coombs 1979).
Examining blade type is useful in considering broad morphological relationships, developmental
progress between chisel forms, or even potentially the kinds of uses to which examples were put.
More recently Ó’Faoláin (2004) has suggested that chisels were used on a range of materials by a
variety of different craftspeople. Such an argument does sit well in the context of the morphological
and structural variety amongst chisels, as well as past suggestions of Late Bronze Age
technological diversification (e.g. Briard 1976: 186; Coghlan 1951: 80).
In terms of multi- or cross-craft potential in chisels (or ‘chisel-like’ tools), Continental evidence for
the Early Central European Bronze Age indicates the existence of leather-workers utilising a variety
of tools, including those similar to metal chisels (Bátora 2002: 217). Middle-Late Bronze Age
‘chisel-like’ tools have been characterised not only as wood-crafting but also hide or cloth-working
tools (Harris 2012), and some chisels occur in British hoards in association with evidence for
metalworking and/or ornamentation, for instance the West Ashling Hoard in Sussex (Section 7.4)
The interpretations within this section should be taken in view that the chisel, whilst sometimes
assumed to be a purely wood-crafting tool, instead seems to reflect the presence in the Late British
Bronze Age of a tool type of considerable morphological variation and potential for adaptation
which made it suited for a varied range of materials and crafting contexts. This is in contrast to the
specificity of socketed gouges and the distinctiveness of functionally-derived morphological
differences in socketed axes, both of which are tool types firmly associated with wood-crafting.
7.3.1 Chisels Interpretation - Blade Morphology
Across the chisel examples examined within this study four basic blade forms were identified:
curved, fan/splayed, squared and tapered. Curved blades occurred in all four chisel categories.
Squared blades occurred in flat, tanged and socketed chisels. Fan/splayed blades occurred in
tanged and socketed chisels, and tapered blades occurred in socketed and flat chisels. Flanged242
chisels are notable in featuring only curved blades, but flanged chisels are infrequent even
amongst the limited numbers of chisels overall. As such, the extent to which this can be relied upon
as an indicative of flanged chisels having only one blade form is limited.
Variation in the blade forms of chisels does mean that examples with different blades would be
subject to variation in functionality, due to the differences in blade shape. However, the range of
blade forms is also likely to reflect a range of functions. Similarly to gouges, modern forms of chisel
bear comparison with their Bronze Age progenitors, and can allow for some broad inference
regarding possible functions. Squared blades are likely to have been used in cutting or shaving
along straight lines and edges, curved blades for carving (especially curved or non-linear sections),
fan/splayed blades acting as ‘knives’ used on materials other than wood, for instance hide, and
tapered blades for graving or mortising. Curved blades were the most numerous of all the blade
forms in the sample, and, as with axes, it may be that curved forms represent a more general-use
chisel form, in comparison to function-specific squared, fan/splayed and tapered examples.
Previous characterisations of the chronology of British and Irish Bronze Age chisels have placed
flat and flanged chisels as Early and Middle Bronze Age forms, and tanged and socketed chisels
as Middle and Late Bronze Age forms (Childe 2011 [1930]: 71; Coombs 1971; Ó’Faoláin 2004).
This does suggest a basic developmental progression. Examining morphological continuity
between forms – for instance the presence of ‘same’ or similar blade forms across chisel
categories – allows some inference that basic chisel functions and the crafting processes for which
they were used were subject to continuity even as ‘new’ chisel structures were implemented and
adopted. Therefore, each chisel category can be seen as closely related at a developmental and
even functional level, and development and change thus viewed as a response to diversification in
the crafts for which chisels could be, or needed to be, used. From the samples in this study, a basic
representative progression might be suggested for curved-blade (Figure 7.3.1.1) and squared-
blade (Figure 7.3.1.2) chisels. The figures below are not intended to suggest the specific examples
illustrated were directly related, rather how the forms in which chisels occurred could inform
another derivation whilst retaining the same, potentially function-derived, blade morphology.Figure 7.3.1.1 Potential morphological progression of curve
leads to (2) Flanged chisel, and (3) Small chisel with flat, rounded mid
(5) tanged chisel with cross
Figure 7.3.1.2 Potential morphological progression of square
tanged squared and socketed squared. 2. Flat square bladed with tapering body leading to tapered body with
added cross-bar (2b –
Figure 7.3.1.3 illustrates three chisels within this study’s
squared-blades within flat, tanged and socketed chisels.
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Potential morphological progression of curve-bladed chisels; 1. Small flat chisel with curved blade
leads to (2) Flanged chisel, and (3) Small chisel with flat, rounded mid-ridge. 4. Flat chisel with tang/taper leads to
(5) tanged chisel with cross-bar and tapered tang, eventually resulting in (6) tanged chisel with distinct hilt and
tang feature, and (7) socketed curved chisel.
Potential morphological progression of square-bladed chisels; 1. Flat squared body followed by
nd socketed squared. 2. Flat square bladed with tapering body leading to tapered body with
– blade can be curved or squared) and square-bladed with hilt and narrow tang (2a).
Figure 7.3.1.3 illustrates three chisels within this study’s sample which show the presence of
blades within flat, tanged and socketed chisels.
bladed chisels; 1. Small flat chisel with curved blade
ridge. 4. Flat chisel with tang/taper leads to
d tapered tang, eventually resulting in (6) tanged chisel with distinct hilt and
bladed chisels; 1. Flat squared body followed by
nd socketed squared. 2. Flat square bladed with tapering body leading to tapered body with
bladed with hilt and narrow tang (2a).
sample which show the presence ofFigure 7.3.1.3 Square-bladed chisel forms; Top
Top Right: BM2_CH_T_4 Squared Tanged Chisel, Net
Squared Socketed Chisel, Norwich Castle Study Centre
The examples shown above are suggestive of a degree of continuity of function and also
functionality of the blade even though structural changes clea
is broadly similar to the Bronze Age transition from flat to socketed axes, in which generic function
did continue. However, as discussed in relation to socketed axes (Section 7.1), with some
structural changes also came – in relation to activity
particular forms. A similar situation might be argued to have occurred in the case of chisels.
Tanged and socketed chisels do not appear to represent a wholesale replacement of
forms; some Late Bronze Age hoards, such as that from Eaton, Norfolk, included chisels of all four
categories. Although this does not prove, for example, that flat chisels were used alongside
socketed chisels, their presence in the same hoar
at the same time. There is no reason why a flat chisel would necessarily need to be replaced if it
could still be used for its intended function, so the structural changes in chisels which saw the
development of tanged and socketed forms might best be characterised as additions to the range
of available chisel or ‘chisel-like’ forms (and functions).
In addition, variations within ‘same’ blade morphologies
were present, especially amongst tanged and socketed chisels (Table 6.5.3.1.1). Such variations
would certainly affect functionality. Whilst they may be related to the ‘making’ practice rather than
function per se, the presence of variations in those later period chisel
at least of technical diversification of blade form which would offer the potential for variation in
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Top Left: WH_CH_F_3 Square Flat Chisel, Wiltshire Heritage Museum;
: BM2_CH_T_4 Squared Tanged Chisel, Netherhampton Hoard, British Museum; Bottom: NCS_CH_S_4
Squared Socketed Chisel, Norwich Castle Study Centre
The examples shown above are suggestive of a degree of continuity of function and also
functionality of the blade even though structural changes clearly did occur between each type. This
is broadly similar to the Bronze Age transition from flat to socketed axes, in which generic function
did continue. However, as discussed in relation to socketed axes (Section 7.1), with some
in relation to activity – a degree of specification in the functions of
particular forms. A similar situation might be argued to have occurred in the case of chisels.
Tanged and socketed chisels do not appear to represent a wholesale replacement of earlier chisel
forms; some Late Bronze Age hoards, such as that from Eaton, Norfolk, included chisels of all four
categories. Although this does not prove, for example, that flat chisels were used alongside
socketed chisels, their presence in the same hoards does indicate that each type was in existence
at the same time. There is no reason why a flat chisel would necessarily need to be replaced if it
could still be used for its intended function, so the structural changes in chisels which saw the
t of tanged and socketed forms might best be characterised as additions to the range
like’ forms (and functions).
In addition, variations within ‘same’ blade morphologies – for instance amongst curved-blades
especially amongst tanged and socketed chisels (Table 6.5.3.1.1). Such variations
would certainly affect functionality. Whilst they may be related to the ‘making’ practice rather than
, the presence of variations in those later period chisel categories is representative
of blade form which would offer the potential for variation in
: WH_CH_F_3 Square Flat Chisel, Wiltshire Heritage Museum;
herhampton Hoard, British Museum; Bottom: NCS_CH_S_4
The examples shown above are suggestive of a degree of continuity of function and also
rly did occur between each type. This
is broadly similar to the Bronze Age transition from flat to socketed axes, in which generic function
did continue. However, as discussed in relation to socketed axes (Section 7.1), with some
a degree of specification in the functions of
particular forms. A similar situation might be argued to have occurred in the case of chisels.
earlier chisel
forms; some Late Bronze Age hoards, such as that from Eaton, Norfolk, included chisels of all four
categories. Although this does not prove, for example, that flat chisels were used alongside
ds does indicate that each type was in existence
at the same time. There is no reason why a flat chisel would necessarily need to be replaced if it
could still be used for its intended function, so the structural changes in chisels which saw the
t of tanged and socketed forms might best be characterised as additions to the range
blades –
especially amongst tanged and socketed chisels (Table 6.5.3.1.1). Such variations
would certainly affect functionality. Whilst they may be related to the ‘making’ practice rather than
categories is representative
of blade form which would offer the potential for variation infunction. That potential may well have been engendered by the development of a ‘template’ into
which different blade forms co
chisel.
7.3.2 Chisels Interpretation
Tanged chisels are distinctive by virtue of their unique morphological configuration, comprised of
three demarcated structur
tanged chisels have a consistent structure in terms of component parts and their locations within
the tool, and consistency in a structural pattern would allow for relative ease in im
different forms of each ‘component’ without having to alter the whole tool structure.
Figure 7.3
Ó’Faoláin (2004: 10) suggested that chisels can be, for purposes of distinction between makers,
divided between ‘waisted’ and ‘unwaisted’ forms
morphological distinctiveness of the tanged chisel, however, derives fr
cross-bar, because some flat chisels narrow from the blade into a tang
structural element which is both an identifying factor and which demarcates each component of the
tool.
Within the tanged chisel
within the study sample were highlighted in Tables 6.5.3.1.1 and 6.5.3.2.1 in the previous chapter.
The tanged chisel occurs across the study region (Section 7.3.8); however, variation ca
cross-bar form even though blade form remains consistent. There was very little statistical
relationship between the cross
be argued to have influenced
made by different makers (possibly attested to by implementation of differing cross
in mind of similar functions, which exerted influence over the form of the blade produced. In
addition, the fact of structural demarcation affords a degree of flexibility in the implementation of
different blade forms (and, by inference, functions) which might account for those examples in
which cross-bar form was the same but blade form differed.
The tanged chisel may represent the formalisation of a chisel form. The presence of a tang likely
had a role in haft attachment, but could also be adapted as a second use
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function. That potential may well have been engendered by the development of a ‘template’ into
which different blade forms could be inserted, as appears the case in the context of the tanged
7.3.2 Chisels Interpretation - Tanged Chisel Morphology
Tanged chisels are distinctive by virtue of their unique morphological configuration, comprised of
three demarcated structures – the blade, cross-bar and tang (Figure 7.3.2.1). To that extent, all
tanged chisels have a consistent structure in terms of component parts and their locations within
the tool, and consistency in a structural pattern would allow for relative ease in im
different forms of each ‘component’ without having to alter the whole tool structure.
Figure 7.3.2.1 Tanged Chisel Compartmentalisation Profile View
Ó’Faoláin (2004: 10) suggested that chisels can be, for purposes of distinction between makers,
divided between ‘waisted’ and ‘unwaisted’ forms – those with and without cross
morphological distinctiveness of the tanged chisel, however, derives from the presence of the
bar, because some flat chisels narrow from the blade into a tang-like body, so it is that extra
structural element which is both an identifying factor and which demarcates each component of the
Within the tanged chisel a number of variants occurred; the different forms of each component
within the study sample were highlighted in Tables 6.5.3.1.1 and 6.5.3.2.1 in the previous chapter.
The tanged chisel occurs across the study region (Section 7.3.8); however, variation ca
bar form even though blade form remains consistent. There was very little statistical
relationship between the cross-bar form and blade form (Table 6.5.3.2.2), so the cross
be argued to have influenced function. Rather it might be argued that specific examples were being
made by different makers (possibly attested to by implementation of differing cross
in mind of similar functions, which exerted influence over the form of the blade produced. In
of structural demarcation affords a degree of flexibility in the implementation of
different blade forms (and, by inference, functions) which might account for those examples in
bar form was the same but blade form differed.
may represent the formalisation of a chisel form. The presence of a tang likely
had a role in haft attachment, but could also be adapted as a second use
function. That potential may well have been engendered by the development of a ‘template’ into
uld be inserted, as appears the case in the context of the tanged
Tanged chisels are distinctive by virtue of their unique morphological configuration, comprised of
bar and tang (Figure 7.3.2.1). To that extent, all
tanged chisels have a consistent structure in terms of component parts and their locations within
the tool, and consistency in a structural pattern would allow for relative ease in implementing
different forms of each ‘component’ without having to alter the whole tool structure.
Tanged Chisel Compartmentalisation Profile View
Ó’Faoláin (2004: 10) suggested that chisels can be, for purposes of distinction between makers,
those with and without cross-bars. The
om the presence of the
like body, so it is that extra
structural element which is both an identifying factor and which demarcates each component of the
a number of variants occurred; the different forms of each component
within the study sample were highlighted in Tables 6.5.3.1.1 and 6.5.3.2.1 in the previous chapter.
The tanged chisel occurs across the study region (Section 7.3.8); however, variation can occur in
bar form even though blade form remains consistent. There was very little statistical
bar form and blade form (Table 6.5.3.2.2), so the cross-bar cannot
be argued that specific examples were being
made by different makers (possibly attested to by implementation of differing cross-bar forms) but
in mind of similar functions, which exerted influence over the form of the blade produced. In
of structural demarcation affords a degree of flexibility in the implementation of
different blade forms (and, by inference, functions) which might account for those examples in
may represent the formalisation of a chisel form. The presence of a tang likely
had a role in haft attachment, but could also be adapted as a second use-end, or held in order toremove the need for an additional handle. The ‘template’ could be easily commu
explained between craftspeople, and thus enable some ease of replication or learning, as well as
offering potential for adaptation or experiment by alteration of blade form only, and this is
contrasted to socketed axes and socketed gouges in Se
7.3.3 Chisels Interpretation - Socketed Chisel Morphology
Socketed chisels are similar to tanged chisels insofar as they feature all four blade forms (Table
6.5.4.1.1). With the inferred differences in function which stem fro
socketed chisel, like the tanged chisel, may be characterised as a tool type utilised for a range of
functions. However, whilst tanged chisels have a specific ‘template’ into which components of
varying morphology were introduced, socketed chisels occur in two distinct forms
integrated blades and sockets, and those with sockets which were demarcated from the blade
(Table 6.5.4.2.1). This immediately suggests differences in functionality, and within the
demarcated-socket group there is also considerable morphological variation. Integrated socket
forms in chisels may relate to socketed axe form; the morphology of some socketed chisels and
socketed axes is extremely similar, to the extent that it is likely they w
processes (Figure 7.3.3.1), and, depending on hafting, could likely be used in similar ways.
Figure 7.3.3.1 Socketed Chisel & Axe Comparison;
blade, (British Museum); Right: BRS_A_S_5 Late Bronze Age Socketed Axe
Collection
The similarity of some examples such as those illustrated above is such that, rather than
necessarily being functionally-different tools,
misidentification. If indeed they are separate tool types, then it may indicate some developmental
link between the tool types, which would seem logical when tool
produced a range of tools (e.g. Coghlan 1951; Blandford 1976;
Socketed chisels do lack the socket ridges present in a number of socketed axes. It is also
noticeable that they lack any noticeable, apparently ‘stylistic’, features such as those present on
axes, so they can be viewed as distinct tool types. As such, comparability between morphology in
different tool types such as these might reflect some degree of ‘morphological imitation’ aimed at
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remove the need for an additional handle. The ‘template’ could be easily communicated and
explained between craftspeople, and thus enable some ease of replication or learning, as well as
offering potential for adaptation or experiment by alteration of blade form only, and this is
contrasted to socketed axes and socketed gouges in Section 7.5.2 of this chapter.
Socketed Chisel Morphology
Socketed chisels are similar to tanged chisels insofar as they feature all four blade forms (Table
6.5.4.1.1). With the inferred differences in function which stem from that variation in blade form, the
socketed chisel, like the tanged chisel, may be characterised as a tool type utilised for a range of
functions. However, whilst tanged chisels have a specific ‘template’ into which components of
ntroduced, socketed chisels occur in two distinct forms – those with
integrated blades and sockets, and those with sockets which were demarcated from the blade
(Table 6.5.4.2.1). This immediately suggests differences in functionality, and within the
socket group there is also considerable morphological variation. Integrated socket
forms in chisels may relate to socketed axe form; the morphology of some socketed chisels and
socketed axes is extremely similar, to the extent that it is likely they were made using very similar
processes (Figure 7.3.3.1), and, depending on hafting, could likely be used in similar ways.
.3.1 Socketed Chisel & Axe Comparison; Left: BM2_CH_S_1 Socketed Chisel with curved, outswept
Right: BRS_A_S_5 Late Bronze Age Socketed Axe with curved, outswept blade
Collection (1921), Bristol Museum)
The similarity of some examples such as those illustrated above is such that, rather than
different tools, they may actually have been subject to
misidentification. If indeed they are separate tool types, then it may indicate some developmental
link between the tool types, which would seem logical when tool-makers are argued to have
.g. Coghlan 1951; Blandford 1976; Ó’Faoláin 2004).
Socketed chisels do lack the socket ridges present in a number of socketed axes. It is also
noticeable that they lack any noticeable, apparently ‘stylistic’, features such as those present on
y can be viewed as distinct tool types. As such, comparability between morphology in
different tool types such as these might reflect some degree of ‘morphological imitation’ aimed at
nicated and
explained between craftspeople, and thus enable some ease of replication or learning, as well as
offering potential for adaptation or experiment by alteration of blade form only, and this is
Socketed chisels are similar to tanged chisels insofar as they feature all four blade forms (Table
m that variation in blade form, the
socketed chisel, like the tanged chisel, may be characterised as a tool type utilised for a range of
functions. However, whilst tanged chisels have a specific ‘template’ into which components of
those with
integrated blades and sockets, and those with sockets which were demarcated from the blade
socket group there is also considerable morphological variation. Integrated socket
forms in chisels may relate to socketed axe form; the morphology of some socketed chisels and
ere made using very similar
processes (Figure 7.3.3.1), and, depending on hafting, could likely be used in similar ways.
Left: BM2_CH_S_1 Socketed Chisel with curved, outswept
with curved, outswept blade, (Pease
The similarity of some examples such as those illustrated above is such that, rather than
misidentification. If indeed they are separate tool types, then it may indicate some developmental
makers are argued to have
Socketed chisels do lack the socket ridges present in a number of socketed axes. It is also
noticeable that they lack any noticeable, apparently ‘stylistic’, features such as those present on
y can be viewed as distinct tool types. As such, comparability between morphology in
different tool types such as these might reflect some degree of ‘morphological imitation’ aimed at247
developing tools with different functions but drawing on useful knowledge for production of one tool
type or form in order to produce another.
Not all socketed chisels are similar in form to small socketed axes (or, vice versa, small socketed
axes so similar in form to socketed chisels). Some reflect the compartmentalisation present in
tanged chisels by having distinct, demarcated sockets, but the variation in blade forms remains.
The occurrence of demarcated socketed chisels, therefore, may also reflect the theme running
through chisels as a type in which structural changes were implemented whilst maintaining, and
expanding upon, the uses to which chisels could be put.
Even though each blade form present in the chisel sample could be used to work wood in different
ways, there is evidence to suggest that chisels, including flat and flanged forms, were applied to a
range of different materials rather than just wood (Section 7.3.4). This would situate the chisel as a
tool type within a much broader context of Bronze Age craft working and may reflect tool-makers
producing tools that had genuine multi-material applications, or indeed the influence of crafters of
different materials upon the tool range produced by tool-makers, which would presumably require a
degree of communication and exchange of ideas as a means of facilitating ‘new’ derivations of the
chisel.
7.3.4 Chisels Interpretation – Chisel Uses
As with axes, chisels as a tool type fit into a long-term technological continuum in which modern-
day familiarity can give some basis for inferring past uses. Modern and historical chisels include a
wide array of wood-shaping forms, such as ram-chisels for boat-building, tapered mortising chisels,
or long-bodied skew-chisels for carving (Childe 1944b; Edlin 1949). In broad schemes of
technological continuity, it seems reasonable to infer at least some developmental origin in the
metal tools of the Bronze Age, in a manner similar to that argued in this thesis for axes and gouges
(Sections 2.2.1 & 2.2.2). The continued presence of flat and flanged chisel forms in the Late
Bronze Age is indicative of technological continuity even during the study period; ‘earlier’ tool forms
do not seem to have been abandoned, in the same manner as the Early Bronze Age did not mean
the immediate abandonment of stone (Edmonds 1995: 154). This might even reflect the suggestion
by Veiteberg (2005) that the attitude of craftspeople determines use of prevailing technologies, for
example a chisel-user more comfortable with one form resisting adopting a different, potentially
‘newer’ form.
Given that axes can be characterised as wood-shaping tools, the morphological similarities
between chisel and axe blades – both tool types featuring curved, squared, and tapered blade
forms - is suggestive of some basic technological relationship. This is especially so when taking
into account the distinctions between curved and squared blades. In addition, just as socketed
gouges can be firmly established as wood-carving tools, a similarity exists between chisels,248
especially the tanged category, and socketed gouges, insofar as both have formalised structures
into which different blade morphologies were introduced. This is suggestive of some degree of
conceptual relationship, and evidence and history of wood-crafting is suggestive that the chisel can
be situated in the context of tools made for the working of wood. Wooden evidence from the British
Bronze Age predating the socketed gouge – such as those earlier boats already mentioned in this
study – indicates that they would have required some form of small carving tool, for which a chisel
is a real possibility.
There is nothing in the morphology or structure of most chisels which would preclude multi-purpose
or multi-material use. Hide-working made use of such tools with wide ‘fan’ blades (British
Archaeology 2012: 7). Although continental evidence suggests the use of bone tools for working
hide (Choyke & Daróczi-Szabó 2010; Morgenstern 2011), there is no reason why metal tools could
not perform such a function. Some examples within the sample have blades which might be
ascribed as ‘fan’ blades suitable for such use.
Figure 7.3.4.1 BM2_CH_S_4 Socketed ‘Fan’ blade chisel
Materials, as well as tool types, can also be linked to cross-craft practices. For example, tanbark
derived from oak tannin, can be used to tan hide and leather. Therefore, links might be established
between wood-use and craft activities which would not necessarily, prima facie, be linked to wood-
crafting. While this would not affect the tools produced for one craft or the other per se, it may
suggest connections between the material experience of craftspeople, which in turn had potential
to impact upon the types and forms of tools developed. A further example of the possible utility of
chisels for crafting materials other than wood lies in metalworking. The West Ashling Hoard, from
West Sussex, contains a flat curved-blade chisel which, if found alone, might be assumed to be a
wood-crafting tool (Figure 7.3.4.2).Figure 7.3.4.2 Flat Chisel with curved blade and pointed outsweeps, West Ashling Hoard, West Sussex (Collections
The West Ashling Hoard, comprising ornaments such as arm rings, torcs and bracelets, scrap
metal, awls, a socketed hammer, saw, and chisel, belies the notion that this chisel would have
been used solely in wood
point instead to ornament production (see Section 7.4). Other hoards containing chise
not of a character immediately associable with wood
contained a single chisel alongside a single gouge, knife, spearheads, boar’s tusks, tweezers, a
gold ring, and an amber bead (Fox 1923). Having
of one associated with wood
not preclude that chisel example from having been used for wood
variety of contexts in which chisels occurred.
A number of chisel examples in this study also appear to have dual use
functions at each end, and this must be connected with the possibility that some chisels were
intended to be multi-purpose too
tapered tang which may represent a form of punch. In working materials such as hide, a tool with
both cutting and punching capability may well have been useful. The morphology of the tanged
chisel is particularly suitable to dual
use-end could be modified without adversely affecting the other.
Taking into account the apparent multi
like tools, chisels may be argued to have been influenced in form not by wood
by a range of different craft activities. Variations on each chisel category could, and did, occur
alongside one another, even in the Late Bronze Age
forms do seem to have been phased out in favour of
technology-influenced socketed chisel. Blade morphology, structural form, and morphological
additions such as dual-
an expanding range of functions.
Bronze Age Britain was ‘tiered’
objects; this was advanced by Rowlands (1976) and has also since been discussed by Schleiser
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Flat Chisel with curved blade and pointed outsweeps, West Ashling Hoard, West Sussex (Collections
of The Novium: Chichester & District Museum)
The West Ashling Hoard, comprising ornaments such as arm rings, torcs and bracelets, scrap
ted hammer, saw, and chisel, belies the notion that this chisel would have
been used solely in wood-crafting. The contents of the hoard and associated contextual evidence
point instead to ornament production (see Section 7.4). Other hoards containing chise
not of a character immediately associable with wood-crafting. The Feltwell Fen hoard, for example
contained a single chisel alongside a single gouge, knife, spearheads, boar’s tusks, tweezers, a
gold ring, and an amber bead (Fox 1923). Having neither the character of a metalwork hoard, nor
of one associated with wood-crafting, it may have been a collection of personal objects. This does
not preclude that chisel example from having been used for wood-crafting, but it does highlight the
f contexts in which chisels occurred.
A number of chisel examples in this study also appear to have dual use-
functions at each end, and this must be connected with the possibility that some chisels were
purpose tools. BM_CH_T_3 – highlighted in Section 6.5.3.3
tapered tang which may represent a form of punch. In working materials such as hide, a tool with
both cutting and punching capability may well have been useful. The morphology of the tanged
sel is particularly suitable to dual-ended use because of its compartmentalised structure; either
end could be modified without adversely affecting the other.
Taking into account the apparent multi-material or differential material uses of chisels an
like tools, chisels may be argued to have been influenced in form not by wood
by a range of different craft activities. Variations on each chisel category could, and did, occur
alongside one another, even in the Late Bronze Age. Despite this, those ‘earlier’ flat and flanged
forms do seem to have been phased out in favour of a ‘template’ tanged chisel, and the socket
influenced socketed chisel. Blade morphology, structural form, and morphological
-ends do attest to diversity in the potential uses of the chisel as a type, and
an expanding range of functions. It has been suggested that production of metal objects in Late
Bronze Age Britain was ‘tiered’ - different metalworkers producing different t
; this was advanced by Rowlands (1976) and has also since been discussed by Schleiser
Flat Chisel with curved blade and pointed outsweeps, West Ashling Hoard, West Sussex (Collections
The West Ashling Hoard, comprising ornaments such as arm rings, torcs and bracelets, scrap
ted hammer, saw, and chisel, belies the notion that this chisel would have
crafting. The contents of the hoard and associated contextual evidence
point instead to ornament production (see Section 7.4). Other hoards containing chisels were also
crafting. The Feltwell Fen hoard, for example
contained a single chisel alongside a single gouge, knife, spearheads, boar’s tusks, tweezers, a
neither the character of a metalwork hoard, nor
crafting, it may have been a collection of personal objects. This does
crafting, but it does highlight the
-ends with different
functions at each end, and this must be connected with the possibility that some chisels were
highlighted in Section 6.5.3.3 – has a sharply
tapered tang which may represent a form of punch. In working materials such as hide, a tool with
both cutting and punching capability may well have been useful. The morphology of the tanged
ended use because of its compartmentalised structure; either
material or differential material uses of chisels and chisel-
like tools, chisels may be argued to have been influenced in form not by wood-crafting alone, but
by a range of different craft activities. Variations on each chisel category could, and did, occur
. Despite this, those ‘earlier’ flat and flanged
‘template’ tanged chisel, and the socket
influenced socketed chisel. Blade morphology, structural form, and morphological
ends do attest to diversity in the potential uses of the chisel as a type, and
It has been suggested that production of metal objects in Late
different metalworkers producing different types and ranges of
; this was advanced by Rowlands (1976) and has also since been discussed by Schleiser250
(1981: 13) and more recently Kienlin (2013: 431). Although the sample in this study does not
necessarily attest to ‘tiers’, the extensive morphological variation within chisels as a broad tool type
does appear to indicate that makers were indeed producing a varied range of tools, and this might
be characterised as a result of interplay between different tool-makers and users (Turner 2010: 10;
Wells 2007: 138).
7.3.5 Chisels Interpretation – Blade Metric Data
Given that the metric data for chisels includes results for all four chisel categories, and the
apparent co-occurrence of at least some of the examples, cross-category comparison is useful as a
means of investigating whether common structural principles existed and, if so, how that may
impact upon interpretations of function.
There is considerable variation in blade lengths across the four chisel categories, both in real terms
and when blade length is considered as a proportion of full tool length (Figures 6.6.6.2 – 6.6.6.3).
Although the later tanged and socketed forms tend to have blade lengths which are of greater
proportion compared to those of earlier flat and flanged forms there is actually little in the way of
any pattern that distinguishes each chisel category from the others. As such, it may be argued that
each category reflects a range of functionalities, as opposed to there being any definitive structural
change from one category to the other which might be accounted for by chronological shifts in
production and use of a particular kind of chisel.
Furthermore, within the flat, tanged, and socketed chisel categories correlations between blade and
full length were all strong and positive (Flat Chisels 81.6%, Tanged Chisels 85.6%, Socketed
Chisels 83.0%); in each of these, blade length and full length grew in accordance with one another.
However, this should not necessarily be interpreted as blade length being increased as a response
to increases in the size of the tool, especially given the relatively weaker correlation of blade
lengths as a proportion of full lengths, particularly in the case of flat (32.1%) and tanged (8.9%)
chisels. In effect, when blade length increased so too did the full tool length because the full length
includes the blade length. Neither was blade length a dimension supposed to comprise a specific
proportion of the tool. Therefore, the blade length can be viewed as a determinant of full tool
length, in much the same manner as for socketed gouges, wherein the full length was intended to
accommodate the blade. Blade length itself reflects the intended functions and functionalities of
each example. To this extent, the data for flat, tanged, and socketed chisel blade lengths can be
argued to reflect some commonality of structure, which may support the case for the functional
continuity which this chapter has argued to exist amongst the chisel sample.
Comparisons of blade width across all four chisel categories (Figure 6.6.6.4) provided a minimum-
maximum range of 5mm-45mm. Within this range there were some indications of trends specific to
particular categories, for example 10 from 24 tanged chisels having blade widths falling between251
20mm-25mm. The broad spread of blade widths across all 24 examples is indicative of the sample
comprising blades with an array of functionalities because the blade does manifest shapes and
sizes of potential cut. Differences in size are also relevant; even where two blade morphologies
were the same, if one has a width of 5mm and the other 35mm then the results they would produce
would be different, Furthermore, it is likely that the tasks for which each chisel would be used would
differ due to that difference in size. It could thus be argued that the blade width data attests to
variation in function as well as at the level of functionality. Certainly, when compared with the much
narrower range of blade width in socketed gouge forms – bearing comparison as another ‘small’
carving tool type – the broad range in the chisel data seems to reflect the scope for greater
variation in function and functionality.
Blade width and blade length do not correlate strongly in either flat chisels or tanged chisels. For
flat chisels the correlation between width and length was inconclusive. The result R=0.441 (44.1%)
suggested that there may have been some relation between the dimensions, but not one which
was implemented in a regular manner. In the case of tanged chisels the correlation (R=0.258,
25.8%), although positive, was weak and does not appear to signify that blade length and width
were interrelated in a manner which affected use. Given that both flat and tanged chisels have flat
blades, the inconclusive correlations suggest that a balancing of blade width and length dimensions
was not integral to the tool.
For socketed chisels, the correlation between blade width and blade length showed a decrease in
blade width as length increased, but that correlation was also inconclusive (R=0.452, -45.2%). The
inconclusive result is perhaps due to the socketed chisel category comprising examples from
distinct morphological groups which necessarily had different dimensions. This does raise the
possibility that the socketed chisel category includes several tool types rather than just ‘chisels’,
and thus direct comparison may actually be misleading. As a whole, it seems that blade width and
blade length in chisels were not contingent one upon the other at a structural level, and that they
were not subject to a joint principle from which functionality would derive. This probably reflects the
wide functional variation inferred to exist within the chisel sample.
Chisel blades did occur in a range of different sizes, whether in forms which were made according
to a common structure - such as tanged chisels – or in forms in which distinctly different structures
occurred. The rationale for the difference in blade sizes must be seen to be linked to what each tool
would be for and how it was to be used, which would by necessity affect tool selection. The blade
metric data overall does attest to both the range of functionality present within the chisel sample,
and the primacy of the blade function as determinant in chisels, rather than blade dimensions being
enforced by a predetermined structure.252
7.3.6 Chisels Interpretation – Tanged Chisel Tang and Cross-bar Data
The wide variety in tang length (Figure 6.6.3.8) mirrors the variety in the full tool length of tanged
chisels (Figure 6.6.3.1), although blade length (Figure 6.6.3.3) is subject to less variation. The
difference may be reflective of the more strictly controlled dimensions of the blade, which is, after
all, the material-contact point of the tool. Figure 6.6.3.11 (tanged chisel blade length and full
length) showed a strong and positive correlation (84.6%) between the length of the blade and the
full tool length. Similarly Figure 6.6.3.12 (tanged chisel tang length and full length) showed a strong
and positive correlation (90.6%) between those dimensions. The strength and similarity of the
correlations indicates a direct relationship between the overall structure of the tool and those two
features.
Figure 6.6.3.24 indicates a trend in which examples of greater blade width did have longer tangs.
The apparent counterbalancing of width and length makes sense in structural terms, whether the
tang was for handling, haft attachment or the addition of a second use-end in the tool. Despite the
fact that the correlations between tang and blade dimensions do not necessarily govern all the
examples, the data does allow the inference that the structural integrity acted as a determinant of
functionality – the blade and tang counterbalancing one another. Keeping in mind the
morphological and apparent functional variation amongst the examples in the tanged chisel
sample, it seems that this counterbalance was a particular structural principle applied across the
category. In being so, it may well represent an aspect of chisel-making practiced by more than one
maker, and that it was a principle integral to the use of the tanged chisel.
It was suggested earlier in this section that the variations in cross-bar morphology were indicative
of different makers of tanged chisels. Whilst there is no reason why a maker could not implement a
range of cross-bar forms, the wide variation in the dimensions of cross-bars within the sample
(Figures 6.6.3.6 - 6.6.3.7), together with the morphological and metric variation, are indicative of at
least several different responses to the implementation of the cross-bar. As a structural component,
the cross-bar correlates at a dimensional level more closely to the tang than to the blade (Figures
6.6.3.21 - 6.6.3.22). This may be because the cross-bar was a structural, rather than a functional,
component of the tool. The blade dimensions were dictated by the required function, whereas the
cross-bar and (non use-end) tang were dictated only by functionality. However, the variations in
dimensional data for tanged chisels become most explicable when they are viewed as tools
manifesting a range of functions and associated functionality.
7.3.7 Chisels Interpretation – Socketed Chisel Socket Data
Metric data for socketed chisels must be considered in light of the two markedly different structural
forms present within the sample. The variation caused by that difference is present in the data for
both socket height and width (Figures 6.6.5.8-6.6.5.9).253
Figure 6.6.5.14 identified a positive correlation (55.4%) between the vertical and horizontal
dimensions of the sockets, although it is not strong enough to be conclusive, especially given the
paucity of examples. However, the general trend showing socket width and height increasing in
accordance with one another is also visible in socketed gouges and socketed axes and appears a
commonly implemented, and to be expected, trend in socketed tools as a whole. To that extent,
tools of different type may relate to, and signify, the influence of one on another – a possibility
made more so in the case of socketed chisels and socketed axes by dint of the morphological
similarities in some of their blade forms.
The range of metric variation in socketed chisels and all the chisel categories overall is indicative of
considerable difference. Whilst difference does not necessarily mean variation in function, the
metric data illustrated within this discussion is suggestive of a wide range of functionality. There are
common principles within the sample, such as the role of the blade as a determinant of function
and the counterbalancing of features such as blades and tangs. Commonality of both dimensions
and morphologies amongst chisels is suggestive of a developmental relationship between the
chisels of each category. The increase in morphological variation amongst the later tanged and
socketed forms suggests that the developmental relationship between all four chisel categories -
and the practice of using common principles - facilitated experiment and transition in chisel form
which in turn allowed for significant functional diversification in Late British Bronze Age chisels.
7.3.8 Chisels Interpretation - Summary
The chisel sample is the most morphologically and dimensionally varied set of data within the
study. It is also the most inconclusive. The main issue which exists in the interpretation of the
sample is the likelihood that it comprises tools for a whole range of different uses.
Despite this, there are some clear indications of common structural principles across the
categories, such as correlations between blade and body dimensions, and morphological trends
such as implementation of similar blade forms. These trends could be taken to reflect
developmental continuity, and the influence of one chisel form upon another. More extensive
radiocarbon dates associated with the contexts of small British Bronze Age tools such as chisels
would be useful to better establish a chronology of development.
In Section 7.2 of this study it was noted that Coombs (1971) suggested a gouge-making ‘workshop’
in South Eastern England, and the differences in distributions between chisels and gouges might
reflect a degree of regional preference for one tool over the other, as has been suggested to have
occurred on the Continent (Novotná 1970). However, the idea of ‘preference’ would suggest that
the two tool types were for the same activities and thus could be chosen on equal terms. Given the
specific-function form and enclosed blade of the socketed gouge compared to the open-blade and254
much wider morphological variation of the chisel, it seems unlikely that gouges and chisels held
only the same functions, and thus the notion that one was ‘preferred’ over the other is problematic.
On the other hand, both gouges and chisels are, or can be, carving tools; although the dating of
small bronze tools in Britain remains imprecise, the potential for the chisel to have been present
from the Early Bronze Age through to the Late Bronze Age, compared to the socketed gouge as
only a Late Bronze tool, might indicate that the gouge actually derived from the chisel, as a form
targeted to specific uses. Certainly, Coombs (1971) characterised the gouge as a form of chisel –
whilst this study disagrees that the two tool types can be thus conflated, because of the difference
in their functions, they may have had a developmental relationship.
As with the distributions for socketed axes and socketed gouges, the distribution map (Figure
7.3.8.1, below) for chisels is intended to simply illustrate the finds locations of objects assessed
within the study as opposed to representing itself as accounting for all possible chisels from the
study regions. This is especially so in this case, given that the distribution may actually reflect tools
used for a range of different crafts, including wood-crafting and hide-working and perhaps even the
working of stone. As with the other tool types in this study, the finds locations do not necessarily
represent the locations of tool use, rather the presence of tools within depositional contexts for
which there are many possible interpretations.
The chisels in this sample lack associative evidence which might firmly contextualise their
morphologies. The presence of chisels within hoards at the least does show they were sufficiently
significant to the persons associated with those hoards to warrant inclusion, but that equally does
not attest to the specific activities for which they were used. The fact that the sample may best be
interpreted as containing tools of a range of material uses and utilities means the distribution of the
examples in this study might most usefully be taken to represent widespread craft activities and
dissemination of tool forms, rather than representing areas of particular practices or influences on
the forms in which chisels occurred.
The utility of the chisel as a tool type which could be applied to a range of materials, and in which
forms could be adapted depending on required functions, is such that it would be reasonable to
infer the making of chisels was influenced by intended crafting uses. Similarly to socketed gouges
and axes, the metric data for chisels suggests that constraints were placed upon form and
dimensions by their functions. Morphological variation within the sample may attest to the
adaptability of the chisel, and the potential for experiment in its form, especially in the case of those
examples with dual use-ends. Chisel size is suggestive of some differentiation in uses, but also that
the intended function lay with the material-contact feature (blade) of the tool, and, too, that the form
in which this tool derived from the range of possible uses to which chisels were put.255
Figure 7.3.8.1 Distribution of Chisels according to Category and Blade Form256
7.4 Interpretation: Saws
Despite the scarcity of examples of British Bronze Age saws, the technical character and the
contexts of known examples offer considerable scope for discussion. The saw is intriguing as a tool
type in terms of what it may have been used for. Historically, the saw has been viewed as a
woodworking tool which was an integral part of the ‘progression of mankind towards civilisation’
(Disston 1916: 5). Familiarity with the saw as both historical and modern woodworking tool has
informed the interpretation of prehistoric examples. The saw has previously been labelled as a tool
which found use in ‘fine woodworking’ during the British Bronze Age (Coombs 1971; O’Connor
1980; Eogan 2000). Whilst this description is perhaps catachrestic, it does provide a basis from
which to discuss the saw in the wider context of craft activity. There is a lack of clarity as to what
exactly ‘fine’ is supposed to mean – whether ‘fine-as-high-quality’ or ‘fine-meaning-small’, or indeed
both. This is important because it informs the contexts in which the tool may be perceived to have
been used, and the perception of the user.
To suggest the saw was for ‘fine-as-high-quality’ use would situate it within a craft process
producing objects which were not of an ‘everyday’ nature and, in doing so, suggest that the user in
that context was possessed of particular skill, possibly even being a saw-using ‘specialist’. If the
saw is indeed considered to be associated with some form of ‘specialist’ working, then the scarcity
of examples might be perceived to derive from its use having been limited to just a few individuals.
This would contest the argument made by Rowlands (1976) and Pearce (1983) that the saw was a
common part of Middle or Late Bronze Age tool ranges. However, scarcity of examples does not
necessarily equate to use by specialists. Should, instead, the saw have been used for ‘fine-
meaning-small work’ tool, it does not carry with it the same idea of ‘specialisation’ and, therefore,
does not bar the saw from having been commonly known, or indeed accessible.
The two interpretations are not mutually exclusive; ‘fine-meaning-small’ can still be ‘fine-meaning-
high-quality’, but there is no evidence to support either perspective over the other. In addition, the
range of possible Bronze Age wood-crafting activity causes difficulty in identifying a specialist
wood-crafter per se because of the practical differences which exist between different wood-
crafting activities, such as boat-building, carpentry, or even wood chopping. There may well have
been specialists in particular kinds of wood-crafting activities, but there is limited extent to which
such a distinction is visible in the British Bronze Age as a whole, and even less so in relation to the
use of the saw. The label ‘fine’ does rather obfuscate discussion of saw use in terms both of the
actual users and the materials upon which the tool was wielded. The technical nature of known
examples better informs as to their potential use.257
7.4.1 Saws Interpretation – Morphological Comparison
The saw contrasts with the solid-bladed tools examined so far in this study by virtue of having
singular application as a sawing tool. Known examples from the British Bronze Age are rather
small, with shallow teeth not particularly representative of more specific later Iron Age and modern-
historical forms, such as rip or crosscut saws, or two-man timber-cutting saws. The assessment in
Chapter 6 of this study argued that the examples examined would not have been particularly
effective in working wood due to the lack of set teeth and the lack of the cutting margin that is
necessary to create space for the body of the tool to travel through wood without binding. That
binding is especially problematic when working green wood (Blandford 1976: 152). It is likely that
the ease of working wood such as oak or ash when green compared to when seasoned would
have been recognised during the British Bronze Age, so the morphology of the known saw
examples is in contrast to the practicalities of working with wood.
Hodges (1956: 32) suggested that the Bishopsland and Mawgan saws had some affinity of form
with one another. Also, the Pembroke saw is considered to have been a local-metal derivation of
examples from other regions of Britain (Savory 1980: 55). Such possibilities may indicate
dissemination of knowledge regarding the saw, even if just general ideas based on a ‘template’
which was strip of metal with teeth, which thence influenced autochthonous forms. The problem in
trying to establish direct connections between the saws is that the forms in which they occur are
limited; all are based on the precept of a rectangular strip of metal with teeth, whereas other tool
types have several more features which can be used to distinguish them, such as axe blade ribs or
socket ridges, gouge flares and blade for, or the cross-bar in tanged chisels.
The frequencies and setting of the saw teeth does show some variation across the examples. This
difference would affect how they carried out their function(s). The morphological comparison of the
West Ashling, Waldershare and Grimes Graves examples in Chapter 6 illustrated differences in the
spatial setting of their teeth; those in the Grimes Graves example being much closer to one another
than in the other examples. This, in turn, would have increased the frequency of the cutting process
across the draw of the saw caused by each individual tooth as the tool was drawn through material.
To that extent, the Grimes Graves saw might be argued to be more ‘efficient’ than that from West
Ashling, and perhaps Waldershare (although the skill of the user is also important in efficiency of
saw-use, it being very easy to suffer a frustrating series of jams and interruptions when the speed
and angle of the draw deviate). Judgement of ‘efficiency’ based on teeth also assumes that
examples were used on the same materials, which is by no means certain, but if indeed wood-
crafting was the intended activity, the spacing of the teeth on the Grimes Graves saw is of more
utility for working the close grain of wood than the spacing of the teeth on the West Ashling and
Waldershare examples. It is possible that the shorter length and lesser number of teeth of the West
Ashling saw was due to use in scoring much thinner or harder materials, for which too great a258
pressure or frequency of teeth might fracture the material, and this could potentially include
materials used in ornament-making.
The size of teeth also affects functionality, for example large teeth are more effective than small
teeth when cutting damp, green, wood. The Felixstowe saw has large pyramidal teeth distinct from
those smaller teeth on the other examples, Although there is no real evidence as to the use-context
or material on which the Felixstowe example was used, the pyramidal shape of the teeth would be
of use in clearing the line of the cut – if used on wood, clearing sawdust – because of their wide
shape. As such, the variations in the morphology and frequency in saw teeth may well attest to
variation in the materials upon which they were used, although the contexts in which they were
found do not necessarily indicate specificities of that use (Section 7.4.2).
7.4.2 Saws Interpretation - Distribution
Whilst the discussions of axes, gouges and chisels would not benefit from detailed discussion of
their spatial distribution in this study, due to the already-mentioned problems of their
representativeness. The saw is not affected by the issues of representativeness faced by the other
tool types in this study because, as far as they are known, all the confirmed examples are included
here, and thus they offer the potential for a more justifiable discussion. Figure 7.4.2.1 shows the
locations of the confirmed examples of British Bronze Age saws: Mawgan, Pembroke/Monkton,
Gloucestershire, Grimes Graves, Felixstowe, Waldershare and West Ashling.
The Bishopsland saw from Ireland, as explained earlier in the study, is included in the discussion
due to the scarcity of examples and the useful comparison of the Bishopsland Hoard with the West
Ashling Hoard (see below). Whilst possible saw fragments have been mentioned at Grimes Graves
(Mercer 1981) and Isleham (Coombs 1971), they are not included on the figure due to their not
being confirmed examples. It is notable that the examples are all widely dispersed from one
another, but for the most part located in regions which are either coastal or within a relatively short
distance of coasts, estuaries, or waterways. The Bishopsland Hoard, of which the saw was a part,
was found in close vicinity to the River Liffey (Eogan 2000: 19). However, given that the majority of
the saw finds were from hoards, their locations do not necessarily equate to use or production
locations, especially given the apparent predilection of Bronze Age people for making apparently
‘votive’ deposits in water (Becker 2013; York 2002), and even the possibility that the saw, as a
particularly infrequent tool, did represent some ‘special’ use.259
Figure 7.4.2.1 Locations of Confirmed examples of Bronze Age Saws (Bishopsland included on the figure due to inclusion in the discussion)260
The Felixstowe saw was part of a hoard originally characterised as a Founders Hoard (Evans
1885). Whilst such characterisation might be considered dated and does not lend to interpretation
of the saw’s use, the hoard does not display evidence of having been related to specific craft
practice because of the range of object types within the hoard, including tools and weapons but
without tools that can readily be associated with one another, unlike, for example, in the West
Ashling Hoard and Bishopsland Hoards, discussed below. Further contextual information would be
of benefit when examining the Grimes Graves saw; the mines were no longer being used for flint
mining by the Middle Bronze Age in Britain, so it is perhaps unlikely that the saw was being used
for activity within the mines themselves, although presumably there is nothing to preclude a human
presence in the area for other activities. There is no evidence, however, by which that or any of the
other saw examples may be directly associated to crafts specifically bound up with the use of
waterways or coasts.
The West Ashling saw is one of those in which the morphology of the teeth is indicative of
unsuitability for wood-crafting, lacking misaligned teeth (thereby preventing a cutting margin either
side of the cut line) and the absence of set teeth. The tool is part of a hoard which, though as-yet
unpublished and subject to unfortunate circumstances surrounding its recovery, contains enough
evidence to posit a connection with ornament-crafting involving metal and perhaps other materials.
Alongside the fragmented saw were a number of other small tools, including a single flat, curve-
bladed chisel (CH_CH_F_1), a socketed hammer and several awls, as well as number of whole
and fragmentary ornamental objects such as torcs, bracelets and armrings, as well as scrap. Other
finds included socketed spearheads and casting slag, although the location of some of these may
or may not have been directly associated with the main body of the hoard (Rawden 2010,
pers.comm, 30
th November).
Ornament production has long been suggested to have been practiced in the South East of
England during the Bronze Age (Smith 1959a: 151; Manley & White 1996: 235). There are
numerous finds of objects such as decorated pins from the Middle and Later Bronze Age in the
region, being of both indigenous and Continental origin (Bellam 1996). In addition to this, a range of
comparative evidence exists. Amber has been associated with both European and British Bronze
Age ornamentation (Pearce 1977; MacWhite 1944a), and was known in the South East of England
during the Bronze Age (Beck & Shennan 1991: 99-101). The presence of amber in hoards
associated with either ornament production or ornamental objects themselves is evidenced in
hoards such as that of ‘Near Lewes’, which included amber beads, copper tutuli, gold discs and
‘Sussex Loop’ bracelets (Capper et al 2011). Other ornamental objects from the Sussex region
include a variety of decorated pins, for instance in the East Dean Hoard, and a number of armrings
with incised-line and hatchmark decorations, which also occur on objects in the West Ashling
Hoard, across Sussex and on the Continent (Manley & White 1996: 234). Admittedly this does not
create a direct relationship between the West Ashling saw and ornament working, but the character
of the hoard overall is such that it seems reasonable to suggest the contents had role in the261
working of metals and creation of ornaments. Given also the difficulty in reconciling the morphology
of the saw to physical processes of sawing wood, its presence in association with ornaments, in a
region rich in such evidence, might situate the saw in an ornament-making context.
The West Ashling Hoard can be compared with two other saw-containing hoards, those from
Waldershare (Kent) and Bishopsland (Ireland). Whilst apparently a scrap hoard, the Waldershare
hoard contained a sizeable saw fragment (DOV_SAW_1) alongside a variety of pins, bosses and
buttons amongst the scrap. Some of those objects have the same incised and hatchmarked
decorations as those found on items in the West Ashling Hoard. Eogan (2000: 18) suggested the
Bishopsland Hoard to be a collection of tools belonging to a ‘master woodworker’ but this
conclusion appears based solely on the presence of a single ‘Class 1’ axe. The latter was
characterised in Eogan’s volume as a ‘fine wood-working tool’, based on Schmidt and Burgess’
(1981) analyses of socketed axes. The hoard, however, contained an intact saw alongside metal
rings, socketed hammers, tweezers and a clamp likened to that used by gold-workers (Ó’Ríordáin
1946: 161). Furthermore, the hoard has been likened in character to those of the ‘Ornament
Horizon’ in Southern England (Eogan 2000: 19). Comparing the Bishopsland hoard with the West
Ashling Hoard by their contents, and the range of ornament production occurring in the Middle and
Late Bronze Age in Britain, it can be argued that the Bishopsland Hoard was likely one in which at
least several of the tools were used for ornament production. As such, it appears that both the
Bishopsland and West Ashling saws can be considered tools used for ornament-making rather
wood-crafting.
In terms of technology, there is no reason why the saws of the period could not have been involved
in ornament production. The use of copper and bronze saws on materials such as amber or soft
metals such as gold has technological analogies elsewhere; copper saws were used to cut steatite
beads in the Indus Valley from the Ravi Phase (3300-2800BC) into the Mature Harappan (2600-
1900BC) (Kenoyer 1997: 297; Kenoyer & Miller 2007: 163-167). Whilst the cultural and
geographical context is completely removed from that of Bronze Age Britain, it is demonstrative of
the capability of copper and bronze saws and of their use in ornament-making. Closer to the
context of British Bronze Age saw use, experimental work carried out using copper, bronze and
arsenic saws has also suggested the efficacy of saws on materials other than wood, and in some
cases their being less efficient on wood than metals and stone (Lettow-Vorbeck 2002: 273).
However, there are also examples of saws for which there is no contextual evidence for ornament-
making. The example from Pembroke was found alongside a palstave. Savory’s (1980: 64)
suggestion that it was the tool of ‘an individual with a taste for carpentry’ seems based only on the
presence of the palstave rather than any more convincing reasoning. As already mentioned, the
Felixstowe saw was part of what appears to have been a ‘Founder’s’ hoard (Evans 1885). Although
that characterisation of the hoard does not bar the saw from any particular use, neither does it
provide distinct evidence as to what that use may have been. The Grimes Graves example,262
likewise, does not provide conclusive evidence to associate it with any particular material, nor do
those examples recorded but subsequently lost, such as that from Gloucestershire (Pritchard
1906). It should be noted that, on the Continent, saws have been associated with the working of
bone and antler (Christidou 2008: 257), although evidence for this in Britain is lacking.
There are too few contextualised examples to positively identify developmental stages of the
bronze saw, or indeed the primary material upon which saws were used. Eogan (2000: 19)
suggests that the Bishopsland Hoard was of date no later than 1300BC. West Ashling, Bishopsland
and perhaps Felixstowe and Waldershare may lend support to Rowlands (1976) ascribing the use
of the saw to the Bronze Age smith, insofar as they appear to associate the saw with activities
potentially involving metals, but that is as far as such support goes. Certainly, there is no indication
the saw was, as Rowlands (Ibid) suggested, a ‘common’ part of a Middle Bronze Age smith’s
‘toolkit’. However, neither do the examples justify the argument that the saw was a tool for ‘fine’
woodworking alone. As a result, what remains are a number of saws, for which the most
compelling evidence lies with those which appear to have been utilised in ornament production,
albeit very light wood-crafting cannot be entirely discounted.
7.4.3 Saws Interpretation - Summary
There is no reason why saws could not have been produced with varying intended functions. The
lack of features which would make the Bronze Age saw effective in working wood might be
explained by the tool being in a stage which required experiment and experience of use prior to
further development.
The technical morphology of Bronze Age saws, alongside contextual information, allows
reasonable inference that the saw was a developmental-stage tool which found use in contexts not
necessarily linked to ‘woodworking’. Some saw examples may have been connected to ornament-
making with other materials. From this it is possible that the potential of the tool was expanded
upon; it has been suggested that the saw as an aid to the axe for tree-felling was not adopted
throughout the whole of Europe until as late as the 19
th Century (Edlin 1949: 6).
The saw lacks wholly evident precursors, although serrated stone tools are known (Coghlan 1951).
These might, on further examination, fit a picture of transitional stone-metal development during
earlier stages of the Bronze Age. The current lack of numerous examples of saws or certain
chronology hinders attempts to place the tool within a firm model of technological or chronological
development. The wide spread of saws across southern Britain is somewhat suggestive that
knowledge transfer can be viewed through the tools, especially if Savory’s (1980: 55)
characterisation of the Pembroke/Monkton saw as a local development based on ‘foreign’
examples is accepted. In this, function or precept could be transmitted but implemented in forms
with varying functionality, derived from the morphology of their teeth, and which did not necessarily263
have a wholly ‘specified’ use. The experience of the saw and the development of familiarity with the
ways in which it affected, and was affected by, material may have lent to implementation of forms
which eventually transitioned to being predominantly for wood-crafting, but which had their roots in
multi-material developmental influences.
7.5 Interpretation: Discussion
The opening chapter of this thesis suggested that understanding of British Bronze Age tools would
benefit through an analysis which linked tool morphology and structure with crafting processes, in
particular those related to wood. The argument was made that the morphology of tools could be
analysed as a means of illustrating particular tool functions, and tool structure analysed in order to
discern functionality, both function and functionality being a means by which to understand how
prospective uses of tools affected technological development. It was further argued that wood-
crafting was a practice which is under-appreciated as a core Bronze Age activity and one which
could most readily be seen to have exerted significant influence on the forms and structures of Late
British Bronze Age tools. Combined, craft influences on tool-making and -use were suggested to
reflect a socio-technological crafting process and that discrete parts of that process could be
articulated.
Through the interpretations which have been offered within this chapter, this thesis would argue
that the tools examined in the study manifest a level of Bronze Age ‘technological thinking’. The
skills of British Bronze Age craftspeople within their particular crafts, for example metalworking,
have long been acknowledged. However, the idea of ‘technological thinking’ in the context of this
study relates to the idea that craftspeople, especially tool-makers, were practicing their crafts with
more in mind than just the creation of the object on which they were working. Rather, the process
of making can be situated within a much broader context in which the array of experience,
knowledge and abilities of tool-makers and tool-users was applied in order to create targeted
responses to particular crafting needs.
7.5.1 Tool Functions
The interpretations within Sections 7.1-7.4 suggested the existence of a range of tools with varying
levels of specificity in their functions, from general to specific, that were intended for different kinds
of wood- (and other material) crafting. From the four tool types examined in this study, at least nine
function-based tool groups can be identified: curve-bladed general-use axes, square-bladed
splitting axes, ‘V’-groove carving gouges, hole-boring gouges, wood-carving chisels, metalworking
chisels, ‘chisel-like’ hide-working tools, graving/mortising chisels, and saws. This is perhaps a
conservative estimation, given the potential to further divide wood-carving chisels into curve- and
square-bladed forms, and the possibility that saws might be divided between those used for wood-
crafting and for metalworking/ornament-making. Furthermore, the presence of singular tool forms,264
especially amongst chisels, may represent tools that may have been either experimental or
context-specific forms. In addition to this, the existence of morphological sub-groups which would
by necessity cause different use-results, for instance amongst socketed gouges, allows further
disarticulation of tool groupings. As such, it is apparent that even within only four tool types, some
of relatively low frequency, the potential for functional variation is particularly extensive. When the
potential for certain tool forms to have had purely socio-cultural use, such as high-tin axes
unpractical for physical use, is also considered, then the extent of possible variation becomes even
greater, although much does rest still within the realm of functional use. That variation may be
situated within a Bronze Age crafting context replete with evidence for an array of tool-using
activities involving many materials. Wood-crafting functions feature prominently amongst the tool
types examined in this study, but within wood-crafting the specific actions and processes each tool
form was intended for can be quite distinctive. That distinctiveness must have influenced how the
tools required were conceptualised and made.
7.5.2 Tool-Making
Functional variation should not be seen as random, rather as a result of production principles and
processes which were influenced by the context of the craft activity for which each tool was
intended. Whilst that context might have included an environmental influence, such influence
cannot be seen from the data in this study. However, there are common structural principles within
individual tool types, for example correlations in the dimensions of tanged chisels. As such, there is
a technological context in which tool-making processes appear to have followed similar patterns
and conceptions of the structures which allowed tools to function. Those structures were
implemented even where morphology varied. In articulating the extent of that variation amongst
tools, it might be possible to argue for a relationship between tool-makers and tool-users which
provided the necessary experience of materials and understanding of process to engender
production of requisite tool types and forms.
Variations which occurred within tool types have been attributed in this study to differences in
functions/functionalities and to ‘stylistic’ implementations of non-technical features. Variations are
suggestive of differences in tool-making practice from bronze-smith to bronze-smith, or potentially
workshop to workshop, especially in the case of apparently ‘decorative’ features, but there are also
commonalities within, and across, tool types. This might be taken to be reflective of common
traditions in tool-making, or that makers had been exposed to the same kinds of objects and tools
upon which they drew for direction and which thus formed a basis for the practical knowledge of
how a task could be carried out and what was needed for that task. In turn, there may have been a
degree of common experience between smiths deriving from the kinds of activities for which they
were required to make tools. Universal practices, such as felling trees, would have fundamental
starting principles in kind, and tree-felling is best served by the axe form with straight blade and
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and experience and the inputs of tool-users, based on activity, could have led to common principles
in tool-making. Those common principles can be inferred to reflect the implementation of structures
integral to functionality, and to have been a means of accessing and transmitting new information
for tool-making. Tool-making can thus be at least partly situated within a social and technological
context of links between tool-makers themselves, between tool-makers and users, and also
between tool-makers and the prospective uses of the tool.
The data in this study reveals cross-tool type trends which relate to tool structure and form, for
instance, correlations between blade length and full length in gouge and chisel forms all having
high positive correlations of between 80-83%. The similarities in form between some socketed
chisels and socketed axes are particularly indicative of common approaches at a production level.
Depending on the method of hafting, the tools may well have had potential to be used in similar
ways as well.
In terms of trends within tool types, tanged chisels are particularly notable for the correlations of
tang and blade lengths to one another and also to the full tool length, as well as the apparent
balancing of the tool by counteracting blade width with tang lengths. The making of tanged chisels,
and other tools, might be considered in terms of ‘template’ tool forms.
7.5.2.1 ‘Template’ Tool Forms
To an extent, all tool types which are replicated might be said to derive from ‘template’ forms, and
in being so offer potential for adaptation to a diversified crafting uses, because the ‘template’ offers
a basis of morphological and structural familiarity from which to work.
The tanged chisel ‘template’ consisted of the blade-cross-bar-tang configuration, and those three
sections represent distinct components of the tool, which also have strong correlations between
key dimensions. The socketed gouge may also represent a ‘template’ insofar as it has a common
structure, and even its morphological sub-groups utilise the same blade morphology and features.
Despite the blade forms of gouges being less varied than chisels, the socketed gouge is a
consistently replicated form, and appears to have functional specificity also consistently replicated.
Socketed axes are harder to characterise as a ‘template’ form because of the number of features
and the variations in which those features are implemented. However, socketed axes might be
seen to have derived from a basic ‘template’. All socketed axes have the blade-body-socket axis in
common, and can reasonably be seen to have some degree of continuity in form from earlier axes.
Socketed axe features, however, are particularly diverse; socket ridges vary in spacing, frequency
and morphology, haft-loops vary in position and size, and the presence of blade rib ‘motifs’ also
distinguishes examples from one another. The demarcations between blade and body also vary
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replicated consistently (even with morphological variations within their structure, such as different
cross-bar forms), the socketed axe might better be characterised as following a common ‘pattern’
but also to have diversified to the extent that a specific ‘template’ should be looked for in earlier axe
forms. Nonetheless, the common ‘pattern’ still reflects a degree of commonality in axe-making, and
its diversification, when taking into account the applications of blade forms, may be characterised
as a response to functional needs and potential.
Saws can perhaps be viewed as a ‘template’. As discussed in Section 7.4, Savory (1980)
suggested that the Pembroke/Monkton saw was a local copy of a saw from a different region, and
Hodges (1956) suggested the Bishopsland and Mawgan saws to have an affinity of form. The
simplicity of the saw form however – a strip of metal with teeth along the bottom edge – does raise
a question in terms of whether replication was due to the makers’ only experience of saws being in
that form, or whether it was a more conscious, active decision to follow a ‘template’.
That idea of a conscious decision is important, because it suggests intentionality on the part of the
maker, and also that functional requirements could be applied to a pre-existing tool form or way of
making a tool. To make a tool according to a pre-existing template is to follow certain structural
principles, even if the maker knows of other ways of making the tool. Certainly, chisels could be
made in different ways to the tanged, as the flat, flanged and socketed forms show. So too could
axes be made without sockets, and there is even a slight possibility that a few tanged gouges were
made. As such, where tools can be characterised as template forms, the advantage seems to lie in
the application of the same structural principles and thus an ease of replication and transmission of
knowledge as to the utilities of a given tool template and the means of its making. Based on the
variations in socketed gouges and tanged chisels, there also appears advantage in the potential for
adaptation of the tool template to different uses. In addition, in the adaptation of tool forms rests the
opportunity for improvisation and experiment (Coatts & Theophilus 1993: 8); such a process offers
a route by which technical potential in form or use might be realised.
The realisation of potential is such that tool forms might be seen to ‘develop’, although this has
more often been viewed as a production of continuing needs rather than in single contexts (e.g.
Bettinger et al 2006: 538-539; Sennett 2008: 165; 195; Sørensen 1989: 189-90). Both continued
needs and single-context changes, however, can be characterised in terms of adaptation. A single-
context need might be solved by the adaption-in-use of another tool, or the individual modification
of a singular tool type. A continuing need, on the other hand, would more likely eventually be
addressed by the production of a dedicated tool type in which form derived from adaptations to a
task through experiment, and a template tool form would offer a basis from which to carry out such
experiment. The use and alteration of templates, and development of tool forms, is driven by a
context in which knowledge and pragmatic awareness of use-viability must combine. Such
adaptations and context-driven development can be seen in the chisel categories, morphological
sub-groups of gouges, and potentially in axe-blade forms. The morphological aspects of the saw267
which, after the British Bronze Age, eventually made it a dedicated wood-crafting tool must also
have derived from experiences of use and the implementation of the metallurgical and structural
changes necessary to make it effective. As a whole, therefore, the notion of templates allows
discussion of processes of adaptation, and is a means by which intentionality and ‘technological
thinking’ of Bronze Age tool-makers does appear visible.
7.5.3 Tool-Makers
From the data within this study it is unlikely that tool-makers can be given discrete identities beyond
that in which they were makers-of-metal-tools, but there are relevant points which can be raised.
The occurrence of apparently ‘stylistic’ motifs on tools is intriguing. In the past, such motifs have
been used to develop typological links between tool examples, for instance ‘Sompting’ type axes
with linear rib motifs, and a North-South split between the occurrence of ‘pellets’ and ‘roundels’ in
the motifs (Coombs 1979: 262). Commonalities between motifs, for instance the presence of
‘cross-ribs’ or curved bars, may represent regional variations and thus reflect some form of practice
which can link tool-makers at a socio-cultural level – perhaps as makers’ marks (Huth 2000: 190).
Alternatively, and given the frequency of axes which lack them, ’motifs’ may have been a means
employed by some users to signify ‘ownership’, by requesting that the tool be made with a specific
marking upon it. Whatever the reasoning, the presence, and lack, of motifs, as well as their form,
does represent a means beyond the purely technical by which individual tools could be set apart.
The range of forms and functions amongst the tool types in the study may be used to characterise
the tool-makers that existed during the British Bronze Age. Tool production during the period has
been suggested to have been ‘tiered’ – some tool-makers producing a broad array of tools and
others focussing on specific types (Kienlin 2013: 431; Ó’Faoláin 2004; Schleiser 1981: 13). The
implication of this suggestion is that the practice of those tool-makers who focussed only on certain
types of tools, or tools for certain crafts, was more ‘specialised’ than those who were making a
broad array of tools. This would create distinctions between tool-makers based on the levels of
‘skill’ associated with ‘specialisation’, and also in terms of the nuances of the relationships between
makers and users. For example a tool-maker who focussed on small carving tools such as gouges
may have had a more direct, or closer, with users of that tool than would a ‘general-tool’ maker.
Through such a relationship the opportunity for development of more function-specific tool forms
might have derived. In turn, this might also feed back into the notion that innovation and adaptation
deriving from craft influences played a significant role in British Bronze Age tool development as a
whole.
However, whilst this creates an attractive developmental progression, the actual evidence for
‘tiered’ making is rather light. The limited numbers of small tools such as gouges and chisels,
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doubtful the notion of ‘specialised’ tool-makers focussing only on such tools. In the case of axes,
their high frequency in Bronze Age Britain overall – estimated by Ehrenberg (1980) to be in the
thousands – as well as the apparent task-targeting of some forms might be enough to suggest
dedicated ‘axe-makers’ existed. However, even if this were the case it would make a distinction
between ‘axe-makers’ and other tool-makers, and that does not equate to the presence of ‘tiered’
tool making. Instead, tool-makers can perhaps be broadly characterised in terms of experience.
Experience varies between craftspeople. It derives from familiarity with materials, contact with other
craftspeople, ideas or knowledge (Adamson 2007: 70; Chilton 1999: 3; Dormer 1994: 8). Bronze
Age craftspeople could have elements of experience in common, for example if there were distinct
goldsmiths and bronzeworkers both would have been practitioners who worked with metal and thus
shared some common insight. Alternatively, utilisation of tool ‘templates’ as discussed earlier might
have created a basis of common experience. However, each maker would also derive personal,
contextualised, experience from environment, social contact, familiarity with other tools, and past
activity – technological practice does not, after all, occur in a geographically, culturally, or
chronologically hermeneutic space (Needham 1978; Nienhuis et al 2011). Abell’s (1948) analogy of
a relationship between smith, boilermaker, and woodworker in bringing together different
knowledge and experiences in order to facilitate the making of iron-hulled ships exemplifies the
type of interaction which might be analogous to that which occurred in Bronze Age tool-
developments.
Experience of producing a particular type or form of tool may have provided some tool-makers with
an identity as makers of ‘special’ tools for a particular group of craftspeople, but this is not to argue
that specific-function tools were the product of ‘specialists’ or ‘tiers’. There is a precept in craft
theory of an object being made to a ‘good enough’ standard, whereby objects achieve a given
purpose without necessarily being the pinnacle of that form or technology (Britton 1991: 6). This
does not necessarily negate development of ‘specialised’ tools, however, because the ‘good
enough’ standard would still be judged by what it was needed to do. ‘Good enough’ standards may
have been judged by levels of achievable efficiency or utility for given crafting process. In which
case, the recognition of potential and subsequent ‘improvement’ of tool forms cannot be
discounted. This, however, may have been something judged at a qualitative level only by the
social group or society in which it occurred, and thus any effects this might have had on a maker’s
identity would have been localised and not invisible through the object alone.
The emphasis, therefore, in discussing tools and the characterisation of British Bronze Age tool-
makers should be considering relative levels of experience and the relationships tool-makers may
have had with other craftspeople. This can draw on analysis of tools because it is the tools
themselves which illustrate the diversity of activity in the making, the use and the associated
knowledge. In doing so, although individual tool-makers cannot be given discrete identities, they
can be situated within a crafting context which accounts for varied material and practical influences.269
7.5.4 Tool Users and Use
An overarching principle present throughout this thesis is that tools were made to be used and this
is why their forms and inferred functions can attest to craft influences. An issue which remains
when analysing tools, however, is that they do not attest to whether the user and maker were the
same. In the context of tool-making, it has been argued that prehistoric smiths most probably made
their own tools (Blandford 1976: 12).
Should user and tool-maker be a single individual, it could remove the social element of contact
and the exchange of ideas which has been argued in the study to play a part in influencing tool
development. However, this would not preclude internal elements of the craft process suggested in
Chapter 4 of this thesis from occurring. Alongside the abilities of the user, use of tools is
contextualised by the materials on which they will be wielded and the objective of the use process.
Even where maker and user are the same, material and process remain, and the way in which they
are addressed comes from the use-abilities of the wielder. Smiths may well have independently
adapted tool forms or the making processes according to recognition of needs or opportunities, or
available resources. Therefore, development can occur even by a single individual, based on the
combinations of their own experience, knowledge and access to necessary resources.
However, the likelihood of the only tool-users being tool-makers is slight. The numbers of socketed
axes alone in Bronze Age Britain makes it disingenuous to suggest that the only users were those
who had made them. There is copious evidence for quantity of axes, and variation in use-practice,
on wooden evidence from Caldicot (Nayling & Caseldine 1997), the Early Bronze Age ‘Seahenge’
(Holme I) site in Norfolk (Barber 2003; Watson 2005) and on the timbers of the trackways in the
Somerset Levels (Sands 1997: 9). The extent of that evidence is such that, even if some of the
wielders were indeed makers, it is unlikely that all wielders were makers. Equally, there is abundant
evidence for the range of wood-use in the British Bronze Age (McGrail 1982: 4). The variation in
that use must be taken as suggestive that there were tool-users who were not tool-makers.
Taking this into account, a degree of co-production probably did occur whereby craftspeople with
varying knowledge collaborated in order to ensure the tools produced had the capacity to do what
was needed of them (Shimada 2007: 6). Where diversification in morphology or structure occurred
then new capacities may have been created. This may be visible both in the range of blade forms
implemented in tanged and socketed chisels and in the morphological sub-groups of socketed
gouges. One aspect of the development of tool capacities which would affect tool-use lies in blade
size; variations in blade size were particularly discussed in Chapter 6 of this study with regard to
gouges and chisels. In some instances these reflect clearly deliberate variations, such as in the
implementation of ‘splayed’ and ‘small’ gouges. However, the question arising from variations in
size among tools of same morphology, structure and, nominally, dimensions, is the extent to which
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As suggested in the discussion of socketed gouges (Section 7.2.4), differences in size can be
addressed by practical tool-using logic which would see the same individual tool utilised for the
same segments of particular tasks. Infrequent occurrences of tools such as gouges or chisels, and
their widespread distribution, suggests that users would not necessarily have had access to
significant numbers of each tool form, so the opportunity to switch tools or amass groups of
differently sized examples may well have been limited.
At the level of production slight variations in dimensions should not be seen as detrimental
because, in-use, tools would have been independent entities. There should be no suggestion that
Bronze Age craftspeople would arbitrarily switch tools halfway through a task, or change tool at
random – they were, after all, craftspeople, regardless of the future perspective which would label
them as being of the Bronze Age. The concept of ‘tolerance’ is also relevant insomuch as there
would be little reason to reject a tool which was within reasonable margins of the other – judged by
the craftsperson at the time of use - even if they were not exactly the same (Banham 2008: 140).
Small differences in the dimensions of a blade, especially in gouges, could be compensated for by
the craftsperson’s practice. Although size is pertinent to crafting tasks, tool use derives from
selection, and selection from the appropriateness of tool to task from those tools available for use.
Selection and use of tools also relates to the characteristics of the material worked, especially in
the case of wood. Material characteristics may be argued to influence the ways in which tools were,
and still are, used (Green 2006; Porter 2006: 7). Familiarity with materials – from which signs could
be read - as well as the specific objectives of a crafting task, would inform tool selection and
influence tool-application as part of the ‘active’ crafting process (Adamson 2007: 4; Dormer 1994:
23). Such familiarity may well have been a matter of access to particular resources. That wood
species were taken advantage of in-situ is likely - it can be little coincidence that trees such as
willow grow well along watercourses such as those in the Fenland and that the species was utilised
to make objects like the fish traps found at Must Farm. However, although material knowledge can
be applied at a theoretical and conceptual level in terms of wood-crafting physics, the data in this
study cannot attest to the influence of specific material characteristics on tool use. To better assess
this would require comprehensive organic, metallurgical, and experimental analysis. This would
also serve to situate, or remove, species characteristics within the tool-making process.
Tool users and tool-use can be situated within a context of craft in which materials, tool-using
experience, and types of activity had an influence. The distinction between users and tool-makers
is important in providing a social context for interaction and the exchange of knowledge which
might impact upon the processes of making tools. Although the particular contexts of tool-use
cannot be identified from the available data, distinctions in morphology and structure remain
suggestive of an array of use-contexts and influences at levels of both production and use.271
7.5.5 Tool Distributions
The point has been made already that the distributions in this study were neither intended to reflect
all the tools within the study area, nor to represent find locations as use locations. More detailed
studies of the landscape contexts in relation to metalwork deposition has also been carried out
previously, notably by Yates & Bradley (2010a, 2010b) in South-East England and also the
Fenland. It is nevertheless useful simply to illustrate the combined distribution of the four tool types
(Figure 7.5.5.1), and to make some brief comments in summary.
Variations in axe forms might be accounted for by a possible Late Bronze Age diversification
engendered by changes in metallurgy and craft activity - for instance construction of buildings using
large timber posts (see for example Tapper 2011, Coles 2006) – and also possibly the creation of
high-tin axes for non-practical, ‘votive’ uses. The technical evidence and analysis of gouges does
suggest that gouges were used for boat-construction, but again the recovery of metal tools from
‘watery’ contexts does not automatically equate to their having been used (for their craft purpose)
in the same location. The locations of saws do not lend to characterisation of tool distribution as a
whole; examples are too few to make any conclusive statements regarding their distribution. The
chisel was a tool form which could be adapted to an array of different materials and craft uses. As
with gouges it is unlikely that the entire sample was dislocated from places of use, but more
analysis and inclusion of further samples would be necessary for useful discussion of distributions.
The idea of increasing movement and trade networks using boats is one which has been much
discussed for the European Bronze Age (e.g. Harding 1989; Kristiansen & Larsson 2005). Should
the Bronze Age socketed gouge be linked to boat-building, the distribution of tools along the
Thames/Kent zone might indicate activity associated with water-going vessels and tasks
associated with habitation, potentially linked to Late Bronze Age settlement sites suggested by
Champion (2007) to have occurred in the region. Nucleation of people has been argued by
Edmonds (1995: 171) to engender concentration of a range of crafts. Increased population
concentration might be expected to provide increased opportunity for interaction between
craftspeople, either those who were resident or ‘itinerant’ craftspeople moving through a location of
potential resources or custom. This may be so even if craft activities were becoming more the
preserve of ‘specialists’ compared to earlier periods when more people might have been expected
to possess a range of generalised skills. As such, the distribution of tools might, to some degree,
reflect a distribution of people, but given the problematic nature of the interpretation of water-
depositions this is by no means assured and certainly cannot be applied wholesale. On the whole,
the scope for viable interpretation of the distribution contexts of the tools within this study is limited,
and the environmental impact on tool forms through material characteristics has been shown to be
inaccessible from the data at hand.272
Figure 7.5.3.1 Distribution of Tools within Study Region; general distribution to show locations of tool types in comparison to one another – each tool type symbol represents all examples of each tool
type rather than the individual forms shown in the maps in Sections 7.1-7.4273
7.5.6 Wood-crafting and Tool development
Considering the points made in Chapter 2 of this thesis with regards to typologies and functional
assessments of tools, it is useful to consider again whether, given the analysis in this study, a more
useful chronological link can be made between tool forms and wood-crafting.
In the case of the socketed gouge, it does appear to have developed or arrived in Britain in the
latest stages of the Bronze Age, certainly no earlier than 1200BC and more likely a tool occurring
from the start of the first millennium BC onwards. As such, the technique for using gouges as
groove-carving or hole-boring tools is likely to have evolved with the tool itself, but as has been
pointed out already in this thesis the dating of small tools remains problematic at the current time.
Chisels are subject to such variability of form and function that a positive link between specific
technique, tool and chronology would require much more work. It is reasonable to suggest that
socketed types are of a later stage than flat and flanged, and perhaps tanged, forms and represent
a tool form which drew on developing metal technology. However, where the form may have
‘evolved’ the actual uses and techniques likely remained more constant. Saws, like gouges, ought
to be considered as Late Bronze Age forms for the purposes of the development of wood-crafting
techniques which may have utilised them. It would be unwise to affix a specific date given the
paucity of evidence. From a chronological-developmental perspective the saw might better be
considered as a tool type belonging to the Iron Age, but nonetheless owing much to Bronze Age
developmental progenitors.
In the case of axes some distinctions might be made; drawing on Huth’s (2000) analysis of ribs,
pellets and roundels, axes featuring such ‘decoration’ appear predominantly to have been centred
on metalwork phases from around 1000BC onwards into the Iron Age, but this does not attest to
wood-crafting techniques. Introductions of other metals such as lead did have some practical
application in casting, and might be associated with the later stages of axe form development both
in Britain and on the Continent (Montero et al 2003), but equally alterations of bronze alloys to
increase such contents could render them impractical as functional tools (Roberts et al:
Forthcoming; Huth 2000). As such, a chronological-developmental picture in context of wood-
crafting techniques remains something which would need to be constructed through correlations
between metallurgical transitions and evidence for major shifts in wood-use such as the ways in
which trees were felled and harvest as Jockenhövel (1972) discussed. Whilst this may well be
possible, it would require recourse to a dedicated re-surveying of many more examples of flat axes
through to socketed axes, although the functional distinctions identified in this study could still be
applied to such an examination.
Within craft activity, tools, materials, and actions interrelate, and must be considered together in
order to provide a balanced view of practice (Shimada 2007: 15). The evidence for British Bronze
Age wood use does illustrate the extensive range of contexts and objects for which it was used274
(Earwood 1993). As such, an array of different crafting actions and practices involving wood can be
inferred. The opening chapter of this thesis suggested that Bronze Age tools might be regarded
through aspects of the Semenovian approach, which considered tools as functional objects
(Anderson et al 2005: 11). The morphological analysis in this study attests to considerable variation
in tool forms. The sample as a whole is indicative both of the capacity of tool-makers to create a
range of tools with differing function and functionality. The structural analysis of tools indicated that
tool forms were created which could be adapted to a range of uses, and that some common
approaches to production were maintained which allowed for functional variations to be developed.
Such technological development may be characterised as a response to crafting opportunities and
objectives (Lethaby 20.10: 162). By virtue of the range of tool types and functions, in conjunction
with the assortment of wooden evidence, it can be inferred that British Bronze Age tool-users had
the opportunity to perform an array of different crafting tasks.
Singular examples of tools such as double-ended chisels can be situated as responses to the
recognition of potential needs or opportunities to develop ‘new’, ‘improved’, or more nuanced tool
functions. The occurrence of such tool forms might also reflect experiment or even ‘flair’ in the
Bronze Age tool-making process. As such, although the chisel sample was the most inconclusive in
terms of specific functions, it may well reflect Bronze Age technological diversification as a
response to recognised opportunities or crafting requirements, which enabled new and different
things to be done with materials.
Although environmental influences cannot be viewed through the data as having had an influence
on tool forms, the semiotics of the process may still be seen to exist through pragmatic awareness,
or ‘operational intelligence’ (Sennett 2008: 280). That awareness is manifested through the
specificity of morphological variations, such as felling axes. It would also be displayed through the
active process of selecting tools for given tasks; although that process of selection is not directly
visible, it can be inferred. That inference derives from the availability of different tool forms – for
instance boring and groove-carving gouges – and craft theory which argues craftspeople would link
together knowledge of material, objective, tool and technique (Bradley et al 2009: 5). Pragmatic
awareness can also be argued to exist at the level of tool-making through the adaptation of tool
templates which retained structural principles but implemented different functions.
Wood-crafting was at the start of this study situated as practice which, in a context of global
ethnography and history, can be seen to have had and continue to hold a range of meanings
beyond the technological into the socio-cultural sphere. The treatment of tools might be used to
infer some of that social importance of the crafting of wood. The presence of so many tools within
hoards, too, may have derived from what they were for.
Hoards have often been linked to ‘ritual’ process (Needham 2001: 275), and often characterised as
significant in terms of reflecting metalwork rather than the practical functions of that metalwork,275
although it has been said, after all, that completely deciphering the human intentions behind
deposition is not possible (Bradley, 1991: 210). In addition, with the exception of hoards perceived
to comprise ‘scrap’, the objects within Bronze Age hoards have traditionally been perceived to have
held some form of ‘value’ (e.g. Barrett & Needham 1988; Osbourne 2004; Kristiansen 1998;
Stevens 2008) The value of objects is a social judgement which may not be replicable outside a
particular social context (Appadurai 1986: 3); however, ‘value’ may stem from social, ‘spiritual’,
personal or even ‘economic’ meaning, for example deriving from acquisition of the necessary raw
materials used to make objects which eventually were deposited (Kristiansen 1978: 158).
Undoubtedly, metal objects such as tools represent the investment of time, abilities, effort and
resources, and their value may in part stem from that investment. However, that investment also
produced tools which had function.
The fact that tools enabled a user to carry out craft activity may have imbued the tool with some
social or even ‘spiritual’ significance. Neolithic ceramic ‘offerings’ in the wetlands of Denmark have
been interpreted as tying identities into ‘spiritual’ worlds (Koch 1999: 125), and it is possible that
different Bronze Age craftspeople deposited the tools of their craft in an act with similar meaning.
The significance of the objects derived not only from their deposition, but in what they represented
of the craftsperson’s identity. In the case of wood-crafting, the ethnographic analogy of the
Zafimaniry mentioned in Chapter 1 of this study suggested the transformative nature of wood-
crafting as changing the ‘living’ essence of materials. Additionally, metalworking amongst the
Dogon reflects transformation and the creation of the Dogon world. If such concepts were to be
applied to the British Bronze Age, then perhaps the tools themselves also took on importance as
the functional means of effecting those important transformations, and could thus be argued to
have existed in a dual realm of physical function and social meaning.
Evidently some tools were also significant enough to warrant the addition of ‘stylistic’ markings;
whether this was for personal, ‘commercial’ or cultural reasoning, it does add a dimension to tools
which suggests they may have held meaning. The axe is the most prominent example. It has been
argued to have been a ‘prestige’ item of the Bronze Age (e.g. Harding 2000), but it is also
ubiquitous enough to suggest that it was commonly known and likely accessible. Social
significance of axes may have stemmed from long-term traditions associated with deposition and
Neolithic stone axes, and ‘stylistic’ marking might be seen to have developed from earlier
approaches to decorating axes (e.g. Wentink 2005, Whittle 2003).
Interment of tools might also indicate the significance of some types or forms. That significance
may have been personal or communal. Association of chisels with burials or barrows such as the
afore-mentioned examples from Wilsford and Collingbourne Kingston in Wiltshire might suggest
that the tools were important enough to certain individuals to warrant interment or deposition. Burial
of individuals with the objects they apparently used in life was not an uncommon practice in the
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interred individuals it may well reflect the significance of the craft activity itself as well as the
activities in relation to the interred individual. The ‘decoration’ and deposition of tools does, in broad
terms, appear to indicate that they held some meaning, even if individualised or localised. Given
the evidence for production of a sizable range of disparate tools during the British Bronze Age, the
functional links between those tools and crafting, and the potential for wood-crafting to have had
both physical and social importance, and the treatment of tools does seem to reflect, at least to
some degree, an importance which derived from the crafting context in which they were made and
used.
7.5.7 The Analysis of Bronze Age Wood-Crafting Tools
From the data within this study it is apparent that extent of any familiarity with particular wood
species on the part of those crafting wood during the British Bronze Age cannot be discerned. This
being said, from a wood-crafting perspective alone the notion that users may have had familiarity
with species in local environments remains a viable proposition, especially given evidence of large-
scale usage of species such as oak in contexts of large-scale construction such as Flag Fen or the
building of sewn-plank boats. However, to properly assess any Bronze Age species-based
expertise would require analysis of significant amounts of species-specific evidence and associated
tool marks within a series of environmentally varied contexts, which is relatively unlikely given the
intermittent nature of organic survivals.
Discounting a species-derived influence on technological development does not, however, mean
that tools cannot be seen as functional objects in the same manner that Semenov posited. Rather
than considering discrete species of wood as individual entities, for the purpose of technological
analysis of tool types and forms wood can be considered as ‘a’ material in similar general terms to
metal and ceramics, and particular characteristics influencing the use to which it was put rather
than having direct causal effects on tool form. In turn, this does not, however, discount from the
notion of tools having both function and associated functionality which derived from the activities in
which they were to be used, nor from aspects of the Semenovian approach suggested in Section
1.1 of this thesis.
The theoretical framework adapted as an initial stage of this thesis posited that tools could be
interpreted as comprised of function and functionality, as a development of Semenov’s ‘traceology’.
The analysis of the tool types examined in this study, and the interpretations offered in this chapter,
do allow some argument to be made that viewing tools in such a way is a useful means of better
understanding both the range of specific tool types and forms, and potential developmental routes.
Socketed axes, for example, have been illustrated in terms of differential functions such as hewing
or felling, with a morphology and structure which made each axe blade suited to carrying out just
such specified activities. A similar case can be argued for socketed gouges, especially given their
unique form in having enclosed blades and being divisible into discrete morphological forms for277
which particular uses can be specified. To this extent the theoretical concept of a ‘transverse
traceology’ appears a valid starting point from which to situate tools within particular processes.
The situation is less clear-cut for chisels; this may be, in this study, due to the fact that the sample
appears to comprise tools intended for working both wood and other materials. A more clear
separation would provide further data regarding the extent to which function-specific chisels
existed, although again given interpretation of wood-crafting techniques and activities it does
appear that chisels can be divided according to function. It does appear, however, that specificity of
use is important in defining particular functions; in the case of general use chisels there is no
singular function to be discerned other than that they were intended for use in a range of
circumstances. Nonetheless, for the purposes of interpretation ‘functionality’ can be split from
‘function’; in the case of a general-use chisel with an open blade, the form of the tool still affects
how it works. Therefore, aspects of a transverse traceology can still be applied even where specific
function cannot necessarily be assigned.
To use a transverse traceology to further link tools to materials is perhaps rather subjective given
the intuitive nature of interpreting wood-crafting and the capacity of crafters to adapt tools to given
circumstances. Despite this, there is enough evidence to support the initial argument made in this
study that tools are not merely banausic instruments but represent a wider network of technological
relationships. The fact of the specific forms and features, and evident functional distinctions
between some tools of the same type, illustrates a considerable level of technological thinking in
which differing activities and tool uses were clearly conceptualised as drivers of tool development.
The nuances of a social perspective of wood, as envisaged by examining ethnographic examples
such as the Zafimaniry, are less visible. The data set in this study does not provide a real basis to
make a comprehensive social analysis, but the use and shaping of wood was an established
practice which was not ‘new’ during the British Bronze Age, so it remains probable that some
traditions of wood-crafting existed into which ‘new’ technologies could be integrated. Not through
any ‘magical turning point’, but as a response to the scope of activity that the wooden evidence of
the British Bronze Age shows. Certain tools, in particular axes and socketed gouges, do appear to
have derived form and function from wood-using tasks. Chisels and saws are better situated as
multi-material tools, but these nonetheless reflect developmental, technological, transitions during
the Late British Bronze Age and can be viewed as having been influenced by wood-crafting in the
technical continuity which has emplaced them as wood-working tools in historical and modern use
and thinking. As a whole group reflecting prevailing metallurgical technology and tool forms, the
sample within this study attests to not only the influence of wood-crafting on tool form, but also the
range of activities undertaken by British Bronze Age craftspeople, the opportunities for experiment
and development, and the nature of tool-making, material-shaping and craftspeople’s knowledge
as parts of an integrated crafting process.278279
8. Conclusion: Wood-Crafting and British Bronze Age Tool Development
Through assessment of tool types and forms in relation to the range of activities utilising wood, and
ideas of how craft as a practice might be understood, this study provides some of the cohesiveness
which the opening chapter argued was lacking in investigation of British Bronze Age wood-crafting,
A hypothesis was introduced in Chapter 1 of the thesis which suggested wood-crafting to have
been a significant influence on tool forms and development during the later British Bronze Age, and
that surviving tools can be used to show that influence as well as the array of different uses to
which tools were put. Drawing on Semenovian ideas of functional analysis would situate tools as
functional objects framed by the practice for which they were intended.
As an exploratory study, the thesis rested within a broad array of potential interpretative routes and
was intended to address a number of questions. These revolved around the way in which metal
tools could be seen to epitomise a range of wood-crafting activities and illustrate their influence on
the development of varied tool forms. It was suggested that in analysing tools through a function-
functionality dynamic it might be possible to develop inferences regarding the ways in which
interaction between craftspeople, and between craftspeople and materials, engendered
technological change. In doing so it would be possible to situate tools and their development in a
broader context of Bronze Age craft than has necessarily been done so previously.
8.1 Conclusion: Wood-crafting tools and the archaeological record
The four tool types examined in this thesis – socketed axes, socketed gouges, chisels and saws –
can reasonably be characterised as tools which were involved in Bronze Age wood-crafting. The
extent to which they can actually be characterised as ‘wood-crafting tools’, however, varies
according to their function. Although axes could be employed for other purposes, for instance as
socio-cultural objects or indeed as weapons, from a technical-functional perspective the primary
material association of axe types such as those examined in this study revolved around the
harvesting and shaping of wood. Gouges too, can be directly characterised as wood-carving tools,
and of all four tool types examined in this study appear the most functionally-specific and
‘specialised’. Chisels, on the other hand, can be associated with wood-crafting, and it is doubtless
that some were indeed wood-crafting tools for techniques such as carving, cutting and mortising
but as a tool type it reflects a range of crafting activities and material applications. The saw has
been shown not to be solely a wood-crafting tool but potentially to have had other roles, and at the
beginning of its developmental and use life as a metal tool form in the Late Bronze Age.
As a result of this variable characterisation of tools, it is apparent that specific ‘wood-crafting tools’
are harder to discern than might be assumed, and, ergo, so too any form of wood-crafter’s ‘toolkit’.
There is a need for further analysis and experimental work to better ascertain associations of tools280
with particular wood-crafting techniques. This does not detract from a broader view of technological
development and tools as functional objects (Section 8.2), but it does reflect a space in the
archaeological record, albeit one that would rely on a degree of inference to fill.
There are other tools which can be viewed as being either associated with wood-crafting or
specifically wood-crafting tools. Chapter 2 of this study made the point that palstaves and axes
have sometimes been conflated, and that there still remains confusion as to what exactly the
purpose of a palstave was. However, considering likely methods of hafting, palstaves could be
seen as a tool used for hollowing-out large logs, and examination of this in the context of
technologies such as logboats might serve to better situate that particular tool. The adze, on the
other hand, can be viewed as a specific wood-crafting tool, but as mentioned in Chapter 5 Bronze
Age examples are extremely scarce. The adze may represent a tool form which developed from
chisels, but further investigation would be needed to better understand the place of the adze in a
long-term Bronze Age-Iron Age process of tool development.
An element that can be said to be missing from the archaeological record is the presence of the
somewhat more-technical wood-crafting apparatus, such as lathes used for turning. It seems
evident that wood was indeed turned during the British Bronze Age, as discussed in Section 3.4 of
this thesis, but despite the evidence of wood bowls for which turning is the only likely production
process given the prevailing technologies, the lathe itself remains as-yet undiscovered. To an
extent, this space in the record can be compensated for by analysis of the functions of tools, such
as the socketed gouges examined in this study, and surviving wooden evidence which may point to
particular techniques. However, without direct evidence, this also remains on some level a matter
of inference.
As discussed in this thesis, there is, in fact, a great deal of surviving wooden evidence from the
Bronze Age; enough, certainly, to allow inferences as to the skills, techniques and tools used.
Whilst those tools - specific ‘wood-crafting tools’ especially – are few in type, the variations within
them can nonetheless be used to draw some conclusions as to the ways in which they might be
viewed as functional objects (Section 8.2).
8.2 Conclusion: Tools as Functional Objects
As discussed in Chapter 7 of this thesis, it is apparent that tools can be viewed as functional
objects, and also that application of ideas of functionality can be beneficial in their interpretation
when made in the context of particular craft activities. Function and functionality, though linked, can
also be considered separately when the function of a tool is perceived to be non-specific, or
general-use. Both socketed axes and socketed gouges have been characterised as tool types with
function specific forms and associated functionality, for instance gouges as boring and groove-
carving forms. Chisels, on the other hand, reflect a whole range of tools with different functions,281
including carving, cutting and mortising, and, likely, different material applications. Saws have been
shown not to be solely wood-crafting tools but potentially to have had other roles, and to be at the
beginning of its developmental life as a metal tool form during the Late Bronze Age in Britain.
The importance of the distinctions within tool types is in how they can be used to characterise the
crafting activities occurring within Late Bronze Age Britain, as part of a much broader process of
technological interrelatedness. The data used to show the variations amongst the tools is
contextualised by known uses of wood during the British Bronze Age, and the understanding of the
principles of tool use. Combining those elements has allowed for a view of tools which situates
them as function-orientated objects, those functions deriving from crafting practices.
Combined morpho-metric data, when assessed in light of the physical processes of use, does
highlight distinctions between tools; the differences between felling and hewing axes are
particularly apposite in this regard, in which both blade morphology and dimensions attest to
differences in function and functionality. The analysis of tanged chisels and socketed gouges
illustrated how tool forms were implemented according to common structures, but in which varying
morphological features were implemented which can be related to functional differences. Chisels
and saws are representative of the developmental and transitional nature of Bronze Age tool
technologies. All four tool types do support the notion that tool production and use should be
considered together, as part of the same overarching process (Cazzella & Recchia 2008: 267). In
the context of this study, production and use can be characterised by an analysis of the functions
and functionalities of discrete tool forms which suggest that they derived, at least in part, from the
influences and requirements of wood-crafting.
8.3 Conclusion: The idea of a ‘craft process’
The theoretical ‘craft’ framework proposed in Chapter 4 suggested a process in which tool forms
were the result of the input of the theoretical and practical knowledge, derived from a number of
sources: material understanding, craft objectives, experience of the craftspeople involved and pre-
existing bases for development. This was based on the idea that technological change required
both the social context and technological means to occur (Ottaway 2001: 87; Shennan 1989: 337).
Given that every manmade object is crafted by some means (Adamson 2007: 1), it is possible to
infer that the development of tools such as function-specific socketed gouges evolved through a
number of interrelated aspects which included those of material, objective and experience. The
process of making tools during the Bronze Age, therefore, should not be limited in analysis to a
metalworking process but understood as imbuing the created objects with function and
functionality. Likewise, the process of working with wood, or other materials, should be seen not
only as more than just the shaping of those materials, but to also include the functional282
diversification of tools, their social significance, and communication between craftspeople which
facilitated change.
Within this craft process, understanding material must be seen to inform tool-making. In addition,
tool selection can be seen to have been influenced by material availability. Past research has
suggested prehistoric species selection occurred (e.g. Coles 2006). However, the data within this
study cannot articulate the effects particular species had on tool forms, availability or selection. To
discern direct influences would require detailed experimental and microscopic analyses, as well as
firm association between particular forms of tool and regional environments, and evidence of the
use of those tools on the particular wood species therein.
Nonetheless, there are circumstantial opportunities to associate tools such as gouges with wood
species known to have been used in boat-building. Therefore, although it falls short of discerning
the specific influence of wood at a species level, the study has suggested the significance of
differences in material in the crafting and tool-development process. Material was not an inert
presence, and the characteristics of material such as wood – what could be done with it and how it
affected, or was affected by, tools – can be considered to have acted as both restraint and direction
on the path of tool development.
8.4 Conclusion: Future Research Potential
Morphological and dimensional analysis is an effective means of gathering data which can be used
to analyse tools in terms of functions, functionalities and possible developmental relationships
between different types. Access to museum collections unavailable for this thesis would be of
benefit in identifying further variations or trends within tools, as well as making more cohesive the
discussion of tool distributions. It is also notable that analyses of metal-detecting finds,
predominantly through the Portable Antiquities Scheme, are revealing more ‘small’ tools and thus
the picture of their frequency may change as more data becomes available (see for example Doshi
2010). Expanding the study into other regions of Britain would be useful for the same reasons.
Furthermore, assessments of Continental evidence would provide a basis for comparison and
possible cross-channel links with regards to the types of craft activities occurring and, more
importantly, how those activities were carried out.
This thesis focused on evidence from a particular period of the British Bronze Age, but that
evidence is part of a much longer period of technological change and development. Chronological
expansion of the study, especially if taking into account stone-metal transitions from Neolithic into
Bronze Age, would provide more context for the development of specific tool forms. This could be
achieved through the analysis over the long term of both tool forms and the types of wood-crafting
occurring. A similar benefit would derive from expansion of the study into the British Iron Age,
especially in assessing the development and use of the saw.283
Although this study places great emphasis on wood-crafting as integral to Bronze Age
technological development, it has also suggested other materials also played important roles in
influencing the forms in which tools were made. Chisels, in particular, were in the previous chapter
suggested to reflect multi-material influences. ‘Craft’ being in this study characterised as a process
subject to multiple influences, a broadening of the study to consider other materials and associated
tools may provide further contextualisation for the relationship between crafting and tool
development.
Lastly, experimental work is relevant to almost every technological context of this study. Chapter 7
pointed out that the data gathered could not indicate any environmental or species influences on
tool forms; analysis of how different tool forms work on varying species might have some potential
in assessing regional variations in tools or activities. Experiment would also be useful to test
structural features, for instance whether socket ridges in axes did indeed act as a form of force
dampening mechanism. A third possibility in experimental work would be the opportunity to
observe how tools and techniques are selected and used for different tasks, by individuals with
differing skills or knowledge. This might provide further opportunity to understand how crafting
processes occurred at the point of action, and thus provide another basis on which to discuss how
Bronze Age craft processes might have been influenced by materials, tools and the relative levels
of experience held by the tool-user.
8.5 Conclusion: Wood-crafting and British Bronze Age Tool Development
The British Bronze Age wood-crafter, as an individual, is archaeologically elusive, but this does not
detract from the importance of discussing wood-crafting as a core activity during the period. There
did exist tools for specific, complex, wood-crafting activities, and tools for more generic purposes,
but all of which were made according to principles of function and functionality. Material
understanding, of both metal and wood, can be argued to have played an important role in
facilitating development of such tools. Interaction between craftspeople can be inferred as one of
the means of developing the extensive array of tools and functions evidenced within this study.
It is possible that the British Bronze Age wood-crafter can be ascribed an identity in a manner
similar to workers of metals and ceramics. They certainly had material-specific knowledge, used
particular tools suited to their tasks, and produced a distinctive array of objects. The wood-crafter
‘identity’ may however, need to be articulated further, taking into account differences in practices
and skills. In the same way that metalworkers might be divided between tool-makers or
weaponsmiths, wood-crafters could be divided between tasks such as boat-building or carpentry.
However, all such craftspeople would retain connections, through the materials they worked and
the ways in which those materials impacted choice of tools and development of those tools to
achieve specific purposes.284
The tools of Bronze Age Britain can, on detailed examination from a range of perspectives which
include tasks, materials, tools and skills, illustrate the extent of variation in the activities for which
they were used. This further informs understanding of the production process as one targeted to
the intended uses of those tools. The influence of wood-crafting on Late Bronze Age tool
development in Britain was integral as a means of controlling and directing the ways and forms in
which tools were made. Through examining that influence can be understood the connectivity of
craftspeople with materials, tools and each other, in which wood was linked to metal and metal
linked to wood.285
9. Appendix
The appendix contains photographs for the tools examined in this thesis, ordered by axes (9.1),
gouges (9.2) chisels (9.3) and saws (9.4). A small number of files were corrupted and could not be
transferred into the appendix. Where these have occurred the source information has been
included as per the other entries in the appendix, but a note to the effect that the image was
unavailable has been inserted in place of the image.
Some finds are unpublished, and are held in museum collections as per the details included with
each entry. References for each item are also included where the hoards, metalwork groupings or
sites from which examples were originally recovered have been referred to in publications.
Section 9.5 comprises a list of Bronze Age metalwork hoards from which metalwork was assessed
in this study, along with several referenced in the work as pertinent to the analysis of the
metalwork.286
9.1 Photographic Appendix - Socketed Axes
- LIT_A_S_2_FRAG is included for comparison of blade ribs and socket form, although
the absence of a blade meant blade data for that example was unavailable.287
Object ID: CH_A_S_1
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium – Chichester & District Museum, 8.3.2011 #17
Location: Michael Ayres School Hoard, Bognor Regis, West Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age, no earlier than 1200BC
Reference: Priestly-Bell 2007
Object ID: CH_A_S_2
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium – Chichester & District Museum, C/A Socket Axe
Location: Michael Ayres School Hoard, Bognor Regis, West Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age, no earlier than 1200BC
Reference: Priestly-Bell 2007288
Object ID: CH_A_S_3
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium – Chichester & District Museum, C/A Socket Axe
Location: Michael Ayres School Hoard, Bognor Regis, West Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age, no earlier than 1200BC
Reference: Priestly-Bell 2007
Object ID: CH_A_S_4
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium – Chichester & District Museum, 1.3.2011 #15
Location: Michael Ayres School Hoard, Bognor Regis, West Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age, no earlier than 1200BC
Reference: Priestly-Bell 2007289
Object ID: CH_A_S_5
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium – Chichester & District Museum, 1.3.2011 #11
Location: Michael Ayres School Hoard, Bognor Regis, West Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age, no earlier than 1200BC
Reference: Priestly-Bell 2007
Object ID: CH_A_S_6
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium – Chichester & District Museum, 1.3.2011 #12
Location: Michael Ayres School Hoard, Bognor Regis, West Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age, no earlier than 1200BC
Reference: Priestly-Bell 2007290
Object ID: CH_A_S_7
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium – Chichester & District Museum, MAS #2
Location: Michael Ayres School Hoard, Bognor Regis, West Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age, no earlier than 1200BC
Reference: Priestly-Bell 2007
Object ID: CH_A_S_8
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium – Chichester & District Museum, MAS #4
Location: Michael Ayres School Hoard, Bognor Regis, West Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age, no earlier than 1200BC
Reference: Priestly-Bell 2007291
Object ID: CH_A_S_9
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium – Chichester & District Museum, MAS #5
Location: Michael Ayres School Hoard, Bognor Regis, West Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age, no earlier than 1200BC
Reference: Priestly-Bell 2007
Object ID: CH_A_S_10
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium – Chichester & District Museum, MAS #6
Location: Michael Ayres School Hoard, Bognor Regis, West Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age, no earlier than 1200BC
Reference: Priestly-Bell 2007292
Object ID: CH_A_S_11
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium – Chichester & District Museum, MAS #7
Location: Michael Ayres School Hoard, Bognor Regis, West Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age, no earlier than 1200BC
Reference: Priestly-Bell 2007
Object ID: CH_A_S_12_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium – Chichester & District Museum, CHCDM:2010.3
Location: Pell Green, Halnaker
Date: Late Middle-Late Bronze Age (?)
Reference: Chichester & District Museum Database293
Object ID: BTN_A_S_1
Museum Collection & ID: Brighton Museum
Location: Mancombe Wood, Warminster, Wiltshire
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Brighton Museum Database
Object ID: BTN_A_S_2
Museum Collection & ID: Brighton Museum, R675/134, HA230508
Location: South Downs, Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Brighton Museum Database294
Object ID: BTN_A_S_3
Museum Collection & ID: Brighton Museum, R5407/3, HA230571
Location: Preston Parish, West Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Brighton Museum Database
Object ID: BTN_A_S_4
Museum Collection & ID: Brighton Museum, R675/134, HA230518
Location: Sidlesham, West Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Brighton Museum Database295
Object ID: BTN_A_S_5
Museum Collection & ID: Brighton Museum, R2545/3, HA230517
Location: Sidlesham, West Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Brighton Museum Database
Object ID: BTN_A_S_6
Museum Collection & ID: Brighton Museum, R3312/17, HA230549
Location: Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Brighton Museum Database296
Object ID: BTN_A_S_7
Museum Collection & ID: Brighton Museum, R2545/1, HA230515
Location: Pulborough, West Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Brighton Museum Database
Object ID: BTN_A_S_8
Museum Collection & ID: Brighton Museum, R2545/5, HA230519
Location: Sidlesham, West Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Brighton Museum Database297
Object ID: DC_A_S_1
Museum Collection & ID: Dorset County Museum, 1885.16.1
Location: Jordan Hill, Dorset
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Dorset County Museum Database
Object ID: DC_A_S_2
Museum Collection & ID: Dorset County Museum, 1884.2.9
Location: Fordington, Dorset
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Dorset County Museum Database298
Object ID: DC_A_S_3
Museum Collection & ID: Dorset County Museum, 1917.21
Location: Fordington, Dorset
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Dorset County Museum Database
Object ID: SAL_A_S_1
Museum Collection & ID: Salisbury Museum, 1996 R.525
Location: Wiltshire
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Salisbury Museum Database299
Object ID: SAL_A_S_2
Museum Collection & ID: Salisbury Museum, 1996 R.566
Location: Downton, Wiltshire
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Salisbury Museum Database
Object ID: SAL_A_S_3
Museum Collection & ID: Salisbury Museum, 1969.94
Location: Wiltshire
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Salisbury Museum Annual Report 1969/70300
Object ID: SAL_A_S_4
Museum Collection & ID: Salisbury Museum, 1969.98
Location: Wiltshire
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Salisbury Museum Annual Report 1969/70
Object ID: SAL_A_S_5
Museum Collection & ID: Salisbury Museum, 1965.58
Location: Mill Farm, South Newton, Wiltshire
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Salisbury Museum Annual Report 1965/6 16301
Object ID: SAL_A_S_6
Museum Collection & ID: Salisbury Museum, 1C5A.4
Location: Donhead St Mary, Wiltshire
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Pugh & Crittall 1957
Object ID: SAL_A_S_7
Museum Collection & ID: Salisbury Museum, 1C5A.8
Location: Donhead St Mary, Wiltshire
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Pugh & Crittall 1957302
Object ID: DOV_A_S_1
Museum Collection & ID: Dover Museum, O.1383
Location: Sittingbourne Hoard, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age, c900BC
Reference: Dover Museum Database
Object ID: DOV_A_S_2
Museum Collection & ID: Dover Museum, O.1384
Location: Sittingbourne Hoard, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age, c900BC
Reference: Dover Museum Database303
Object ID: DOV_A_S_3
Museum Collection & ID: Dover Museum, O.1386
Location: Old Park Hoard, Dover, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age, c800BC
Reference: Dover Museum Database
Object ID: DOV_A_S_4
Museum Collection & ID: Dover Museum, O.1385
Location: Sittingbourne Hoard, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age, c800BC
Reference: Dover Museum Database304
Object ID: DOV_A_S_5
Museum Collection & ID: Dover Museum, O.1387
Location: Old Park Hoard, Dover, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age, c800BC
Reference: Dover Museum Database
Object ID: DOV_A_S_6
Museum Collection & ID: Dover Museum, O.1388
Location: Sittingbourne Hoard, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age, c800BC
Reference: Dover Museum Database305
Object ID: DOV_A_S_7
Museum Collection & ID: Dover Museum, O.1389
Location: Old Park Hoard, Dover, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age, c800BC
Reference: Dover Museum Database
Object ID: DOV_A_S_8
Museum Collection & ID: Dover Museum, O.1382
Location: Sittingbourne Hoard, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age, c800BC
Reference: Dover Museum Database306
Object ID: LIT_A_S_1_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: Littlehampton, A816
Location: Flansham Hoard, West Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Hearne 1940
Object ID: LIT_A_S_2_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: Littlehampton, A813
Location: Flansham Hoard, West Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Hearne 1940307
Object ID: MSN_A_S_1
Museum Collection & ID: Maidstone Museum, BA17 Borstal Axe
Location: Borstal Hoard, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Turner 2010
Object ID: MSN_A_S_2_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: Maidstone Museum, BA17 LBA Borstal
Location: Borstal Hoard, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Turner 2010308
Object ID: MSN_A_S_3
Museum Collection & ID: Maidstone Museum, BA17 Borstal Axe
Location: Borstal Hoard, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Turner 2010
Object ID: MSN_A_S_4_FRAG (Winged Socket)
Museum Collection & ID: Maidstone Museum, BA17 LBA Borstal
Location: Borstal Hoard, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Turner 2010309
Object ID: MSN_A_S_5
Museum Collection & ID: Maidstone Museum, BA15 Minster-Thanet
Location: Minster-Thanet, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: (Finds mentioned in Brown & Blin-Stoyle 1959)
Object ID: MSN_A_S_6
Museum Collection & ID: Maidstone Museum, BA15 Socketed Axe 54.1957
Location: Unknown
Date: Late Bronze Age (?)
Reference: Maidstone Museum Database310
Object ID: MSN_A_S_7
Museum Collection & ID: Maidstone Museum, BURHAM 38.1949
Location: Burham, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Maidstone Museum Database
Object ID: MSN_A_S_8
Museum Collection & ID: Maidstone Museum, LBA15 85.1953
Location: Unknown
Date: Late Bronze Age (?)
Reference: Maidstone Museum Database311
Object ID: MSN_A_S_9_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: Maidstone Museum, 41.1973
Location: Fixteds Farm, Pickhurst, Hayes, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Maidstone Museum Database
Object ID: MSN_A_S_10
Museum Collection & ID: Maidstone Museum, BA15 Socketed Axe
Location: Recovered from the Sea near Whitstable, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age (?)
Reference: Samson 2006312
Object ID: MSN_A_S_11
Museum Collection & ID: Maidstone Museum, 51.1968
Location: Upnor, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Maidstone Museum Database
Object ID: MSN_A_S_12
Museum Collection & ID: Maidstone Museum, 51.1968.6
Location: Upnor, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Maidstone Museum Database313
Object ID: MSN_A_S_13
Museum Collection & ID: Maidstone Museum, BA15 Whitstable Socket Axe
Location: Recovered from the sea near Whitstable, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Samson 2006
Object ID: MSN_A_S_14
Museum Collection & ID: Maidstone Museum, PKR12
Location: Swalecliffe Hoard, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Masefield et al 2003314
Object ID: MSN_A_S_15
Museum Collection & ID: Maidstone Museum
Location: Unknown, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Maidstone Museum Database
Object ID: MSN_A_S_16
Museum Collection & ID: Maidstone Museum
Location: Unknown, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Maidstone Museum Database315
Object ID: MSN_A_S_17
Museum Collection & ID: Maidstone Museum
Location: Unknown, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Maidstone Museum Database
Object ID: NCS_A_S_1
Museum Collection & ID: Norwich Castle Study Centre, NWHCM : 1959.30.1 : A
Location: Watton Hoard, Norfolk
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Item record at
http://www.culturalmodes.norfolk.gov.uk/projects/nmaspub5.asp?page=item&itemId=NWHCM%20:
%201959.30.1%20:%20A [accessed 17/09/2013]316
Object ID: BRS_A_S_1
Museum Collection & ID: Bristol Museum, E1759
Location: Avon
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Pease Collection 1921 (Bristol Museum)
Object ID: BRS_A_S_2
Museum Collection & ID: Bristol Museum, Fb8552
Location: Avon
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Bristol Museum Database317
Object ID: BRS_A_S_3
Museum Collection & ID: Bristol Museum, F4466
Location: Avon
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: None/Donated by Lady Mobray after acquired from Roger Warnes Antiques in 1972
Object ID: BRS_A_S_4
Museum Collection & ID: Bristol Museum, E1750
Location: Avon
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Pease Collection 1921 (Bristol Museum)318
Object ID: BRS_A_S_5
Museum Collection & ID: Bristol Museum, E1752
Location: Avon
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Pease Collection 1921 (Bristol Museum)
IMAGE UNAVAILABLE
Object ID: BRS_A_S_6
Museum Collection & ID: Bristol Museum, E1757
Location: Avon
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Pease Collection 1921 (Bristol Museum)319
Object ID: BRS_A_S_7
Museum Collection & ID: Bristol Museum, E1753
Location: Avon
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Pease Collection 1921 (Bristol Museum)
Object ID: BRS_A_S_8
Museum Collection & ID: Bristol Museum, F3751
Location: Avon
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Bristol Museum Database320
Object ID: BRS_A_S_9
Museum Collection & ID: Bristol Museum, F4465
Location: Avon
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: None/Donated by Lady Mowbray after acquisition from Roger Warner Antiques in 1972
Object ID: BRS_A_S_10
Museum Collection & ID: Bristol Museum, F0881
Location: Avon
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Bristol Museum Database321
IMAGE UNAVAILABLE
Object ID: BRS_A_S_11
Museum Collection & ID: Bristol Museum, F2329
Location: Avon
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Bristol Museum Database322
9.2 Photographic Appendix: Socketed Gouges
- Listed by museum collection, and includes ‘common’, ‘splayed’ and ‘small’ gouges as per their
occurrence in collections.323
Object ID: BM_G_S_1
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1910 6-18
Location: Alfriston, East Sussex
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: British Museum Merlin Database
Object ID: BM_G_S_2
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, WG2027
Location: Hadlow, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: British Museum Merlin Database324
Object ID: BM_G_S_3
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, WG1755
Location: Richmond, Thames, London
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: British Museum Merlin Database
Object ID: BM_G_S_4
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1973-7-21
Location: Wandsworth, Thames, London
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Rice 1923325
Object ID: BM_G_S_5
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1992 9-1 580
Location: Hod Hill, Dorset
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: British Museum Merlin Database
Object ID: DOV_G_S_2
Museum Collection & ID: Dover Museum, O.1392
Location: Sittingbourne Hoard, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Dover Museum Database326
Object ID: BM2_G_S_1
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, P1981 11-4 74
Location: Egham, Petters Sports Field Hoard, Surrey
Date: Late Bronze Age, c700BC
Reference: Needham 1990
Object ID:BM2_G_S_2
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, P1981 11-4 31
Location: Egham, Petters Sports Field Hoard, Surrey
Date: Late Bronze Age, c700BC
Reference: Needham 1990327
Object ID: BM2_G_S_3
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1891 5-14-42
Location: Selbourne Hoard, Woolmer Forest, Hampshire
Date: Middle/Late Bronze Age
Reference: British Museum Merlin Database
Object ID: BM2_G_S_4
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1894 08-03 36
Location: Allhallows Farm, Northern Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Turner 2010328
Object ID: BM2_G_S_5
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1894 08-03 35
Location: Allhallows Farm, Northern Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Turner 2010
Object ID: BM2_G_S_6
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1903 07-27 8
Location: NA
Date: Bronze Age
Reference: British Museum Merlin Database329
Object ID: BM2_G_S_7
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1897 04-10 8
Location: Grays Thurrock finds, Essex
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Butcher 1922
Object ID: BM2_G_S_8
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1914 09-24 18
Location: Addington Hoard, Thames, London
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Kendrick & Hawkes 1932330
IMAGE UNAVAILABLE
Object ID: BM2_G_S_9
Museum Collection & ID: 1864 05-01 3
Location: Hounslow, Thames, London
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: British Museum Merlin Database
Object ID: BM2_G_S_10
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1865 02-24 8
Location: Kensington, London
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: British Museum Merlin Database331
Object ID: BM2_G_S_11
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1864 05-01 4
Location: Hounslow, Thames, London
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: British Museum Merlin Database
Object ID: BM2_G_S_12
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1928 01-20 9
Location: Wandsworth, Thames, London, Single find
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Rice 1923332
Object ID: BM2_G_S_13
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1931 03-14 11
Location: Bexleyheath, London, single find
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: British Museum Merlin Database
IMAGE UNAVAILABLE
Object ID: BM2_G_S_14
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1868 08-05 10
Location: Blandford Forum, Dorset
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Brown & Blin-Stoyle 1959333
IMAGE UNAVAILABLE
Object ID: BM2_G_S_15
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1868 08-05 9
Location: Blandford Forum, Dorset
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Brown & Blin-Stoyle 1959
Object ID: BM2_G_S_16
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 2001 07-02 5
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013334
Object ID: BM2_G_S_17
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998 09-01 208
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: BM2_G_S_18
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 2001 05-01 2
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013335
Object ID: BM2_G_S_19
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998 09-01 205
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: BM2_G_S_20
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998 09-01 212
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013336
Object ID: BM2_G_S_21
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998 09-01 206
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: BM2_G_S_22
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998 09-01 207
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013337
Object ID: BM2_G_S_23
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998 09-01 210
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: BM2_G_S_24
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998 09-01 211
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013338
IMAGE UNAVAILABLE
Object ID: BM2_G_S_25
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998 09-01 209
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: BM2_G_S_26
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998 09-01 216
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013339
Object ID: BM2_G_S_27
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998 09-01 215
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: BM2_G_S_28
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998 09-01 214
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013340
Object ID: BM2_G_S_29
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998 09-01 213
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: BM2_G_S_30
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1989 06-01 8
Location: Batheaston Hoard, North Somerset
Date: Late Bronze Age (Hoard – 1
st Millennium BC)
Reference: Stead 1998341
Object ID: BM2_G_S_31
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1961 10-06 29
Location: Birchington, Minnis Bay, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Cunliffe 2009
Object ID: BM2_G_S_32
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1961 10-06 30
Location: Birchington, Minnis Bay, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Cunliffe 2009342
Object ID: BM2_G_S_33
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1922 02-06 33
Location: Swalecliffe Hoard, Northern Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Masefield et al 2003
Object ID: BM2_G_S_34
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1893 02-05 25
Location: Hoo, Northern Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Turner 2010343
Object ID: BM2_G_S_35_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1922 02-06 21
Location: Swalecliffe Hoard, Northern Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Masefield et al 2003
Object ID: BM2_G_S_36
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1893 02-05 26
Location: Hoo, Northern Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Turner 2010344
Object ID: BM2_G_S_37
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1852 06-26 87
Location: Thorndon, Suffolk
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Evans 1881
Object ID: BM2_G_S_38_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1928 02-10 11
Location: Somerleyton Hoard, Suffolk
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Antiquaries Journal 8(2)345
Object ID: BM2_G_S_39_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1988.121.77
Location: Netherhampton, Salisbury
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: BM2_G_S_40_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1928 02-10 12
Location: Somerleyton Hoard, Suffolk
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Antiquaries Journal 8(2)346
Object ID: BM2_G_S_41_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1988.121.78
Location: Netherhampton, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: BM2_G_S_42_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1988.121.76
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013347
Object ID: BM2_G_S_43_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1903 07-27 8
Location: NA
Date: Apparent LBA
Reference: British Museum Merlin Database
Object ID: BM2_G_S_44_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1892 09-01 297
Location: Launceston Down, Cornwall
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: British Museum Merlin Database348
Object ID: BM2_G_S_45_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1880 11-24 26
Location: Meldreth Hoard, Cambridgeshire
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Skeen 2011
Object ID: BM2_G_S_46_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1894 08-03 22
Location: Allhallows, Northern Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Turner 2010349
Object ID: BM2_G_S_47_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1988.121.79
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
IMAGE UNAVAILABLE
Object ID: BM2_G_S_48_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1988.121.75
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (LBA Objects in hoard collated during Iron Age)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013350
Object ID: CH_G_S_1
Museum Collection & ID: Chichester & District Museum (The Novium), CM Gouge
Location: Bognor Regis, West Sussex, Michael Ayres School Hoard
Date: Late Bronze Age, c1000BC
Reference: Hoard not yet published, referred to in Priestly-Bell 2007
Object ID: CH_G_S_2
Museum Collection & ID: Chichester & District Museum (The Novium), CM Gouge
Location: Bognor Regis, West Sussex, Michael Ayres School Hoard
Date: Late Bronze Age c1000BC
Reference: Hoard not yet published, referred to in Priestly-Bell 2007351
Object ID: CH_G_S_3
Museum Collection & ID: Chichester & District Museum (The Novium), CM Gouge
Location: Bognor Regis, West Sussex, Michael Ayres School Hoard
Date: Late Bronze Age, c1000BC
Reference: Hoard not yet published, referred to in Priestly-Bell 2007
Object ID: WH_G_S_1
Museum Collection & ID: Wiltshire Heritage Museum, DZSWS:B10 DM1125
Location: Devizes, Wiltshire, Single find
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Wiltshire Heritage Museum Database352
Object ID: WH_G_S_2
Museum Collection & ID: Wiltshire Heritage Museum, 1987.45.3
Location: West Kennett Barrow, Avebury
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Wiltshire Heritage Museum Database
Object ID: WH_G_S_3_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: Wiltshire Heritage Museum, 2007.26.1
Location: Bishops Cannings, Wiltshire, Single find
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Wiltshire Heritage Museum Database353
9.3. Photographic Appendix: Chisels
9.3.1 Photographic Appendix – Flat Chisels
- Includes flat chisels with extra features, such as BM2_CH_F_GROOVE, and chisel-like flat
tools.354
Object ID:WH_CH_F_1
Museum Collection & ID: Wiltshire Heritage Museum, STHEAD312
Location: Bowl Barrow, West Overton, G1
Date: Early/Middle Bronze Age(?)
Reference: Wiltshire Heritage Museum Database
Object ID: WH_CH_F_2
Museum Collection & ID: Wiltshire Heritage Museum, STHEAD312a
Location: NA, possibly West Overton
Date: Early/Middle Bronze Age (?)
Reference: Wiltshire Heritage Museum Database355
Object ID:WH_CH_F_3
Museum Collection & ID: Wiltshire Heritage Museum, 2004.429
Location: Wiltshire
Date: Early/Middle Bronze Age(?)
Reference: Wiltshire Heritage Museum Database
Object ID: BM2_CH_F_1
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998,0901.172
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age, 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013356
Object ID: BM2_CH_F_2
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 2001,0702.8
Location: Netherhampton, Salisbury Plain
Date: Late Bronze Age 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: BM2_CH_F_GROOVE
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1856,6 27.42
Location: Somerset
Date: Late Middle-Late Bronze Age (Based on gouge form in end)
Reference: British Museum Merlin Database357
Object ID: CH_CH_F_1
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium – Chichester & District Museum, West Ashling Chisel
Location: West Ashling
Date: Middle Bronze Age?
Reference: None –hoard as yet unpublished; West Ashling Hoard also sometimes referred to as
the Summersdale Hoard
Object ID: SAL_CH_F_1
Museum Collection & ID: Salisbury Museum, 181/1987
Location: Steeple Langford
Date: Early-Middle Bronze Age
Reference: Salisbury Museum Database358
IMAGE UNAVAILABLE
Object ID: SAL_CH_F_2
Museum Collection & ID: Salisbury Museum, 240/1984
Location: Nether Avon
Date: Early/Middle Bronze Age
Reference: Salisbury Museum Database
Object ID: SAL_CH_F_3
Museum Collection & ID: Salisbury Museum, 1C4A.9
Location: NA
Date: NA – Middle Bronze Age
Reference: None – Object not included in full data due to questions over form, type and
provenance359
Object ID: NCS_CH_F_1
Museum Collection & ID: Norwich Castle Study Centre, 1961.34
Location: East Wretham, Norfolk
Date: Early Bronze Age (?)
Reference: Norwich Castle Study Centre Database
IMAGE UNAVAILABLE
Object ID: BRS_CH_F_1_GRAVER
Museum Collection & ID: Bristol Museum, E1731
Location: Bristol
Date: Late Middle-Late Bronze Age (based on tang & graver form)
Reference: Bristol Museum Database360
9.3.2 Photographic Appendix – Flanged Chisels
- Includes chisels with flanges and flanged chisel-like tools.361
Object ID: BM2_CH_FL_1
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998,0901.155
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: Middle Bronze Age (?)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database
Object ID: NCS_CH_FL_1
Museum Collection & ID: Norwich Castle Study Centre, 258 (1909 Catalogue)
Location: Unknown
Date: Middle-Late Bronze Age (based on D-Rib motif akin to those on socketed axes)
Reference: Norwich Castle Study Centre 1909 Catalogue362
Object ID: NCS_CH_FL_2
Museum Collection & ID: Norwich Castle Study Centre, 1908.22.4
Location: Swaffham, Norfolk
Date: Middle Bronze Age (Based on Flange presence)
Reference: Norwich Castle Study Centre Database
Object ID: WH_CH_FL_1
Museum Collection & ID: Wiltshire Heritage Museum, STHEAD.207
Location: Bowl Barrow, Wilsford, Wiltshire
Date: Early/Middle Bronze Age
Reference: Wiltshire Heritage Museum Database363
Object ID: WH_CH_FL_2
Museum Collection & ID: Wiltshire Heritage Museum, STHEAD.167
Location: Bell Barrow, Wilsford
Date: Early/Middle Bronze Age
Reference: Wiltshire Heritage Museum Database364
9.3.3 Photographic Appendix – Tanged Chisels
- Includes tanged chisels and ‘chisel-like’ tools.365
Object ID: BM_CH_T_1
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, WG2028
Location: Crawley, Hampshire
Date: Late Middle-Late Bronze Age
Reference: British Museum Merlin Database
Object ID: BM_CH_T_2
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 65.1.25.2
Location: Single Find from Thames
Date: Middle-Late Bronze Age
Reference: British Museum Merlin Database366
Object ID: BM_CH_T_3
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, WG.1760
Location: Single Find from Thames
Date: Late Middle-Late Bronze Age
Reference: British Museum Merlin Database
Object ID: BM2_CH_T_1 (Possible Hide-working chisel-like tool)
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 65.1.25.2
Location: Single Find from Thames
Date: 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013367
Object ID: BM2_CH_T_2
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998,0901.168
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: BM2_CH_T_3
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998,0901.166
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013368
Object ID: BM2_CH_T_4
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998,0901.167
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: BM2_CH_T_5
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998,0901.169
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013369
Object ID: BM2_CH_T_6
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998,0901.170
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: BM2_CH_T_7
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998,0901.173
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013370
Object ID: BM2_CH_T_8
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998,0901.171
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: BM2_CH_T_9
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998,0901.174
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013371
Object ID: BM2_CH_T_10
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998,0901.156
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: BM2_CH_T_11
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998,0901.159
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013372
Object ID: BM2_CH_T_12
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 2001,0702.10
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: BM2_CH_T_13
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998,0901.164
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013373
Object ID: BM2_CH_T_14
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998,0901.163
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: WH_CH_T_1
Museum Collection & ID: Wiltshire Heritage Museum, 1984.51
Location: West Lavington Down
Date: Middle-Late Bronze Age
Reference: Wiltshire Heritage Museum Database374
Object ID: WH_CH_T_2
Museum Collection & ID: Wiltshire Heritage Museum, BROOKE:321
Location: Coleman’s Bottom, Kennett
Date: Middle-Late Bronze Age
Reference: Wiltshire Heritage Museum Database
Object ID: WH_CH_T_3
Museum Collection & ID: Wiltshire Heritage Museum, DM666.7
Location: Bowl Barrow, Collingbourne Kingston, G4
Date: Middle-Late Bronze Age
Reference: Wiltshire Heritage Museum Database375
Object ID: SAL_CH_T_1
Museum Collection & ID: Salisbury Museum, 1999.2
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: Late Bronze Age 1140-800BC
Reference: Stead 1998
Object ID: NCS_CH_T_1
Museum Collection & ID: Norwich Castle Study Centre, 1954.108 (36)
Location: Eaton Hoard, Norwich
Date: Late Middle/Late Bronze Age
Reference: Dawkins 1885376
Object ID: NCS_CH_T_2
Museum Collection & ID: Norwich Castle Study Centre, 1954.108(37)
Location: Norwich
Date: Late Middle-Late Bronze Age
Reference: Norwich Castle Study Centre Database
Object ID: NCS_CH_T_3
Museum Collection & ID: Norwich Castle Study Centre, 1993.14
Location: Costessy Hoard, Norwich
Date: Late Bronze Age, 700BC
Reference: Woolhouse 2008377
9.3.4 Photographic Appendix – Socketed Chisels
- Includes socketed chisels and those labelled within museum collections as socketed
chisels but for which some query may be raised given comparison with small socketed
axes.378
Object ID: BM2_CH_S_1
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1894,0803.37
Location: Allhallows, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Turner 2010
Object ID: BM2_CH_S_2
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1931 03-14 10
Location: Bexleyheath Hoard, Thames
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: National Bronze Implements Index379
Object ID: BM2_CH_S_3
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998,0901.157
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: BM2_CH_S_4
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 2001,0702.9
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013380
Object ID: BM2_CH_S_5
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, WG.2082
Location: Feltwell Fen Hoard, Norfolk
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Fox 1923
Object ID: BM2_CH_S_6
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1880,1124.25
Location: Meldreth Hoard, Cambridgeshire
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Skeen 2011381
Object ID: BM2_CH_S_7
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, 1998,0901.76
Location: Netherhampton Hoard, Salisbury
Date: 1140-800BC (British Museum Database)
Reference: Stead 1998, British Museum Merlin Database, Boughton 2013
Object ID: NCS_CH_S_1
Museum Collection & ID: Norwich Castle Study Centre, 1845.70.11
Location: Carleton Rode Hoard, Norwich
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: O’Connor 1980382
Object ID: NCS_CH_S_2_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: Norwich Castle Study Centre, Socketed Chisel
Location: Norgate Road, Norwich
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Norwich Castle Study Centre Database
Object ID: NCS_CH_S_3
Museum Collection & ID: Norwich Castle Study Centre, 1955.108.(35)
Location: Norwich
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Norwich Castle Study Centre Database383
Object ID: NCS_CH_S_4
Museum Collection & ID: Norwich Castle Study Centre, 1954.108.(34)
Location: Eaton Hoard
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Dawkins 1885
Object ID: MSN_CH_S_1_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: Maidstone Museum, Swalecliffe Hoard Socketed Chisel
Location: Swalecliffe Hoard, Kent
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Masefield et al 2003384
Object ID: SAL_CH_S_1
Museum Collection & ID: Salisbury Museum, 164A.4
Location: Unknown
Date: Late Bronze Age
Reference: Salisbury Museum Database385
9.4 Photographic Appendix - Saws
- West Ashling Saw included as the individual fragments, including those without visible
teeth. The 6 fragments appear to comprise the whole saw, and combined data from across
the fragments was used in the analysis.
- The West Ashling Hoard has also been sometimes referred to as the Summersdale Hoard;
it remains unpublished, due in part to problems surrounding the circumstances of its
recovery, but the recovered artefacts reside in the collections of The Novium – Chichester
& District Museum.386
Object ID: BM_SAW
Museum Collection & ID: British Museum, WG.2015
Location: Grimes Graves, Norfolk
Date: Late Bronze Age 1400-1100BC
Reference: British Museum Merlin Database, Mercer 1981
Object ID: DOV_SAW_1_FRAG
Museum Collection & ID: Dover Museum, DOVRM 1999 422.54
Location: Waldershare Hoard, Kent
Date: Middle/Late Bronze Age?
Reference: Dover Museum Database (hoard currently under analysis)387
Object ID: CH_SAW_FRAG_1
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium - Chichester District Museum, AO6275.17
Location: West Ashling Hoard, Sussex
Date: Middle/Late Bronze Age
Reference: None – Hoard not yet published; West Ashling Hoard sometimes also referred to as
Summersdale Hoard
Object ID: CH_SAW_FRAG_2
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium - Chichester District Museum, AO6275.19
Location: West Ashling Hoard, Sussex
Date: Middle/Late Bronze Age
Reference: None – Hoard not yet published; West Ashling Hoard sometimes also referred to as
Summersdale Hoard388
Object ID: CH_SAW_FRAG_3
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium - Chichester District Museum, AO6275.20
Location: West Ashling Hoard, Sussex
Date: Middle/Late Bronze Age
Reference: None – Hoard not yet published; West Ashling Hoard sometimes also referred to as
Summersdale Hoard
Object ID: CH_SAW_FRAG_4
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium - Chichester District Museum, AO6275.21
Location: West Ashling Hoard, Sussex
Date: Middle/Late Bronze Age
Reference: None – Hoard not yet published; West Ashling Hoard sometimes also referred to as
Summersdale Hoard389
Object ID: CH_SAW_FRAG_5
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium - Chichester District Museum, AO6275.22
Location: West Ashling Hoard, Sussex
Date: Middle/Late Bronze Age
Reference: None – Hoard not yet published; West Ashling Hoard sometimes also referred to as
Summersdale Hoard
Object ID: CH_SAW_FRAG_6
Museum Collection & ID: The Novium - Chichester District Museum, AO6275.18
Location: West Ashling Hoard, Sussex
Date: Middle/Late Bronze Age
Reference: None – Hoard not yet published; West Ashling Hoard sometimes also referred to as
Summersdale Hoard390
9.5 Appendix – List of Hoards Studied
Hoard County Museum
Addington Kent British Museum
All Hallows Kent British Museum
Bexleyheath Greater London British Museum
Bishopsland* Ireland NBI**
Blandford Forum Dorset British Museum
Borstal Kent Maidstone Museum
Carleton Rode Norfolk Norwich Castle
Cliffe-at-Hoo Kent British Museum
Costessy Norfolk Norwich Castle
Easton/Easton II Norfolk Norwich Castle
Felixstowe* Suffolk NBI**
Feltwell Fen Norfolk Norwich Castle
Flansham West Sussex Littlehampton Museum
Grays Thurrock Essex British Museum
Meldreth Cambridgeshire British Museum
Michael Ayres School West Sussex Chichester & District
Minnis Bay Kent British Museum
Netherhampton Wiltshire British Museum
Norgate Road Norfolk Norwich Castle
Old Park Kent Dover Museum
Petters Sports Field Surrey British Museum
Selbourne Hampshire British Museum
Sittingbourne Kent Dover Museum
Somerleyton Suffolk British Museum
Swalecliffe Kent British Museum
Thorndon Suffolk British Museum
Waldershare Kent Dover Museum
Wandsworth Surrey British Museum
Watton Norfolk Norwich Castle
West Ashling West Sussex Chichester & District
Table 9.5.1 Appendix – List of Hoards from which metalwork was studied
*The Bishopsland and Felixstowe hoards were not accessed directly, but details of the saws in each were drawn
from the National Bronze Implements Index, and other details from relevant publications as cited in-text.
**NBI – National Bronze Implements Index, held in British Museum’s Franks House site.391
10. Glossary
Axe - solid-bladed wood-working tool for splitting or hewing.
Chisel - carving or cutting solid-bladed tool, used on a range of materials and occurs in a variety of
forms.
Cross-Bar - horizontal feature in tanged chisels demarcating blade and tang.
Dimension - the size of individual features/measurements, e.g. Socket width or full tool length.
Feature - a particular part of the tool, for instance the blade.
Flange - raised sides of a tool intended to form bracket around the sides of a haft.
Function - the broad purpose of the tool, for instance cutting. Function refers to the technical
function – where the function of a particular feature is cultural or stylistic it is stated in the text.
Functionality - the way in which the function was achieved through the tool structure.
Gouge - carving tool with solid blade.
Haft - wooden or bone handle attached to tool as a means of wielding it.
Haft-Loop – projecting semi-circular feature on underside of socketed axe through which ties were
threaded as a means of securing the haft
Linear Tool - a tool in which the structure and integration of each main feature runs follows a direct
line, e.g. Blade-body-socket.
Morphology - the form of the tool and of features of the tool, for instance blade morphology.
Morphology manifests potential function.
Palstave – digging or possibly carving tool of Early and Middle Bronze Age, sometimes conflated
with the axe.
Potential Function - the possible function of the tool based on comparison with others and prior
knowledge.
Rib - raised relief on body of a tool, usually an axe but does occur on others.
Saw - cutting tool comprise of multiple independent teeth.
Section - part of the tool which comprises one or more morphological features, such as an axe
socket comprised of the socket itself and also socket ridges.
Socket - opening in end of tool opposite use-end tool intended for attachment of a haft/handle.
Socket Ridge - raised feature around the socket of a tool forming a ridge.
Structure - the physical form of the tool in terms of how features integrate with one another.392
Structural Principle – relationship between two or more features established through production
process which enabled correct balance or functioning of a tool.
Tang - rear feature of a tanged chisel intended for adaptation as second use-end or for attachment
of a haft.
Template – common form utilised as means of replicating tool forms
Tool (Form) - particular morphological variants of a tool type, e.g. 'V' gouges, square-bladed
tanged chisels.
Tool (Type) - broad types of tool, e.g. axes, gouges.
Variation/Variant - difference in either the whole tool or in aspects of morphology.393
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